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ABSTRACT

The central hypothesis of the thesis is ttat en important aim of

Catholic state education has been to Incorporate the children of Irish

working-class migrants. This hypothesis Is differently explored in part one

and part two of the thesis. Part one is essentially a sociological account

of the relationship between the English Catholic Church, the State and the

migrant comminity in the 19th century. This eccount is preceded by an

analysis of Irish migrants and the political, economic and cultural contexts

of their settlement In Britain. Part one attempts to show the role which the

structure and content of Catholic elementary education played in the process

of denatlonalising the children of this migrant corrnunity. This was achieved

by institutionalising a silence on the p01 itic& origins of the migrants and

by forging a bond between the Church and Its Irish congregation based on

Cetholicity and corm.inity. In this way the pclItic& voice of the Irish In

Britain was stilled end the process of incorporation was facilitated

Renewed migration from Ireland ensured that these incorporatist strategies

continued to be employed end relevant in the 20th century. Part two consists

of en exploratory empirical study comparing the attitudes of pupils and

teachers from selected Catholic schools In LIVerpool and London, the former

being the main site of 19th-century migration and the latter the main site of

20th-century migration. The aims of this investigation were two-fold: to

explore whether the practices of Catholic schools continue to renderthe

Irish antecedents of the majority of their pupils Invisible and thus

perpetuate the incorporatist strategies of the 19th century; and to discover

the degree to which class, religion and national Identity, mediated through

generation and region, still significantly determine the Identity and

experience of being Irish In Britain.
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I NTAOOUCT I ON

1. OEGIM1INGS

This thesis developed from my experiences when teaching in a Catholic

comprehensive school In south London in the 1970s. On the one hand, my

attempts to teach about Ireland or the Irish In Britain as part of

sociology courses were hindered both by the dearth of materials for use in

schools on the subject and by the specific content of those that did exist.

On the other hand, the preponderance of either ignorance or reluctance to

talk about things Irish was striking In a school where over half the pupils

and many of the staff were Irish or of Irish descent. In previous research

I attempted to establish what was the basis of the presentation of

Britain's relationship to Ireland in school texts (Hickman 1980), thus

addressing what I had found was problematic about the specific content of

the materials which did Include reference to Ireland. The present thesis

addresses the silence I encountered when teaching: the silence of many

pupils about their Irish background.

Both personal knowledge and initial research indicated that this

silence In the school reflected wider silences. Being second-generation

Irish I was well aware of the ambiguities, ambiv&ences and pressures that

can surround being Irish in Britain. Part of the pressure resides in the

absence of recognition of Ireland and the Irish In British culture, except

in certain designated contexts. Thus, for example, school materials in

general marginal ise Ireland and the significance of Britain's relationship

to Ireland, but all accounts of 19th-century British political history deal

with the 'Irish Question' and the burden it proved for Gladstone. This

conforms to the model of explanation which underpins all explanations of

Anglo-Irish relations that figure In school texts. The model is one which

emphasises the rationality and non-violence of British policy and

traditions compared with the irrationality and violence of Irish actions

and traditions. This model of explanation does not originate with textbook
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production but emanates from the academic disciplines upon which such texts

are based (Hickman 1980).

The dual silence, that is, of the Irish in Britain nd in British

culture about Ireland, has meant that the Irish do not figure In the

riulticultural or 'race relations' debate which has had such an inexorable

growth in the past twenty years. when I comenced the present research

there W69 one published sociological text on the Irish in Britain, and this

remains the case as I complete the thesis. The author, Jackson (1963),

presents his analysis within an assimilation perspective. He details the

hostility and difficulties the irish encountered when they first migrated

to Britain in large numbers in the 19th century. Sut he goes on to explain

that when the next large migration of the Irish to Britain occurred, in the

mid-2Oth century, the situation had improved. The 19th-century migrants

and their descendants had been assimilated and the new Irish migrants did

not face the same degree of opposition or discrimination. However, at the

end of the book Jackson does broach the Issue of Irish identity in Britain.

Jackson poses the problem of identity as a psychological process of

adjustment involving the resolution of two worlds: that which has been left

behind but continues to exert a powerful influence; and the new and very

different society to which the migrants have journeyed. The implication of

his analysis Is that this process of adjustment Is the main problem which

the Irish in Britain now face and that this is an unfortunate but

inevitable part of the assimilation process. in particular, Jackson

considers that It is the second-generation Irish who will experience 'the

pressures to conform to new social patterns' (Jackson 1963: 160). He

anticipates that there might be potential tension between the children and

their parents' who would retain nuch of the reality of their Irish identity

and heritage. Jackson considers that Catholic schools, because they

contain many Irish teachers might help avoid this potential conflict. The

present thesis in many respects convnences where Jackson had to finish his

account of the Irish in Britain.

My o experiences and knowledge as a pupil and as a teacher did not

bear out Jackson's corrrnents on the role of Catholic education. Further,
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the resurgence of a public profile for the Irish com.inity In the early

1960s called into question Jackson's prediction of assimilation end his

assumptions about the necessarily Improved circumstances of the Irish In

Britain In the ROth century. This resurgence involved the creation of new

irish conrunity organisetions, whose membership was composed of people both

born In Ireland and of various generations of Irish descent. Many of these

organisatlons point to the continuing experience of anti-Irish racism in

Britain. The racist practices most cotfmoniy referred to are: Irish jokes;

the operation of the Prevention of Terrorism Act; the distorted accounts of

both Irish history end of the current situation in Northern Ireland given

in schools and the mass media; and discrimination In the areas of housing,

employment, social services, policing end in prisons (for example, see

Connor 1986,	 lter 1988).

The higher public profile of the Irish in Britain In the 1980s placed

in sharp relief the previous low public profile of the Irish as a minority

group in British society. An historical and empirical investigation into

the basis of the low public profile and silence of the irish in Britain

was, therefore, planned focusing on the role of Catholic education.

2. THE SUBSTANTIVE 1S9.ES OF THE THESIS

An assimilation perspective was unsatisfactory for this investigation

because i t S pr 1mar11 y based on the erroneous assumpt i on that wi t h t ime,

and short of the intractability of skin colour, migrant groups will be

absorbed into the wider culture. It assumes that it Is the first-

generation migrants who experience the most hostility and that familiarity

lessens prejudice. Even a brief perusal of the history of the Irish in

Britain reveals both these assumptions to be extremely doubtful.

Similarly, the more recently developed ethnicity perspective proved

Inappropriate. Ethnicity posits cultural difference as the problem and

inter- and Intre-ethnlc relations as the main object of study. Ethnic

identifications are viewed as primordial end not as susceptible to

acculturation.	 t some form of comon understanding between different

ethnic groups Is envisaged within a pluralist setting. However, In the
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last few years there have been a number of critiques of the ethnic

approach. The majority of these highlight the lack of systematic

consideration of power and class relations within this framework (Lawrence

1961). In comparison to either the assimilation or ethnicity perspectives,

the approach adopted here utilises the concepts of: segregation,

differentiation, incorporation and Identity.

The central hypothesis of the thesis Is that one of the chief aims of

Catholic state education in Britain has been to incorporate the children of

working-class Irish migrants. The historical origins of the strategies of

Incorporation are explored In part one of the thesis. The hypothesis rests

on the premise that It is appropriate to utlilse an lncorporatlst rather

than en assimilation or ethnicity model in order to account for the

experiences of the Irish In Britain. Specifically, stategies which were

developed in the 19th century to incorporate second-generation Irish

children continued to be employed and relevant in the 20th century. In the

second part of the thesis some of the long-term consequences of strategies

of Incorporation for the identity of those of Irish descent in Britain are

expl ored.

Racism Is often presented as a recent force in British society, dating

from the migration of people from the New Coninonwealth to Britain in the

1950s. Consequently, racism is primarily assumad to be based on 'col ours.

Thomas (1985), a	 lsh Nationalist 1?, argues that the 'race relations

industry' constructs the problem of racism as recent because the unspoken

discourse of the 'nulticuitural' debate Is one that goes to the heart of

the nature of British society, and the British State itself. Diversity and

plurality, Thomas explains, have to be seen as recent because to admit

otherwise is to admit that the whole history of Britain Internally as well

as externally has been about imperialism, racism, colonialism, linguistic

and political domination. It will be argued In this thesis that British

national identity Is a constructed Identity which serves to render viable

as one nation what is essentially a federation of different nations. The

incorporatist strategy, required to absorb different populations to a

central Ised national Identity, has Involved various racist practices. in
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this thesis strategies of incorporet ion directed towards the Irish in

Britain will be examined.

The concept of incorporation is being used, therefore, to denote the

active attempts by the State to regulate the expression and development of

separate and distinctive identities by potentially oppositional groups in

order to create a single nation-state. Central to this study are the

strategies of Incorporation, in particular Catholic education, used by the

State to regulate the expression and development of irish Identity. The

argument that will be developed in the thesis Is that the Incorporation of

the Irish Catholic working class in Britain was based on strategies of

incorporation and was not the consequence of an inevitable process of

assimilation or integration. The thesis is also concerned with the

consequences of strategies of Incorporation for the identity of people of

Irish descent in Britain.

In this thesis identity Is not being used as a psychological concept

but to denote social and political consciousness. The focus of the study

is on national Identity. As Bush (1985) points out:

the central surface appearance of self to be penetrated

is the national framework of our identity. The most

intense feature of capitalist hegemony is the nationalist

wedge. (Bush 1985: 7)

Bush is referring to the framework that British national identity provides

for all who subscribe to that nationality, in the course of a critique of

socialist theorists who elide such considerations in their accounts of the

working class in this country. The construction of this national framework

of identity in Britain end Its relationship to subjective consciousness

form the backdrop to this study. IientIty as posed here Is an arena of

contestatlon. The struggle is between the dominant culture and the various

sources of oppositional consciousness which confront it.

The thesis also takes issue with those theories which assume that the

basis of social and political consciousness lies overridingly in social
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class experiences.	 st (1984), writing about ret igion and Marxism,

emphasises how the 'secular sensibilities' oF most radical intellectuals

and activists In the 'west limit their work:

To extend leftist discourses about political economy and

the state toe discourse about capitalist civilization Is

to accent a sphere rarely scutinised by Marxist thinkers:

the sphere of culture and everyday life. Md any serious

scrutiny of this sphere sooner or later ITust come to terms

with religious ways of lIfe and religious ways of struggle.

(st 1984: 9)

For both the Irish and British working classes there are strands to their

political Identity other than social class. Of primary importance have

been religious aff Ii let ions and national all egiences. For the British

working class these were to prove the basis of their hegemonisatton. For

the Irish working class In Britain religious affiliation and national

identity were the basis of the oppositional consciousness they possessed

and ensured that they were subject to strategies of incorporation.

The concepts of segregation end differentiation are being used to

reinterpret evidence about the experience of irish migrants in 19th-century

Britain. This reinterpretation Is attempted in order to explore a

supplementary hypothesis that the segregation and differentiation of the

Irish Catholic working class In the 19th century were the consequence of

state strategies and have been an Important factor shaping Irish experience

in Britain. The first half of the 19th century was a period in which there

was a struggle over the establishment of caplteiist social relations. A

significant factor in the resolution of that struggle In the Interests of

capital was the segregation and differentiation of the working class.

Al though this thesis cannot examine the processes of segregation and

differentiation In greet detail, it does seek to indicate the significance

of the presence of the Irish in the industrial cities of England end

Scotland for the restabilisation of class relations which charecterised the

post-1850 period. The argument developed is that the irish in Britain were

a critical factor In the segregation and differentiation of the working
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class and that this formed part of the process of constructing the national

framework of Identity In Britain.

3. THE OAGAN I SAT! ON OF T1-E TI-ES I S

The thesis Is presented In two parts. Part one, chapters one to six,

is a sociological account of the relationship between the English Catholic

Church, the State and the Irish migrant corrrunity in the 19th century. The

origins of Catholic education as a strategy of incorporating the Irish in

Britain are explored. Part two, chapters seven to eleven, consists of an

exploratory empirical study about the Identity of the Irish in Britain,

comparing the attitudes of pupils and teachers from selected Catholic

schools in London and Liverpool.

3. 1 PART OI'\E

The first three chapters of the thesis seek to establish the wider

context In which the history and experience of the Irsh migrants to

Britain in the 19th century nist be viewed. Chapter one examines the

cultural context of the settlement of the Irish in 19th-century Britain.

The origins of anti-Irish racism and anti-Catholicism are examined. It is

argued that anti-Irish racism end anti-Catholicism have been Integral to

the formation of British national Identity. In the 19th century British

national ism underwent reforrTulatlon so that It expressed both the ideology

of a federated state end of an Imperial enterprise. The role of anti-

Catholicism and anti-Irish racism In this reforrm..ilation is the central

concern of the chapter.

In chapter two the economic context of the migration and settlement of

the irish Is examined. The economic underdevelopment of Ireland by Britain

and the consequence of forced migration for millions of Irish people is

outlined. The structural importance of Irish labour for the development of

agricultural and industrial development in Britain In the 19th century is

given substantial attention. This clarifies the social class position of
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Irish labour migrants and the impact social class had on Irish experience

in Britain.

Chapter three examines the social and political context of Irish

settlement in Britain. The aim of the chapter is to demonstrate that In

the 19th century Irish migrants were perceived as a social problem and a

political threat and that this elicited a State response. A particular

fear was that politcal unity might be forged between the Irish peasantry

and the British working class In the first half of the 19th century. This

was an. alliance which would ser1oty threaten the State. Political unity

did not develop, except briefly in 1848 during the last throes of Chartism.

One of the chief reasons was that processes of segregating and

differentiating the Irish from the rest of the working class were already

under way in the first half of the 19th century. The processes of

segregation and differentiation are explored in the chapter

Chapters four, five and six are an investigation of the central

hypothesis that the aim of Catholic elementary education was to incorporate

the children of Irish migrants by strengthening their Catholic identity at

the expense of weakening their Irish Identity. in chapter four the

significance of the English Catholic Church for strategies of incorporating

the Irish Is explored. The centrality of the relationship with the

Catholic Church for Irish coriirunitie has been well documented by others.

The interest of this thesis is to clarify the aims of the mission of the

English Catholic Church to its Irish congregation. The argument is

developed that the twin aims of the mission of the Catholic Church were

retention and Incorporation. The constraints which Influenced the

implementation of the strategy of incorporation of the Irish by the Church

are also considered.

Chapter five examines the context in which religious and educatIonal

matters were debated and resolved in the first half of the 19th century.

The chapter explores how attempts to segregate, differentiate and

incorporate the Irish In Britain became fused through the agency of the

English Catholic Church and Its main instument, Catholic schools. The

chapter examines the role of anti-Catholicism and anti-Irish hostility in
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the development of a separate Catholic school system. This historical

investigation is undertaken in order to illustrate the context in which

Catholic education came to be viewed as the principal long-term means of

resolving the problems posed the State by the Irish In Britain.

in chapter six the aim is to explore how the strategy of incorporating

the children of Irish migrants by Catholic education was put into practice.

The aims of the Catholic hierarchy as expressed by the Catholic Poor School

Comittee are examined. The main argument is that incorporation involved

strengthening the Catholic identity of the Irish and weakening their

national identity. The structure and content of Catholic elementary

education are reviewed to substantiate the argument. This historical

account is the foundation of the analysis attempted here into what

constitutes the basis of the low public profile and silence of the Irish In

Br I t a i n.

3.2 PART T\O

Part two is concerned to examine the consequences for the irish in

Britain in the 20th century of strategies of Incorporation developed in the

19th century. By the 20th century the terms and conditions upon which the

Irish lived and worked in this country were determined. These terms and

conditions had been formed in the frame-setting period of the previous

century, considered in the first part of the thesis. 	 en a further

substantial phase of Irish migration took place between the 1930s and the

1960s the Catholic education system was to be crucial in determining the

experience of these new Irish migrants, as it had been for the 19th-century

migrants. In the second half of the thesis one aspect of this experience

is explored In depth: the identity of the Irish In Britain.

In order to Investigate the identity of the Irish an exploratory

empirical study was undertaken In selected Catholic schools. The aims of

the empirical study were twofold: to establish whether the content and

practices of Catholic schools continue to render the Irish antecedents of

the majority of their pupils invisible and thus perpetuate the
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incorporetist stategies of the 19th century; and to discover the degree to

which social class, religion end national identity, mediated through

generation end region, significantly determine the identity and experience

of being Irish in Britain. The thesis is based on the premise that

generation is not the crucial variable in determining identity, as

assimilation theories assume. The argument is developed that the

significance of generation lies rather in the fact that the full weight of

strategies of Incorporation are focused on the second end subsequent

generat i ons.

The empirical study includes an area synonymous with the 19th-century

Irish migration and an area synonymous with the migration from Ireland of

the 1950s and 1960s, and is based on Interviews with pupils and teachers in

Catholic schools In these areas. Chapter seven Introduces the empirical

study and explains its methodology and limitations. In chapter eight the

findings about the selected identity of the pupils and teachers Interviewed

are presented. In chapters nine, ten and eleven the attitudes of the

sample about the Irish in Britain, Catholicism and Catholic schools and

Northern Ireland are presented and discussed with respect to the light they

throw on the hypotheses of incorporation and identity.
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cHAJi H ONE

TI-E ORIGINS OF ANT I - I RI SH RC I SM MsD ANTI-CATHOLICISM

1. INTROOUCTION

The aim of this chapter is to examine the origins of anti-Irish racism

and anti-Catholicism. The intention is to demonstrate how both phenomena

contributed to a complex categorising of the Irish in 19th-century Britain.

Both anti-Irish racism and anti-CatholicIsm have been integral to the

formation of British national identity, are constituent elements of British

culture, and as will be argued In this thesis, have shaped government and

institutional practices regarding the Irish in Britain.

In this account racism is not being tied to any particular biological

definition of 'races', primarily because it IS difficult to argue that 'race'

means anything outside the social context In which the notion of it is

constructed. Arguments about whether a specif IC set of practices, meanings

and attitudes involves racism In a 'true sense' can be very misleading. There

are no pure races and the differences between them are small compared with the

basic similarities.	 at undoubtedly exist are certain physical

characteristics which it is possible for particular 'racisms' to utilize to

swell their power and be the signs with which their passage is assured.

Equally, many racisms are based on perceptions about the 'character' of a

'race', frequently referenced as 'national character', and seen as the

consequence of natural proclivities. Many 'racisma' employ a combination of

factors. Thus race refers to:

a set of imaginary properties of inheritance which fix

and legitimate real positions of social domination or

subordination in terms of genealogies of generic difference.

(Cohen 1986: 23)
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Racist presuppositions always assume specified characteristics are innate and

always denote consequent relations of superiority and inferiority between

different groups of people denoted as 'races'.

There are many different racisms, each with their o specificity. In

Britain assumptions and presuppositions about the Irish are based on the

practices which have charecterised relations between the British as the

colonising power in Ireland end the Irish as a colonised people. Ideologies

of superiority and Inferiority always accompany colonisetlon. Sartre (1974)

posited why this Is the case:

How can an elite of usurpers, aware of their mediocrity.

establish their privileges? By one means only: debasing the

colonized to exalt themselves, denying the title of humanity

to the natives, and defining them as simply absences of

qualities - animals not humans. This does not prove herd to

do, for the system deprives them of everything. (Sartre

1974: XXVI)

This is the racism of colonialism.

In this chapter the relationship between British national identity end

anti-Irish racism will be examined in the following manner. First, the

origins end characteristics of anti-Irish racism are traced to the Mglo-

Norman invasion. Secondly, the origins of the power of anti-Catholicism are

located In the Reformation end the creation of pal iticised religious

Identities In the 16th and 17th centuries. In the next two sections antI-

Catholicism and anti-Irish racism in 19th-century Britain are examined in

detail. Finally, the implications of the coalescence of colonial racism end

the ideology of the nation state In the 19th century, for understanding racism

in Britain, are suggested.
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2. THE ORIGINS OF ANT I-I RI SH RAC I SM

For four centuries after the initial Mglo-Norman Invasion of Ireland in

1169 there were various attempts to gain effective control of the country.

These attempts met with only temporary success. From the 16th century

systematic Incursions were made to control and exploit Ireland on a permanent

and persistent basis. However, racist views about the Irish predated this

systematic colonisation. Since the MgIo-Norman Invasion in the 12th-century

Justificatlons' have been produced which have rel led upon conceptions of the

Irish as Inferior. The evidence for dominating Ireland has involved either

lengthy dlscurslons on the Irish national character or the furnishing of proof

of Irish barbarism and savagery. Both were directly related to notions about

the Celts as a 'race'. These characterisatlons predated the 'racial ised'

terminology that took on a particular significance in the Victorian period.

In a unique study of British historlography and Ireland Lebow (1973) has

traced the long-term influence of the first accounts of the Irish in the 12th

century, particularly once they were translated Into English In the 16th

century. Certain threads and Images run through the accounts of the Irish

down the centuries. The main emphasis prior to the Reformation was on their

paganism, superstition and barbarism. Infamous amongst the chroniclers of the

perfidiousness of the Irish is Gir&dus Cambrensis. His 'Topography of

Ireland' was published In 1157 and Included a vilification of the religion and

customs of the Irish and justified the Invasion as a necessary civilising

Influence upon Ireland. Irish religion comprised superstitious doctrines and

pagan practices designed to secure the ascendancy of the priests over the

uncivilized masses. Cambrensf descrIbed the Irish as:

indeed a most filthy race, a race sunk in vice, a race

more ignorant th	 all other nations of the first principles

of the faith. Hitherto they neither pay tithes or first

fruits; they do not contract marriage, nor shun Incestuous

connections; they frequent not the church of God wIth proper

reverence. (Cambrensis quoted In Lebow 1973:6)
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Post-Reformation writers continued this theme and It merged into the

general picture of what Irish Catholicism represented. Rarely was the

supposed moral depravity of the Irish portrayed as the consequence of

Catholicism, rather the Irish refusal to embrace Protestant Ism was due to the

debased character of the Cdt. For example, John Temple, an 16th- century

Englishman, wrote that the perverse dispositions of the Irish, reinforced by

centuries of heathenism, had made them InuLine to the advantages of the

Reformation. In the 19th century, when Continental and English Catholicism

became fashionable in certain circles, Irish Catholism did not become

respectable, it remained as papism or popery (Lebow 1973:7).

The other main strand to these anti-Irish expressions was the

concentration on the IrIsh proclivIty for violence and rebellion. The various

Irish rebellions against British rule primarily occasioned these theories. As

Lebow points out, most British historians categorically rejected the Irish

claim that such uprisings were a reaction to British oppression. Instead,

they chose to explain rebellion in terms of the Irish dislike of order,

tranquility, and industry. This argument, first broached by Cambrensis, was

further elaborated upon by Elizabethan writers. Later British historians

resorted to the same logic to explain the origins of the great rebellions of

the 17th century. For example, Richard Rich, writing In 1610, stated that the

real problem facing the English was the nature of the Irish, who were

uncivilised beings practised In treachery and nurder for centuries. It was

this cultivation of lawless behaviour which made them blind to the advantages

offered by reconciliation with the English. David 1-lume, writing In the 18th

century, described the 1641 rebellion In the following terms:

After rapacity had fully exerted itself, cruelty, and the

most barbarous that ever, in an nation, was known or heard

of, began Its operations. M universal massacre coimnenced

of the English, now defenceless, and passively resigned to

their inhuman fate. No age, no sex, no condition was

spared. The wife weeping for her butchered husband,
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end embracing her helpless children, was pierced with them,

and perished by the same stroke. (Rime quoted in Lebow

1973: 23)

Many writers suggested solutions For the problems Ireland presented.

For example, Ednund Spenser (see Lebow 1973) thought that although the Irish

had been defeated at the end of Ellzbeth's reign, they had not been subdued.

hat was required was the occupation of Ireland and the creation of 'protected

hamlets' where the captured Irish would be given land to farm, educated in

ChrIstian values and protected from the vengeance of the remaining

'guerillas'. in return they would provide help and information.	 at did

occur was the plantation of Ulster and the Cromwellian reconquest of Ireland.

Throughout this period, and on during the 18th century, the descriptions of

Ireland as uncivilised and the people as barbaric justif led not only the

initial invasion but continuing British supremacy in Ireland

In most of the accounts the superiorIty of England compared with Ireland

was expl icit. These works were exemplified by David Hume' s two- volume

history of England, published between 1754-57; going through 36 editions In

the next one hundred years, it was unrivalled until Mecaulay:

The Irish from the beginning of time had been buried in the

most profound barbarism and ignorance; and as they were

never conquered or even invaded by the Romans, from whom alt

the stern world derived Its civility, they continued still

In the most rude state of society, and were distinguished by

these vices alone to which human nature, not tamed by

education, or restrained by laws, is for ever subject.

(Hume quoted in Lebow 1973: 19)

Thus down through the centuries racist views of the inferiority of the Irish

developed. These views were based, at first, on the evidence of the

uncivilised and 'unchristian' religious practices of the Irish. They were

reinforced by the perception of the Irish as the most debased people of the

Celtic race, unable, because of the llrish national character, to embrace the
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advantages of Protestentlsm and inherently given to violent end barbaric

behaviour.

3. THE ORIGINS OF THE BRITISH NAT I ONAL. STATE At'D ANT I -CATHOLIC! SM

In this section the autonomous generation of anti-Catholicism within the

context of the development of the British State wilt be examined. This forms

the background to the later fusing of Irishness and Catholicism in public

consciousness in Britain. The Reformation in England during the 16th century

was the spearhead of English, later British, nationalism. It took place for

both external and internal reasons. A monarchy, still precarious less than 50

years after the end of the Wars of the Roses, which had divided town agetnst

town and area against area, Instituted the break with Rome. Elton (1955) has

emphasised that the changes undertaken between 1533-36 were primarily a

political and legal revolution rather than a religious one. He argues that

the subjection of the Church formed the most striking, but not the sole,

manifestation of a general pot icy designed to create the unitary realm of

England under the legislative sovereignty of the King in Parl lament.

The 16th century was a rare period in which England was without

extensive overseas possessions, the main exception being Ireland. In the

previous century England had been driven out of France and Henry Viii's

attempts to restore English influence in Europe had met defeat. The break

with Rome was for England an assertion of strength. One of the Acts of

Parliament involved, the Act in Restraint of Appeals, 1533, declares in the

preamble that 'This realm of England is an Empire'. Other measures in the

1530s pointed that way. The unification of Wales with England and the

Introduction of the English system of shire administration to Wales and

Ireland quickly followed. The decade culminated with Henry VIII declaring

himself King of Ireland in 1540. This was intended to extinguish any Idea

that Ireland was a papal patrimony (Hill 1969).

The Reformation and other administrative changes enabled the Tudors to

quash the power of the feudal barons. Alt government became indisputably

national. It was the gentry, their power and social significance based on
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sheep farming and agricultural pro&ictlon for the market, who benefited. They

purchased land released by the dissolution of the monasteries, and supported

the national centrailsatlon for which the Tudors stood because they hoped to

secure the tenure of many minor offices: they became JPs, deputy lieutenants

and civil servants. Thus the gentry had a vested Interest In Protestantism.

By the mld-17th century:

the gentry became collectively as feudal baronage had

been In the fIfteenth century, able to claim privileges and

powers for the House of Coni'nons such as had previously been

claimed for the House of Lords, it was too late for Stuart

governments to reverse the process. (Hill 1969:31)

What emerged from the Civil	 r was a constitution and national identity which

were based on the strengthened sovereignty of Parl lament and Protestant Ism.

All of these changes under the Tudors and the Stuarts were to perpetuate a

rd igious signifIcance down to modern times. The power of the Church was

fatally undermined and henceforth derived from the Crown. A paliticised

religious Identity was created: to be AngI ican was to be English, the

antithesis being Roman Catholicism. From this time onwards Cathol icism was

also a politicised religious Identity.

Anti-Catholicism was fundamental to this process. As Clifton (1971) has

pointed out, It is one of the best-known features of 17th century England but

one of the least explored. Clifton demonstrates that anti-Catholicism was

coninon to all social classes. He documents F ear engendered by the suspicion

of popish plots. This was based on the assumption that Catholics wished to

change by force the Protestant character of the State. He persuasively argues

that the national politics of the period (1840-60) were understood at a

popular level in terms of a papist/anti-papist dichotomy Instead of concerning

personal liberty and security of property.

in 1641 a major rebellion against English rule took place in Ireland and

subsequently the reconquest of Ireland was launched by Cromwell. The main

characteristic of this reconquest was the pot Icy of genocide pursued by

Cromwell. Clifton states that among foreigners in England at this time the
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most feared were the Irish end their presence, usually as migrants looking for

work, was frequently the occasion for local areas to be swept by tales of

invasions by nurdering Irishmen. In the tunult of the English Revolution and

Its aftermath, fear of Catholicism was to be found In Puritan and Anglican,

Parliamentarian and RoyalIst alike. This bond, despite vast differences, was

symbol Ised in the Toleration Act of 1689, which recognised that radical

Puritanism could not capture the Church of England (and therefore the Crown),

but that It had come to stay and that Protestants of all kinds would combine

against any resurgence of popery.

Those Catholics who avoided persecution, conversion or flight to the

Continent remained as a constant reinforcement of that which was not English.

The Act of Union in 1707 secured Scotland as part of the United Kingdom on the

basis of guarantees for the Kirk. The Kirk was assured a permanent existence

as the Church of Scotland, and came to serve as a focus of national sentiment.

Protestant ism was enshrined firmly as an essential strand of that which bound

the BritIsh State, three nations, together.

Comenting on two and a half centuries of history following the

Reformation Hill (1969) writes that;

the existence of an internal (papist) as well as the

neighbouring popish Irish,, helped to bind Englishmen

together in national unity. The struggle of pious

Protestants to extend English religion and English

civilIzation, first to the 'dark corners' of England and

les, then to Ireland and the Highlands of Scotland, was a

struggle to extend the values of London, and so to reinforce

England's national securIty. (Hill 1969:42)

However, Hill sees this as being the case only up until the end of the 18th

century, with the Gordon riots of 1780 being the last large-scale appearance

of no-popery as a political force. As will be seen, antI-CatholicIsm was

regenerated in the 19th century, expressed in new forms, donning different

apparel, but ever present. As in the past, it was entwined with Anglo-Irish
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relations but with an urgent specificity resulting from the 1801 Act of Union

and the migration of many Irish people to Britain.

In sumary, this section has pointed to the creation of politicised

religious identities in the 16th century end to processes by which

Protestantism became synonomous with the national identity in Britain.

Protestantism was able to unite different nations and social classes against a

comon enemy, Catholicism. Catholic Ireland and the Irish came to symbol ise

the opposite of Britain and the British.

4. NJTI-CATHOLICISM IN THE 19TH CENThJRY

By the early 19th century Ireland was the prime incarnation of the

Catholic threat: the campaigns for Catholic emancipation and repeal of the

Union constituted a threat to the basis of the State and its Protestant

constitution. In this section, although no attempt will be made to provide a

full-scale analysis of anti-Catholicism in the early 19th century, its

parameters will be outlined. The response to Catholic emancipation, the early

formation of Orange Lodges, and the manner in which the Tory party mobilised

political support In the first half of the 19th century will be examined to

Illustrate this theme. These exançiles reveal the extent to which anti-

Catholicism was ingrained amongst all soclai groupings and the manner in which

it was intertwined with anti-Irish hostility.

4. 1 CATHOL IC EMNC I PAT I ON

Concessions were made to Catholics In the late 18th century in a series

of Relief Acts which extended their political rights. This legislation was

passed under the pressure of war. First with the 13 colonies in North

Merica, and then with France, each war situation had brought with it the

attendant fear of Ireland as the weak link in Britain's security. In 1801, at

the time of the Act of Union, promises regarding Catholic emancipation were

made, only to be foiled by George III. The RelIef Acts, therefore, had

primarily represented attempts to secure Ireland in Britain's interests. They
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did not herald the inTninent demise of religious intolerance, although there

were enlightenment pressures to that end. A distinction has to be made

between Parliament end specific legislative action t protect the British

State's interests and the sentiments of the populace at large. Gauging the

demise of anti-Catholicism solely through legislative reform can be as

misleading as presuming it Is present only when anti-popery demonstrations are

recorded.

As Norman (1968) has documented, Catholics in the first half of the 19th

century continued to be regarded as guilty of superstitious beliefs,

Idolatrous worship and vile practices. In addition:

Catholics were imagined to be potential - and sometimes (as

In Ireland) even actual - subversives of the Protestant

constitution. (Norman 1968: 15)

The cornerstone of this conception of the Protestant constitution was the

religious establishment. Full Catholic emancipation was seen as undermining

the indissoluble link between religious and secular concerns. Not only was

the Church of England, with its established interests in ireland, set against

any further changes to the constitutional position of Catholics, but so also

were extensive tracts of the Protestant revival.

Some Dissenters supported Catholic emancipation and saw the advantage of

an alliance with the Catholics, given their coincident claims for the repeal

of remaining restrictions on both denominations. Many Dissenters, despite

this, thought the Test Acts should be repealed as regards every denomination

but the Catholics. when a formal all lance between the Comittee of the Three

Denominations (Baptist, Congregational and Presbyterian) and Daniel O'Connell,

the leader of the Catholic Association In Ireland, was effected in 1828:

The Evangel Icized section of the Three Denominations,

aT1aJority by 1828, sinçly disgarded the comitment of their

leaders and continued their attack on Catholics. (Hexter

1936:305)
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The main body of Evangel icals in the Churth of England were also implacably

opposed to Catholic emancipation, although those sitting In Parliament were

split on the subject. The third body of the Protestant revival 1 the

Methodists:

distrusted the Catholics profoundly. Joseph B.atterworth

foremost lay Methodist. ..observed.. 'The more I know of the

Roman Catholics the more deeply I am convinced that to give

them political power nust Inevitably lead to fatal results'.

(Hexter 1936:307)

Amongst the Methodists there was corrçl etc Unanimity on the question, whether

it was the general opinion of the sect or of those voting in Part lament.

Their opposition was such that they joined the die-hard Tories in an effort to

swamp Parliament with an avalanche of petitions against CatholIc emancipation.

This alliance combined together the lower-middle and working classes

(Methodism was prominent among cobblers, tailors, hostlers, miners and

weavers) with the likes of Irish landowners and people as diverse as Robert

Southey, SerTuel Coleridge, William rdsworth and John Newman. As Hexter

corTinent 8:

When an ol d-styl e Angl lean tenant farmer in Dorset or a new-

style Methodist mill hand in Lancashire inveighed against

villainous popery and the dirty Irish they were not

expressing sentiments peculiar to any one religious sect or

inherent in any single theological doctrine. They were

giving vent to 'the radical and rooted antipathies' of the

Erigl i sh masses. (Hexter 1936: 319)

For the Protestant Tories and their representatives In the House of Lords,

even the prospect of civil wer paled before the necessity of defending a

constitution which had attained Its peculiar excellence only after a long,

painful struggle with popery.
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Best (1958) points out that these constitutional arguments were, In

reality, complicated by the fact that the Roman Catholic question was largely

an Irish question. The widespread belief that Catholic loyalty to the Crown

was of doubtful reliability was overlaid with the fear of rebellion In

Ireland. Eventually It was fear of rebellions and disorder in Ireland which

united the 'iiig proponents of legislative change and many of their opponents

In Parliament. Ireland had to be pacified and, faced with the mass

mobilisations of the Catholic Association and with the threat of civil war

looming, the usual military solution would not alone suffice. Catholics would

have to be allowed access to Parliament, although It was accompanied by the

disenfranchisement of all 40 shilling freeholders In Ireland, which secured

the Irish landlords' interests for the time being. The Act also included a

list of continuing restrictions on Catholics, which involved the preservation

of certain hallowed aspects of the Protestant constitution.. Thus the monarch,

the Lord Chancellor and the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland had to be Protestant

and Protestant churches remained well established In Britain and Ireland.

4. 2 TI-E FOF'1PT I ON OF ORANGE LOOGES

The activities of the rank-and-file subscribers to the Protestant

revival bear witness to this Intertwining of religion and national identity,

as does the spread of British Orange Lodges early in the 19th century. The

exchange of Irish and English militia units in 1798 and the founding of Orange

Lodges in British regiments serving In Ireland provided the means by which

Orangeism took root In Britain. Subsequently lodges were founded particularly

in a number of Lancashire towns. These at first served as clubs for the ex-

soldiers but gradually began to Include ordinary civilians. Orangemen 1 such

as the Reverend Ralph Nixon, denied that they had views which re 'hostile

and directed against papists. Orangemen are zealously attached to the King

and e&nire our matchless constitution' (Senior 1966). Such present iments

provided a basis for support In Britain.

Orangeism, as It exists In Britain, is characterised as an Irish Import,

essentially uncharacteristic of the British. It did originate in Ireland, but

among people who subscribed to being British and whose allegiance above all
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was to the Imperial pan lament at stminster. One of the very few

chroniclers of Orangeism In Britain, Senior (1966), does indeed estimate that

most of the men Joining the early lodges were Irish Protestants formerly in

the army or who had come to England or Scotland for work. However, it was as

much the conditions they met In Britain which prompted their membership as the

traditions they brought from Ireland. Belonging to en Orange Lodge was a

means of distinguishing themselves from Irish Catholic migrants and the

contempt In which they were held.

However, it is doubtful If Orangesm could have developed in the way it

did (the full story of which has yet to be told) without the support of

English and Scottish urban labourers whose hostility to Irish Catholics could

find expression in these lodges. By 1622 Orangeism had taken root In most

industrial areas in Britain. Its appeal to these working-class participants

was no doubt complementary to the anti-Catholic messages received from the

only other national organisetion most would be In contact with: the D,urch,

the sect or the itinerant preacher.

4.3 THE TORY PARTY AND ANT I -CATHOLIC AND ANT! - I RI SH PROPAGANDA

It Is clear, therefore, that for much of the wider populace the

dichotomies of the 17th century were still resonant. As has been stressed in

this account, anti-Catholicism did not give its last gasp with the Gordon

riots but remained a cornerstone of English perceptions. The Tory Party's

direct manipulation of anti-Catholicism and anti-Irish sentiment from the

163Os onwards not only fanned this In particular circumstances but depended

upon anti-Catholicism as the base from which the party's attacks on the W1gs

were launched. Cahill (1957), comentlng on the anti-Catholic campaigns of

the Tories in the mid-l9th century, states that:

Conservatism derived much of its appeal from the fact that

conservatives linked their party Ideology with British

nationalism. Because of the close relationship between

Protestantism and British nationalism, conservative leaders,

by treating the Irish question as a religious one, could
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capitalize upon the emotional complex which influenced the

public mind. By their manner of presenting the Irish

question, they directed the patriotic sentiments and

feel lngs of the nation in favour of the conservatives and

against the	 igs, Liberals and Radicals... The fact that a

No-Popery campaign based upon the Irish issue helped to

unite the various interests within the Conservative party

cannot be over-emphasized If the emotional force of

Conservatism as an Ideology Is to be understood. (Cahill

1957: 64)

In this sense, as O'Farrell (1975) has also pointed out,'No-Popery' was

available as a strategy because of the realities of British politics at the

time. Anti-Catholicism could always unite substantial elements of both

MgI icans and Itllssenters, even though the latter had formed part of the

support for Catholic emancipation. In fact, both liberals and radicals, among

whom Dissenters figured highly, were always susceptible to the 'Irish

question' being presented as a rd igious one:

Not only might the fear of popery divide the forces of

reform, but they might also be saddled with a reputation for

compromise with Popery and for weakness in regard to

preservation of the national traditions. (O'Farrell

1975: 141)

Both middle-class and working-class radicals who, early in the century, had a

fluctuating but often close relationship with Daniel O'Connell (for example.

over the 1632 Reform Act) ultimately could not understand why he gave priority

to the Interests of Irish Catholic national 1gm.

The integral relationship between anti-Catholicism end British

nationalism is well Illustrated by the way in which the 'No-Popery' tradition

was extended overseas to Britain's colonies, for example, the United States of

Mierlca, Canada and P4Jstralia, where British people and British Institutions

enabled its parallel development. Norman (1966) makes the point that British

anti-Catholicism was unique, despite points of similarity with other
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equivalent European ekpressions of anti-Catholicism. Norman argues that this

was because It was peculiarly related to popularly subscribed precepts about

the ends and nature of the British State. British anti-Catholicism was

chauvinistic and almost general in the basis of Its support. In contrast,

European expressions of anti-Catholicism tended to represent varying class and

regional discontents, and It was often Inspired more by anti-clerical ism than

opposition to the doctrines of the Church.

The purpose of this section has been to demonstrate that there was

neither a decline in anti-Catholicism after the Gordon riots in the 18th

century nor a spontaneous resurfacing of it in 1850 with the restoration of

the Catholic hierarchy. Anti-Catholicism continued to be significant in the

19th century as a means of unifying sections of the population with otherwise

different interests by mobilising them for the nation and against Irish

popery.

5. ANTI - I RI SH RPC! SM IN T1E 19TH CENTURY

The Victorian era was marked by the development of 'scientific' theories

of 'race' which proved the inferiority of the colonised and the superiority of

the colonizing nation. Anti-Irish sentiment from early on fuelled this

process. Curtis (1971) charts how the 'science of man' (physiognomy) and the

art of caricature, working both independently and at times together, helped to

harden as well as perpetuate the stereotype of 'white Negroes', the simlanised

Cal ts.

Influential was Or John Beddoe who, In the 1860s, developed an 'Index of

Nigrescence' designed to quantify the amount of residual melanin in the skin

or corlum. This was a speciously scientific device which confirmed for the

Victorians that Celts were considered darker or more rnelanous than those

descended from Saxon or Scandinavian forbears. This put the finishing touches

on the Image of the Cal tic Cat iban Incapable of appreciating MgI o-Saxon

civil Isatlon. The work of Beddoe and others
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provided a scientific basis for assuming that such

characteristics as violence, poverty, political volatility

end drunkenness were Inherently Irish and only Irish.

(Curtis 1971:21)

These portrayals of the Irish were particularly intense and pervasive in penny

comic weeklies (for example Punch, Judy, Tomahawk) during the 1660s and 1660s,

respectively marked by Fenian and Land League political activity.

For example, the Irish living in British cities were cited as evidence

of the 'missing link' between the gorilla and the Negro:

A gulf, certainly does appear to ya between the Gorilla

and the Negro. The woods and wilds of Africa do not exhibit

an example of any intermediate animal. But in this, as in

many other cases, philosophers go vainly searching abroad

for that which they would readily find if they sought for it

at home. A creature manifestly between the Gorilla and the

Negro is to be met within some of the lowest districts of

London and Liverpool by adventurous explorers. It comes

from Ireland, whence it has continued to migrate; It betongs

in fact to a tribe of Irish savages: the lowest species of

the Irish Yahoo. Wien conversing with its kind it talks a

sort of gibberish. It is, moreover, a climbing animal, and

may sometimes be seen ascending a ladder laden with a load

of bricks. The Irish Yahoo generally confines itself within

the I i ml ts of i ta o col ony, except when I t goes out ofhem

to get Its living. Sometimes, however, it sallies forth in

states of excitement, and attacks civilised human beings

that have provoked Its fury. The somewhat superior ability

of the Irish Yahoo to utter articulate sounds, may suffice

to prove that it is a development, end not, as some Imagine.

a degeneration of the Gorilla. (Punch 1862 quoted in Curtis

1971: 100)
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These popular transcriptions of the tenets of 'physiognomy' locate the Irish

at the bottom of the ascent of man between the gorilla and the Negro. The

poverty and type of manual labour which their lives required the Irish in

Britain to undertake become the proof of their savagery: a savagery supposedly

confirmed by observations about the Irish propensity for uncontrollable

viol ence.

A connon stereotype in cartoons and doggerel of the day was of the

stupidity of the Irish. The Inherent stupidity of the Irish was held to

account for their willingness to live by superstition and the advice of

Catholic priests. The theme of Irish stupidity was not restricted to coments

about the Catholicism of the Irish, it had been a particular feature of

English literature and drama since the 16th century. From Shakespeare's

depiction of the Irish as 'rough rug-headed kerns' to the stage Irishman of

the 19th century, the continuing theme was of the stupidity of the Irish and

of them as an object of derision.

The central idea of the racial superiority of the English, compared with

the racial inferiority of the Irish, pivoted on the inferiority of the

national character of the Irish compared with that of the English/British.

Dichotomies of race and nationality were constantly conflated as in this

quotation from Frazer's Magazine, a popular middle-class Journal, in 1847:

The English people are naturally industrious - they prefer a

life of honest labour to one of Idleness. They are a

persevering as welt as energetic race, who for the most part

comprehend their o interests perfectly and sedulously

pursue them. Now of all the Celtic tribes, famous

everywhere for their indolence and fickleness as the Celts

everywhere are the Irish are admitted to be the most idle

and most fickle. They will not work If they can exist

without it. (quoted In Lebow 197640)

Here the mark of superiority of the English is their natural industry compared

with the idleness of the Irish as a race.
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Predominant amongst the stereotypes circulating about the Irish in the

19th century, however,	 re those that accounted for Irish inferiority in

terms of the Irish propensity for violence. This assessment of how to deal

with the Irish In Britain was recorrmended by The Times in 1846:

To Englishmen a vigour beyond the constitution is an odious

thing.... it seems unkind and unjust to recorrmend for

Irishmen a policy that would be scouted for ourselves. But

we must be ruled by circumstances. If crimes are un-Engl ish

- if English means of detecting and punishing them fail, why

should not an un-English power be exercised in districts

where violence and murder stalk un-avenged and unchecked.

(quoted in Lebow 1976:67)

In these ways conceptions of the Irish as an 'inferior race', with e

fundamentally flawed character, came to preoccupy public consciousness. The

wide gulf which was deemed to exist between the Irish and the British could

justify any measures to deal with 'The Irish Problem'.

Unlike other peoples, their inferiors, the British were seen to have

derived their civilisation from the impact of such Influences as the Roman

conquest. The national characteristics which separated the British and raised

them above the people they colonised - their economic pre-eminence,

Christianity (Protestantism) and 'way of life' - always hinged on tte proof of

difference. The centuries-long depictions of the Irish amount to a racist

catalogue of differences..

6. CONCLUSION

Studies of racism in Britain which examine anti-Irish racism remain the

exception. However, in the words of one contributor:

The racial isatlon of the Irish Is of Interest not simply

because it suggests that we must not restrict the

application of the concept of racism to situations where
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persons distinguish one another by reference to skin colour.

Rather, what is of prime Importance... Is that, by reference

to the empirical example of the experience of the Irish in

Britain, I want to show that we should structure our

analysis of situations Involving relations between persons

and groups who identify themselves and others as racese by

reference to political economy. (MItes 1982: 121)

Given the tendency In present debates on 'race' to reduce all to Issues of

colour these are salient points to make. However, what Miles does Is promote

a theory which locates racism as a by-product of capitalist development,

something that the arrival of migrant workers in the Metiropol Is generates.

For Miles, therefore, racism is a secondary aspect of the class struggle.

Segregated workplaces and racist or sectarian riots are viewed by Miles as

distractions in terms of the real battle order of the day, class struggle.

This rather restricted reification of class Ignores the complex processes

which are the basis of class formation.

Migrant labour, anti-Catholicism and anti-Irish sentiments alt predate

the emergence of capitalism. The argument here is not that they continued

untrarmielled into the age of imperialism but that these characteristics of

pre-capitalism were Inevitably Integral to the development of capitalist

social relations in Britain. Although colonial racism and the Ideology of the

ration state are separately generated, they became potently linked in the 19th

century. A monolithic nationalism emerged, able to combine people across

class boundaries by the beginning of this century. Anderson (1983), in a

singular study of national lsm argues that colonial racism was a major element

In that conception of 'Emplr& which attempted to weld dynastic legitimacy and

national conitunity. Colonial racism generailsed a principle of innate,

inherited superiority, thus conveying the idea that If, for example, English

lords were naturally superior to other EnglIshmen, this did not matter because

other Englishmen were no less superior to the subjected natives In the

colonies.

kiat has been argued in this chapter is that, at one and the same time,

these allusions were able to bind together not only class to class but sect to
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church and periphery to centre. By the 19th century, colonial racism and the

convictions of the Protestant constitution combined to cement the federated

state. Due to their differing national aspirations and different religion it

was not to prove possible to cohere the Catholic Irish to the Lklted Kingdom

on the same basis.

To be a Catholic or to be a Protestant was not only to be infused with a

religious Identity but was also to be politically constituted. The political

Identity that accompanied a particular religious affirmation was a national

Identity. Protestantism was the basis of the Union of England and Wales with

Scotland, and Catholicism from the 16th century onwards was synonymous with

'the enemy'. The 19th century was e critical period because of the

transformation of social relations caused by the processes of

Industrial Isation and urbanisation. This produced new class forces and new

class alliances. An important element in the situation was the existence of

large numbers of Irish labour migrants in Britain looking for work to escape

the economic devastation which faced them In Ireland. The point of this

chapter has been to demonstrate that Irish migrants came to a society in which

notions about 'Irish Catholics' were already constituted as significant

constructs of British national identity. It is useful to turn at this point

to consideration of the circumstances of Irish migration to Britain in the

19th century.
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OHPTEH T

I RI SH MI GRAT I ON A\U THE BR! Ti SH ECONOMY IN THE 19TH CENT1Y

1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the concentration will be on the Irish as labour

migrants and the prime focus Is the 19th century. The intention Is to outline

the reasons why there was massive Irish migration and why Irish labour was a

structural necessity for the British economy. To begin with, the chapter

explores the close structural relationship between economic development in

Britain and economic underdevelopment in Ireland The next section examInes

the demography of Irish migration. In the following section the chief areas

of employment of Irish migrants in 19th-century Britain are outlined and the

basis of the structural Importance of Irish migrant labour for agricultural

and industrial development is examined.

2. MIGRATION ANO THE ECONOMIC UNDEROE\JELOPENT OF IRELAtO

2. 1 MIGRATION FROM I FELA7'ID BEFOFE THE UN! ON

From the 17th century onwards the development of Ireland was primarily

conditioned by the demands of the British economy. Policies of repression

pursued In the name of 'security' always had their economic undertow.

Rebellion, suppression and confiscation were the pattern of the centuries of

colonial rule prior to 1800. For example, in the mld-l7th century the brutal

Cromwellian reconquest occurred after the Irish rebellion of 1642. The

consequence of this was that:
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In the South the lend was seized by English landlords who

often remained in England while mainly Scottish presbyterian

and protestant settlers were brought to Ulster to establish

a new agricultural structure based on small scale coninodity

production. This replaced the existing structure of

conimanally based subsistence farming and attempts were made

to drive the Indigenous population Into the more remote

stern areas. (Per rons 1978: 4)

There were two further rebellions in Ireland in the 17th century which

culminated In the defeat of James II by William of Orange In 1789.

After this victory the Protestant ascendancy in Ireland was secured with

the passage of the Penal Laws:

the confiscation which followed the war reduced Catholic

land ownershIp to a new low to about one fifteenth of the

total land in Ireland... the anti-popery laws of 1704 made

it illegal f or land to pass into Catholic hands, and placed

a thirty-one year limit on any lease of land. These same

laws also excluded Catholics from parliament, from the army,

the militia and the civil service, and from nunicipal

corporations end the legal profession. (Probert 1978:21)

This produced a Catholic tenentry with short-term leases and no opportunity

for their children to inherit land end en increase in the number of landless

labourers and subsistence farmers. Large amounts of the rent collected were

exported to the absent landlords, a process which was e major contribution to

British capital isat ion of the period (Gibbon 1975: 133).

The 18th century saw the first substantial migration of Irish people to

Britain. Although there is evidence of Irish labourers travelling through

Britain looking for work as early as the 13th century, only smell numbers

settled before this time (Coliins 1976:38). In 1727 end 1739-41 there were

severe famines In Ireland. The latter killed one-sixth of the population

(Gibbon 1975:131). Each swelled the numbers crossing to Britain f or work.
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Irish harvesters visited Britain from at least the early 18th century and were

numerous In the Home Counties and north-west England before 1750 (Collins

1976:49). By the end of the century there were distinct, If small, Irish

areas in cities like London and Liverpool (Jackson 1983).

Probert (1976) descrIbes how, by the second half of the 18th century,

there was a growing class of Indigenous manufacturers and traders in Ireland

whose Interests were in direct conflict with Britain's mercantilist policies.

This included both Irish Catholic merchants (trade was not affected by the

Penal Laws) and Protestant landowners and industrIalists. Under pressure, due

to the Mierican War of Independence, the Wastminster parliament was forced to

make them two concessions. In 1772 a section of the Penal Code was repealed,

enabling Catholics in Ireland to take leases for life or a fixed term up to

999 years, and to inherit and bequeath land on the same terms as Protestants.

Ten years later, in 1782, Grattan's parliament was established as a

further concession. This Irish ascendancy parliament, all of whose members

were Protestant, acquired some Independent legislative powers and Introduced

certain protective tariffs. With the continued growth in demand for Ireland's

agricultural products (especially during the Napoleonic Wars) and the

introduction of industrial techniques to the manufacturing process, this

ensured that the last two decades were relatively prosperous for the Irish

bourgeoisie. It is this which led to the rebellion In 1798 of the United

Irishmen (Perrons 1978).

The rebellion of the United Irishmen involved the Protestant middle

classes, especially the manufacturers in Belfast, who were opposed to the

limitations of their parliament. In alliance with the Catholic merchants they

led the rebellion at the end of the century. In this they were able to engage

the support of nuch of the peasantry, some of whQse discontent at the

overwhelming burden of rent, taxes and tithes and whose opposition to the

spread of enclosures had already been expressed in the formation of secret

societies. The	 iteboys in the South organised the breaking down of

boundaries on enclosed land. The Oakboys In the North were concerned with the

regulation of tithes and rents.
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After the rebellion had been crushed Ireland was forcibly united with

Britain through the Act of Union in 1801. This legislation was not only aimed

at securing Ireland after the 1798 rebelt ion but also had clear economic

motives. The concern that lay behind the Act is expressed in the following

submission of an under-secretary to Prime Minister Pitt a year before the Act

became law:

By grving the Irish a hundred members in en Assembly of six

hundred and fifty, they will be Impotent to operate that

Assembly, but ft will be Invested with Irish assent to it

authority... The Union is the only answer to preventing

Ireland becoming too great and powerful. (Hechter 197573)

This suggests that systematic subordination of Ireland's resources to

Britain's prosperity and growth was to be an important part of the policy of

the Union.

2 2 MIGRATION AtO THE ECONOMIC WDEROE'E.OP?'ENT OF IRELAND

I N THE 19TH CENTIJFIY

Changes in the nature of and the relationship between the agricultural

productive forces fri Ireland and Britain occurred during the first part of the

19th century (Perrons 1978). After the Napoleonic Wars British demand shifted

away from corn towards animal products. This was responded to first in the

central and eastern counties of Ireland with a high number of enclosures in

the early part of the century. In other areas arabe F arming increased until

the 1830s. The structure of agriculture in Ireland entailed that, alongside

cortinercial farming, there was a subsistence sector. This facilitated the

exploitation of the tow cost of the reproduction of labour.

Wage costs were almost eliminated by employing workers whose

subsistence needs were met largely from their own labour on

pre-existing or specially created dwarf-holdings. (Gibbon

I 975 134)
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These were the 'potato plots' upon which most of the Irish peasantry depended

for their existence. The peasantry were divided into two main groupings.

Some were smell tenant farmers who rented their family farm or plot from an

absentee landlord or middleman. Others were working tenants or cottlers whose

plot was in lieu of wages, they worked out their rent on the landlord's tend.

For most Irish peasants the potato was the subsistence crop. Its bounty

was due to the fact that It increased the supply of food available In terms of

calories end nutrition, it could be cultivated on land not suitable for other

crops and it had an Important role in crop rotation The peasantry were

extremely vulnerable to Its failure. One of the consequences of the the rise

in population after 1741 end the relaxation of the Penal Code was that the

Irish tended to merry younger, have more children (increasing the labour

available to the family economy) and subdivide their land to pass on. The

potato made the latter possible because of Its higher yield per acre compared

with any other crop.

After the end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815 the situation of the

peasantry materially worsened. The price of corn felt while rents continued

to rise.	 It was, therefore, very difficult for the small tenant farmers to

pay their rent as corn was the chief cash crop. Evictions frequently followed

and the opportunIty was frequently seized by landlords to consolidate farm

size and switch to cattle and dairy production. The tenants became landless

labourers. This process reached dramatic proportions in the 1840s. (Perrons

1978)

The period before then was one of increasing migration. The ranks of

casual labourers were further swollen by the famines which took place between

1816 and 1642 (Gibbon 1975). These were often caused by the partial failure

of the potato crop end forced many to give up their holdings and travel for

work. Others, especially in the Wast, where not ruch else except the

subsistence economy existed, became seasonal migrants In order to pay the

rent. These were hard decisions to make, not choices, the evidence Is that

all means were employed by the Irish to retain their land (Lees 1976).
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Forced migration prior to the 1840s was riot solely produced by changes

in agriculture. The decline of irish industry, with the exception of linen

arid shipbuilding, was relentless. In broad terms British capital became

available only for those investments which complemented existing British

industries. British control of banking legislation led to the restriction of

the Bank of Ireland to within 50 mIles of Dublin. This weakened Dublin's

irrçortence in the Irish economy to the advantage of British industrial centres

(Davies 1978). The decline of the textile industry es brought about by the

lowering of protective tariffs after the Union arid their subsequent abolition

in 1824. The imiseratlon and ultimately elimination of the handloom weavers

followed, first in the South then the North East. 	 In effect, laissez-faire

economic policies were replacing the overt discrimination of the Penal Laws as

the instrument of policy in Ireland, with even more catastrophic results for

the Irish.

The 1840s saw the single biggest outflow of people from Ireland in one

decade:

In the decade 1841-1851 alone the population of Ireland

decreased by 1659,330.	 114 million people left Ireland,

perhaps as many as 700. 000 died in Ireland from want and

disease. A further 1,149,118 people left the country

between 1851 and 1861. In all the total population declined

from 8, 175, 124 In 1841 to 5,764,543 in 1861. (Lawtori

1959: 35)

This was all triggered by the Great Starvation of 1845-48, so called to

reflect the polIcies pursued by the British government ckring its course.

Free-trade interests grasped the opportunity to repeal the Corn Laws. This

meant that the Irish peasantry received less money for their corn (which did

not fail) and so could not pay their rent. If they did not starve because of

the failure of the subsistence crop they were evicted for non-payment of rent.

Throughout the three-year period more food was exported from Ireland to

Britain than was required to feed the total Irish population. Perrons (1978)

argues that the whole process was advantageous to the British and Irish

aristocracy, who were able to maintain their rental incomes by converting land

to pasture, while the capitalist class was able to secure meat end wool at the
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cheapest prices. The reduction in population provided 'security' for the

capital invested In Ireland by both classes.

In the aftermath of the famine three main groups continued to have

little choice but emigration:

the cottiers who, after the potato blight could no

longer expect to survive on the produce of a tiny potato

garden; the farm workers who could no longer find regular

employment from landlords and comercial farmers Intent on

converting labour-intensive tillage into pasturage,... those

left destitute as a result of the rapidly changing structure

of industry in the north of Ireland. 	 (Fitzpatrick 1980: 127)

2.3 SIJF44ARY

The subversion of Ireland's economic development to Britain's gain

involved the production of agricultural cor,nodities for British markets. At

the beginning of the 18th century 90 per cent of Britain's population were

engaged in agriculture. By the 1840s this had declined to approximately 20

per cent and to ten per cent by 1881 (Kennedy 1972). At the same time,

whenever production in Ireland threatened British products, it was effectively

curtailed The Impact of this process was to distort the development of the

Irish economy so that certain sectors were severely hampered while others

developed either because they posed no threat (the linen industry) or as a

response to restrictions (shipbuilding).

In this section the examination of Irish migration highlights the close

structural relationship between economic developments in Britain and their

reverberations In Ireland. The Industrial and agricuttural developments in

Britain which required extra labour, often of a seasonal nature, and food were

an integral aspect of those social and economic forces which constrained

Ireland to be a peripheral adjunct of Britain	 It is these processes which

produced a 'surplus population' in Ireland and the highest rates of migration

in western Europe. Even if, for many migrants, the move was economically
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beneficial, the heritage of forced migration remained inevitably intertwined

In the constructions of their cultural identity end political affiliations in

the country In which they settled. The specificity of thIs experience for the

Irish in Britain is the concern of this thesis.

3. 1 Al Si-i MI GRAT ION TO BR I TA! N IN Tl-E 19TH CENTURY

Ireland was the site of en inexorable rise in population throughout the

18th and early 19th centuries. A population of 2,500,000 In 1700 had risen to

8,175,000 in 1841 (O'Hanlon 1976:117). 1841 formed the apex for population

growth after which an equally relentless decline set in. The population had

contracted to 6,500,000 by 1851 and a hundred years later was more than halved

at 3.500,000 (O'Ferrell 1971:111). This was primarily due to the migration of

the Irish from their homeland.

The migration was of such a devastating effect that, as Brown (1981)

points out, by the time the Twenty-Six Counties gained their independence, 43

per cent of Irish-born men and women were living abroad. Ireland stands in

marked contrast to other west european countries with a history of substantial

emigration. In 1921 the comparative figures for Norway, Scotland and Sweden

were respectively 14.8 per cent, 14.1 per cent and 11.2 per cent of native

born living abroad (Brown 1981:20). Fifty years later for the Irish the

situation was not very different, as O'Hanlon (1976) notes:

About half of those now living who were born in Ireland live

abroad. (O'Hanlon 1976: 123)

In 197423 per cent of the Republic's population were living in Britain.

According to the United States Census of 1970 there were one arid a half

million Irish born living in iiierica. This was more than half the resident

population of the Republic at the time (O'Henlon 1976). The calls for the

young to see emigration as the solution to chronic unemployment still go out

today.
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This sustained evacuation has been a decisive influence on the

de'etopment of modern Ireland and it has been the definitive experience for

those who migrated:

For both Irishmen end Irishwomen emigration became an

expected episode in the life cycle, akin to marriage or

inheritance. (Fitzpatrick 1960: 126)

Inevitably the direction and fortunes of the Irish migrants differed both from

those left behind and according to which country they settled in.

The numbers of Irish who emigrated to Britain end the size of the Irish

population in Britain have been consistently underestimated. This has been

due to a number of factors. Principal amongst these has been Ireland's unique

situation as a colony imedietely to the west and in political union with

Britain. Geographical proximity facilitated both the importation and

deportation of labour, while the political union enabled unobstructed state

intervention or non-intervention (equally significant) to shape the conditions

In which that movement took place. An examination of the ramifications of

these contexts for migration will explain why there has been under-recording

of the Irish population.

O'Grada (1975), in hIs examination of Irish emigration statistics,

concludes that the Registrar General's figure of four million Irish emigrants

between 1852 and 1911 was incorrect and that it was nearer five million.

Emigration to Britain, instead of making up one-eighth of the total,, was

probably between one-fifth and one-quarter. As to why so many emigrants to

Britain escaped the enumerators, O'Grada suggests that:

Perhaps movements to Britain were less easy to keep track

of; perhaps police and the Registrar General attached less

importance to them. They were, after all, merely internal

movements within the United Kingdom at that time. (O'Grada

1975: 147)
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The volume of the traffic at certain Junctures also undoubtedly accounts for

some ur,der-recordi ng.

For example, in the late 1840s the volume of traffic from Ireland to

Liverpool rendered accurate record keeping secondary. Woodham-Smlth (1965)

recounts that Dr Swift, medical officer to one of the dockside districts of

Liverpool, in 1847 described the number of Irish paupers as 'baffling alt

calculation'. Liverpool was the chief destination as the city received more

saii.ungs from Ireland than any other port. The few shillings necessary for

the trip were often provided by the landlords as the cost of emigrating a

pauper was generally about half the cost of maintaining one in the workhouse

for a year (odharn-Smith 1965: 223).

It seems likely that there was under-recording In the Census. On the

one hand, the census-taking of the period was erratic. On the other hand, the

motivation to avoid the Census lay In the Act of Parliament passed in mid-1847

which provided for n.1nicip& authorities to send Irish paupers back to Ireland

with the minlrm of legal formality and delay (odham-Smith 1965.275) 	 There

is no restriction today under the imigretion laws on the entry of citizens of

the Irish Republic. As Coleman (1983) coninents, the Irish feature in the

International Passenger Survey tabulations only in so far as they arrive in

England through an International airport or seaport. The direct routes to

Ireland, including the border with Northern Ireland, are not covered by this

survey or by lnmlgration control. Therefore the figures published relating to

Ireland are meaningless as en indication of migration flows between the two

countries.

Given these provisos it Is with caution that the statistics available on

the Irish In Britain have always had to be treated. The likelihood rn..ist be

that the real number Is greater than the official statistics reveal. It would

follow that the IrIsh and their descendants have formed a larger proportion of

the population than has previously been allowed for. In view of the fact that

Irish migrants have always been concentrated in specific areas, this has

correspondingly more significance for cities like Liverpool and London than

elsewhere. Before 1841, only local estimates exist as to the size of the

Irish population in Britain. It was not until then that a question relating
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to place of birth was introduced into the Census. These early calculations

reveal a pattern of Irish settlement which was to be dominant throughout the

19th century. The heaviest concentrations were in south-west Scotland,

Lancashire and London. There were 25,000 Irish Catholics In Glasgow in 1621,

while 1825 saw 35,000 in Manchester and 24,000 in Liverpool (Jackson 1963).

The 1841 Census recorded a total of 400,000 IrIsh, forming 1.8 per cent

of the population in England and	 les and 4 8 per cent in Scotland. By 1861

the Irish were 3 per cent in the former and 6.2 per cent in the latter.

According to the figures available, this period was the time when the Irish

formed their largest proportion of the population in Britain (Jackson 1963).

The Census statistics are also not very reliable. For example, Irish people

in particular may not be revealed in the Census due to their mobility,

homelessness and fear of deportation. Also the Census gives no indication of

second and subseent generations, there being no question on parental

birthplace until 1971. This limits Its usefulness for most of the period

under review as an indicator of the size of the Irish coinnunities in Britain.

Estmetes for the total Irish population, therefore, remain inrecise.

The migrants were also a more sizeable proportion of the labour force

than is generally recognized. They were mostly young and single or else

families with at least one child of working age. Consequently nearly all

Irish migrants worked. Lobban's (1971) description of the Irish cornnunity in

Greenock illustrates these points:

by 1841, 4,307 of the Inhabitants or 11.7 per cent of

the town's population, were natives of Ireland. The numbers

of Irish in Greenock rose steadily to a maxinum of 10,717

(16.1 per cent) in 1881...

Prominent as the Irish were in the general population of

Greenock in the nineteenth century, their presence was even

more marked among the town's labour force with some 22.6 per

cent of the male workers over 14 in 1651 and 20.9 per cent

in 1881 being of Irish origin. (Lobban 1971:270)
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This pattern was replicated in other areas of Irish settlement and further

emphasises the relative visibility of the Irish in this period.

This section has demonstrated the massive impact that sustained

emigration has had on Ireland by en examination of demographic statistics.

The demography of Irish migration illustrates that the extent of Irish

migration to Britain has been greater than often assumed. The statistical

data also Indicate that, because of the pattern of settlement and the age

structure of the migrants, the Irish were 'visible' In 19th-century Britain

4 THE STCTURL 1i'FORTN\ICE OF IRISH LABOUR FOR BIT!SH ECONOMIC

OEJELORENT I N THE 19TH CENTURY

In this section the Intention is to demonstrate the structural

Importance of Irish labour and indicate the material basis of Irish

'visibility' in the 19th century. aiiat has been stressed throughout this

account Is that the Irish were forced labour migrants. 	 iat was new about

Irish migration in the 19th century was the numbers involved end the greater

likelihood of its being a permanent emigration. The forces which were

transforming the conditions of agriculture in Britain end producing a

requirement for large numbers of unskilled manual workers, both to construct a

conITunlcations system and work in riultifarious ways in the growing urban

areas, were those that were decimating the Irish textile industry and

conforming Irish agriculture to British needs. This, as has been described,

produced a surplus population, many of whom crossed to England, Scotland or

l es for work.

If the changes occurring in Britain are examined more closely, the

extent to which Irish labour was essential for the profitability of capital

will become clear. In the new era of Industrial production initiated by the

transformation of the cotton Industry, the whole basis of life in Britain was

altered. The sustained period of growth from the late 18th century onwards

required a mass labour force of 'free' workers who were unskilled and prepared

to work for low wages. This early period of industrial capital was

cheracterised by the Combination Acts, to restrain trade unionism, and the
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absence of enforcement of early factory legislation. Competition between

workers was consequently Intense. The cheapest labour was that which

occasioned the greatest profitablflty. In circumstances where capital

accunulation on the basis of low wage labour was suffIcient to generate

further expansion, without recourse to capital finance from elsewhere, the

existence of a 'reserve army of labour' or 'surplus population' was a

structural requirement (Hobsbewn 1970). it contributed to the undercutting of

wages in some situations but was hired as rrich for its mobility as its

cheapness in other circumstances.

There were a number of sources of such surplus labour populations: those

thrown into unemployment by the cyclical crisis of capital; urban migration

from the countryside; women and children; and overwhelmingly the convulsions

taking place in Ireland. 	 in the first half of the 19th century the Irish

migrants fell Into three broad categories: seasonal agriculture workers;

temporary migrants in Britain for an unspecified period, often en route for

Mierica (navvies were often, though not necessarily, In this category); and

longer-term migrants who mostly headed for the urban areas in the hope of

steady work. There was often considerable overlap between these categories.

Many seasonal harvesters would prolong their stay if work was available, while

frequently handloom weavers or navvies would turn to argricultural labour in

periods of scarce work and hardship. As the century progressed there was a

greater tendency for those in the first two categories to settle more

permanently.

4. 1 SEASONAL HARVESTERS

One of the most typical sights in numerous agricultural areas throughout

nuch of the last century was the arrival of Irish harvesters. Changes in

agricultural production since 1750 had Increased the reliance on the hired day

labourer. For example, the threshing machine was in comon use by 1830. The

disproportion between suniner and winter work became greater, as the winter

occupation of threshing could now be accomplished in a short time after the

harvest. This reduced the number of regular workers required and necessitated

seasonal labourers at harvest time. As Collins (1976) outlines, there were
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many advantages to seasonal labour migrants. Apart from accorrniodatlng

seasonal work peaks, the labour migrants were removable, they and not the

indigenous populations bore the greater brunt of unemployment. Further they

were employed In tasks where the marginal productivity of labour was

relatively high. In corn harvesting, more than any other task that which the

Irish were hired for, shortages of labour could seriously reduce production,

through shedding or spoiling.

Although farmers could draw on a large shifting population which, in the

early industrial period, shuttled backwards end forwards between the main

centres of population looking for work (gypsies, navvles, etc), there were

three regular seasonal migrations between one agricultural area and another.

Of these the:

quantitatively most important movement was that between the

small-farm subsistence and large-farm capitalist sectors of

British agriculture .... the outstanding source area was the

'Celtic fringe' - the Scottrsh Highlands, the 	 lsh hill

country, and above all,	 stern Ireland... of the Celtic

migrations that of the Irish was unquestionably the most

mportent, because of Its volume, and because It endured

longer than other migrant flows, many of which It replaced.

(Collins 1976: 45)

These Irish harvesters took three main routes to Britain. From l'i.inster they

travelled via Cork to Bristol or south Ies end then made their way through

all the counties between Gloucester and Middlesex or branched northwards to

the *ëst Midlands. Those who landed at LIverpool had usually completed an

arduous Journey on foot from Connaught to Oubiin, they then continued by the

same means to areas like Llncolnshire via Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire. The

other strand were those migrants from 000egal, Derry and Tyrone who went to

Scotland, where they moved right across southern Scotland, often as fr as

Northumberland (Redford 1926: 145).
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It was during the shortage of labour caused by the Napoleonic Wars that

the numbers of Irish harvesters in Britain began to increase rapidly. From

1818 onwards, with the advent of the steamship, it became easier and cheaper

to cross to Britain because competition between the shipping companies brought

the fares down. Travellers often came free as ballast in returning colliers

(Redford 1926:145).	 The number of seasonal migrants coming across climbed

steadily with a temporary shortfall in the early 1630 g. In 1841, according to

the Census, 57,651 Irish harvesters entered Britain, about half of whom were

from Connaught (Kerr 1936:372). This figure Is almost certainly an

underestimate, the Census was taken at the wrong time of year for an accurate

estimate of harvesters (CollIns 1976:50).

For example, Barber (1982) has described the importance of Irish labour

to agriculture in Lincolnshire, where their numbers reached 'a staggering

50,000 in 1851'; draInage schemes cormienced at the end of the Napoleonic Wars

and the completion of enclosures transformed the fens Into one of the greatest

corn growing areas of the east of England. This all necessitated vast numbers

of extra labourers at harvest time, especially in a good year (Barber

1982.10). This suggests the scale of the annual movement from the west of

Ireland and the extent to which farmers in Britain relied on Irish seasonal

I abour.

Collins (1976) points out that the productivity of migrant labour

generally is higher than that of resident labour because of its greater

mobility, more selective deployment and speclelised skills. The crucial test

for the capitalist was that the addition to real product be greater than the

migrant's share of real income and of public expenditure. For the farmers in

the 19th century the costs of employing Irish (migrants were low, they lived

rough on the farms or in cheap lodgings; when not In employment they tended to

congregate in nearby towns and therefore were not applying for poor relief in

rural areas; and there was no necessity to guarantee them employment at less

busy times of the year.

However, Collins is concerned to ernphasise the complementary nature of

this seasonal push-pull movement of population and outlines the benefit for

the migrants themselves:
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The money thus obtained was used to pay the rent, settle old

debts, and meet winter expenses... seasonal migration was a

means of optimizing output and income at little or no

capital Investment cost to the sourrce economy... the

alternative, a ITuch higher rate of permanent migration,

would only have transferred the problem elsewhere, to the

towns and cities of the host economy, where it would have

increased social and overhead expenditure without a

colTTnensurate growth In employment or productivity in

agriculture or Industry. (Collins 1976.53)

What this ignores is that these Irish harvesters were what Marx referred to as

a 'latent population'. They were called Into labour for cash and then sent

back to peasant production to survive. The cash, used for paying the rent,

circulated from one fraction of capital to another.

So, while the farmers In Britein were spared the costs of reproducing

the labour of the seasonal harvester from western Ireland, Irish landlords

were able to maintain rents at an artificially high level.

As long as there was an open market for Irish labour in

England, the certainty of obtaining their rents relieved the

landlords In the	 st of Ireland from the responsibility of

making those Improvements which would have increased

employment... The annual migration benefited the landownirig

classes of both countries. In one it was the means of

keeping the rents above the value of the land, and in the

other It supplied the farmer with ±he labour for which he

was often in sore need. (Kerr 1938:379)

It was the miles of tramping, the careful timing of arrIval to catch a

sequence of harvests from southern England northwards, and the rigorous

efforts to save as rruch as possible expended by the Irish harvesters which

facHitated the landowners of both countries.
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The general assessment of Irish seasonal migration Is that It reached

its high point around 1850 and thereafter declined dramatically, especially

in southern England (see Redford 1926, CollIns 1978). Although over the whole

century the numbers did decline, this was not a uniform process. As late as

1900 there were still 32,000 harvesters migrating to Britain for the season.

Morgan (1982) shows that in the late 1860s the Irish were still active in the

north Midlands and East Anglia, while Barber (1982) traces the continued

significance of Irish migrants In Lincolnshire well Into the 20th century

However, by the 1860s:

the weight of evidence suggests that the main body of

Irish no longer travelled further south than 1rwlckshire

and north Cambridgeshire In any numbers and sought and found

harvest work mainly in the northern half of England. (Morgan-

1982:82)

The 1860s and 1870s were probably the peak period for the use of Irish

agricultural labour in the northern counties. In Scotland the number of

seasonal harvesters did noticeably decline, from 36,514 in 1841 to 3,771 in

1880 (Morgan 1982:82). This was partly explained by this being the one area

of Britain where Irish migrants settled to permanent agricultural work in

appreciable numbers.

As Morgan details, these changes and the overall decline were takrng

place at a time when in Ireland the population was declining, there were

actually shortages of labour In parts of Minster, and also when increasing

numbers of migrants were diverted into non-agricultural work. 	 One

consequence of these changes was that the Introduction of harvesting machinery

was accelerated, especially In the southern counties of England. As Collins

shows, interpretations which see the use of cheap labour as restraining the

further 'modernisatlon' of capitalist agricultural production are

misconstrued. Threshers, horse-hoes and reapers were Introduced earliest and

spread most rapidly in areas which depended most heavily on migrant labour.

There were two reasons for this. Any reduction in the number of seasonal

workers was an incentive to rnechenlsation, especially as this occurred in th

1650s after the labour glut of 1840s. Contrarily, the presence of migrant
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labour also encouraged mechanisatlon. There was less objection from the

Indigenous workforce to the introduction of labour-saving machinery if all it

was replacing was Irish labour (Collins 1976).

Mechanisatlon was only ever partial and seasonal labour continued to be

necessary In tasks suctias turnip singling, potato planting, hop and fruit

picking and market-garden work. Indeed, long after the reaping machine was,

in general use some farmers still reserved their most difficult strands of

wheat for Irish sickles.	 Ironically, after 1870 the Irish, often despised In

the past for their preference for the sickle over all other implements, were

the only labour who could be relied upon to do a cheap and efficient job with

hand tools. In the Lothians until the 1890s, and in the East Angi Ian Fens up

to and beyond the First World War, they were employed when the corn was too

laid and twisted to be cut by machine (Collins 1976).

The Intention here has been to Indicate not only the structural

importance of Irish agricultural labour but also the complex nature of its

movements and concentrations. There was little that was arbitrary about this

on the part of the farmers or harvesters. Irish migrants were both necessary

to ensure profit margins and, being Integral to the farming enterprse, had

specific effects, for example, Influencing the pace of mechanisation. The

point is not that capitalist agriculture would have developed differently

without Irish labour but rather that It depended on this labour in the first

place. This was true in different areas at different times. This Is a

necessary strand in understanding why capitalist social relations developed as

and when they did in Britain. it is also clear that as a result of these

seasonal movements the Irsh had a presence in many areas of Britain not

usually associated with Irish migration.

4.2 IRISH I ICUSTR1 AL. LABOUR

The contribution of Irish labour to industrl&isation in Britain was

also considerable. Most of the occupations of Irish employment were

characterised by their casualness and unskilled or semi-skilled nature. Many

of the occupations were 'heavy, dangerous, seasonal and prone to sudden
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termination' (Miles 1982:130). The perennial condition of the CasUal worker

Is irregular patterns of employment. Their underemployment was reflected in

'sharp and quite arbitrary fluctuations in the length of the working week' and

by a consequent shortfall In their overall Income (Treble 1979:55). The

concentration of the Irish In this particular pool of labour Is undeniable.

For example, in London in 1851 Lees has shown that:

a majority of employed Londoners held skilled Jobs and only

11 per cent belonged to the ranks of the unskilled, among

the Irish these proportions were reversed Over 50 per cent

of the employed Irish held unskilled Jobs in the five

parishes sampled and only 20 per cent had skilled

occupations. Moreover, most of this latter group worked as

sweated tailors or shoemakers, having only nominal status as

artisans. (Lees 1979.98)

Although some Irish were in almost every London industry, they were heavily

concentrated In a few trades, in occupations that placed most of them among

the lowest social and economic groups. Two-thirds of Irishmen were employi

in Just three areas: construction, transport and general labouring. Irish

women, like English women in London, worked predominantly in domestic service

and the clothing trades. The evidence Is that they took up the less desirable

posts in London.

Lawton (1959) comentirig on Liverpool in 1851 makes similar points:

the percentages of Irish (both male and female) in unskilled

occupations were well above those for the district as a

whole in every area sampled... In all, the percentage of

employed Irish in unskilled occupations was 60% as compared

with 49% for the whole sample. The men worked in the docks

as general labourers or in constructional work; the women as

domestic servants or street traders. (Lawton 195952)
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These concentrations have been borne out by the studies so far accomplished on

all the major areas to which the Irish migrated. Even In Scotland, where

there was undoubtedly greater access to skilled ranks, many of the skilled

trades the Irish entered were similar to those in London, the sweated trades

of tailoring end shoemaking (Lobben 1971).

tiile in general the Irish were employed in low-skilled areas, within

this category the jobs particularly associated with them were often

charecterised by casual and seasonal work. Jackson (1963), writing of the

building industry, states:

In the first thirty years of the nineteenth century the

Irish appear to have gained a monopoly in a number of jobs.

In Manchester, For instance, It was said that at the

beginning of the century the bricklayers were mainly

English; by the middle 1630s all of them, about 750, were

Irish... In London in 1859 there were some 38,000 men

employed in the building industry, of whom about 12,000 were

labourers... It was among this group that the Irish

predominated. (Jackson 1963:85)

Redford (1926) also remarks that in many places 'the Irish almost monopolized

the lower grades of work in the building trades'. It was amongst this

grouping that underemployment was the severest problem (Treble 1979).

The Irish also formed a considerable proportion of casual dock labour in

the mld-l9th century: 78.8 per cent of the dockers were Irish and they were

generally engaged in unskilled labour (Lawton 1959). In the same period they

formed 64.8 per cent of dock labourers In Greenock (Lgbban 1971). In London

the Irish 'dominated the most skilled and the heaviest riversIde Jobs' (Lees

1979:241). For example, in 1851, three-quarters of the coalwhippers (those

who loaded and unloaded coal ships) were Irish or of Irish descent (George

1927).

Other categories of casual employment also had a preponderance of Irish

workers. carters, porters and messengers:
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casual fringes of porters were to be found in every

significant market In Britain. At Liverpool in the mid-

1830s this reserve seems largely to have consisted of Irish

werehousemen who averaged little more than 7s, or two to

three days work per week over the course of the year.

(Treble 1979:61)

This was also mirrored in Manchester. However:

casualization reached its peak in the adult male sector

of the labour market, not amongst dockers or porters but

among those who were labelled general labourers. (Treble

1979. 62)

It was in this category that repeated studies place the single largest

grouping of Irish male workers. Treble (1979) demonstrates that in Lancashire

as a whole in 1651 seven per cent of the population were engaged in labouring.

The figures f or the Irish In Lancashire confirm their prevalence in these

Jobs. Between 1851-71 30 per cent of Irishmen in Wigan were involved in

labouring; In Little Ireland, in Manchester, the proportion was 41 per cent in

1661 and 37 per cent in 1871 (Hartigan 1982:35). While Anderson's study of

Preston, quoted in Hertigan (1962), comparing Irish adult male migrants with

the local equivalent from nearby industrial villages, finds that 60 per cent

of the former were labourers but only 15 per cent of the latter.

Not all the Irish, however, were employed as general labourers. The

area of manufacturing in which the Irish were most likely to be employed was

the textile Industry. However, when examining the structural location of

Irish labour In textiles It is necessary to differentiate between Scotland and

the rest of Britain. In England and 	 les the Irish were overwhelmingly in

the lowest grade, unskilled Jobs in the mills. In Scotland, although filling

the same ranks, they were also employed in skilled Jobs. Redford (1926), in

one of the few overall surveys of the employment of the Irish, describes the

different situations:
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In the Lancashire cotton Industry there were thousands of

Irish workers, but they were rarely employed in the most

highly paid processes, such as spinning. They were mostly

to be found in the blowing-rooms and the card-rooms. It was

declared by prominent employers that there were not a

hundred Irish spinners In all Lancashire... In the Scottish

cotton spinning mills the case was entirely different. 'gnen

cotton-spinning machinery was Introced there In the later

years of the eighteenth century the native workers were

extremely reluctant to enter the factories. Therefore the

employers brought in Irish labour. (Redford 1926: 151)

He describes how, by the 1630s, the majority of workers in Glasgow mills,

including the spinners, were either Irish or of Irist descent. Despite this,

Redford emphasizes that in both England and Scotland 'the main Influx to the

cotton and other textile trades was composed of hendloorn weavers', notoriously

the most exploited sector of the Industry.

These similarities and differences between th use made of Irish labour

in Scotland compared with the rest of Britain are confirmed by other studies

Hartigan's (1982) investigation of the Irish In Wigan confirms that the Irish

found the doors to spinning closed to them arid, therefore, were engaged in the

lower paid jobs in the cardroom, in blowing, tenting 4 weaving and throstle

spinning. Even by 1881 ten per cent of the Irish workforce in the Scholes

district of Wigan were still engaged In hendloom weaving. As an occupation

this is generally considered to have been disappearing in the 1630s but was

'able to drag out a parasitic existence for another 9eneratlon' usually in

areas where high numbers of Irish weavers were involved.

Collins (1981) states that in Dundee the retention of hand-weaving

technology into the 1660s and 1670s alongside the mechanised spinning sector

was related to the nature of Irish family employment patterns:

As long as the Irish influx Into Dundee consisted of hand-

loom weavers' households with unbalanced sex ratios, there

were advantages to manufacturers in the retention of hand-
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loom weaving production	 Thus, far from integrating into

the economic and social structures of mid-nineteenth century

Dundee, the Irish families played a large part in

determining the nature of those economic and social

structures. (Collins 1961:208)

This preponderance of young adult women, the daughters and kin of the mete

handloom weavers, in the migrant labour force also had a considerable effect

on the subsequent development of the linen and jute industry. Whether it was

due to their forced labour for low wages, as in Lancashire, or to the make-up

of the Irish migrant family, as in Dundee, Irish labour had specific effects

on the local structure of the textile industry (Collins 1981).

The Irish were also employed to a significant degree in two other

crucial areas for industrialisatlon. coalmining and the associated iron

foundries, and railway construction, the vital aspect of capitalist eApansiQn

in mid-l9th century Britain. The Irish were particularly employed as

coalminers in Scotland, south	 les and north-east England but also 	 the

Midlands and north-west England. In Scotland in 1848 Handley (1947) estimated

that more then two-thirds of miners and a quarter of colliers were Irishmen.

The fact that the Irish were more likely to be working in bad conditions, to

be on short-term contracts and to be more mobile is emphasized in Campbell's

(1978) study of two Lancashire mining corrnunities between 1830-1874.

The navigators ('the navvies') of the canals and railways have tong been

associated with Irish migrant labour. The work was arduous, dangerous end of

an Isolated nature, which facilitated the exploitation of the trucking system

It was also seasonal end temporary in duration. According to the 1541 Census

ten per cent of all names In Britain were Irish. Treble (1973) queries that

this was an accurate assessment because few enumerators' returns contain any

reference to the place of origin of the nevvies. At the very least the 1841

figure contains wide variations. The 1646 Select Corrinittee on railway

labourers reports evidence in the Midlands end south-east England of the

prevention of the employment of Irish navvles by their English counterpart3

whereas 'in the north perhaps one half of the navigators are Irish'. Treble

thinks the latter Is probably a gross overstatement. However, it is borne out
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in a study of Wigan where over 50 per cent of the navvies were Irish (Hartigart

1962). Handley (1970) confirms that the Irish formed a substantial proportion

of the navvies in Scotland

Reference has already been made to Irish women's labour, that, as with

Irish men's, It was similarly corralled Into the unskilled and casual labour

sectors. Some distinctions have to be drawn between that of young single

women and married women and girls. The former often migrated to particular

areas because of information that specific occupations were available, for

example, in the textile Industry (Collins 1981) or as domestic servants, while

the employment of married women and of children in many instances is properly

understood as part of the Irish family economy. As already described the

Irish peasant economy was based on family enterprises, children working

alongside parents as unpaid labourers and receiving a share of the plot on

their marriage or the death of their father. Lees (1978) argues that for

Irish migrants in London migration permitted familial economic co-operation t.

continue, but channelled it into new forms. In London, where the market

employed migrants as Individuals, their response to the economic world was a

familial one, with all members of the family working for the corimon good

The wives and older children of casual, unskilled men worked to ensure

the survival of the family. The opportunities available for them were often

limited. In areas of the textile industry many found work of an ancillary

nature. For example, children under the age for full-time mill work would be

employed to wind the weft yarn onto pins in the handloorn weaving factories of

Dundee. The textile manufacturers of the same town employed the home-based

labour of women and children to wir1 the warp bobbins which they gave out to

weavers (CollIns 1981). In London, with Its different labour market, Ir3'-

women were employed In other areas of manufacture, notably the clothing a-id

food Industries. Beyond such employment Irish women particularly adopted two

strategies in order to supplement the family income: Street trading or

hawking; and the takIng in of lodgers. In both London and Liverpool Irish

women's preponderance as petty traders has been documented (Lees 1979, Lawton

1959). It was to the numerous lodging houses in Irish areas that newly

arrived migrants turned. These consisted of parts of established family

households or were run by widows who saw in this an Irrrnedlate means of
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maintaining a single-head household together (Lees 1979, Finnegan 1965).

This emphasis on the employment of the Irish should not mask the extent

of underempi oyment and unempi oyment to whi ch they were sub j ect. Thi s was due,

as described, to the sectors of the labour' market to which they were

restricted. The Irish were at once the most mobile of people in search of

short-term, often seasonal work, end the most lnmoblle because enloyment on

the docks or In the building industry necessitated staying in one area and

becoming kno	 (Treble 1979). If any of the above strategies on the part of

Irish men, women end children felled, as they frequently coul d, there was

little option but to apply for relief or, as many did, turn to begging.

4.3 Tl-E I 1"FORTNICE OF IRISH LPiBOUR

Handley (1947), in relation to Scotland1 Indicates that industrial

expansion could not have occurred there on the scale that It did wIthout Irish

I abour.	 Handi ey makes thl s observation about the rd at! onshi p of I r I sh

labour to that of the Scottish workforce (many of them migrants themselves

from the Highlands):

it was not a case of Scots abandoning types of unskilled

labour to the strangers In favour of the skilled branches,

because both the unskilled and skilled forms of labour were

new ones, created and being created by the requirements of

the industrIal revolution that was underway. The Irish in

Scotland made that revolution in pert possible and by their

labour established Jobs for Scottish workers. (Handley

1947: 74)

It is the centrality of the Irish to this early Industrial development which

distinguished the experience of the Irish In Scotland.

Turning to England, Miles (1962) coninents:
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while in England the development of industrial

capitalism was dependent upon the mIgration of labour from

the rural hinterland, in Scotland It was mich more dependent

upon the migration of labour from outside the 'national'

boundary. (Miles 1982.131)

This completely Ignores that England's 'rural hinterland' included Wales,

Scotland and Ireland. Without this 'Celtic fringe' or ' Internal colonialism'

it is debatable that capitalist production In England and the infrastructure

it required would have been possible. It Is not that capitalist development

in Britain would have been different without Irish labour but that, In crucia'

areas, It depended on It in the first place. 'National' boundaries were not

necessarily relevant when what was at stake was an adequate and appropriate

supply of labour. Irish labour was recruited for specific sectors of the

labour market, for example harvesting, railway and dock construction, and the

textile industry.	 at determined this recruitment was the availability and

profitability of Irish migrant labour and concurrent notions about thc.

applicability of Irish labour for particular occupations.

The changes In agricultural production In Ireland and the demise of man)

Irish industries released Irish labour, which solved particular shortages of

labour in Britain. For example, many who came to Britain because of the

demise of the Irish textile industry headed for specific locatlons in

Lancashire,	 st Yorkshire and Scotland, to occupations which would most

appropriately, if exploitatively, utilise their skills. Fr example,

Richardson (1968), In his study of Bradford, shows that in a sample of the

Irish for 1651 no fewer than one-third came from Lelx. This high

representation from Leix was probably connected with the decline of the

textile traders of Mount Mellick and Mountrath and the aveitability of similar

work in the Bradford woollen Industry.

Collins (1981) demonstrates how, for the people from Cavan and	 naghr,

migration to Dundee was an inevitable decision. By 1851 they comprised one-

third of the Irish in the town. The move enabled them to retain the rrultipie

employment of family members in textfle production. This shift into full-
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wage labour occurred particularly in the 1640s after the blight crippled their

precariously balanced economy based on textiles (flax) and agriculture

The trading links between Dundee and Drogheda had made

possible detailed knowledge 0f the conditions of employment

In the Dundee textile industry, and had acquainted Irish

families with the relatively superior standards of Dundee

weavers with regard to housing and clothing. MIII owners I'-'

Aberdeen and Dundee advertised in the north of Ireland fr

both weavers and spinners so adult men and girls were aware

of opportunities for work. (Colt ins 1981:206)

These examples illustrate that what was !rel and's loss was certainly Britain's

gain.

Employers in Britain pinpointed Irish labour as vital and appi icabte for

particular tasks. Many of them in the press of the day or in ParlTamentary

Comittee meetings described the benefits of Irish labour to their

enterprises. The characteristics most often corTmented on were the

availability and capacity for gruelling manual labour of the Irisft Barber

(t952) describes the attitude of Lincoinshire farmers as being that the Irish

migrant was a welcome addition to the harvest labour force There were many

references In the Farmers Journal about Irish harvesters, for example, during

the Napoleonic Wars it was corrrnented that were it not for the seasonal and

able assistance of the Irish the harvest could never be completed in time

(Barber 1982).

Many industrialists gave similar testimony to Royal Cornissioners

investigating the state of the Irish poor in Britain in 1835. The

Commissioners comented In their report

The demand of the English arid Scotch manufacturing distritts

have been supplied by the surplus labour of Ireland, as

their population has been fed by its surplus agricultural

produce.
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ought not... to over I oak the advantage of the demand for

labour in England end Scotland being amply and adequately

supplied, and at a cheap rate and at very short notice, by

Irish1 simply because they are a potato-fed and a disorderly

population. (quoted In Jones 1977: 51)

This clearly portrays the importance of Irish labour as a factor of

production.	 It was not only the ebundance and labouring qualities of the

Irish that made the employment of these migrants advantageous for the farmer

or menufacturer Their deployment also facilitated the reduction of the costs

of production. This was achieved by capital Ising on both the lower standardof

living which the Irish had been forced to endure and on the national

differences existing between groups of workers. For example, on many of the

railway lines in England It was the practice of the sub-contractors to keep

the Irish and English workmen apart. Some hIstorians (see Hendl ey 1970, Miles

1982) view the employers' action as a response to the extant antagonisms

between the two nationalitIes. However, Treble (1973) believes that this

overlooks what was the principal cause of Anglo-Irish cI ashes. This was that

segregation was used by the employers in several localities as the best means

of secur i ng I r I sh I about at a reduced wage.

Irish I abour was profi table because I t had been reproduced el sewhere

and, above all others, was desiated as 'suitable' for heavy manual work. As

such, in comparison with the Indigenous workforce, the Irish were concentrated

in unskilled and semi-skilled casual categories. This is clear both when

examining the situation in citIes like London and Liverpool and when analysing

either the proportion the Irish formed of the lower grades of individual

industries or their dominance of varieties of casual work. Broadly this

picture hoi ds true for Scot I and also.

Two features are clear cut: the vital necessity of Irish labour to

expending capitalism in 19th-century Britain, and th. restrIction of the vast

buik of this labour to particular strata of the labour market. Rich of the

literature on labour migration to western Europe Is restricted to en

assessment of it as a post-1945 phenomenon. The general assumption is that
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this migration has for late capitalism a new importance. Castles and Kosack

(1972), in research which has set the terms of the debate, state that:

Compared with early patterns, Jim'iigretion of workers to

contemporary stern Europe has two new features. The first

is its character as a permanent part of the economic

structure. Previously irrmigrant labour was used more or

less temporarily when the domestic industrial reserve army

was inadequate for some special reason, I Ike war or

unusually fast expansion; since 1945, however, large numbers

of inrilgrant workers have taken up key positions in the

productive process, so that even In the case of recession

their labour cannot be dispensed with. (Castles end Kosack

1972: 6)

This, In particular. ignores the circumstances of the construction of

the industrial reserve army in Britain. Castles and Kosack acknowledge that

the Irish played a vital part in British industrial isatlon but do not fully

explain how It was of a temporary character. Presumably this was due to the

greater vulnerability of the Irish In the 19th century to unemployment at

times of recession. This is Indeed part of the condition of all 'surplus'

labour populations. l-bwever, In the contemporary period there is little

reason to suspect that migrant/minority groups have not correspondingly borne

the proportionally heavier brunt of lay-off. or non-employment.

Although there are specific features that have to be taken into account

when examining imigratlon Into this country since 1945, the general premise

in theories such as Castles and Kosack's appears to be incorrect. Their

notion that lirmigrant labour has only recently become 'a structural necessity

for st European capi tat (am' belles hi story. The issue is wei I drawn by

Robinson (1983) who, having described the centuries-old practice of augmenting

the armies of European states from mercenaries and marginal peoples, comnents

The Important meaning is that this form of enlisting human

reserves was not peculiar to military apparatus but extended

throughout Europe to domestic service, handicrafts,
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Industrial labour, the ship- and dock-workers of merchant

capitalism, and the field labourers of agrarian capitalism.

There has never been a moment in modern European history (if

before) that migration and/or imigrant labour was not a

significant aspect of European economies. (Robinson 196324)

Despite references to the Irish In Britain and to the Poles, Ital Tans

and Spaniards who worked in France, Germany and Switzerland in the 19th

century, Castles and Kosack persist in describing the 'domestic industria!

reserve army' as having been the main resource prior to 1945. The object of

this chapter has been to indicate that this cannot be substantiated with

respect to Britain.

5. SUf?1,JRY AAD CONCLUSION

This chapter has examined the economic background to Irish migration arvf

the structural importance of Irish labour for ritish capitalism in the 19th

century. The close relationship between economic underdevelopment t Ire! d

and economic development in Britain was examined. In the 19th century the

Irish economy was transformed by a switch in demand from Brit:n for animal

products instead of corn and by the devastating effect on many !rsh

industries of free-trade pci ides. One consequence was the production T

Ireland of a 'surplus' population and the highest rates of emigration .n

western Europe.

Irish migration to Britain was a significant proportion of the tQtal

emigration and Irish migrants were an essential element of the 'British'

reserve army of labour. The main characteristics of Irish employment in

Britain were outlined. Predominantly Irish migrants were concentrated in

seasonal or casual work which involved heavy manual labour and was unskilled

or semi-skilled. The Irish belonged 1 therefore, to the most Impoverished

section of the working class. Employers welcomed the Irish, viewing them as

particuiiarly suitable for heavy manual work. Consequently Irish labour was

essential to the expansion and development of specific sectors of both

agricultural and industrial production and of service industries
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The structural importance of Irish migrant labour for British economic

development and the location of the Irish in the labour market are key points

of the argument here, for two reasons	 First, as the necessity of Irish

labour was recognised, there were only local ised attempts to send the migrants

back to Ireland. Instead, by the t830s attention turned to the problems the

settlement of inceasing numbers of Irish people were perceived to present

Second, Irish migration was increasing at a time when capital 1st social

relations had not been fully established. The influx of large numbers of

migrants who were distinguished by the jobs that they did, by their religion

and by their national Identity, was to have a significant impact T n the fluid

political climate of the 1630s and 1640s. These matters are examined in more

detail in the next chapter.
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CHAI-'TEH THREE

THE CONS1BXTION OF THE IRISH AS A SOCIftL A POLITICAL

PROaEM IN 19TH-CENTURY !TA(N

1. INTRODUCTION

The object of this chapter is to demonstrate that Irish migrants in

the 19th century were constructed as a particular social and political

threat and subject to specific state practices. These practices resulted

in the differentiation and segregation of the Irish from the rest of the

working class as well as in strategies to incorporate the Irish themselves.

In an economy characterlsed by the utilisatlon of migrant labour and by

conditions which set worker against worker, what will be addressed is why

it was Irish labour specifically which came to be segregated and

differentiated from the rest of the workforce	 Policies concerning the

Irish in Britain developed in a context arid at a time when fears of

p01 itical upheaval were ever present. These fears were inspired by events

in France, the possibility of insurrection in Ireland and the political

activities of the new urban industrialised working class

The first half of the century was critical for the formation of

capitalist social relations	 The establishment of an appropriate labour

force was all important:

What was required was a labour force that could respond

positively to the economic incentives the system offered, in

order to realise the high productivity of which it was

capable. The adaption of labour involved not only coercive

forces whereby the labourer was compelled to work, but, in

the long run, the transformation of social consciousness by

which some of the basic assumptions of middle class society
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would be accepted, In more or less degree, by the working

population. (Savllle 1987 13)

An Important element in this transformation of social consciousness

involved the development of a racist nationalism shared by all socal

classes in Britain. Anti-Irish hostility and anti-Catholicism were central

aspects of this process.

The discussion In this chapter will concentrate on four issues

First, the social protiem the Irish migrants were deemed to represent i

explored. This is followed by a review of two aspects of social poNcy,

the operation of the Poor Law and policing. Both illustrate the high

profile acorded the Irish in Britain end the types of policies pursued aa

a consequence. Third,, the political threat which the Irish were deemed to

constitute will be considered. Finally, relations between the !rish and

the indigenous working class are considered

2. CLASS FORMATION: TI-E BPS! S OF ANTAGOI SMS EETEEN THE IA! $H ,AND

INDIGENOUS OA<ING CLASS

Processes of differentiation and segregation were integral to the

development of capitalist relations. The period between 1840 aid 1CSO has

been Identified by Foster (1974) and Stedman-Jones (1974) as crucial in

terms of the hegemonisation of significant sectors of the wart' ing class

Developments which originated with the passage of the Ten Hour Act arid the

defeat of Chartism In the late 1640s bore their fruit in the final decades

of the 19th century with the emergence of an impermeable working-class

culture. This culture was conservative and home centred compared with the

radical artisan culture dominant In the first third of the century

(Stedman-Jones 1974).

Foster distinguishes the main strand of the hege'nonic processes which

produced this situation as the Increasing differentiation and segregatior

of different parts of the labour force, in particular, the divissor'.s

between the skilled and the unskilled, the Eng! ish and the irish. Fster
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emphasis is on the segregation of the Irish and English being in different

areas of the towns and cities. Bit equally important was the role of the

Irish in the labour force. Although riot completely synonymous with the

unskilled, a higher proportion of the Irish were involved in such

occupations than any others. Their numbers were such that In many jobs

they formed the majority of the people employed. It was this juxtaposition

of the Irish and a specific form of labour power, casual and unskilled,

which also laid the basis for heightening the differentiation and

segregation of the workIng Class.

Foster does not fully register the impact of religion arid national

identity as factors in the differentiation of the worktng class in the

second half of the 19th century. In his study of Didham reference is made

to the development of Orangeism, other militant Protestant organizations

and the build-up of anti-Irish propaganda. Foster locates these

developments as an important aspect of the political restabil isetion of the

1850s. However, when trying to explain the Oldham anti-Irish riots of

1661, Foster resorts to explaining their impetus primarily in economic

terms. The anti-Irish hostllity, he argues, was a response of a semi-

skilled population who were facing unemployment. Although economic

motivations in the deteriorating conditions of that period were without

doubt contributory, it seems likely that the escalating provocations and

antagonisms of the previous decade were relevant to events. Kirk's (1979)

study of three towns, also in south-east Lancashire and in the same period,

found that the relatively economically prosperous and quiet years of i651-

and 1868 witnessed by far the greatest antipathy between the Enq!ish and

the Irish. This suggests that issues other than ir'rediate economic

disadvantage were also dominant.

There was an economic basis to the antagonisms existlr'g between the

Irish and the indigenous working class, but these economic motivations were

often interrelated with other factors. The question Is why arid how, in a

system which inevitably set worker against worker, the hostility between

the Irish and the English or the Irish and the Scot 	 became the acute

dichotomy. In England, Treble (1973) chronicles the attachment of the

navvy to the Catholic church; as does Barber (1982), when she writes about
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the seasonal harvesters in Lincolnshire, where, once railway routes were

established, trains of cattle trucks specially chartered by prospective

employers brought five hundred Irishmen at a time Into the towns of

Lincolnehire, and the Catholic churches were filled to overflowing

throughout the sumner. Barber cownents that the nsishrooml ng of numbers i n

the 1830e and 1840s, and the competition for employnent which this

produced, created hostility towards the Irish and Catholicism in general

which was directed towards the migrant labourers In particular. Her

conclusion is that the appearance, numbers and behaviour of the Irish and

the distrust of all 'casual' labour made the Irish migrants an obvious and

easy target.

It was the conjuncture of these factors, large numbers and Catholicism

with the 'Irishness' of the migrant labourers which differentiated them and

Justif led attacks made on them. Rather than a cause and effect sequence

being identifiable, it was the Juxtaposition of a reviled religious

denomination and a distrusted national group with a particular form of

labour power which served to make Irish workers 'visible'. These migrant

labourers did not appear in a 'context-free' situation. The hostility

which greeted their arrival from many quarters, except their employers, can

be traced to the Irish as the incarnation of centuries of foreboding:

forebodings which in England had been generated anew with the easing of the

Penal Laws; sentiments which had been reinforced by the 1796 rebellion of

the United Irishmen; suspicions which were now ertodied in the form of the

Irish migrant.

Handley (1970) describes anti-Catholicism as the chief reason for

hostility towards the Irish In Scotland, but also suggests wider

dimensions. For example, in his study of the navvy in Scotland, Handi ey

states the following:

above all, the most fruitful source of clashes lay In

the propinquity of three different national ities of navvies

- Irish, English and Scote. The enmity between the Scots

and the Irish went back to the beginning of the nineteenth
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century. The enmity between the Irish and the English ...tent

back to Strongbow in the twelfth. (Handley 1970:257)

He quotes one contemporary corrrnentator (1670s) remarking of the English

navviea to be found in Scotland that the one point upon which they felt

strongly was their dislike of working with Irishmen. Scotsmen and Weishmeri

they could fraternise with, but an Irishman was enough, almost, to make a

whole gang strike. The arrival of one Irishman was sufficient, he was

symbolic of the 'presence' of the whole

Handley cites numerous other examples which suggest that it was the

nationality of the Irish around which the various factors which could

potentially generate hostility towards them revolved. He describes an

incident when en Irishman was arrested at a public fair and he was led off

shouting, 'Rally around, Irishmen'. The answering cry of the police, when

attacked by the man's compatriots at his bidding, was 'Scotland! Scotfard!'

intending to bring 'locals' to their aid. Transient examples such as this

are useful as they Illustrate the extent to which national sentiments,

often overtly interlaced with religious connotations, were meaningful and

aroused people to action.

The general picture presented of anti-Irish/Catholic hostility in

historical studies of the 19th century Is that It was most widespread,

sustained and extreme in Scotland, especially the west Lowlands, somewhat

similar in Lancashire, particularly Liverpool and a sporadic feature f

life elsewhere in England and Weles. It is usually pointed out that this

pattern parallels the concentration of the Irish in Britain, with the

notable exception of London, and a correlation assumed to exist between the

presence of the Irish and the existence of hostility towards them. There

is good reason to be critical of this presumption. As Miles (1982) points

out, if numbers were the active, determinant cause, then one would expect

anti-Irish agitation to have been continuous and to have coincided with the

peak period of irrmlgratlon. This did not happen.

Throughout the century in different parts of the country there are

examples of recurring anti-irish/Catholic riots recorded and attacks on
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Irish areas. There is a pitfall in equating anti-Irishness or anti-

Catholicism solely with the recorded riot or other manifestations of

hostility. Where the Irish were settled is relevant, in that this would be

a pre-condit Ion for a physical clash between the Irish and the English or

the Scots or the Welsh to take place. However, there is no necessity For

the Irish to be present In an area for anti-Irishness to exist there. Th13

would lead to the corollary that southern England and n.ich of Weles were

free of hostility towards the Irish because relatively few Irish settled

there. This was certainly not the case, as the Welsh riots of 1582 and the

Garibaldi riots in London in the early 1860s demonstrate.

That there was widespread antagonism towards the Irish from the

indigenous working class is not in doubt 1 nor that these antagonisms became

more firmly cemented in the second half of the 19th century. The

contention here Is that these antagonisms cannot be explained solely in

terms of the innedlate economic threat the Irish, often willing to work

longer and for less pay, posed to other workers 	 Irish migrants in

particular came to be segregated and differentiated from the rest of the

working class because of the conjunction of their religion and national

Identity with their role in the labour market. It was the combination of

these characteristics which ensured the high visibit ity of the Irish in a

society dominated by fears of working-class combination, antipathy to

Catholicism and hostility to Irish claims for self-government.

The aspect of this which most closely concerns this thesis is the

Impact of government action and the developing apparatus of central and

local government upon the segregation and differentiation of the Irish

working class and In the development of IncorporatIve strategies towards

the Irish themselves. As has been shown, many employers in the 19th

century actively orchestrated differences between workers for their

economic advantage. The attempt will be made to demonstrate that the role

of the State was also a significant factor in constructing the context in

which Irish migrants were forced to build their lives In Britain and in

determining the response the Irish evoked from the the Indigenous working

class. First, it is necessary to establish that the Irish were identifd

as a social and polItical threat, a specific problem within the working
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class, and so subject to differential treatment by the public authorities

in Britain.

3. TI-F IRISH AS A SOd PiL Ti-FEAT IN ERI TAI N

The 'threat of the Irish' was en integral part of the construction of

social relations in the first half of the 19th century. This Involved

notions of the Irish as both a political end social threat. In the context

of the Union and the accelerating migration of the Irish into Britain these

characterisetions were conjured Into feverish spectre. of 'contagion'4 The

offensive against the 'Irish threat' took on a particular character with

regard to the Irish in Britain. The object of this section Is to examine

the manner in which the Irish were conceived as a social threat and the

policie, by which the Irish were further differentiated and segregated from

the rest of the working class. Two aspects of these policies will be

examined in detail: the formation of Irish ghetto areas and the development

of pot icing practices.

3. 1 TI-E I RI SI-I CONST I TUTED AS A SOC I ftL. TI-FEAT

In the 8iue Books of the first half of the 19th century there are

numerous references to, and analyses of, the social threat that the Irish

constituted. Some studies have concluded that, despite these references1

there was no strategy or project towards the Irish in Britain. In

particular, the absence of specific legislation to deal with the 'Irish

menace' is used to corroborate a view that, although the Irish were

noticeable in 19th—century cities, fundamentally they were not

distinguished from the rest of the working class In terms of State

pal Ides. The absence of legislation acts for historians of the State in

the same way that the riot does for chroniclers of the working class.

In fact, there was considerable legislation. However, the problem of

the Irish was seen as emanating from Ireland itself and the people therein.

The place to resolve or manage matters was in Ireland. Consequently vast
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quantities of legislation relating solely to Ireland were passed throughout

the 19th century. Jones (1977), en historian of social policy, ençheslses

that no legislation was Introduced to combat the impact of the Irish in

Br I tel n. However, Jones demonstrates, for exançl s that the 1838 1 r I sh

Poor Relief Act Cirsiend) was, in fact, brought Into being to improve

conditions In England. The increasing Irish migration to this country was

attributed to the existence of poor-relief procedures in England end their

absence in Ireland. The 1835 Poor Enquiry noted with disapproval the

flexibility applied to the settlement laws in places like Manchester end

Liverpool and coirinented that It was the Irish who usually benefited.

The contradiction, as Jones points out, was that, on the one hand,

employers were keen to have a supply of cheap, mobile labour and, on the

other hand, ratepayere were determined not to pay either for absent or

'non-resident' poor when such labour became redundant. The Irish figured

frequently In such debates as a noted source of cheap labour, a likely

drain on the poor rate end as expensive paupers to be removed, In 1819 an

Act of Parliament had empowered parishes in the aftermath of the Napoleonic

hrs to remove Irish destitutes 'to any port In Ireland', begging being

suffIcient proof of vagrancy. Aitbough thousands were returned to Ireland,

as many of them were seasonal harvesters they were able to turn the

regulations to their own advantage. In the long term the profitability and

practicality of such schemes raised doubts.

This in part accounted for the decisions to grant relief 1 especially

In LancashIre, the county which bore the heaviest cost of the final stage

of shipping the Irish beck to Ireland. Neither the deportation policy nor,

later, the operation of the 1838 Poor Relief Act had any noticeable impact

on the situation they were designed to stem. In different ways they were

both inappropriate measures for the scale of economic upheaval occurring in

Ireland. At the same time as the attempted implementation of these

measures many employers, as already described, were dependent on Irish

labour and were actively recruiting in Ireland.

Laws were passed designed to suppress agrarian protest in Ireland or

to make the population conform to British administration of the country.
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It Is clear, therefore, that there was a considerable legislative response

to the Irish in Ireland and this carried implications for the Irish In

Britain. These policies reveal the duality of the British view of Ireland:

it was a constituent part of the United Kingdom but continued to be ruled

as a foreign colony. Insulating the Irish with specific legislation also

served to differentiate them further and to heighten the contrast with the

English,	 lsh and Scots, despite shared citizenship. In Britain the

differentiation of the Irish migrants did not necessarily require specific

legislation of a directly discriminatory nature. In fact, this might have

been counter-productive.

3.2 TI-E FOFI1ATI ON OF I RI SH Gi-ETTO MEAS

The segregation and differentiation of the labour force was cemented

by the physical separation of living areas In all the major towns and

cities in which there were Irish migrants. As early as 1636 the Poor Law

Enquiry (Ireland) reported that several witnesses had described the Irish

as forming distinct corTrrunit lee in the midst of the English. Recent

studies have confirmed that, before the upturn In migration to Britain of

the 1840s, the Irish already inhabited defined areas in most of the cities

in Britain in which they settled. By the 1850s these were often

exclusively Irish districts, whereas before they were probably more mixed

in their social composition. The descriptions of the conditions In which

the Irish lived are similar whatever the town concerned. They predominated

in nutti-occupled tenements1 particuliarly In the numerous courts and

alleys which branched off the main streets in city centres.

These circumstances were a spatial reflection of a number of aspects

of the lives of the Irish. To begin with, people in the casual labour

market frequently had to live close to potential sources of employment.

This usually meant that a disproportionate element of the casual labour

force lived In or near the city centre because of their type of work.

Given the pattern of urban development In the 19th century, it was in these

central areas that some of the worst conditions and cheapest lodgings were

found. The overcrowding which was a ITuch comented-upon feature of Irish
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I I vi ng condi t I ons was often the consequence of taking in I odgers. A femi I y

in one room took In lodgers because the casual work available was not

sufficient to cover the rent and their other needs. This was even more of

a necessity because unscrupulous landlords often put the rents up for the

Irish because they ware so desperate for accotyrnodatlon.

Mother reason why the Irish were confined together in the tois was

because of the operation of the Poor Law. Finnegan (1982), in her study of

the Irish in York, details the dilerrwa for people who were mainly employed

as agricultural and field labourers. They ware usually employed a

considerable distance from the city, often 20 miles away, but lived In York

because of the lack of cottage eccomnodation in the villages. This was a

deliberate policy of many rural landlords, who were reluctant to let their

workers acquire settlement or Irremoveability rights and consequently a

claim to poor relief in the parish. In addition, the kind of work carried

out by the Irish, often hired in family groups, was casual farm labouring

on a piecework basis and so was not of 'the kind which would encourage

farmers and landlords to offer them tied accomodation'. The consequence

was that in York, just as in the large cities of Liverpool and Manchester:

inflated rents, scarcity of cottage eccomodation in the city

and a generally hostile environment forced the unskilled

Irish to overcrowd. (Finnegan 1962:57)

Finnegan points out that any improvement in circumstances was usually

accompanied by a corresponding reduction in the nunIer of lodgers, reducing

overcrowding.

The received wi sdom of the day, as expressed by Dr Kay to the 1836

Corrinission to Inquire into the State of the Irish Poor, was that the Irish

caused these conditions to materielise. Dr Kay argued that, if the Irish

did not exist, no one would speculate on any group of people being prepared

to live in such insanitary acconinodatlon and therefore the houses would not

have been built. This confirmed the conception of the Irish as content to

live at a lower level of existence than anyone else. Witness after witness

to the 1838 Inquiry corrniented on the fact that if the Irish and the English
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earnt the same wage the former would spend less of it on daily comforts

than the letter. For example, the continued reliance of the Irish in this

country on a potato-based diet with little meat was taken as evidence of

their greater tolerance of debased conditions and their propensity to spend

the greater part of their income on drink.

Great emphasis is placed by the coninentators recorded in the 1636

Report on their opinion that the Irish did not experience 'national or

religious Jealousy'. The proof of this is stated to be that employers are

as willing to employ the Irish as the English or the Scots, their chief

criteria being that they require the cheapest and most approriete labour

for the Job. However, the employers make innumerable references to the

fact that the English and Scots maintain a distance between themselves and

the Irish. This is attributed to their dislike of the Irish character and

of Irish habits. There are many proclamations about the failure of the

Irish to Influence the English or the Scots. 	 iereas in certain situations

the 'better class' or more respectable of the Irish are described as

susceptible to English influence and a similar process is noted in

Scotland.

The 1636 Report comended Irish harvesters as the most advantageous of

Irish labourers. The tasks they accomplished were essential and they did

not stay long enough for their lack of morals to Infect the English.

Despite the many assertions that the British were not Influenced by the

Irish, the fear was that they would be, especially in the political tunult

of the first decades of the 19th century. The amplification of the dangers

the presence of the Irish heralded, therefore, took particular forms, for

example, highlighting the potential contagion of their habits and the dire

consequences which could follow from their adoption. The Irish were seen

to be the origin and conductors of disease. The Surgeon of the General

Dispensary in Birmingham told the 1838 InquIry that:

The Irish in Birmingham are the very pests of society. They

generate contagion. (quoted in Jones 1977: 49)
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The perceptions of the Irish recorded in the 1836 Inquiry were a variant of

a philosphy prevalent from the late 16th century that viewed poverty as a

product of character rather then environment end, therefore, explained

poverty in moral rather than economic terms. in the case of the Irish this

was specifically orchestrated on a national theme. They were deemed to

monopol lse a level of poverty and consequent barbarity unknown in the

civlllsed world. The Comissioners conducting the Inquiry concluded:

...lrlsh emigration into Britain is an example of a less

civilised population spreading themselves, as a kind of

substratum, beneath a more civllised cormunity: and, without

excelling in any branch of industry, obtaining possession of

all the lowest departments of manual labour. (quoted in

Jones 1977:46)

Although the concern of witnesses to the 1636 Inquiry, ranging from

Paisley manufacturers to police superintendents and from priests to Poor

Law guardians, was to deny that the Irish encountered any specific

prejudice, they in fact provide all the evidence of a national hostility

towards the Irish. For the officials, however, these hostilities were but

a natural response to a group of people possessing no civil ised habits.

Even the rruch coinnented-upon generosity of the Irish towards their own is

couched in terms which deem it unfortunately profligate. In the context of

this evidence of the distance maintained between the indigenous population

and the Irish and the examples of hostility at the workplace already

described, the concentration of the Irish in certain parts of the towns end

cities of Britain iaist also be seen as, at least in part, a response of the

Irish to that hostility. The evidence also suggests that the Irish were

constrained to live in certain places by the evailab,I.ty of rk, the

level of rents and by the action of various authorities, for example in the

operation of the Poor Law, which ensured that the Irish were restricted to

particular areas.
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3. 3 TI-E DEVELOFI'ENT OF POLICING PRPCT I CES

%'Aile both the type of Jobs the Irish did and the conditions in which

they were compelled to live were transn.ated into corroborative evidence of

their degenerative nature, there was another element In this 'contagion' of

the Irish. This concerned their impact on public order. Irish ghetto

areas became Increasingly synonomous with disorderly conduct. This was

usually attributed to the Ingrained Irish habits of drunkenness and faction

fighting. Both in the 1636 Report and later in the press, with reference

to early compilations of criminal statistics, the endemic unruliness of the

Irish was constantly reiterated. Many present-day accounts of the Irish In

Britain faithfully transcribe as objective fact this 'special relationship'

between drunkenness, viol ence and the Irish. Only a few accounts examine

the relationship between the agencies of 'law and order' in 19th-century

Britain end the Irish migrants.

Until the establishment of local police forces the maintenance of

public order was primarily in the hands of magistrates. They were

empowered to enlist special constables to deal with Incidents in their

areas of jurisdiction. It was at this level of administration that the

most active Implementation of discriminatory policies towards the Irish

took place, be It justices of the peace or Poor Law guardians. The

development of police forces from the 1630s onwards was primarily a

function of what was viewed as the necessity of 'preserving the peace'.

Swift (1985), in a study of policing and the Irish in 19th-century

I*blverhampton, describes how the Irish bore the brunt of the police drive

to assert their authority. The popularised image of the Irish made them

vulnerable to prosecutions for certain types of crimes. Cockcroft (1974),

relating the operations of the Liverpool police force, states that it was

with respect to 'preserving the peace' that the Irish were seen as the root

of the problem. Swift argues that It was the decision of the police force

in *blverhempton to operate the Beer Act of 1648 end the Lodging Houses Act

of 1851 specifically in the IrIsh areas which accounted for the high

appearance of the Irish in the crime statistics. PhIlips (1974) emphasises

these points, arguing that the police found in the Irish a 'natural' target

for their attentions, and the Irish reciprocated by defending their areas
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end people with attacks on the police. The prominence of the Irish in

prosecutions for disorder highlighted the relative orderliness of the

English inhabitants of these areas.

The composition of the early police forces corroborates the likelihood

of the Irish as a targeted population. In Liverpool Orange arid Green

antagonism existed in the force from its inception in the 1630s. During

the rest of the century Orange Interests frequently dominated the watch

comittee end, therefore, had an influence on policing (Cockcroft 1974).

Swift, describes the	 lverhampton police force as dependent on recruits

from the army and the Irish police force. Many of these would be Irish

themselves, but the crucial point is that they would have already served in

suppressing agrarian revolts in Ireland throughout the early 19th century.

The composition of the police forces, their efforts to establish authority

and their consequent interpretations of their task in relation to the areas

they were policing reflected existing demercations of the Irish and further

differentiated the Irish from their English and Scottish working-class

ne i ghbours.

From this consideration of the circumstances in which the Irish caine

to live in ghetto areas end of the development of policing practices it

seems clear that anti-Irish prejudice was an influence on policy formation

and implementation at local level. As Finnegan (1965), In a study of the

Irish in York, corrinents:

there was a marked degree of anti-Irish prejudice in the

city, sterwning mainly from the middle classes and apparent

in the attitudes and utterances of the Poor Law Guardians,

Sanitary Inspectors and magistrates, and particularly

evident in newspaper editorials and the coverage of local

news. If these attitudes were not merely reflections of the

public's views, but were also instrumental in forming them,

then their influence could have been considerable. Those in

authority, English, middle-class, respectable Protestants,

were prejudiced against the inriigranta, and prejudice led
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them to make stereotyped, misleading Judgements about the

Irish... (Finnegan 1965:77)

iat Was the case in York was also true of other cities (see Gilley 1970 on

London, Burke 1910 on Liverpool). 	 frat these practices Indicate Is that

the absence of specific legislation concerning the irIsh in Britain is not

the most significant aspect of the situation. Legislation of a seemingly

broad sweep, aimed at the problems of the morals of the working class as a

whole, was often implemented at local level In a manner that differentiated

sections of the working class one from the other. For example, the actions

of the pal ice were significant in constructing the context In which the

Irish propensity to certain types of behaviour would be expecbed. The

policing practices orchestrated differences and antagonIsms amongst the

working class. That these differences occurred along lines which

reinforced a hierarchy of skills with that of respectability is recognised.

iat is being stressed here is the coincidence of national and religious

differences within this class segmentation. As a consequence of these

processes the Irish were a very visible minority In 19th-century Britain.

The Irish were 'visible', not just because they were, there but

because they were 'perceived' to be there. Important though the numbers

and distr,bution of the Irish migrants were, this alone does not clinch the

case for their visibility. It is the necessary bases but It is worth

noting that, in the first half of the 18th century, Scottish agricultural

migrants, although not as large in number as the Irish migrants, were

numerous in England. Redford (1926) cements that there i little known of

the Scots migrant compared with the Irish. He attributes this to the fact

that they iess frequently required poor relief and, for example, in London

few Scottish paupers were brought before the city magistrates. Redford

describes a sisable number of Scottish harvesters working in Lincoinshire

in the early part of the century. Barber (1982), researching through local

reports and newspapers, finds no reference to them.

Redford does not question why so many fewer Scottish migrants claimed

poor reHef or were brought before magistrates compared with the Irish.

The implication is that this was the consequence of the Irish being an
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inherently pauperised population. In the case of Irish seasonal migrants

like the harvesters there were a number of reasons for the claims on poor

relief. For example, If the harvest was late the Irish would wait In the

nearby towns and apply for assistance. The Irish had little choice over

this because of the operation of the Poor Law in rural areas and the

determined efforts of farmers and other interests to ensure they did not

become resident in the villages (Collins 1976). There is no evidence of

the Scottish migrants being systematically treated in the same way.

Barber quotes the following from a Lincolnshlre newspaper in 1809 to

show the early 'genesis of the Irish phenomenon':

Irish labourers and harvest men from the interior counties

will meet with great encouragement. (quoted in Barber

1982: 11)

what is interesting about this statement is that it is Irish labour that Is

distinguished from the rest. The suggestion here is that Irish labour was

distinguished from the rest of the seasonal workforce, not Just because the

Irish were an essential component of the harvest workforce, but because of

the extant notions of 'the Irish'. The argument to be pursued is that the

conjunction of migrant labour, poverty and Catholicism was 'recognised' as

Irish and this explains why the Irish were seen, categorised and subject to

the attention of magistrates and Poor Law guardians to a greater degree

than, for example, Scottish migrants. The latter were poor too, but they

were part of a longer-established and more acceptable union, and they were

Protestants.

4. Ti-F PCLITICIL TI-FEAT CF TI-F IRISH IN 19TH (INT1R' BRITAIN

This section will examine the political threat that the Irish in 19th-

century Britain were seen to pose. The pal I tical aspect of class rd at ions

in the first half of the century is usually described as governed by a fear

of revolution inspired by events in France. However, there was also

considerable anxiety about the repercussions of unrest In Ireland and fear
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that an alliance might be forged between the Irish and the radical working

class in Britain. Irish republicanism induced Just as many visions of

calamity as did the French Revolution. The Irish Catholic was the

potential traitor par excellence.

An alliance between the Irish and British working class was a

recurring fear throughout the first half of the century. At the end of the

18th century, during the French wars, the Prime Minister Pitt's nightmare

was of a co-ordinated attack by England's external and internal enemies

(Elliott 1979). After the 1801 Act of Union Ireland, one of the external

enemies, became an internal enemy. The potential threat this posed was

nowhere more evident than In the various insurrectionary plots of which

there is evidence between 1797-1802. DurIng this five-year period

revolutionary activity among the English working class was predominantly an

Irish Importation (Eli iott 1979).

EllIott (1979) argues that the extent of this influence has often been

ignored by English historians. The United IrIshmen, the force behind the

1798 rebellion in Ireland, introduced the organlsation& framework of the

secret society to Britain and altered the pattern of working-class

radicalism by attaching it to an enlarged United Irish progranrne of total

revolution in Britain and Ireland, accompanied by a French Invasion.

Reverend James Coigley, a Catholic priest fromUlster, was the main mover

In setting up 'branches' of the United Irish Society in Britain and was

Instrumental in founding the Society of United Britons, an urban-based

alliance of working-class Interests and republicanism. The leaders of the

plots were eventually arrested, but only Coigley was convicted of treason

and hanged.

Eli iott's assessement is that republicanism was an importation which

was continually reInforced in this period from its source in Ireland and

which capitalised on the temporary unpopularity of war and the government.

The tenuous relationship that was built up between Irish republicanism and

English discontent was destroyed by the emergence of popular patriotism In

the face of the Napoleonic threat. Further 'English disgust at the

violence of the Irish rebellion' (Elliott 1977:50) contrIbuted to the
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waning of English support for any plans for rebellion In Britain after

1798. This early attempt at liaison between Irish republicans end British

radicals demonstrates the reality of the fears tihe governments of the day

had about such an alliance. It also illustrates that 1 from the begining of

such attempts at alliance between the Irish and the British, perceptions of

the Irish as violent played a crucial role in dissipating the combination

of forces.

For the following five decades the Irish in 	 1tain continued to be an

important political grouping in the varied and mobile population of

Instrial towns and districts (Belchem 1985). Accordlng to Belchem (1985)

there was remarkable eclecticism in working-class political and social

behaviour of the period, with considerable overlap of personnel in

supposedly discrete movements. Particular attention has been paid in

historical studies to the involvement of the Irish In Chartism. A debate

exists about how extensive this Irish involvement was. The critical issue

appears to have been Daniel O'Connell's break from Chartism in 1837. Until

that point O'Connell, as leader of the Catholic emancipation campaign, was

closely connected with various British radical movements. Irish issues and

Irish involvement in radical and working-class movements	 re of crucial

significance in the aftermath of the passage of the 1832 Reform Act. In

1833 it was the Irish Coercion Act which finally persuaded the National

Union of brking Classes to adopt a policy of outright confrontation with

the government by calling a National Convention. The government prohibited

the Convention and the NJwC disintegrated. This marked the begining of the

rapidly Intensifying disillusion of radical leaäers with the ilgs which

was to bring the Chartist movement Into being. Disenchantment with

O'Connell completed the process and established in 1837 Chartism's

independence and working-class character.

After his break from association with Chartism O'Connell set up the

Repeal Movement in Ireland to repeal the Act of Union. His organisation

banned the participation of its members in Chartism. The question which

historians have debated is whether the Irish working class in Britain

followed their fellow class members and a number of Irish leaders like

Feargus O'Connor, Bronterre O'Brien and John Docherty into Chartism, or
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whether the Repeal Movement's prohibition on Involvement was a sufficient

deterrent for most Irish people. The evidence seems mixed. In many of the

smaller manufacturing towns informal association between the Chartiets and

the Irish existed (Belchem 1985). However, it is clear that there was very

little support for Chart ism ir . L.sncsh1re espI&IJn Liverpool and

Manchester, the most densely settled Irish areas. This suggests there was

corns fluidity in contacts end liaison between the Irish and the rest of the

working class prior to 1850. But it also suggests that the antagonisms

which became pronounced between the Irish and the indigenous working class

after 1850 already existed ! the first part of the century.

The fear of a solid allIance between the..1rish_nd Britishworking

classes under the umbrella of Chartism appeared to be a reality in

Chart ism's last gasp in 1848. In that year, while the upper class and

middle class feared the consequences of revolutionary upheavals on the

Continent, the government anticipated a more specific danger. This was

that there would be en Insurrection in Ireland end a combination of Irish

nationalists and Chartists In Britain (Seville 1987). Goodwey (1982), in

his analysis of London Chartism, dissects the mythologies which have been

constructed about the last great Chartist rally on Kennington Con'mon in

April 1848. The myths present animge of the rallyas an anticlimax when

all sections of English society rail ed egainsLe ectremists, thus

preserving Britain ethet unusual entity a netlo0 which holds no truck -

with insurrectlonries; a polity thet_Øgp not experience revolutionaries.

In fact, as Goodway demonstrates, real fears surrounded the event. Massive

preparations were made throughout the sumer of 1848 to counter and defuse

the activities of the Irish Confederates and the Chartists.

It is significant that Liverpool was the city whose support for

Chartism was to cause most alarm In 1848. After O'Connell's death in 1845

the Irish Confederates gradually moved to a position of encouraging

alliance between the two movements. This period was imediateiy after the

famine, when thousands of Irish people had crossed to Liverpool.

Repressive measures were being applied in Ireland because of fears of

revolt, for example, the Crown end Government Security Act or 'Gagging' Act

of 1848. In July 1648, despite a colossal military camp In Everton in
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Liverpool, magistrates applied for the suspension of Habeas Corpus to be

extended from Ireland to Liverpool. Nearly 10,000 Special Constables were

sworn in and 50 armed Confederate clubs were kept under strict

surveillance. The aim of the Irish Confederates in Liverpool and elsewhere

In Britain was to organise a sympathetic rebellion to detain the military

in Britain (Belchem 1985).

Beichem's view is that the open alliance with the Irish in 1848

probably benefitted the government more than the Chartists. It was the

spectre of the Irish, quite as nI.4ch as dread of contagion spreading across

from the Continent, which brought an accretion of strength to the forces of

order in 1648. BorderlIne occupational groups, such as shopkeepers and

clerks, hurried to be Special Constables as the press highlighted the

'Irish threat'. Equally, tensions between the Chartists and Confederates

as to the use of violence were susceptible to the propaganda. The press

made nuch of the difference between the English and Irish when it came to

methods of achieving political ends. By exploiting the emotive

connotations of the term 'Irish', the press and the establishment utilised

a means of stigrnatlsing Chartlsm and of fragmenting the working class.

For example, John Leech, a cartoonist for Punch in 1848, drew several

cartoons cramed with Irish brutes, with huge Jaws, long upper lips, and

simious noses. The cartoons of 1848 did not portray the Irish in as simJari

a manner as later in the 1860s at the time of Fenlanism; however, Leech's

cartoons Indicated clearly the opinion of Punch of Irishmen who protested

against famine conditions and British rule (Curtis 1971). The working-

class journal The English Patriot and the Irish Repealer protested at 'The

Old Original Dodge! Divide and Govern' (Beichem 1985:15). In the second

half of the 19th century these divisions amongst the working class became

consolidated and may partly account for the readiness of significant

.sections of the working class to vote Tory once the franchise was extended

(see Kirk 1979). Further attempts at concerted action between British

radicals end Irish Republicans were undermined by British perceptions of

the Irish as violent (see Newsinger 1982).

Cedric Robinson (1983) has pointed out that:
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The processes behind the appearance of a radically-conscious

working class nationalism require some rather close

attention, if for no other reason than that they have been

obscured In radical English histories... (Robinson 1963:44)

He notes that the part played by Irish workers in the revolts of English

labour in the late 18th century and early 19th century were the social and

historical expression of Irish nationalism and, therefore, that:

most important to the understanding of the evolution of

working-class nationalism in Britain.....is the role another

nationalism - Irish nationalism - played in the formative

period of English working-class developments and its

concomitant construction of English working-class culture.

(Robinson 1963:45)

The radical histories Robinson refers to have always been concerned with

other matters.

The decades prior to 1850 are appropriately described as witnessing

the expression of a class conciousness and a critique of the State not to

be seen again in the 19th century amongst the indigenous working class.

This period also entailed the acceleration of those forces, which, when

combined, were to segregate and differentiate the Irish from the rest of

the working class.	 at was integral to these processes was the

understanding that, to whichever class they belonged, a British man or

woman became aware that they were not Irish. The British were part of a

more civilised conrunity beneath which a less civilised population was

spreading.

This section has demonstrated that fear of an alliance between the

Irish and British working class was a crucial component of class politics

In the 1830s and 1840s. The evidence presented also indicates that

national antipathies between the Irish and British were already present

prior to 1850, and the working class in Britain was susceptible to an

orchestrated nationalism whIch posited the Irish as the antithesis of
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Britishness. These attempts to divide the Irish and British working class

depicted the Irish as inherently violent.

6. CONCLUS I ON

The materiel examined In the first three chapters has confirmed the

high visibility of the Irish In the public discourse of 19th-century

Britain. The evidence presented In this chapter has been concerned with a

part i cul ar aspect of that vlsi bill ty. It demonstrates that in the

politically volatile circumstances of the first half of the 19th century

the Irish In Britain were constituted as a social and political threat.

The correlations made between Irish workers and disease, poverty, crime end

political rebellion ensured that they were the object of government

attention. This	 an Important point to establish. The argument here is

that one consequence of this construction of the Irish as a social and

political threat was that the State developed specific intentIons towards

the Irish in Britain. Further, that the policies pursued by both central

and nunicipal authoritIes actively constructed the context in which the

Irish settled In Britain. Just as the practices of employers determined

the relations between different groups of workers, so the policies of

various public authorities were often crucial in segregating and

differentiating one section of the working class from another. It was

perticuliarly at the local level that policies of differentiation and

segregation were pursued, most often fuelled by anti-Irish sentiment and

ant 1-Cathol icism.

In the first half of the 19th century there was a fear of alliance

between the Irish end British working class and there was a degree of

political collaboration between British radicals and Irish republicans.

However, for the Irish the economic necessity of emigration could not be

separated fri most cases from the forced end harsh nature of the flight from

their land. It is not surprising, therefore, that their concerns on

arrival in Britain were not identical with other sections of the working

class. They were divided from them by their location in the labour market,

their religion and their national Identity. In the 1830-1850 period the
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dominant preoccupation of public authorities was the prevention of the

disruption of public order. This was achieved bye mixture of reforms,

repressive measures and divide-and-rule tactics. However, in this same

period the governments of the day and some groupings in Parliament became

Increasingly concerned to initiate measures which, in the long term, would

transform the working class into en appropriate labour force and citizenry.

The wide recognition of the necessity of Irish labour meant that po ides

to Incorporate the Irish in Britain developed as part of transformative

strategies towards the working class as a whole.

One of the tenets of this thesis is that the Irish were 'visible' in

the 19th century and rendered 'invisible' in the 20th century. The very

visibility of the IrIsh In the lest century called forth strategies that

were to have repercussions still a century later, when there was another

sustained and large migration to Britain from Ireland. However, the

migrants of the mid-2Oth century went about their lives in Britain

'unseen'. In exploring certain aspects of the relationship between the

British State, the Catholic Church and the Irish in Britain this thesis

hopes to suggest some of the crucIal features of these strategies and the

means by which the Irish came to be rendered invisible. The hypothesis

that CatholIc elementary education formed part of a specific response to

the Irish in Britain will be tested in the next three chapters. The

suggestion is that Catholic schools were responsible for segregating and

differentiating the Irish from the rest of the workIng class and formed the

basis of attempts to incorporate children of Irish migrants. The Intention

is to explore the circumstances In which a separate Catholic elementary

school system, funded by the State, developed to educate the children of

Irish migrants. It is useful to turn first to a consideration of the

relationship between the Catholic Church end Irish coevnunities in BrItain.
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2. THE CATHOL IC CHIFCH IN THE 19TH CEN11JY

The essential outlines of relations between the Catholic Church and

the British State have been dealt with in chapter one. Suffice it to

reiterate here that the British national State was founded on Protestantism

and anti-Catholicism. It was the existence of 'an Internal 'papist' enemy,

as well as the neighbouring popish Irish' which underpinned national unity.

As already noted, the passage of the Relef Acts in the 18th century

represented expedience at a time of war rather than a widespread diminution

in hostility to Catholicism. Although many of the prohibitions on Catholic

religious practice were relaxed, restrictions on the participation of

Catholics in public life remained in place after the second Relief Act

became law in 1791. Catholics were still prevented from becoming Members of

Parliament and from taking up various public offices. After the experience

of the Penal era, and with continuing politIcal suppression, it became

paramount for many English Catholics to prove themselves 'an ultra-loyal

minority' (Holmes 1978). The necessity to prove their loyalty to the State

remained a characteristic after the attainment of Catholic emancipation in

1829. It was to be a decisive factor In their relations with the Irish

migrants already swelling the ranks of Catholics in England by the end of

the 18th century.

English Catholics at the turn of the 19th century were small in number

and were dominated by members of the aristocracy and landed gentry.

Throughout nuch of the 18th century the number of Catholics, priests and

missions were both declining. According to Holt (1969), in 1773 it Is

estimated that there were 688 priests and 59,500 Catholics in England and

ies. In the final quarter of the 18th century the number of priests

remained at between 350 and 400 and their congregation at 'something over

60,000' (Hoit 1969:4). For the previous two centuries the leadership of the

English Catholics had been part of the inheritance of the landed and titled

aristocracy and gentry who had remained with the Church. Many of them lived

far from the capital, their strongholds were areas such as Durham,

Lancashire and Shropehire. As a consequence of their wealth and local

influence many eventually became Justices of the Peace and deputy
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lieutenants and were able to survive the Penal Laws. The political

leadership of English Catholics:

was drawn therefore from a squirearchy which except for

religion was indistinguishable from the class which had

governed England since the Glorious Revolution. (Altholz

1964: 90)

When English Catholics contemplated Irish Catholics, possibly at mess,

packed into the standing-room area at the back of their churches, or

traversing the countryside on their way to the next harvest, they were

confronted with people who were distinguishable from themselves on every

count except one, their religious denomination, Roman CatholicIsm (Gwynn

1950).

Norman (1965) argues that, because of the statistical insignificance

of the Catholic middle class at the start of the 19th century, the Catholic

traditional landed group and a newly self-conscious priesthood were the

major influences in English Catholic development. There were divisions

within the English Catholic body, between laity and clergy, and 'Old

Catholics' and Ultramontane Catholics. The factors which determined the

outcome of these conflicts within the Church were closely intertwined with

the presence of Irish migrants In Britain. The main dichotomy between the

Ultramontane Catholics and the traditional 'Old Catholics' was their very

different conceptions of the Church. For the UI tremontanes the Church in

England was part of a Catholic revival sweeping the Continent. The

Ultramontanes encouraged the Introduction Into England of Càntinental style

missions and of religious orders as a means of Infusing the Church In

England with life after its centuries of 'darkness'. It follows from this

that theIr idea of the focus of the Church should be Rome and the Pope, so

incorporating themselves within the general movement of Catholic revival on

the Continent, rather than Isolating themselves within a specifically

English construction of the Church. For the traditional 'Old Catholics',

opposite considerations were of importance. They had kept the church alive

in England through centuries of persecution. Because of this and their
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class position the 'Old Catholics' wanted the Church's re-emergence to be of

a specifically English character (Holmes 1978).

Many of the clergy subscribed to the views of the 'Old Catholics'.

However, a 8hlft In the balance of forces within the Church towards the

Ultremontanes inevitably reinforced the clerical leadership at the expense

of the former lay leadership (Holmes 1978). The appointment of Cardinal

Wiseman, a leading Ultramontane, to the see at .Estminster was a significant

factor in this process. The Ultramontane's comitment to Rome was reflected

within the English Church by the assertion of episcopal authority. In

addition, the authority of the bishops, and by extension that of the clergy

In general, was strengthened as a result of the structural changes the

Church was undergoing. As the rural population declined and the numbers of

urban-based Catholics rapidly increased, the dominating influence of the

Catholic gentry declined and that of the clergy increased. By the mid-l9th

century the maJority of these city-dwelling Catholics were Irish migrants.

The divide between the Ultremontanes and the 'Old Catholics' involved

not only different conceptions of what English Catholicism should be but

also different relations with the Irish pert of the congregation In Britain.

Many of the traditional Catholics, both laity and clergy, wedded to a

specifically English Catholicism, were alarmed at the arrival of Irish

Catholics. They might share the same religion, although some doubted this,

but differences of class and nationality were overriding. Derogatory views

of the Irish (see Bishop 1877,	 rd 1915) and their religious practices were

comon among English Catholics. Norman coments that the 'Old Catholic'

gentry had settled their opinion of Irish Catholicism long before the

increase in migration from Ireland in the mid-19th century. One member of

the Catholic gentry, Sir John Throckmorton, wrote in 1606, 'The religion of

the low Irish forms a strange assemblage of strong faith end nuch

superstition' (quoted in Norman 1965:21). The attitudes of English

Catholics to Irish migrants were similar to Protestant members of their

class and nationality. These attitudes were transfused with an extra

caution in the case of English Catholics. Their quest for legitimacy and

respectability coim€rced rather than terminated with Catholic emancipation

in 1829 (Holmes 1976). Indebted though they were to the Irish campaign f or
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the extension of Catholics political rights, English Catholics regretted

that emancipation became largely an Irish issue (Norman 1965), and the

presence of Irish migrants in Britain was not welcome.

The anti-Irish hostility which was a crucial element in English

Catholicism was at odds with the fact that It was the migration of the Irish

which afforded substantial expansion of the Church In Britain. It was the

Ultramontane clergy who were in a position to attempt the resolution of this

contradiction. The Ultramontanes were no less coninitted to demonstrating

their loyalty to the British State, but their vision of what the Church

should be more readily Included the notion of a 'itlful and religious'

Irish congregation under the umbrella of Rome (Norman 1965). In this

context the Irish responded more to Uitramontanlsrn. This was not only

because Ultramontane Catholics were active proponents of 'missions to the

poor' but also because their fidelity to and championing of Roman authority

was more acceptable to the Irish than an aristocratic English Catholicism

(Archer 1966).

Bossy (1975) argues that this alliance between the Ultramontane

tendencies amongst the clergy and the Irish was one in which the latter were

mere parish fodder for the eggrendisement of the episcopecy. No doubt this

view represents an accurate description of the gathering momentum of the

episcopal machine, nevertheless it marginal ices the significance of the

Irish contribution at the expense of a full understanding of the situatIon.

The Irish contribution to the Church,, In the first instance, was numbers.

By the 1840s it was clear that a substantial proportion of any growth of the

Church would derive from the rapidly Increasing numbers of Irish Catholic

migrants and their descendants. Bossy estimates that the Irish contribution

to the expansion of the Church by 1850 was 70 per cent. Given the points

already made in chapter two on the underestimation of the Irish presence, It

is probable that his assessment is a conservative one. On any tabulation

the Irish augmented the Catholic Church In Britain on a massive scale.

Bossy insists that the character of the Catholic church would have

changed without Irish migration, from a small secluded rural Institution of

gentry farmers, agricultural labourers and rural craftsmen into a larger
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urban-based Church of labourers, handicraftsmen, tradesmen and business and

professional families.	 This may well be true, but without the Irish

migration the Catholic Church would have remained a relatively small

institution. The arrival of Irish migrants transformed the social-class

prof lie of Catholic congregations in urban areas (Champ 1989), and without

thi. migration the Church would not have developed Its reputation as the

only one of the major denominations with a close relationship with Its

working-class membership. It was the migration of large numbers of Irish

Catholics to Britain which resuscitated the Catholic Church as an

institution. New parishes had to be established, many churches and schools

built, and large numbers of priests recruited in order to cater for the

rapid expansion of the Church's membership. The mission to the IrIsh' had

been underway in a spasmodic and patchy fashion since the 18th century.

However, from the 1830s onwards It became more systematic and was

Increasingly directed by an Ultramontane episcopacy.

in surrvnary, It is clear that the Catholic Church underwent great

changes in the 19th century as a conseqwence of Catholic emancipation and

the arrival of large numbers of Irish migrants. The Irish were as im.ich of

an influence on the development of the church as the 'Old Catholics' and the

Ultramontane hierarchy. The circumstances In which the Church forrrulated its

strategies towards the Irish were dominated by certain contradictions. The

Church continued to operate under conditions of pot itical constraint and

English Catholics, after centuries of persecution, were defensive about

their religion and maintained a low public profile. 	 The Church was,

however, being transformed by the arrival of Irish migrants who were casual

unskilled labourers, branded from all quarters as destitute, disease-ridden

and unruly, and Involved in many political activities which the State viewed

as suspect, thus threatening the respectability of Catholicism in England.

The Church, If not all English Catholics,, saw in the arrival of Irish

Catholics en opportunity for growth. In part owing their renewed ascendancy

to the Irish, the increasingly Ultrenntane clerical leadership developed a

mission to the Irish in Britain.
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3. THE MISSION

A number of Catholic histories acknowledge that the Irish were

significant in the development of the Catholic Church in Britain (see 	 rd

1915, Gywnn 1950, Bossy 1975). DespIte this claim there has been a marked

absence of sustained study of the Irish and the Church. Those histories

which describe the policies of the Church towards the Irish define Its prime

goal as the prevention of 'leakage', that is, steming the drift of baptlsed

Catholics from the Church. Catholic histories suggest that the struggle

against leakage primarily involved the logistical marshalling of the

potentially dutiful and religious Irish masses. The contention in this

thesIs is that this represents a narrow conception of the English Catholic

Church's mission towards the Irish.

One writer, Connolly (1984, 1985), does pay sustained attention to the

lnact of the Irish on the Church in the 19th century. Connolly places the

struggle against leakage at centre stage in his analysis of the Church in

the 19th century and in so doing has challenged its relative marginalisatlon

in most Catholic histories. Connolly's aim is to demonstrate that the

determinate Influence on the Church was the 'non-practising Irish', as there

can be no doubt that baptised non-practice among the Irish was the central

issue for the clergy of the English mission in the 19th century (Connally

1985). The struggle to stem the drift of the Irish from the Church became,

in Connally's view, the Church's priority, because it was appropriate for a

clerical body who saw the arrival of the Irish as an opportunity to build a

jurisdictional power base. It was these strategies which shaped the Church

during the last century. In turn, Connolly argues that it was this mission

of the Church which formed Irish Catholics In Britain Into what they became.

By the end of the 19th century he estimates that about 55 per cent of

baptised Irish Catholics practised their faith. This compares with about 30

per cent during the first half of the century. The sole Instrument of this

improvement was the e missIon to the Irish poor'.

The contention in this thesis Is that relations between the Catholic

Church nd the Irish were pivotal for the development of the church in the

19th century, but for different reasons than those advanced by Connally.
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The points of divergence between Connolly's account end the argument being

developed here lie in two areas. First, Connolly's deduction that It was

the non-practicing Irish Catholics who were the formative influence on

Church development seems misconstructed. Second, his assumption that the

mission to the Irish was primarily concerned with the prevention of lapsing

Ignores the other Intentions the Church had towards its Irish congregation.

There are a number of problems with the way Connolly analyses the

relationship of the non-practising Irish to the Catholic Church. To begin

with, he dismisses rather briskly the reasons often advanced for the non-

attendance of the Irish at church. Lees (1979) has outlined what were

perceived as the main reasons for this leakage:

Mixed marriages, Irreilgious parents, Protestant schools,

and the antI-Catholicism of Poor Law guardians worked

together to produce what one Catholic writer called 'the

perpetual draining away of the children of the poorer

classes'. (Lees 1979: 183)

In addition, the conditions in which the Irish lived and worked were assumed

not to encourage the disciplined practice of their religion. Connolly's

view is that, however plausible any one of these factors might be considered

In isolation, none of them offers more than a very partial explanation of

why a staggering number of baptised CatholIc Irish men and women In Britain

did not practise their religion. The point is that the reasons why the

Irish did not practise their rel igiori cannot end should not be taken in

Isolation. Taken together, all these reasons are part of the complex

situation which formed the experience of the Irish in Britain.

Overriding all these possible reasons for lapsing amongst Irish

Catholics was the fact that there was InsufficIent Church acconnodation

until towards the end of the 19th century. Also the segregated areas In

many churches, designed to reap an income through rented pews, served to

divide the congregation on the basis of class and thus of nationality and,

as such, hardly encouraged Irish participation. Connolly implIcitly accepts

this when, writing elsewhere, he describes MgeI Meadow in Manchester:
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an ostracised corrm.inity that Included at least eleven

thousand baptized Catholics was held at bay by civilised

society, a few hundred of them creeping to mess to observe

their religion by English Catholic standards. For the

rest, fiercely Catholic end devout though many of them

obviously were, such observance appeared to amount to a

hooly on a Patron Day or haphazard attendance at the

station of one of the itinerant Irish 'Fathers' passing

uninvited through irish Town, to the mortified chagrin of

the local English priests. (Connotly 1982:193)

Connolly's own work, therefore, demonstrates that a range of obstacles will

have prevented widespread practice by the Irish of theIr religion. Thus his

rather incautious reliance on the statistics of practice as a gauge of the

religiosity of the Irish Is undermined by his own observations.

A contrasting view of the situation Is offered by Lowe (1976) in his

investigation of Irish Catholics in Lancashire. His analysis disputes the

reliability of assessing the Impact end importance of the Catholic Church

for the Irish in Britain by considering l.apsation rates. Lowe delineates

the role of the Church as that of a depressurising agent for the Irish

migrants. It enabled them to adjust to 'urban lIfe In an alien world'. The

Church was ruch more important as a social and organisational agency to the

Lancashire Irish than as a means to eternal bliss. It was the Church which

provided, through its perish organisetion, the framework for the development

of an Irish co.munity social life. This formed the basis for the emergence

of a 'mature' Irish Catholic identity. The strength of this Irish cormunity

awareness stemed from the socIal agency provided by the Church which helped

to foster intra-comunal cormunicatlon. Lowe's thesis, therefore, is that

the reach of the Church went well beyond those who practised their religion.

By showing that most of the important organisations started for and by the

Irish (for example, friendly societies) were under the auspices of the

Catholic Church, and by demonstrating that the Irish press was the Catholic

press, Lowe Illustrates that beyond question the influence of the church end

Catholicism extended to many more than the faithful who regularly went to

mass.
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Lowe's assessment of the relationship between the Catholic Church and

the wider Irish con.inity seems more plausible than Connally's,

particut iarly for the main urban areas of Irish settlement. If It were

correct that the influence of the Church was only effective with those who

practised their religion, It would be necessary to deduce that the Irish who

were most likely to demonstrate their national fervour on St Patrick's Day,

or to protest when an itinerant Protestant preacher visited their area, were

the Irish Catholics who regularly attended mass. It was on Just these

occasions that parish priests are recorded as having most influence in

containing, stopping or even preventing events which they and other public

authorities viewed as most disruptive of public order. In fact, a more

reasonable assumption is that such activities were carried out both by Irish

people who practised their religion and by those who did not. It is evident

that for both groups of Irish Catholics the arrival of the priest was an

event imbued with significance and his arrival elicited the appropriate

response (see	 rke 1910, Lowe 1976, Lees 1979).

what both Connally and Lowe miss is that the Church's mission to the

Irish involved nuch more than the saving of souls. The mission was not

solely concerned with turning non-attenders into regular Church-goers. The

aim was also to win practising members away from a particular version of

Catholicism which was taken to be 'Irish'. The mission also entailed a

direct intervention to influence the political activities of the Irish in

Britain and reform what was seen as the propensity of the Irish for

disorderly behaviour. Thus strategies to combat leakage were not only

directed at those beyond the ambit of the Church. As nuch these strategies

were designed to cohere those who were practising. Regularising the

religious practices of Irish migrants was one means of achieving these

objectives; it was necessary If both the respectability of the Church and

the expansion in its numbers were to be maintained.

The struggle to stem the drift from the church was a central element

of the mission to the Irish. However, the contention here is that the

Church's mission to the Irish involEved nuch more than the saving of souls.

The aim of the Church was not only to prevent Irish migrants and their

children lapsing but also to actively win the Irish away from certain
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pot itical practices and to control them through the reform of what was seen

as the propensity of the Irish for disorderly behaviour. Specific

activities were organised to entice back those who had lapsed, for example

the court missions of the 1630s and 1840s, but also attention was given to

activities Intended to draw those practicing their religion away from

organisations the Church disapproved of, for example, trade unions or Ribbon

societies. In addition, the temperance movement was directed at both

practicing end non-practicing Cathol ice. A nbl tifaceted mission was thus

constructed. This was necessary because, although ll.apsing was a major

problem for the Church, this was by no means the only dichotomy which shaped

the English Catholic Church's policy towards the Irish. A further aspect of

the mission of the Catholic Church to the Irish in Britain will now be

examined in more detail.

4. IJENAT I ONAL I SAT I ON AI\D TRANSFOR1PT! ON

The argument here is that even the most Ultramontane priest favourably

disposed towards his Irish parishioners was part of an enterprise whose

ultimate aim was the incorporation and denationalization of Irish Catholics.

Lees (1979) poInts out that only a few of the conri.arnai rituals

characteristic of Irish Catholicism survived the trsptentatIon to Britain.

Prominent amongst these were wakes and the belief in the magical power of

the clergy. She cites examples of how the clergy did what they could to

discourage belief in their healing powers and bannedi wakes altogether. Lees

describes how the linguistic medium of folktaies and of traditional Irish

culture did not disappear iritnedietely after migration but it atrophied in

the city. This she attributes to the fact that:

The one institution that might have helped to save the

language, the Roman Catholic Church, had no real interest

in doing so. Schools taught exclusively in English, and

the London Catholic hierarchy did very little to encourage

the continued use of Irish by the clergy. Both Cardinal

Wisemen end Bishop Griffiths, whose authority over the

London Catholic Church stretched from the early 1640s to
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1865, were reportedly reluctant to use Irish priests in

the diocese. Only 5 of 106 priests In 1842 in the London

diocese could speak Irish. (Lees 1979: 189)

There Is evidence that many of the migrants in the mld-l9th century spoke

Irish (see Gywnn 1950), but in these circumstances the use of the language

inevitably stagnated. The dearth of Irish priests also ensured that there

was minimal support for Irish Catholic practices not approved of by the

English Catholic Church.

Before the Increased migration of the 1640s there was a shortage of

priests, especially In the industrial areas of northern England. Treble

corwnents that:

The surprising thing is that down to 1850 relatively few

priests seem to have been recruited for the North of

England missions in Ireland. (Treble 1970: 93)

Bossy (1975) estimates that as late as 1840 there were only 60 Irish priests

working in England, most of whom were in Lancashire. This absence of Irish

priests reflected both an antipathy to Irish CatholIcism on the part of the

English Catholic Church and fear of the possible repercussions if Irish

priests tended the Irish members of the Catholic flock.

Nicholson (1985), wrIting about the situation In the north-east of

England, confirms this. He States that there were only a handful of Irish

prIests trained In Irish colleges who were on the diocesan strength

throughout the 19th century. This was in part due to the large numbers of

Irish priests who went to North Anerica In response to appeals for Irish

priests. However, he also indicates that, although the North East did not

have grave pastoral problems, caused in some other areas by strong political

feeling on the Irish question, the bishop still showed 'great cautIon In

avoiding any Involvement In politics'. This apparently resulted in a

reluctance to appoint Irish priests in case they fermented the inclinations

of 'the Irish poor'.
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in 1645 Bishop RiddeN, of the North East, wrote to Bishop Brown, of

the Welsh district, about a successful experiment in using an Irish cx-

Domincan to fill a short-term vacancy in one of his parishes. Brown was

considering appointing the same Irish priest and RiddeN advised him in the

following terms:

Iri regard to the.., inquiry made by your lordship whether

there Is anything in his character, disposition or conduct

that would make him troublesome among the Irish - I should

say no - unless I am very nuch mistaken. He kept very

much by himself and always professed a disinclination to

mix with the low Irish and take part in their squabbles,

and he certainly gave me no reason to complain of him in

that respect, indeed quite the reverse. He is ready at

preaching and teaches well and works well provided he may

have plenty to do. (Nicholson 1985:19)

This suggests that a certain docility and distance from the concerns of

fellow nationals was required of Irish priests If they were to gain a

placement in Britain. Even if they exhibited approved qualities, Irish

priests might be subject to scrutiny as to their abilities and work-rate in

case they displayed other characteristics expected of the Irish. In areas

with larger proportions of Irish parishioners the attitude of the Church

towards Irish priests was similar. This meant that in the early period of

the mission to the Irish, well Into the 1860s, the vast majority of parish

priests in the areas in which the Irish were congregated were either British

or possibly belonged to a Continental mission. The latter were recruited by

Cardinal Wiseman specifically for the Irish areas.

By the 1860s end 1870s the mission to the Irish was only viewed as

partially successful. Many Irish people remained beyond the grip of regular

practice and the widespread support for Fenianism in the 1860s was seen to

necessitate some response on the part of the Oiurch. Parishes began to use

certain IrIsh symbols, in particular saints' names, in order to widen the

appeal of Catholic organisations for the Irish	 their congregations. Lees
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describes how the Church used methods which encouraged the expression of

certain aspects of Irish Catholicism and Irish national Ism

migrants were encouraged to retain their identities as

Irish Catholics. Priests consciously used Irish symbols

to draw migrants Into Church activities. Through the

naming of associations and parish churchs for Irish saints

and the elaborate Church parish celebrations of St

Patrick's Day, they united the appeal of religion with

that of nationalism... Migrants would disgrace their

country If they showed a 'want of love for practical

religion'. Political struggles against English were

subsumed under religious struggles and the national

character of the Irish was defined in terms of religious

loyalties. (Lees 1979:195)

This was, in fact, a development of the final quarter of the 19th century.

It coincided with the era in which Cardinal Manning and Gladstone between

them sanctified moderate Irish aspirations. Under Manning the Church

real ised that to gain the allegiance of the Irish some acconriodation nust be

made to Irish traditions and political aspirations. In the same period

Gladstone, In recognising Home Rile as a legitimate political demand,

ensured as a result that Irish support for constitutional Home Rile ceased

to be viewed as treasonous.

Not all Catholic bishops shared Manning's views on Home Rile for

Ireland. Perhaps more typical was Bishop Ullathorne's Pastoral against

Fenianism in 1869, which stirn.ilated 'vituperation in the Fenian press'

(Norman 1965:194). However, the long-term aim of the Church was not one

which would cause dissension amongst the bishopric, to strengthen the

Catholic identity of Irish migrants. In the short term this required the

use of Irish symbols but the eventual aim was the denationalization of the

Irish Catholics living in Britain. The English Church was trying to win the

Irish to a more sober and disciplined practice of their faith. This was

integral to their denationalization. The Catholic clergy were, in fact,

faced with a severe dilernna in their mission to the Irish, one which
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manifested itself from early In the 19th century. This dilenina has been

suvmied up by Gluey (1969) as:

the priest who espoused the political aspirations of his

people divided his church; and the priest who denied the

popular voice might destroy the respect which the people

paid him and risk the salvation of Irish souls. (Gluey

1969: 123)

Archer (1986), however, argues that if the clergy took up a political

position contrary to Irish interests (opposing Fenlanism,, for example),

thIs could be disregarded, for, as officials of a sacred religion, they hd

no business to be Involved in politics and 'their meddling pronouncements

did not serve to undermine the symbol Ic function of the Church' (Archer

1986: 56).	 Although there Is undoubtedly some substance to Archer's

remarks, they cannot be taken to mean that the politics of the Irish in

Britain were of no consequence in relations between the Church and Irish

conrunities. The evidence presented in this thesis Is that the Church was

faced with a dilerrrna because of the national Identity and polItics of the

Irish.

This dilema existed for the Church because of the background and

experience of Irish migrants. For the Irish In Britain the fact that their

destination was the colonising country defined their experience here. The

mass exodus after the famine Is usually cited as having ensured that Irish

nationalism would be a potent force throughout the Irish diaspora. This is

undoubtedly true, but the evidence Is that long before the famine the Irish

in Britain were politically active In support of Irish national issues and.,

when not active, this is where their sympathies lay. In these circumstances

the Church had to make some compromises or lose its best opportunity for

growth. Writing in 1690, Manning stated:

The million of Irish Catholics in England are not only

alienated from our laws and legislature, but would upset

the Ink-bottle over the Statute Book. So long as this

habit of mind lasts we shall never have a Civil
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priesthood; and so long as our priesthood is not Civil It

will be confined to the sacristy, as In France, not by a

hostile public opinion, but by our own incapacity to mix

in the Civil life of the country; and this incapacity

hitherto has sprung from hostility, suspicion and fear. A

capacity for Civil and public action needs, of course, a

training and education, but it springs from a love of our

country. The Irish have this intensely for Ireland, but

can hardly have It as yet for EngI and. (quoted in Gywnn

1950: 267)

Changing this situation was to involve the encouragement of a perspective

whereby true Irishness was represented by being a good Catholic. The

Increased use of Irish priests by the end of the 19th century was crucial to

the ultimate success of this policy (Archer 1986).

5. Tl-E CATHOL IC a-LFIcH SAND IA I SH NAT! DM1.. I DENT I TV

0 Tuathaigh (1985), in an influential article reviewing the available

literature on the Irish In 19th-century Britain, argues that, accompanied by

their pa1 Itics, it was the religion of the Irish which conflicted wIth the

norms of behaviour acceptable to British society and thus produced problems

of integration. 0 Tuathaigh warns that It Is:

not enough simply to say that the Catholic Church was a

central institution In the lives of the imigrant Irish in

Britain. The extent of its influence, and the ways in

which this influence manifested itself, call for some

elaboratIon. (0 Tuathaigh 1985:24)

This 0 Tuathalgh sets out to do. He constructs a scenario In which the

Catholic Church, motIvated by the need to keep Its congregation intact, was

responsible for encouraging the development of segregated Irish cormnities:
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The system of Catholic schools, the litany of social,

recreational and educational societies sponsored by the

Church for its Catholic children, alt of these were part

of a general strategy whose purpose was the creation, as

far as possible, of a self-contained Catholic corwwnity of

sobriety and solid good behaviour. (0 Tuathalgh 1985:26)

These attempts by the Church to reform Irish Catholic 'habits and pieties'

and 'raise their tone' are described but not accounted for by 0 Tuathaigh.

The wider circumstances which may have led the Church to develop a strategy

of segregation as the means of reinforcing the links between the Church and

Irish Catholics are not considered.

When 0 Tuathaigh turns his attention to aspects of the 'host' society

he describes how the Catholicism of the Irish, and their continual

association with It, was a barrier to their acceptance by the British.

Suspicion of Catholic religious practices In part explained this but also

anti-Catholicism was,, in a sense, an integral part of

the national myth of both the English and the Scots since

the sixteenth century. Loyalty to Rome was seen as

compromising loyalty to the national State, involving, as

it did the acknowledgement of a jurisdiction albeit a

spiritual one, outside the State. (O'Tuethaigh 1985: 27)

Despite identifying the political component of anti-Catholicism, 0 Tuathaigh

stilt emphasises that it was the policies of the Catholic Church that

reinforced these tendencies amongst the British. There Is no reference to

the fact that the context of anti-Catholicism was part of what informed the

Church's strategies in the first place. The 'revival' of anti-Catholicism
in the mid-l9th century is viewed as a response to Irish migration and the
Church's own actIvities. 0 Tuathaigh further Ignores the extent to which

anti-Catholicism Involved not only 'a continuous, enduring and deep-seated

popular British suspicion of Rome' but was also composed of endemic mistrust

of Ireland and the Irish.
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%en 0 Tuathalgh corments on the anti-Irish attitudes of British

Catholics he attributes these attitudes to class and cultural factors.

However, he does not examine the inipl icet ions of these factors for the

Catholic Church's project towards the Irish migrants. He presents these

anti-Irish attitudes as self-explanatory, given the necessity of British

Catholics to prove themselves an ultra-loyal minority. Consequently 0

Tuathaigh concludes that it was the political role of the imigrant Irish

which soured relations between the leaders of the Catholic Irish lrmiigrents

and the British Catholic establishment.

The Irish in Britain are therefore firmly positioned by 0 Tuathaigh as

the catalyst of 'the problem'. The revival of anti-Catholicism In 19th-

century Britain is portrayed In part as a response to the arrival of the

Irish. And the difficulties in the relations between English and Irish

Catholics is attributed to the political activities of the Irish. 	 In

contrast, this thesis will argue that anti-Catholicism and anti-Irish

hostility were part of the already constituted conditions which Irish

migrants encountered; and that, because English Catholics substantially

shared the anti-Irish views of their fellow countrymen, a mission to the

Irish was constructed which inevitably aimed to transform the politics of

the Irish in Britain.

0 Tuethaigh does not analyse the position of British Catholics in

detail because, like other assimilation theorists, his focus is on the

problems caused by the arrival of the migrants. For example, this lack of

sustained Investigation of the British/English Catholics allows 0 Tuathaigh

to assume that support for an Ultramontane Church and for moderate brands of

Irish nationalIsm came to permeate Roman Catholic rhetoric, rituals and

social life in England by the latter part of the 19th century. For 0

Tuathaigh this represents the successful moulding of the Church into an

Irish Catholic institution. Somehow the Irish are supposed to have achieved

this transformation even though, as Norman states:

The leadership of the Church was never taken over by the

IrIsh, as it was In the United States or the British

overseas territories: most bishops continued to come from
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tradltion& Catholic families end from the convert

elements. (Norman 1985:7)

There was a distinct relationship between the anti-Lrlshness of

British Catholics and their strategies of containment of the Irish. It will

be argued In this thesis that this resulted In the Catholic authorities and

central government having similar aims towards the Irish in Britain. A

review of relations between the Catholic Church end the Irish in Britain

should take account of the full circumstances and condItions which governed

the formulation of the Catholic Church's strategies towards the Irish. Even

a brief sketch of these full circumstances requires an examination of the

relationship of the Catholic Church and the British State in the first half

of 19th century. Without this dimension t Is difficult to grasp the full

significance of the strategies towards the Irish launched In the 1830s and

their consequences later in the century.

The Church not only formulated strategies towards the Irish in the

context of escalating anti-Catholicism but also it was shaping a mission to

a con'runity which had other means of cohesion, It Is true that the Irish

were dislocated after migration, as Lees points out, but, once here the

Irish quickly established their own means of social organisation,

particularly for finding work and lodgings. The church, If there was one,

would often be util ised as a meeting point or even refuge, but so too

increasingly would the public house. It was a long drawn-out process before

the Church was to exercise anything approaching hegemony In the Irish areas.

The church had to respond to the specific needs of the Irish and It was

often through such activities that the priest became established. For

example, there are many records of the undoubted theroisrn' of many Catholic

priests during the cholera epidemics of 1832 and 1848 which affected the

Irish areas of the large northern cities more then any others (Connolly

1984). Demonstrations of such convnitment were whet could bind a parish to

Its priests. In other areas, especially London, the Church established

Itself by holding regular and elaborate court missions, so it was a

religious rather than social dimension which was to the fore.
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Lowe argues that a 'mature' Irish identity developed by the 1860s as a

result of the establishment of Catholic parishes. 	 et this interpretation

obscures is the extent to which the English Church had & ways had to deal

with Irish corTrunities with a 'mature' identity. This was a complex

identity based on their social class, religion and national identity, each

aspect expressed in a variety of activities. This, in fact, was the heart

of the Church's dilema. There is no doubt about the religiosity of the

Irish in Britain, the evidence abounds In the Mayhew Report in 1850 and

Booth's Reports of the end of the century. However, throughout the 19th

century the influence of the Church as an institution always fell short of

being all-embracing, and was never sufficient to marginal ise the inortance

of Irish national politics, or later of participation in the labour

movement, for Irish corrm.rnities. Despite this the English Catholic Church

forged a relationship with Irish corTrainities as a consequence of its mission

to the Irish. A prime focus of the present study is the long-term

consequences of this relationship for Irish identity in Britain.

8. CONCLUSION

The mission of the English Catholic Church to the Irish In Britain was

constructed in the aftermath of the Penal era, at a time when English

Catholics were concerned to demonstrate their loyalty to the British State.

The differences which existed between English and Irish Catholics, class and

national Identity, strengthened the Ultramontane wing of the clergy at the

expense of the 'Old Catholic' laity and ensured that the episcopacy were the

architects of the mission to the Irish. The twin aims of the mission were

the prevention of leakage and the incorporation of Irish migrants and their

children. As such both practicing and non-practicing Irish Catholics were

equally the object of the mission of the Church.

The Catholic Church developed its mission to the Irish in the context

of escalating anti-Catholicism and In the context of an Irish congregation

who had different political and social priorities to those of the Church.

The aim of the case study In the next two chapters is to explore how both

anti-Catholicism and the class and national characteristics of the Irish
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shaped the development of Catholic elementary education policies. The

education of the children of Irish migrants, the second-generation Irish,

became a central strand of the mission of the English Catholic Church to

Irish Catholics in BritaIn. It is hoped that through this detailed study of

Catholic education it will be possible to throw further light on whether the

segregation of Irish cocTm.rnities W68 primarily the consequence of the

activities of the Church and on the nature of the relationship which existed

between the Church and Irish corrmni tiles.
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cHI4JTER FIVE

CATHOL IC EE1AT I ON: T1-E SEGFEGAT ION A1\ID DI Fi-hi-ENT! AT! ON

OF Tl-E IRISH IN BRITAIN

1. !NTROOUCTION

It is the object of chapters five and six to examine more closely t1'e

particular example of the schooling of the children of Irish working-class

migrants. The hypothesis is that state-assisted Catholic elementary

schooling was viewed as the principal long-term means of resolving the

problem' the Irish Catholic working class posed. Catholic schools were to

have a dual role: they 'dealt' with the Irish by attempting to incorporate

them and simultaneously segregated and differentiated them.

Most general histories of education omit any analysis of Catholic

schooling (for example, see Sutherland 1971, Johnson 1970 and 1978). If

mentioned, Catholic schools usually warrant footnotes or quick asides which

indicate that they existed and faced particular problems because of the

poverty of the pupils. Cr else they are bracketed with other groupings

fighting for denominational education and, therefore, accorded no

singularity. Explanations of the development of elementary education and

of the particular difficulties which surrounded the establishment of a

national system fall into two main categories: either religion or social

class forms the locus of the analysis. The small number of general

historical studies which do address the question of Catholic education do

so within the framework of one or other of these approaches.

Many accounts of the development of the education system isolate the

'religious difficulty' as the chief reason for the relatively late

enactment of a national system of education in England and les. With few

exceptions these accounts pinpoint the impetus towards state Intervention
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in education as sterTvnlng from the upheaval and social problems which were

the consequence of industriailsation rapid urbanisation and the political

agitation of the 1630s and 1840s. The State is depi cited as the agent of

modernisation and progress thwarted by rd igious sectarianism. Catholic

schooling Is positioned as an addendum to the primary struggle between the

Church of England and the Non-Conformist sects. The argument here Is that

solely highlighting the dichotomy between Anglicanism and Dissent renders

Invisible the Influence of antI-Catholicism in shaping the development of

elementary education.

Analyses which give priority to social class as the means of

understanding educational development often tend to downgrade the

significance of religious differences These class analyses view the

'religious difficulties' of 19th-century elementary educaton as important

only in so far as they indicate one of the mechanisms by which the working

class wws ruled (see Simon 1965, Johnson 1970 and 1978). The working class

is portrayed as demonstrating their wishes concerning the schooling of

their children by demanding in different periods either alternative

democratically controlled Institutions to those offered by voluntary

societies, or secular education provided by the State.

The contention here Is that class-based studies ignore the fact that

the working class was not a homogenous entity, apart from divisions based

on different skill levels. There were national and religious differences

between groups of workers from the beginning of the century. The working

class as a whole prior to 1850 was perceived by national and nuniclp&

government, the church's and other agencies as presenting a problem of

order. DistInctIons were already being made between different sections of

the working class and the applicability of different strategies. The

proposition here is that Irish Catholics were understood to require

specific attention and that education was seen as a imeans to 'deal' with

the Irish. Education was frequently advanced as the solution to the

problem of order within the working class and the educational debate of the

1830s and 1840s was In part constructed by the issue of the education of

Irish Catholics.
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In this chapter the intentIon is to explore the wider context of the

development of Catholic elementary schooling in the 19th century. This is

the first attempt to reconstruct the history of the relationship between

Catholic education and the British State as an enterprise determined by its

objectives concerning the schooling of the children of Irish working-class

migrants. The State and the Catholic Church both had theIr own rationale

for drawing the Irish Into any arrangements agreed for elementary

education. A significant period for the development of elementary

education was from the date of the first government grant for school

buM dings in 1833 to the awarding of state aid to Roman Catholic schools in

1847. Later the Education Acts of 1870 and 1902 were the legislative

landmarks. The Intent ion here Is to examine the issues, debates and

proposals through which the 'Roman Catholic problem' in education was

artIculated in the debates of the 1630s and 1840s. The aim is to

investigate the basis upon which Catholic schools became segregated.

The chapter coninences with an account of the 'Irish System', a system

of interdenominational education introduced Into Ireland in 1831 and

influential In the education debates In Britain in the 1830s. In the next

section the proselytising activities directed towards Irish Catholic

children are examined because of their impact on the formation of the

education policies of the Catholic Church in Britain. Next the

government's awareness of the problem of the education of Irish Catholic

children is considered within the parameters of the State's developing

views on the necessity of educating the working class as a whole. The

Corporation Schools Experiment In Liverpool in the mid-1630s, which was

centrally concerned with the education of Irish Catholics, took place at a

critical period for determining the structure of the national education

system. After describing the Corporation Schools Experiment and the

opposition It aroused, the chapter concludes by reviewing the government's

educational initiatives of 1839 and 1843 and the eventual awarding of

grant-aid to Roman Catholic schools in 1647.
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2. THE 'IRISH SYSTEM'

The Introduction of a national system of education to Ireland at an

early date represented a willingness to fund elementary education for one-

third of the population of the United Kingdom. A national system was not

established in England, Wales and Scotland until the 1870s. This

difference In educational practice in different parts of the same state

receives remarkably little analysis in most histories of education produced

in Britain. Murphy's (1959) coment is one that is generally echoed and

not developed

the government in London had begun to establish In

Ireland what it had shown no disposition to set up in

England - a system of education for the children of the poor

which was assisted from state funds and was Intended to

benef it children of all denominations. (Murphy 1959:24)

The context for this innovation was the crisis of 'order' Tn Ireland in the

early 1830s. The introduction of the education system to Ireland Is an

example of the fact that, although Ireland was a constituent part of the

United Kingdom, it was administered and governed as a colony. Thus

education proposals were enacted In Ireland which could not at that point

be considered in any other part of the state.

There was a long history of government-subsidised schemes of education

in Ireland (Akenson 1970). At the begining of the 19th century, in the

first years of the Union, the problem of education in Ireland was not

considered to lie in a lack of schools and the ignorance of the Irish

peasantry Rather it was the worrying nature of the existing schools,

'hedge schools', which gave cause for concern. The 'hedge schools' were so

called because they often took place under hedges to escape detection

during the penal era In Ireland. This view is sunrarlsed In one of the

Reports of the Comlssion appointed In 1806 to inquire Into the state of

education In Ireland:
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• if we were merely to consider the extent to which

Instruction Is administered we might perhaps be led to the

conclusion that hardly any country Is so amply provided with

the means of education, but when we take Into con8fderation,

not merely the quantity, but the qu& ity of these means, the

extent becomes an additional and imperious reason for

Interference and alteration. (Dowling 1971:106)

What worried the Couiiiissioners was that the 'hedge schools' were under no

control, fees were paid by parents, and they were owned by the

schoolmasters who taught In them. The schoolmasters were considered to be

Incompetent and antagonistic to constituted authority and the cause of much

political disquiet.

In one work of reference on Ireland in comon usage in the early 19th

century the following assessment occurs:

The people of Ireland are... universally educated... I do

not know any part of Ireland so wild that its Inhabitants

are not anxious.., for the education of their children, yet

crowded gaots, ferocious turbulence, habitual sloth, gloomy

bgotry, are traits in the Irish character, constantly

exhibited to the public view. How can such faults exist

where the people are educated? (quoted in Corcoren 1932:99)

Attempts to answer this question invariably attributed the Inadequacy of

education existing in Ireland to the poor quality of the Roman Catholic

schoolmasters to whom the education of the peasantry was left. The

consequence of leaving the education of the peasantry to these

schoolmasters was considered to be that the pupils Imbbed from them enmity

to England, hatred of the government, and superstitious veneration for old

end absurd customs (Corcoran 1932). One consequence of these fears about

the 'hedge schools' was that during the following 20 years considerable

sums of money were voted in Westminster to aid voluntary societies in the

education of the children of the Irish poor.
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The voluntary societies were mainly Protestant education societies

which, along with other Protestant organisatlons, attempted a 'Second

Reformation' in I,eland in the late 18th and early 19th Centuries (Akenson

1970). One effect of these proseytising activities was to persuade the

Rornn Catholic hierarchy into being part of an Irish educational cunensus

constructed by the government. This ultimately made it possible to launch

a scheme of national education In 1831. IL would have been impossible to

implement a nationwide education scheme without the backing of the CathoHc

Church, and the scheme the government eventually proposed was designed to

ensure that support. The principal object of the governments education

plan for Ireland was to secure the Church as an ally, in order to deal more

effectively with public disorder and the various challenges to British

rule. The problem for the administration at Dublin Castle was the

peasantry and their economic and political discontent at a time when the

exigencies of colonial government were wreaking great changes in

dgrlcultural production in Ireland.

An alliance with the Catholic Church had emerged as an object of

policy with the relaxation of the Penal Laws, and was Indicated in the

first grant to Maynooth College for the training of Catholic priests in

1795	 fl-ile the Protestant societies viewed it as their duty to

proselytie Irish Catholics, the real Isation was dawning in government

circles that there was little hope far this strategy in Ireland	 Speaking

in Parliament in 1826 Robert Peel outlined succinctly the alternative

strategy to be pursued.

It was during the time that I held office as Secretary for

Ireland that the Kildare Street Society was instituted to

superintend the general education of the Poor of that

country. As the conversion of the Roman Catholics was quite

out of the question, it was considered desirable to improve

them by education. I do not wish to see the children

educated like the Inhabitants of that part of that country

to which the honourable member belongs, where the young

peasants of Kerry ran about in rags, with a Cicero or a

Virgil under their arms. In my opinion, this IS riot the
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education which will best fit them for the usual purposes of

life. (Corcoran 1932:287)

This statement indicates that the desirable course to transform the Irish

peasantry was to convert them to Protestentism, which carried both a class

and a national message. As this was not possible, 'secular education was

the other resort.

Despite the best efforts of the proselytising societies, by the mid-

1820s the Catholic children at school were still in the main attending the

old independent pay-schools. A change of policy by the government was

required if U were to attain its objectives In Ireland. In 1828 a Select

Comittee of the House of Con'Tnons, chaired by Thomas Spring-Rice, examined

the reports of the Cormiissioners of Irish Education Inquiry 1825-27 and

with them the reports of the previous Royal Conmission of 1807-12. The
Select Coninittee passed a series of resolutions in favour of the

establishment of a system of educatIon in Ireland, in which no attempt was

to be made to Influence or disturb the peculiar religious tenets of any
sect or denomination of Christians.

The system of education the Select Comittee recomended entailed

combined morel and literary Instruction being gIven in comon to Catholics

and Protestants in the same school. At the same time, facilities were to

be made avaUable to enable religious instruction to be given separately by

the clergy of each denomInation. 	 A Board of Conriissioners would be

appointed by the government and the Board would distribute grants to

supplement local contributions and help to build and support primary

schools. The qualifications of teachers were to be tested by examination

in a model school under the control of the government. In addition there

was to be a system of inspect Ion of schools.

The reccwrvnendatlons of the Select Co.rinittee were well received by the

Irish Catholic prelates. Although their preference was for a Catholic

education system, the Catholic hierarchy was, in practice, prepared to

accept a combined system as long as only 'extracts' from the Scriptures

were read in the corrinon period of instruction. In contrast, the
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authorities of the established Church and the Presbyterians vigorously

opposed the report of the Select Coninittee. They objected to the

separation of literary from ret igious Instruction end the requirement that

each child attend his or her place of worship every Sunday, a practice that

would lead to Protestants being forced to encourage attendance of Cethol Ic

children at mass. The circumstances were not auspicious for the early

enactment of the comittee's proposals. The furore over Catholic

emancipation was In full flight, and the Tory government headed by

lllngton and Peel was not willing to instigate anew education system in

Ireland as well. In practice the passage of Catholic emancipation in 1829

made inevitable the creation of a national system of education along lines

acceptable to the Roman CatholIcs. In Ireland in the 1630s, therefore, the

State and the Catholic Church were In favour of interdenominational

education and the Anglicans and Presbyterians favoured denominational

education (Akenson 1970).

It is the contention here that the National System set up in 1831,

based mainly on the recorrrnendations of the 1828 Select Comittee,

institutionalised the chief intentions of the British State in lrelan& the

restoration of order, Anglicisatlon, and proselytIsation. This becomes

apparent on examining the composition of the Board of Comissioners and the

statements of the Comissioners and government officials. Despite the

vigorous opposition of the Anglicans and Presbyterians, they dominated the

Board of Comnlssioners compared with the Catholics who had lobbied for the

new system of education. This intalance in the composition of the Board in

a country which was seven-eighths Roman Catholic was to be the source of

nuch complaint from the Catholics at a later date. However, it was

acquiesced to at this stage by Dr l4.array, the Archbishop of Dublin.

Although the decisions of the Conmissloners were subject to negotiation,

the inbuilt strength of the Protestant representation did have significant

effects in the early years of the 'Irish System'.

This was particullarly noticeable In the selection of the 'Scripture

extracts' and In the preparation of the textbooks which were a distinctive

feature of the 'Irish System'. None of the early series of textbooks

produced by the IrIsh Comissioners, which became the most widely
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distributed end Influential of textbooks In the l.kiited Kingdom In the mid-

19th century, was written by a Catholic. The content of these books is

examined in more detail In chapter sIx. Suffice it to state here that the

essential purpose of these books was to Inculcate a certain world view and

to reinforce a certain character structure (Repo 1974). In this way, to

the children of farmers and artisans, who now had access to public schools,

were trensmltt '3d the virtues that would make them obedient to authority

and content with their role In life.

In the context of Ireland this amounted to Anglicisatlon through the

conveyance of Protestant values portrayed as generalised Christian values.

The fact that the Catholic Church Initially supported this strategy Is not

proof that In real ity a corrinon christian teaching was arrived at. The

Irish Catholic hierarchy was divided over the National System of Education

from It Inception. In the first half of the 19th century the Catholic

Church In Ireland was wagIng Its own struggle for the hearts end minds of

the Irish peasantry, and many saw the advent of a national system of

schools, in which the Church was guaranteed one day a week In which to

tutor its pupils In the formal ised teaching of the Church as a 'heaven

sent' opportunity. Thus the objections of the Catholic church to the

national system were at first limited to requests that not all the

'Scripture extracts' be from the authorised version of the Bible.

The Issue of the 'Scripture extracts' Is Important because they formed

the one element of religious content during the corrrnon period of 'moral and

literary' instruction. Lord Stanley, the chief Secretary In Ireland In

1831 and responsible for overseeing the introduction of the National

System, made It clear, writing later In the decade about the government's

Intentions, that one aim had been to give the great majority of the Roman

Catholic population 'as extensive a knowledge of Scripture truth as they

could be Induced to receive'. He went on to declare that the 'Irish

System':

never was supported as the best possible education for

Protestants taken separately; but as the most Protestant,

because the most Scriptural education which could be given
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to Protestants and Roman Catholics Jointly... 	 (il..irphy

1959: 64)

There was, therefore, a clear recognition that the Roman Catholics were the

only denomination who objected to unrestricted use of the Scriptures in

Schools. Consequently, any system of education which aimed at Jointly

educating CathoHcs and Protestants could not enforce mandatory reading of

the Bible in a manner thought appropriate by Protestants. However, it was

still possible within these constraints to deliver as Protestant an

education as possible. This was the compromise which Stanley thought the

'Irish System' represented.

The crucial point was the premise that it was desirable to educate

Protestants and Catholics together. Stanley's rationale to justify this

states that the aim was 1 to diminish the violence of religious animosity'

by making it possible for Protestant and Roman Catholic children to

associate 'in a system of education in which both might Join, and in which

the large majority, who were opposed to the religion of the state, might

practically see how rwch there was in that religion, comon to their own'

(Ntirphy 1959:64). The ostensible reason for educating Protestants and

Catholics together was to lessen sectarianism, which was depicted as

largely emanating from Catholic hostility to the Church of Ireland. This

Illustrates further the Intention to induce through education the

conformIty of Catholics to the status quo. This 'status quo' not only

involved an MgI icen establishment but economic and political rule of

Ireland from stminster. Interdenominational schooling, therefore, may be

considered less a hallmark of progressrve, secular state policy but rather

an instrument of Anglicisation as part of the attempted pacification of

Ireland under the Union.

There are certain points to be made which will clarify the

signIficance of the State's project In Ireland for the formation of

educational strategies in Britain in the 1830s. The contention here is

that the educational policies of the BrItish State in Ireland involved the

construction of 'political subjects'. ThIs Is intrinsic to 'national'

educational processes. In the case of Ireland it was to produce subjects
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who supported the Union. M inriediate intention and success of the

introducton of the National System of Education was to destroy the

educational alternatives in Ireland For the Irish peasantry. This was

Important as it was the 'hedge bChools' which had been Identified as a

crucial ayency of revolt against British rule. Secondly, the form of

education which was proposed for the ' Irish System', interdenominetionat

school itig, institutionalised 'moral and literary' instruction separately

From relion. This departure from a system based on denominational

instructkn did rot represent a jettisoniing of the ret igious basis of

education	 It signal ted an appreciation that different strategies were

required after the advent of Catholic emancipation in 1829 and brought into

being an &Iiance between the State and the Catholic Church.

The State wanted to orchestrate a cohesive national system of

eduLatton in Ireland	 However, close examination of the tenets of the

Irish system demonstrate that its message of a comon Christianity

symbolisedby the 'Scipture extracts', which were available for use during

the contruon period of instruction, was structured to reflect Protestantism.

Equally important, the use of the 'Scrpture extracts' carred rio

prohibition on teacher corment. Overt proselytisatior, was out of the

question in the new system of education in Ireland, as it would preclude

the co-operation of the Catholic Church, but the Irish system was devised

so that the 'language and discourse of Protestantism' determined the

schooling available in the National schools.

3. CA11-IOLIC SCHOOLS AND PROSELYTISATION Il'i BRITAIN

Given the scarcity of reference to Catholic schools in general

histories of education, it is not surprising that the historians of

Catholic educaUon have priinar-Hy been involved in an effort to simply

record that hstory. Amongst published sources the student of Catholic

education is partculiarty Indebted to the work of Kitching (1969) and

Beales (1939, 1962) in this respect. Between them they are the two main

authorities on what comprised Catholic schooling until the inception of the
Catholic Poor School Coninittee (PSC) in t47. Kitching and Beales have
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done rruch to uncover a 'hidden history'. However, because of their

emphasis on recording the Catholic educational effort and the various

obstacles which hindered It, both accounts give only a limited

understanding of what determined the formation of the CPSC end the p01 ides

which it was to pursue from 1847 onwards.

Kitching examines the period 1800-1845:

Throughout our period their (the Catholic population]

educational problem was unique: from 1808 they had to face

the competition of the Protestant school societies which

received government aid In increasing amounts after 1633,

while they themselves were excluded from everything. The

first Privy Council minutes, approving government grants for

Catholic school s were not resol ved until December 1647.

(Kitching 1969b: 1)

The implication is that the significance of the Protestant school societies

from the Catholic point of vie was their possible proseiytislng Intent.

Between the foundation of these societies and the inauguration of state aid

the Catholic authorIties had to meet this threat as best they could.

Game (1968) has shown that there have been different phases In the

educational policy of the Church. The Church's educational policy has not

always been firmly for segregated schools. Game sees the real

significance of the Protestant school societies as being their use of the

monitorial system and its foundation on the use of the Authorised Version

of the Bible. The consequence of this was that the Catholic authorities

coui d not countenance the children of the Catholic poor attending such

schools. For Game It was this that set in motion the processes which

ensured that by the second half of the century, when there was active

proselytising, segregated schools became the hallmark of Catholic

educational policy.

In the early 19th century discussions about the importance and place

of the Bible in schooling were the means by which other intentions
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concerning elementary education were disclosed and circulated. The

monitorial systems of both the National Society (Anglican) and the British

and Foreign School Society (Non-Conformist) involved particular policies

towards the teaching of Scripture in their respective schools. Menters of

the National Society as an Anglican body believed that the ¼ithorised

Version of the Bible with Anglican notes should be used, while the British

and Foreign Society advised the use of the Bible without note or cownent.

Both these policies conflicted with Catholic practices. In the former case

because the version of the Bible used plus the notes would offer an

Anglican Interpretation of the holy word1 end In the latter case because no

interpretation at all was offered. Both were examples to Catholics of

Protestant cat unri as.

The fact that both the Protestant school societies utilised the Bible

as the main teaching text reflected contemporay debate about the necessity

of ret igious instruction as the foundation of education for the working

class. The use of the Scriptures was, therefore, an integral part of the

correct religious education. For many Protestants this was also an

essential characteristic which dIf fferenUated them from poplshness. Such

demarcation was all the more necessary for some In the wake of the 1791

Relief Act, and became urgent after Catholic emancipation In 1829.

From the early 19th century attempts were made to win Irish Catholics

to Protestantism through the provision of special schools for them. An

incident in St Giles, London, an area of rookeries mainly populated by the

Irish, illustrates this and serves as an example of Incipient

proselytisation. In 1813 what were called the 'Irsh Catholic Schools'

were founded in St Giles. These sthools were organised according to the

Lencestrian system and no reading book was available 'but the Bible without

note or conment' (GaIns 1968). This left the children to attend the place

of worship of their choice. Despite the master being an Irish Catholic

this policy led to increasing friction with the supporters of the Catholic

run St Patrick's Charity Schools In the seine area. In 1814 there was a

serious riot in Bainbridge Street. The First Annual Report of the Irish

Catholic Schools attributes this to the hostility of the local Roman

Catholic priests, for which the Corvinittee can find no cause 'except it be
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the introduction of the holy scriptures as the school book for reading'
(Game 1968:54).

As Game relates, the Comittee of the Irish Catholic Schools would

not accept a priest coming in for half a day a week to give religious

instruction. The Catholic argument was that such schools cotiçelled

children to be brought up In Ignorance of their faith because 1 given their

circumstances, the only practicable possibility was for them to be

instructed in school and:

from these schools the Catholic catechism and the Catholic

clergyman are equally proscribed. (Game 1968: 154)

In effect t was asserted that the 'Irish Catholic Schools 4 of St Giles

were iriimicabie to Catholic interests and as such were to be construed as

anti-Catholic. The education offered by the schools could neither be

described as secular nor as interdenominational. This episode suggests

that the Catholic Church would accept others organising schools for

Catholic children as long as the Church was able to provide denominational

instruct ion.

In one major study of the Irish in Britain these events are described

as regrettable, in that they delayed even longer a reasonable percentage of

Irish Catholics receiving an education. Jackson (1963) conments on the

attitude of Catholic priests to Protestant schools and the incident at St

Giies in particular:

The antagonism of the priests in many cases resulted in

children being withdrawn from the schools and where no

alternaUve school existed possible preparation for

apprenticeship or domestic service might be frustrated. A

case is recorded in 1818 of a school in St Giles which so

excited the indignation of the priest that he publicly

preached against the school from his pulpit with the result

that the school was attacked by the Catholics In the
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neighbourhood end one of the children of the master was made

a cripple for life. (Jackson 1963:141)

Thus Jackson's Interpretation is that, due to the opposition of the

Catholic clergy to attendance at schools run on Protestant principles, the

Irish had to wait until sufficient Catholic school places were provided.

The role of those who rioted against the 'Irish Catholic Schools' is

consigned by Jackson to that of an easily led mob who rioted at the

instigation of their priests. No credence is given to any wider or

autonomous motives on the part of 'the Catholics in the neighbourhood'. In

the absence of direct evidence It could nevertheless be hypothesised that

for Irish congregations the defence of Catholic schools was an, Important

matter. The St Giles incident is an early example of the intertwi&ng of

Irish and Catholic identities which was to be a significant feature of the

Irish experience in Britain.

The events at St Giles, and other similar Incidents in other parts of

the country (for example, see Burke 1910), were a portent of what was to

develop in the complicated relations between the English Catholic Church

and its Irish parishioners. Under attack from Protestant forces the

Catholic clergy would often successfully mobllise the loyalties and

strength of their congregations. Education would come to be the only

political issue with which the Catholic bishops were able to counter the

influence of Irish nationalism in their working-class parishes. 	 nti-

Catholicism, as has been established, did not solely represent religious

opposition. Submission to Protestantism implied a wider cultural and

political subjugation. Consequently, attempts by Protestants to educate

Irish Catholics in 19th-century Britain cannot be interpreted solely in

religious terms.
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4. STATE EDUCATI ON POLICY 1AND ThE EDUCAT I ON OF Tl-E I RI SH CATHOL I C

OFKING CLASS

4. 1 A NATIONAL SYSTEM OF EDUCATION

As outlined In Chapter three the 1830s and 1840s were a critical

period for securing capitaUst social relations. Education was a crucial

aspect of this enterprise. Richards (1960) has written that the main task

for the political aristocracy Qhlgs end Peel ites) between 1832 and 1848

was to forge a society torn by class antagonisms into a nation state. The

Interests of the bougeolsie had to be 'nationalised'. Faced with this

'national question', liberal opinion agreed that the stabilisation and

reproduction of appropriate social relations required the medium of the

State as a 'moral lsing' or educational agency, and not solely as a agency

of repression (Richards 1980:66). The 1838-42 period was very turbulent

after the collapse of the 1833-36 economic boom, with Chartist

demonstrations and the massive unrest which accompanied the economic

doiswing of the early 1840s and the large increase in unemployment this

caused. The strategy of both the	 ig and Peelite governments of the

period was the revival and expansion of industrial capitalism (Richards

1980, Gash 1965). The railway construction of the mid-1840s was a key

aspect of thIs strategy. There was also agreement that the renewed

IndustrIal and urban expansion had to be accompanied by greater 'physical'

end 'morel' regulation of the working population.

The measures to stinulate Industrial capitalism and the concessions to

the working class which characterised the 1840s were, according to

Richards, therefore part of a wider strategy to contain class struggle and

give cohesion to the economic and social system. As he notes, this

strategy was successful because by the 1650-60s the BrItish nation state

was able to deflect class struggle at home and challenge other nation

states abroad. Richards focuses on the interaction between class struggle

and state formation. It is this Interaction which, he argues, explains

both the specific state forms which developed and the means by which class
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opposition was defused in the watershed period prior to 1850. By the late

1830s in Britain conviction In the efficacy of education as a means to

contain working class unrest and produce a disciplined workforce had

strengthened.

There was more agreement about the efficacy of education as a remedy

to the problem of order the working class presented than any other method

(see Donajgrodzki 1978, Richards 198C, Corrigan and Corrigan 1979). The

repressive response which had greeted working-class unrest in 1819 could

not be risked in an era of mass Chartist protest. Social order was

essentially seen to be the outcome of a comon morality, which would be

sustained and expressed by its diffusion throughout the institutions of

society. Thus social policy aimed at the preservation of order nust

include not only legal systems, police forces, prisons but also religion

and morality end those factors which supported them, for example,

education, socially constructed leisure, housing and public health.

Accompanying this conception of social policy was the belief that a strong

tutelery grasp should be maintained over the poor who, it was assumed, were

normiess and liable to be led astray by agitators (Donajgrodzki 1978).

The ! ilg/Peel its forces which occupied and dominated government

throughout most of the 1830s and 1840s developed a consensus concerning the

education of the working class. This was broadly that It was necessary to

bring as many children into school ing as possible and that a significant

degree of state regulation was required, to ensure that the requisite

standard of education was being purveyed and that public monies were being

well spent. Concern therefore centred on the Inability of the voluntary

effort to provide sufficient school eccoimnodation. There was also a

growing view in some educational circles that the curriculum should include

subjects such as 'Political Economy' which would explain the new social

order to the working class.

A contradiction existed between the need to form the nation state and

capitalism's operation on the basis of classifications and structured

differences. Part of the process of orchestrating the favourable

conditions for capitalist social relations involved the construction of
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state funded and controlled educational arrangements which encompassed all

children. Education, more than any other sphere, was cDncerned with issues

of the relationship between religion and the nation state. **at will be

argued here is that when religious differences served t demarcate class

differences, and nationality was the distinctive feature of a particular

form of labour power, there was Inevitably a 'Roman Catholic problem' in

education. On social and political grounds it was expedient, from the

perspective of the State, to Include Catholics in a n8tlonal education

system. However, anti-Catholicism and anti-Irishness eqpressed at the

level of rrnic1pal government would hamper this strategy

4.2 11-E PROBLEM OF EDIJCATI NG IRISH ROWN CATHOLIC Cl-il LDFEN

The delineation of the problem concerning the education of the

children of Irish migrants is apparent in the 1836 Report on The State of

the Irish Poor in Great Britain. The members of the Inquiry considered

whether the Irish lninlgrants 'exercised a pernicious Influence on the

English and Scottish working classes'. They amassed a considerable body of

evidence to support this view, Including that of Dr Key (later Sir James

Kay-Shuttleworth). An English Roman Catholic priest stated:

The children of Irish, born in Liverpool, generally go on

well; they learn the habits of the English, are more careful

and provident than those born In Ireland. They are willing

and active. There is a decided amelioration in the English-

born Irish; the longer they stay the more they improve.

(quoted in Jones 1977: 50)

These coimients Indicated that it was thought that, in the right

circumstances, the moral regulation of the Irish was possible arid the

second generation was where to begin. It is also clear in the 1836 Report

that the Conwiissioners considered that the risk of 'morajl contagion' of the

English by the Irish was limited in part because the Irish were segregated.

The 1836 Report outlined the advisability of regulating the Irish:
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their mode of life Is very slowly and very slightly

Improved unless some civillsing influence descends upon them

from above, some external moving force independent of their

own volition, as of masters, employers, superindents,

education. . (quoted In Jones 1977:61)

In particular, the Report noted a considerable Improvement In the dress and

personal appearance of Irish children after a short ettendence In the

schools and factories. As Jones (1977) coments, everything seemed to

depend on the quality of works management and the availability of schools

provision.

Catholic schools were excluded from receiving grants because the 1833

education grant was administered through the National Society and British

and Foreign Schools Society (BFSS). A Scottish Roman Catholic bishop

argued the case for state aid to Catholic schools:

There are many Charitable schools In Glasgow, but the

teachers all being Protestants always mix up with the

elements of education the principles of the Protestant

religion. This necessarily excludes Roman Catholic children

from attending these schools... Ar attempt has been made to

get schools for the education of these poor people, but that

attempt, for want of funds, and the daily Increasing poverty

of the tower orders, wIll render it impossible for them to

keep up schools for themselves. To Improve the feelings,

the conduct, the morals, and the loyalty of the Irish Roman

Catholic poor In this country, It would be necessary that

the Government should, at least extend the same assistance

for education as Is granted to them In Ireland. (quoted In

Jones 1977:62)

In line with ivuch contemporary thinking about the working class, education

was posited as the means by which a transformatIon of the Irish could be

achieved. In additIon, It was argued to be the means of securing the

loyalty of the Irish, a problem that did not arise In the same form with
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the other constituent parts of the working class. The loyalty of the irish

could only be won by a process of Anglicisetion. This was to be implicit

En any educaUonal response to the 'Roman Catholic problem' in education.

The inadequate provision of Roman Catholic schools in the 1830s was

recognised as en extreme example of the growing inadequacy of the voluntary

effort to provide sufficient school accorrrnodatlon. The Treasury, whose

task it was to administer the 1833 education grant, was well aware of the

specific problems concerning the education of Catholics. To obtain funds

under the grant conditions It was necessary to be recomended by either the

National Society or the EFSS. All non-Anglican applications were referred

to the latter. This happened when en application was received from two

Catholic priests in Sheffield. The BFSS would not recorwnend the

application on the ground that the school would not be conducted upon non-

denominational lines. Schools under the aegis of the BFSS claimed to be

non-denominational. However, their Instruction on religious teaching was

that the Bible was to be read without note or connent. This seemingly

even-handed approach was one that effectively excluded all Catholics, to

whom It represented a denominational practice.

Paz (1980) charts the cormnicat Ions between the Treasury and the BFSS

on this matter and other Catholic applications for grant aid. Paz is of

the opinion that this correspondence demonstrates en awareness on the part

of the government of the probl em of Catholic school s and a willingness, i f

the circumstances were auspicious, to fund them. In particular Paz argues

that this Is supported by the fact that the key person was Spring-Rice, who

had chaired the 1828 Select Cormiittee to consider proposals for education

in Ireland. Spring-Rice epitomlsed the tiiig attitude to Roman Catholics,

which was that they were tolerated rather than accepted. 	 ien the

Sheffield school put In a second request for aid in ¼agust 1835 the

Treasury acted favourably, but Spring-Rice discovered that the school was

solely for Roman Catholics and that the building bore the inscription 'AC

school'. Spring-Rice had assumed that the school, although intended

primarily for children of that faith:
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would not exclude or give offence to Protestants... The

safest course would be to adopt our Irish plan which

approved as it has been by Archbishop F4..rray cannot be by

possibility objected to by any Roman Catholics. (Paz

1980: 28)

Spring-Rice insisted that the 'obnoxious inscription' be removed.

Apparently the problem was solved, for Dunn, the secretary of the SF59,

certified later that year that the school was to be a British school and

the Treasury awarded the school a grant on 16 September 1836.

When the terms of the 1833 education grant were agreed the repeal of

the Test and Corporation Acts In 1828 was fully reflected In the terms of

the education Initiative. The Test and Corporation Acts had enforced

various penalties on the full participation of Nonconformists in public

life. They had fallen into widespread disuse, their repeal nevertheless

was an important landmark. Thus In the Minute of 30 August 1833, which

governed the administration of the education grant, the BFSS was recognised

as a channel for state aid as was the National Society, the educational

society of the Church of England. There was no similar recognition for

Roman Catholics following Catholic emancipation in 1829. This Is further

indicative evidence that Emancipation represented recognition of the rights

of Catholics rather than their acceptance. Paz is opposed to the notion

that the 1833 grant was just a response of the State to working-class

clamour for educational provision. He argues that the aim of people such

as Russell and Spring-Rice was to defeat radical proposals for education by

vindicating the Treasury system. At the same time they needed to weaken

the National Society's claim to a large part of the State's largesse. In

1833 It was possible to Include Nonconformists in the arrangements for

education grants but not Roman Catholics, although as the evidence

presented here suggests, the government was well aware of the 'Roman

Catholic problem' in education.

This section has sought to demonstrate that education was central to

the long-term objectives of the State towards the working class. Within

that context the children of Irish Catholic migrants presented a particular
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problem because of their poverty and the lack of provision of Catholic

school pieces. In the 1830s the arguments advanced for resources to

expand Catholic school places were based on the benefits which would accrue

by improving the habits end loyalty of the Irish population. On this issue

the Catholic Church and central government had few differences.

5. T)-E COFFORAT I ON SCHOOLS EXPER I NENT IN L I VEIPOOL

The objective in this section is to demonstrate that the educational

policies of both the British State and the English Catholic Church towards

the children of Irish migrants were conditioned by anti-Catholicism end

anti-Irish hostility, which governed local and national politics. The

debate about Interdenominational and denominational education in the 1830s

and 1840s will be examined to illustrate the impact of anti-Catholic/Irish

hostility on educational developments. Interdenominational teaching was

associated with the extension of the secular content of the curriculum. 	 In

the first half of the 19th century secular education did not mean a

curriculum devoid of religious content but a curriculum that included

secular subjects and segregated them from religious Instruction. Secular

education was, therefore, distinct from the monitoriel system, in which the

aim was the transmission of certain skills in order that working-class

children could acquire denominational teaching. For the monitorial system

the Bible (with the addition of a catechism in Mgi Ican schools) was

considered a sufficient text. The Issues most pertinent to this

investigation are revealed in reactions to an attempt to introduce the

'Irish System', synonornous with interdenominational schooling, into

publicly funded schools in Liverpool. This attempt became known as the

'Corporation Schools Experiment'.

The 'Irish System' was to have a considerable impact on educational

thinking in Britain during the 1830s and was cited favourably or

unfavourably In many of the education debates of the decade. Stanley, end

many others who supported denominational education and opposed the

introduction of the 'Irish System' to the rest of the United Kingdom, did

not see any corollary in Britain with conditions in Ireland. In all the
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criticisms of the 'Irish System' which these groupings produced in the

1830s, the crux of the Issue was not that the system was inapproriate for

Ireland but its complete unsuitability for application in Britain. The

implicit acknowledgement was that Ireland demanded extraordinary measures

and all could concur In what was necessary to re-establish order across the

Irish sea. The danger was that the Irish system be Introduced to Britain

by the advocates of a national education system. The denominational lets

were aware that any national system which aimed to include all children,

and in the wake of the reforms of 1829 that would be inevitable, would

advocate interdenominational schooling and what was termed a 'secular'

curt i cul urn.

Despite Stanley's reassurance of the 'Irish System' being the 'most

Protestant' system possible In the circumstances, the introduction of the

'Irish System' to the rest of the United Kingdom was quite unacceptable to

those who supported denominational education, especially the Anglicans.

Interdenominational education thus came to be portrayed by Its opponents as

synonymous with the encroachment of popery and rebels It was not only the

menace of Catholicism that was seen as threatening but contamination by an

'Irish' system. These were powerful weapons in the armoury of the

denomlnation&lsts The reason for the accelerating campaign In the 1830s

by the advocates of denominational schools was their fears that the State,

in the shape of various tiig a&nlnistrations, was contemplating the

establishment of a national system of schools in Britain. This fear of the

denominatlon& lets was reinforced by the calls of many prominent

educational campaigners for a national education system, explicitly stating

that the elm was to bring all children within the embit of State education.

This would necessarily entail an interdenominational system.

An examination of the issues raised by the Corporation Schools

Experiment In Liverpool will reveal many of the relevant themes. itirphy

(1959) has provided the only detailed historical study of the Corporation

schools In Liverpool and this account is heavily Indebted to his work. Two

Corporation schools were established in Liverpool in 1827. The schools

were Intended for the poor of the city and were financed by the city

council. The schools were organised according to the principles of the
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National Society. The pupils were taught the Church catechism, used the

ftthorised Version of the Bible and were obliged to attend on Sundays a

place of worship connected with the established Church. As a consequence

of these arrangements few Dissenters and oni y two or three Roman Catholic

children attended the Corporation schools.

In the changing times of the 1630s in Liverpool It became an issue

that there were children being supported out of public Funds who were being

schooled In one faith. Further, the view was gaining ground that there was

a need for Far more schools for poor children. In particular the

circumstances of Roman Catholic children caused concern. Roman Catholics

were estimated as forming a quarter of the population of Liverpool at this

time, most of them Irish migrants end their famlUes. Some of the middle-

class Catholics, many of whom were Irish merchants (Lawton 1959), were.

begining to feel that they might well expect to receive

financial support for their schools from the Corporations

funds. (14.irphy 1959: 10)

This public expression was a new departure: the Catholic population of

Liverpool had always been marked by a low public profile because they were

'afraid of the great forces arrayed against them' and feared 'provoking

active Protestant hostility' (irke 1910).

Prior to 1635 and the passage of the M.inlclpal Corporations Act,

Liverpool was ruled by a self-elected council, all of whom belonged to the

Church of England, and alt but five of whom were Conservatives. After the

niin1cipal elections in 1635 there were 43 Liberals on the new Town Council

end only five Conservatives (I4.irphy 1959). The new council viewed

education as one of Its chief concerns and early in its life the new

education coninittee decided It would take as Its modlel the system of

education established In Ireland four years before. The education

conunittee perceived their main problem to be making the Corporation schools

effectively available to children of all denominations. Liverpool Town

Council were tackling a problem which was exposed wherever there was a

large proportion of Roman Catholic children, that 1s the Inadequacy of the
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1633 education grant arrangements for ensuring that the children viewed as

most in need of education went to school. The first report of the cormiittee

to the council proposed that the corvmittee's task should be to:

enquire into what plans have been found most effectual for

the Physical Intellectual Moral and Religious Improvement of

the pupils in similar schools, particuliarty those adopted

by the Irish Education Board; and cautiously to make trial

of whatever shall appear most desirable, taking care to

avoid anything sectarian or exclusive in the regulations or

in the Religious Instructions Imparted in order that the

Schools may be open to and sought by all. (Proceedings of

the Liverpool education comittee, Vol 1, p 6-7, quoted in

1'rphy 1959:22)

Despite critcisms already crculatfrig about the Irsh system there was

very little opposition expressed in the council against the education

connittee, going ahead with this plan, and it defeated a counter proposal

that the schools stay in the hands of the established Church. The system

of education instituted in Ireland In 1831 by a 	 ig adminstrtion had

just received the approval of a Conservative government. This may have

helped produce a cHmate of opinion favourable for the introduction of the

Irish System' into the Liverpool schools.

In their attempts to devise a system which would be amenable to all

denominations the education coniiittee made substantial attempts to

acconmodate the views of the established Church. The view of the Junior

Rector of the Church of England in Liverpool, Reverend A Campbell, was that

there be an opportunity for denominational Instruction on each school day.

This was in contrast to the 'Irish System', where one day out of five was

divers to denominational instruCtion. F4irphy describes in detail how the

education coinnittee bought to acconrnodate these wishes but caused

unnecesary misunderstandings by describing the hour In which this

deruomintional instruction would take place as being at the end of the day.

impl yng that t would be after the school had closed. The appropriate

regulation was amended six months later to make it clear that the school
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day did not in fact end until the denominational religious instruction had

been given. flrphy's view Is that by that time 'a good deal of opposition

had been unneceserlly aroused' (Hurphy 1959:48).

In fact, from early in the life of the new proposeis for the

Corporation schoola, Opposition was widespread amongst the MgI ican clergy.

This opposition was fanned by the writings and speeches off Reverend Hugh

M'r4eite of the Protestant Association against the Introduction of • Irish

System of Education' into the Corporation schools. M'Nelle's opposition

centred on describing the system as 'Popish', largely on the supposition

that the education comittee intended 'to take away the Bible from the

schools', that Is, the Bible would not be available to all children because

Roman Catholic children were to be allowed to use the Douay version.

M'Nelle also described the 'IrIsh Scripture Lessons' as perverting

Protestant teaching. These early criticisms were ampl if led and circulated

by the local and national press. The Liverpool Standard In 1836 accused

the council of wanting to 'O'Connelise and Socinianize the children of the

poOr'. The Liverpool Courier feared thai the education corruiittee's

recomendations were the fruits of 'a deep-laid scheme for up-rooting the

principles of the Reformation' and were part of 'a Popish plot'. (Hurphy

1959: 62)

hen the new regime came into operation In the Corporation schools the

Anglican teachers refused to go on teaching In them arid their pupils

followed them to other schools. Imedlately many Roman Catholic children

poured Into the schools. This mass exodus of the Anglican pupils

accurately reflects that the heart of the Anglican/Tory opposition to the

introduction of the 'Inich System' was a fear of contamInation. In the

public dispute over the Corporation schools there was little argument in

Liverpool about the right of Roman Catholics to education. As ti.irphy

points out:

In the course of the parliamentary debates i4ich followed

the adoption of the 'Irish System' in Irelamd It had been

stated by some Conservative critics of 'the system' that

they would raise no objection If Roman Catholics and
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Protestants were to receive financial assistance from the

government to enable them to build their own separate

schools... in Liverpool it would probably not have been

difficult to have persuaded such men as the Junior Rector

and some of the Conservative members øf the Council to

accept such a policy as this, which would have circumvented

most of the difficulties caused by the proposal to educate

children of all denominations in the same schools. (M.irphy

1959. 79)

Reverend H M'Neile, in an open letter to the council, stated the position

clearly.

Had you retained the former schools exclusively

Protestant for the Protestant population, and established

additional schools exclusively Roman Catholic For the Roman

Catholic population, this would have been, on your own

principles, impartial. And, however we might have mourned

over your indiscriminate patronage of truth and error, we

would not have practically interfered. (1&arphy 1959.80)

The opposing position advocated by most of the Liberal members of the Town

Council was put by Thomas Blackburn:

Wherever there was a mixed population of Protestants and

Roman Catholics, he contended that it was highly advisable

that this system should be Introduced without loss of time

in every part of the empire, and he trusted that the future

historian would have to say that the Town Council of

Liverpool had the honour of Introducing this system of

education into England and that It rapidly spread throughout

the empire. (F4.irphy 1959:69)

Such statements fuelled the efforts of the opponents of the

introduction of the 'Irsh System' into greater efforts because they

suspected that the leaders of the Liberal Party in Liverpool were hoping to
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demonstrate In their two Corporation schools that the 'Religious Problem'

need no longer present an obstacle to the setting-up In England of a

national system of elementary education. The Liverpool press issued

warnings of these suspicions:

We beg to remind protestants in other parts of England that

this town has been first selected by the agents of the

government,, and by the advisers of the popish rebels of

Ireland, to try the experiment of undermining religious

belief in the young, the fatherless, and the unprotected, by

means of an unchristian education, the most execrable merit

of which is, that it excludes the Bible from the schools.

(M.irphy 1959:91)

in the General Election of 1837 the sitting Liberal Member of

Pan lament for Liverpool was defeated and two Conservatives returned For

the two-member constituency. It was a bitter campaign In which the Tories

used the controversy over the Corporation schools to their advantage. The

Irish Catholic population of Liverpool were very visible amongst their

opponents. The Liverpool Courier reported that the inflaninatory placards

of their opponents were calculated to 'call together a mob of the most

ruffianly desperadoes in thrlstendom' and .descrlbed some Conservatives as

being attacked by 'the rankest scum of Irish Popery, being non-electors'

(Liverpool CourIer, 26 July 1837 quoted in Murphy 1959).

William Rathbone, chair of the education comittee, saw this support

of the Liberals' education policy as detrmentah

To our friends the Roman Catholics, and to Irishnen, I would

say one word;- I have fought for them, but I do say that

some of the tunults which have occurred at this election

liave done n'uch to take several votes from us. (1'tirphy

1959: 97)

The active opposition to the Corporation Schools Experiment was not

confined to the Conservative Party. The Church of England clergy in
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Liverpool daily became more bitter and consequently, as I4.irphy points out,

it was unlikely that the many educational lets who visited the schools could

conclude at this point that the experiment had been a success. However,

owing to the importance of education as a pal itical issue in the period,

many visitors were received in the schools. it is clear that the Liverpool

experiment was kno of throughout the country end was closely associated

with the developing notions of 'national education'. t4irphy describes

Thomas Wyse and James Si nçson, at the comencement of a famous • education

tour', visiting Liverpool. However, during the rest of their tour Wyse, in

seeking to illustrate that It was possible to have children of different

denominations taught within the same corvçrehensive system of education,

avoided mentioning the Corporation Schools Experiment.

It is significant that when the Manchester Society for Promoting

National Education was founded in 1837 It did not mention the 'Irish

System'. Instead 'the practice of the British and Foreign Schools Society

of prescribing Bible classes for every school and placing the entire volume

of the Holy Scripture, without note or comnent, in the hands of every child

(excepting from this rule only Catholics and Jews)' was deci ered as being

the best system so far devised for meeting the difficulties arising from

the varieties of religious sects in this country Mirphy 1959:112). The

Prime Minister of the day, Lord John Russell, was a supporter of the

British and Foreign School Society, and many of the Liberals who most

supported a national system would have liked to have extended the practices

of the EFSS. However, for the gi icans this was not satisfactory because

there was no conmentary given to the Bibl. and it did not Include the use

of their catechism, while Roman Catholics, in general, refused to send

their children to these schools because they used only the Pithorised

Version of the Bible.

Itirphy connents:

Even If the government had tried to make easier the task of

arriving at some agreement by consenting to exclude the

Roman Catholics from some projected State system of

education, it appeared doubtful whether very viuch would in
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fact have been gained. It was true that many would have

wished to see the Roman Catholics so excluded. (1&irphy

1959: 146)

At the time a number of motions concerning the education of Roman Catholic

children were put to the Select Corrmittee on Education of the Poorer

Classes in England end 	 les. The motions propGsed that wherever there was

a large number of Roman Catholics and they were unwilling to attend sither

National Society or BFSS schools then they should be In receipt of

governmental assistance, this aid to be awarded on satisfactory proof that

the Holy Scriptures (in any version) were being used In Catholic schools.

All the motions were defeated. This indicates that there was considerable

opposition to any public funding of Catholic sdhools. In Liverpool the

Protestant Association, in contrast, had reluctantly conceded that the

public funding of separate Catholic schools was appropriate, as their main

aim, faced with the Corporation Schools Experrnent was to prevent Catholics

being educated with other working-class children.

frtirphy attributes the eventual demise of the Corporation Schools

Experiment to the ceaseless campaign against It waged by the Protestant

Association. In the late 1830s many 'Operative Protestant Associations'

were formed which engaged working-class support for the association's

campaigns. This happened at a time when anti-Catholic campaigns were

gathering strength In the national and local press and the Conservative

Party was doing ntich to encourage these sentiments. For example, the

Liverpool Standard corrinented that if the 'Papistts' were ever again allowed

to parade through the town on St Patrick's Day:

all we can say Is that the public authorities of the

town are willing to be considered as conniving at treason

and that the Protestant inhabitants of the town have

consented to place their necks under the yoke of Popish

tyranny. (Mirphy 1959:222)

It is quite clear that the treasonous 'Papists' referred to were Irish and

known to be such. St Patrick's Day is en Irish national celebration, not a
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Catholic festival. Many attempts were, in fact, made by the clergy in

Liverpool to stop St Patrick's Day parades for that very reason (B.rke

1910).

in the rriiniclpal elections of 1841 the ConservatIves regained control

of lJverpool council and were to retain control for the next half century.

The education conmittee made new proposals F or the Corporation schools

which entailed returning them as far as possible to their original state

prior to the 1835 Liberal victory. All children were to be instructed in

the doctrines of the Church of England, although absence on conscientious

grounds would be allowed, and all children were to be required to read the

¼thorised Version of the Bible and Join in comon prayer at the begining

and end of the day. The Catholic clergy in the city issued a statement

against the new regime, and all 936 Roman Catholic children were withdrawn

when the new regulations came into force. The effective segregation of the

education of working-cl ass children In a town with a significant proportion

of Roman Catholic citizens had, therefore, been achieved.

This marked the end of an experiment which had intended that all

working-class children be schooled together. The policy that the Liberals

had pursued in Liverpool had been watched as a possible biueprint for

Introducing inLerdenominational and 'secular' education In the rest of the

country. The petition of the Liverpool Town Council to the House of

Corrtnons in 1839 demonstrated the incorporatist tendencies of all such

educational plans (Rirphy 1959. 199). Despite their predominantly

Protestant ethos, the Catholic Church had shown itself willing to

participate in the schools as long as overt proselytisatlon was absent, not

even insisting that the teachers be Roman Catholic. This approach to the

education of Catholic children was supported by the future Cardin&

Wiseman. From the demise of the Corporation Schools Experiment, however,

the Catholic Church became convinced that the possibilities of

interdenominational education were remote.

The Corporation Schools Experment was an attempt by a newly elected

-g administration to implement at rwnlcipal level an education scheme

which might have served as a model for a national system of education. In
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Liverpool the education experiment was based on the ' Irish System', which

had been devised to deal with the 'problem' of educating Irish Roman

Catholics. Events in Liverpool demonstrated that a smiiar solution could

not be achieved for the problem of educating Irish Catholics In Britain.

The forces of anti-Cathol icism and the fears of educating Irish Cathol ics

with other working-class children produced a demand for separate schools

for Roman Catholics. Thus the impetus for differentiation and segregation

of the working class was manifest at the level 0f rrunicipal government and

at odds with the central government policy of developing a national system

of education which included all children.

6. TiE EXTENSI ON OF STATE GRANT Al 0 TO ROMftN CATHOLI C SCHOOLS

The lessons learned from the failure of the Corporation Schools

Experiment by the Catholic Church were reinforced by the fate of two

government attempts to develop educational provision beyond the confines of

the voluntary societies. In 1639 Lord John Russell put proposals to

ParHament whch involved the creation of a Conrnittee of Council to manage

the disbursement of parliamentary grant-in-aid, to appoint inspectors and

to ebtablih a national teacher training college (Normal or Model School)

on non-denominational principles 	 In the event, the last proposal was

dropped in the face of vehement opposition and the inspectorate had to be

denominationally staffed. However, the Cournittee of Council was

established and became the means of a steady administrative advance in the

provision of elementary education (Alexander 1977).

There has been vmich debate amongst historians of education as to

whether the 'Irish System' or the policies of the British and Foreign

Schools Society were the determinant influence in shaping these proposals

of Russell. Wat is of particular interest here Is that the uproar which

ensued, ensuring the abandonment of the Isbrmal School proposal, was I argel y

debated by the Anglican and Tory opposition in terms suggesting that the

proposals represented the introduction of the 'Irish System' to Britain.

Central to the opposition forces were the High Anglicans of the Oxford

Movement. The position of the Oxford Movement within the Church of England
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was that any attempt to separate religious and secular purposes In

elementary education was to be treated as an InUmation oF the separation

of Church and State. This defence became essential Tory poHcy (Alexander

1977, £4.irphy 1959). The standard Mgi ican tactic was to lump the

government, eecuiarists and Dissenters together as an apostate league.

The main Tory attack was aimed at the religious arrangements of the

Model School as the harbinger of an anti-denominational system. On 30

April 1839 The Times identified the arrangements as a 'desparata attempt'

to introduce the 'Irish System'. On2 May the Bishop of London, Charles

James Blomfield, opened the campaign in the Lords by repeating the 'Irish

System' charge and expressing fear of an intent to make all schools

ltidenomTnatlonal (Alexander 1977).	 he Wig administration was forced

to back dot on the proposal For a Normal School. But In establishing a

Cormttee of Council (the Education Committee of the Privy Council) the

government brought Into being a structure which would ensure that

uniformity in secular educational provision could be acMeved by stealth.

Uniformity would be brought about through the system of irnspection and the

control of textbooks, while divisions were maintained by religious

education.

The impossibiHty of achieving any institutional framework wherein

children of different religions could be schooled together was reinforced

by the opposition which greeted the educational clauses of Sir James

Graham's Factory Bill of 1843. Factory children were to attend school for

at least three hours daily on five days each week. The mo5t controversial

point was the type of religious teaching to be provided. Graham, himself a

convinced but tolerant Anglican, tried to dTsarm potential opponents by

Instructing teachers to use only the Bible hi religious instruction

classes. Nevertheless, on Sundays and major holy days the MgI Ican priest

might give doctrinal Instruction based on the catechism and the Book of

Conunon Prayer, and he could order the schoolmaster to follow his lead in

Sunday lessons. Parents could, however, refuse to send their children to

any religious sessions (Ward and Treble 1969).
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Graham had hoped to find some means to build something approximating

to a scheme of national education, paying due regard to the wishes of the

established Church and the scruples of Dissenters. However, the opposition

of the Dissenters was to be all-embracing and comprehensive. For the First

Lime the Wasleyan Methodists aligned thenseives with the general body of

dissent. The Methodists had supported the Church of England in 1839, but

three years later were motivated by 'a deep and conscientious fear of

Popery in the Church of England' to oppose the new proposals (Ward and

Treble 196984). As Ward and Treble (1969) point out, the twin themes of

opposition to the Church (and particullarly to its new 'Oxford' wing) and

of hostility to state intervention in education dominated the agitation

against the bill. Highly charged warnings of the disease of Puseyism, the

menace of 'popish' theology and the danger of contamination of children

provided the emotional 'punch-lines' of scores of Protestant speeches and

tracts.

Gash (1965) describes the educational debates 111 1839 and 1643 as a

turning point. The debate In 1839.

was fundamental because it raised the question whether

education should become secular or remain a province of

religion. Yet the limits of the MgI ican revival were

reached only 4 years later with the abandonment of Graham's

Factory Education Bill. This was the second great crisis,

because it raised the question whether national education

was to be a monopoly of the Established church or shared

with others. (Gash 1965: 109)

In other words, the repeal of the Test and Corporations Act and Catholic

emancipation had changed society Irrevocably. The anti-popery of the

MgI icans in the late 1830s, and again at the time of the restoration of

the Catholic hierarchy in 1850, was a measure of the Church of England's

crisis as a national church; while the anti-popery of many Dissenters in

the 1840s and after was a measure of their opposition to the privileged

position of the Church of England, and also their own Inability to do more

than restrain part of the Church of England's plans. Education
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particuliarly was the Issue through which all these dileninas were

expressed.

The consequence of the events of the period 1839-1843 was that state

aid for education would continue to voluntary societies, and the issue

became whether to extend this aid to groups not already In receipt of

grants. The l#sleyan Methodists, despite their support for voluntarism,

decided to accept grant aid In 1846 as long as it did not preclude them

from objecting to the grants being extended to Roman Catholics. This was

agreed to at the time by the Coninlitee of Council, but only a year later

the government, now a Whig administration, suggested In Pan iaznent that

state grants be made to Catholic schools on the same basis as other

voluntary societies. The Catholic Poor School Cotnnittee was set up In 1847

for the purpose of receiving this grant aid.

The catalyst for the government's decision to advocate extending grant

aid to Catholic schools was a massive increase in Irish irmigration, a

consequence of the famine In Ireland between 1845-1847 CCruickshank 1963).

This movenent of population was attracting considerable attention in the

press and in Parliament. Hundreds of thousands of Irish migrants arrived,

principally at the port of Liverpool, between 1646-1849. As in Ireland the

Whigs were ready to extend state funding to the Catholic Church in order to

educate Irish Catholics. Kay-Shuttleworth's brother, James Kay, expressed

the view that only Catholicism could influence the most destitute parts of

the population:

What I mean is, that none but the lowest forms of

Protestantism will ever effect an ignorant nultitude; but

that Catholicism is particularly designed for such a

multitude; and what I do wish is, that IF we may not have an

educational system, whereby to fit our people for the

reception of Protestantism, that we might again have Roman

Catholicism for the people; believing as I do, that it is

infinitely better that the people should be superstitiously

religious, than that they should be, as at present,

ignorant, sensual, and revolutionary infidels. (quoted in
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the First Report of the CathoHc Poor School Corn'nittee

1648. 55)

In the context of rising lirmigratlon from Ireland, continuing activity

against the Union in Ireland and of renewed Chartist agitation in Britain,

the Catholic Church seemed the only agency able La restrain and incorporate

the Irish Catholic section of the working class.

The Initial application of the Roman Catholic authorities for state

aid in 1646 had been refused by the	 igs, Qfl the grounds that the

regulations of the Comittee of Council required the reading of the

ftLhorised Version of the Bible In schools and they had no wish to provoke

controversy Just before a general election. The irmEdlate background to

this decision was the storm of outrage occasioned when the then Tory

(Peelite) administration had proposed an increase in the state's Funding to

Maynooth College, a Catholic Seminary near Dublin. There was widespreid

mobilation against this measure, led by the Protestant Association.

This was followed by considerable opposition to the extension of grant aid

to Roman Catholic schools in 1847. In support of the proposal 'reasons of

state' were advanced by the Wnig government and supported by the Peelites

from the opposition. Peel argued, in a speech in Parliament, that to leave

children of Roman Catholic poor 'irmiersed In ignorance' would harm 'the

Protestant coffinunity' (Murphy 1971.36).

The Catholic Poor School Corrmittee, however, appeared ready to forgo

grant aid rather than yield on certain principles. They successfully

argued that the Inspector appointed to their schools by the Couinittee of

Council trust be a Roman Catholic. In addition, they refused to depart from

their contention that only the clergy could decide what fell within the

sphere of religion and, therefore, within their sole Jurisdiction, other

matters being the sphere of the 'secular' Inspector. The Coinnittee of

Council eventually gave way and conceded that the only appeal on such

disputed points nust be to a bishop. However 1 although the Catholic Poor

School Conmittee was opposed to the principle of lay management, they in

their turn had to accept lay members of the management corimittee of each

school (l4irphy 1971:37). Thus in 1847 Roman Catholics became the last
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religious denomination to be in receipt of grant aid for the provision of

schools for the children of the Irish working class in Britain.

A separate Catholic elementary schools system did not develop,

primarily because of the sectarian tendencies and ghetto mentality of the

Catholic Church and Irish Catholics In Britain. The evidence presented

here suggests that the hierarchy, including Cardinal Wiseman, in the first

half of the 19th century would have accepted interdenominational schools as

long as the Church retained full control of the religious instruction of

Catholic children. All through the period under 4iscussion, 1833-1847. the

Catholic Church did insist on the use of the Douay version oF the Bible and

on no corniion prayer, except for infants. However, they were happy to

accept the composite Scripture extracts prepared as part of the 'Irish

System' as a basis for connon Intructlon. Separate Catholic schools

became inevitable because of the refusal of Anglicans to countenance mixed

schools in which anything less than the Authorised Version of the Bible we

used as the medium of Instruction. Scripture extracts were seen by the

Anglicans dnd others as representing the incursion of popery. However, by

the late 1840s, many Protestants were prepared for the existence of

Catholic schools funded from the public purse, rather than be joined in a

system of interdenominational education.

In the changed political circumstances of the 1830s and 1640s the

State, in the form of various Whig and Peel Ite acninistrations, wanted a

national system of education to include all workIng-class children. The

priority was education for all, but by the mid-1840s the State had to

accept that publicly financed denominational education was the only means

of achieving this at the time. The furore over the 1839 educational

proposals of Lord John Russell ensured that the privileged position of the

Anglican Church In relation to the State had to be acknowledged, and there

was never any serious threat of disestablishment. Equally, the State could

not favour the Church of EngI and too nuch, as the uproar caused by the

educational clduses of the 1843 factory legislation proved. The

impossibility of achieving an interdenominational system which Included

Catholics had been demonstrated by the failure of the Corporation Schools

Experiment in Liverpool and the widespread hostflity of MgHcan and the
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Conservative Party to the idea of introducing the 'Irish system' Into

Britain. In the end, the State successfully introduced grant aid for

Catholic schools in 1847 against still significant opposition by stressing

the dire educational need, and the consequences if neglected, of the

poorest and most alien section of the population.

7. CONLUS I ON

The 'problem' of the education of the Irish Catholic worldng class for

the State revolved around two issues First, the relative poverty of the

CathoHc population, even when compared with the rest of the working class,

meant that voluntary efforts alone were unlikely to providie sufficient

school accotmiodation. Second, It emerged In the 1830s andi 1840s that any

attempt to introduce Interdenominational education as a ireans of drawing

all childrin into a national system were doomed to Failure, principally

because of the opposition to educating IrIsh Catholic children with other

children. This opposition did not primarily stem from the Catholic

authorities. They showed, during the 1830s, that they were willing to

collaborate with proposals for interdenominational education when faced

with large numbers of Irish children, as long as denominational instruction

was safeguarded as their province. The objections to the children of Irish

Catholic migrants being schooled with other working-class children came

from the other denominations, especially the Church of England, and from

certain political forces, in particular the Conservative Party. Their

objections centred on the fear of 'contamination' from the Irish Catholic

working class. These fears were articulated by the Protestant Association

arid by the local and national press through the discourse f anti-

CathoUcism.

Education was the crucial national arena in which the issue of the

relationship between the nation state and religion was aired. Education

was also the means by which the long-term regulation and transformation of

the working class was to be achieved. The Wilg/PeeHte polltic&

ascendency which dominated government throughout the 1830s and 1840 wished

to draw all working-class children into a national system of education, in
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order to produce the appropriate work force and political subjects of the

Future. What emerged by the middle of the 1th century, as a result of

sustained opposition to the idea of lnterdenominaton& education as the

basis of a national system, was an education system which segregated and

dilferentiated sections of the working class. However, in estobHshing the

Conmittee of Council for education, the government ensured that the

school irig all working-class children received, other than religious

instructIon, followed identical principles.

Both the sgnificance of large numbers of Irish working-class

Catholics in many large cities and the 'Roman Catholic' problem in

education they gave rise to, and the Importance of the role of anti-

Catholicism in determining the development of the education system, have

been underestimated in many previous histories. The resulting compromise

was one which, while segregating Irish Catholics from the rest of the

working class, also provided the conditions for the incorporation of the

children of Irish migrants 	 From the State's point of view, religious

instruction could be safely omitted from the Jurisdiction of the Cotmiittee

of Council's inspectors, because all religious authorities in Britain could

be relied upon to relay similar messages of respect for authority and

private property and acceptance of the rigours of industrial life 	 This

included the English Catholic Church which, despite the furore at the time

of the restoration of the hierarchy in 1850. was increasingly seen to be

the only agency whose authority was recognised by the Irish working class.

The legendary disregard of the Irsh for British authority structures

contrasted strikingly with their willingness, in many circumstances, to

follow the instructions of the Church when the issue concerned the

education of their children. Thus to the English Catholic Church fell the

prime task f the incorporation of the children of their Irish

congregation. The aim of the National Education System in Ireland was to

produce support for the Union. in BritaIn the aim in educating Irish

working-class children was incorporation. This process will be examined in

the next chapter.
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a-(AJ-'TEH SIX

CATHOL IC EDUCAT I ON : TI-E I NCOIPORAT I ON OF THE I RI SH IN BR! TA! N

1. INTRODUCTION

The central hypothesis of this thesis is that a maJor elm of Catholic

education was to incorporate the children of working-class Irish migrants.

The particular focus of Incorporation was the identity of Irish pupils in

Catholic schools. The intention in this chapter Is to explore how this

policy developed and was put into practice. The aim is also to establish

the ways in which the incorporatist policy of Catholic elementary education

was determined by the wider context vf government strategies and anti-

Catholic/Irish hostility.

In Catholic histories of education there is a clear acknowledgement

that an extensive Catholic state education system would not have developed

but for the migration of the Irish to Britain. Selby (1974) writing about

the Catholic reaction to the 1670 Education frct cormients that:

It is always important to remember that without

the Irish there would have been no Catholic

ci ementary-school, probi em in the second hal f of the

century. (Selby 1974:119)

The 'problem' Selby is referring to Is that of the need to provide

sufficient Catholic school accon,nodetion at the time of the introduction of

Board schools in 1570. Apart from a few areas in northern England, for

example, Preston, and certain parts of Scotland, the pressing need to build

more Catholic elementary schools was a response to the presence of Irish

Catholics and their offspring In Britain.
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The small nurrer of histories of Catholic education which exist chart

the struggle both to establish and control Catholic schools. Relatively

little attention, however, is given to the pupils the schools were teaching

or to what It was they were being taught. The emphasis is on the obstacles

the Church faced in the course of the construction of its school system.

The main obstacles described are the poverty of the Catholic population and

the need to defend denominational schooling. The implications of the fact

that Catholic elementary schools were full of Irish Catholics is not

explored in great detail In these histories. For example, Beeles (1946),

in one of his many essays on Catholic education, mentions In passing that

the Irish famines of the 1840's added to the ranks of the 'uneducated

Catholic poor'. This obscures the reality that most of the 'Catholic poor'

already in the country were Irish or of Irish descent.

Evennett (1944). in the course of reviewing over a century of progress

In Catholic education, pointed out that:

Organised CatholIc school policy has Inevitably been

dictated by the social composition of the Catholic

conitunity. A large Catholic working class, nuch of it Irish

in origin, has grown up In the big Industrial and cormiercial

centres and forms the largest element in the total Catholic

population. (Evennett 1944: 9)

Evennett recognises that the social composItion of the Catholic popul at ion

has been a prime influence on Catholic schooling. However, his reference

to the Irish (it ii quoted above in its entirety) is as brief as any other

amongst the published histories of Catholic education. Catholic elementary

schools which served 'the largest element in the total Catholic population'

are covered hurrediy in Evennett's study, which devotes most of its text to

Catholic gramer and public schools. This reflects a general tendency to

view the public and gratriner schools which served the English Catholic

aristocracy end growing middle class as the pInnacle of Catholic

educational achievement. Consequently there are a greater number of

studies of these schools than of Catholic elementary schools.
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Kitching (1969) states clearly the view that seems to underlie the

assumptions of all historians of Catholic education about the relationship

between Irish migrants and Catholic education:

irish-born meant Catholic born end succeeding generations

would hold on to their faith, provided they could be reached

by priests, provided there were chapels, and provided there

were schools. That was the position confronting the Vicars

Apostolic. (Kitching 1969a:2)

The Irish by this account presented a logistic problem. As long as

sufficient priests, churches and schools could be provided the imputation

is that the Irish would provide reliable 'parish fodder'. The conclusion

which Kltchlng draws, and which Is shared by others, is that the growing

number of Irish Catholics presented particular organisational and financial

problems for the church end necessitated a policy devoted to acquiring

government aid for Catholic elementary schools. The argument of this

thesis is that, although the logistic problem of schooling the Irish was

important, other significant factors motivated the massive effort to build

Catholic schools in the 19th century. In particular, the building of a

Catholic school system was both a means of incorporating the children of

Irish migrants and of resisting proselytisation and anti-Catholicism.

The first section of the chapter explores the specific aims of the

Catholic authorities concerning the education of the children of Irish

migrants. Secondly, the expansion of the Catholic elementary school system

is examined to discover how Important the building of schools was for the

incorporation of Irish Catholics. Next the curriculum, religious and

secular, of the elementary school a Is considered, to estimate the role of

the curriculum in the denationalising objectives of Catholic schools. In

the fifth section of the chapter the basis of the continuing segregation of

Catholic schools within the state-aided sector of education Is described,

as is the impact this had on the experience of the Irish in Britain.

Finally, the relationship between Catholic education and Irish Identity in

the 19th century is reviewed, to clarify the hypotheses which inform the

empirical study of Catholic schools In the 20th century.
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2. Tl-E AIMS OF CATHOLIC EL8'ENTARY EDUCATION

In chapter four the gulf that existed between English end Irish

Catholics was described. This gulf was based on differences in national

identity and social class background. In these circumstances it felt to an

expanding Ultramontane clergy to develop a mission to the Irish

congregation In Britain and to establish the unity of the Church. The

mission to the Irish necessitated a number of strategies, including the use

of Irish symbols and saints' names for churches and confraternities. The

aim of the Church was to transform the Irish In Britain by strengthening

their identity as Catholics at the expense of their Irishness. In

particular, It was the political expression of this Irishness which was

discouraged.

An irrortant focus of the strategies of the Catholic Church were the

children of Irish migrants. The Church authorities were concerned that

they did not drift from the faith, and also saw the opportunity which

education offered for transforming this section of the working class.

Religious, social class and national motivations were intertwined in

Catholic educational policies. In this section the Intention Is to examine

Catholic educational policy towards elementary schools after the granting

of government aid in 1847. As already described, the Catholic Poor School

Conmittee (PSC) was established in order to receive government grant-in-

aid. Two aspects of the comittee are of particular interest here: first,

the remarkable degree of congruence which existed between the educational

objectives of the cPSC, the bishops and central government; second, the

ways in which the CPSC articulated in educational terms the objectives of

the mission to the Irish in Britain.

en the Vicars Apostolic created the PSC in 1847 their intention was

not only to provide the organisatlonal framework for the transfer of

government monies to schools, but, to ensure the existence of a body under

their supervsion to deal with educational questions (Norman 1985: 168). The

organisation most concerned with education prior to this was the Catholic

Institute, a group of laymen organised by Charles Langdale, Member of

Parliament for Knaresborough. In the midst of the pressure for the rights
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of Catholics to government aid in 1846-7, Frederick Lucas, the editor of

The Tablet, set up the AssociatUon of St Thomas of Canterbury for the

vindication of Catholic Rights' (Norman 1985:167). More democratic in

style than the institute, and un no way dependent on the aristocracy, the

association had a greater appeal to the Catholic middle class. The

Association urged political action, that candidates at election should be

asked to support Catholic education claims. The success of the Association

led to the demise of the Cathoflc Insitute, but the bishops were wary of

the political tactics and militancy of Lucas's organisation and

consequently formed the CPSC (!krmen 1965:166). The bishops had corns to

the conclusion that, education beIng part of their direct pastoral

responsibility, they should keep the nomination and control of the

comittee In their own hands (rd 1915: 158).

The work of the CPSC (I ater the Cathol i C School Corimi ttee and

subsequently the present Catholic Educational Council) was charecterised by

the closeness of the relations and aims and objectives of the bishops and

the members of the comittee. Particuliarly important on the comittee

were the successive chairmen and secretaries. In 1847 Charles Langdale,

formerly of the Catholic Institute, was appointed chairman and Scott

Nasmyth Stokes was appointed as secretary to the corrTnittee. Stokes later

became the second inspector of Catholic schools. He was succeeded by

Thomas Allies as secretary. Langdaie and Allies were the two most

influential members of the cPSC In its formatIve years. Allies was en

articulate exponent of the congruity of interests between the Catholic

authorities and the government.. He was also an active opponent of plans to

creat& a Catholic universIty, on the basis that there were not enough

students to fill it because the Irish element in the Catholic population

were not in want of higher education' (Allies 1907:100).

The Catholic bishops of England end ies charged the CPSC with being

responsible for 'the general interests of the education of the poor' (cPSC

Report 1648:5). From the outset of the comittee's work the bishops

stressed the high priority placed on the education of the poor:
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The children of the poor... are at all times the object of

our affection and solicitude, and Justly, because on their

religious education depends not only their own happiness.

but al so the well being of the Church and State. (PSC

Report 1848:29)

The presentation of the Interests of the State, the Church and the Catholic

poor as being mtuaIly reinforcing was to be an Insistent theme of Catholic

education policy. The name of the cotmilttea referred to the 'Catholic

Poor' and the specification of the object of Catholic elementary education

was the 'Catholic Poor'. In the official discourse of the Church

concerning education from the 1640s onwards there is only occasional

reference to the fact that the Catholic poor were composed primarily of

Irish migrants and their children. For English Catholics in the second

half of the 19th century the term 'Catholic Poor' was the preferred means

of distinguishing themselves from their Irish co-religionists. The term

'Catholic Poor' did not draw attention to the fact that most of the

Catholic poor were Irish.

In the perceptions of the Irish as a social and political threat which

developed In the first half of the 19th century, the national identity of

the Irish was constantly to the fore. Distinctions were readily made

between English and Irish Catholics. Indeed, English Catholics encouraged

the highlighting of these differences. In the second half of the century a

newly restored hierarchy, Intent on building and expanding a unified

church, preferred to emphasise the class rather than the national

differences within the Catholic body. However, it was clear to all at the

time that the Catholic poor, especial iy In so far as they were conceived as

a problem, were Irish. For example, Freheney (1983), writing about the

association between Catholicism and delInquency in Victorian London,

coninent 5:

Then the Victorians claimed a connection between Catholicism

and crime they had of course Irish Catholics of the lower

class in mind. Though there were at least three other

distinct social groups among Irish Catholics... the poor
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Irish made up 90 per cent of the quarter million Catholics

in London. (Freheney 1983: 320)

In tine with their conterrorarIes, the Catholic Church put great faith

in the powers of education to transform the working ci ass, particularly a

Catholic education. In Its first report the IPSC asserted:

It is now coninomly allowed, even by persons whose opinions

force them to explain away the fact, that the Catholic

religion alone i qualified to influence the messes. 	 iat

these masses now are, it Is beside the purpose to describe.

Suffice It to say, that the education of the Catholic

Church, and not one or eli of the many devices which have

been tried, or may be tried, can, and, as far as that

education is diffused, will convert these masses into useful

citizens, loyal subjects, and good men. (CPSC Report

1848:13)

The long-term transformation that Catholic schools were trying to bring

about was described a year later in the Catholic School, a journal

published by the PSC during the first ten years of its existence;

A working man with a cottage and garden, his own freehold

property, and Catholic county voters are charming pictures;

and it would rejoice us to think that nothing worse ever

became of our School Boys. (Catholic School Xl 1849: 166)

The production of respectable working-class Catholics out of the Irish

masses was the long-term aim of the Church.

In the short term, however, there was no Intention of encouraging the

Catholic poor to get above their station. These alms are clear in another

issue of the Catholic School In the same year. The CPSC expressed itself

as having grave doubts about the system of giving money to clothe children
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to attend school, as the comittee thought education should be sought for

its own sake and not a Bible:

in our present circumstances the money spent upon dress

is taken from teaching; that our poor schools, as they never

will be In reality, so we should not try to make them in

appearence, other than schools of the poor; that it is a

questionable kindness to provide children for a few years

with clothing above their station, and thus create for them

an additional want; and that the effect on the moral

character of the children Is not beneficial. (CatholIc

School VII & viii 1849. 102)

If, for most of the 19th century, 'respectability' was out of the reach of

most of the Irish, because it depended on skilled work and, most

importantly, continuity of employment, then the task of the school was to

produce the next best thing: the decent poor (Brehoney 1985: 9).

In its sixth annual report in 1853 the PSC examines the character of

the Catholic population in Great Britain. The corrmittee concludes that a

vast proportion Is due to irrrnense imigration:

the Catholic cormunity in Great Britain is not one which

has grown up In the normal conditions of society; and is

therefore tried only by its ordinary difficulties, and beset

with its usual sufferings. In every country the poor are a

burden laid by God on the charity of the rich; but here it

is no customary burden, but swollen out of all proportion by

the most helpless classes of a neighbouring country throwing

themselves for support on the richer sister Island. (PSC

Report 1653: 29)

This Is the only reference In the reports of the PSC to the fact that the

Catholic poor are predominantly from Ireland, although the word is not

actually used. The above description is utilised to urge further
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educational efforts from Catholics regarding the poor, given the scale and

unusual nature of the problem English Catholics were faced with.

Although there were differences between middle-class and aristocratic

English Catholics and within the clergy about the probity of accepting

state aid for Catholic schools, there is no reason to suspect that they

were anything but united on the need to elevate Irish life and on the

efficacy of education for that purpose. Father Faber, well-known composer

of Innumerable Catholic hymns, explained In 1852 that the ragged school set

up by the London Oratorians was:

because we felt that the one work of those who wish to raise

the condition of the Irish Catholics in London was

education. (quoted in Norman 1965:219)

English Catholics were more likely to differ about how riuch contact they

wanted with such a project concerning the Irish. One English Catholic,

writing In the Contemporary Review In the 1870s, describes the effect of

the distance that existed between English and Irish Catholics:

English Catholics are more English than their countrymen in

many national qualities, and they have joined less In the

changes, political and social, of the modern world. Long

training has strengthened in them a pride and reticence

which shrinks from alliance, whether with converts of their

own race or with the Irish who compose the numerical

strength of their Church in England. (Bishop 1877:603)

Perhaps this explains why the two prelates most sympathetic to the Irish

cause were Cardinal Manning and Bishop Bagehawe, both of whom were

converts. Despite their High Mgi ican end social class origIns they did

not carry the weight of 300 years of persecution and the disinclination to

be associated with the Irish during the Church's quest for respectability.

The same contemporary writer bemoans the fact that insufficient

recognition is given to the imense Catholic effort towards the Irish:
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That the Irish do not figure yet more largely than they do

In the criminal statistics of our great cities, that this

alien million is not an advanced cancer In the English body

politic, is due not to policemen, but to priests; not to

'necessary progress', but to the agents of Catholic charity.

Apart from its dogmatic value, the use of Catholicism as

social cement has probably been underestimated by the

fairest sociologist who Is not a Catholic; but It will every

year gain larger acknowledgement as historic prejudices

disappear and the science of human life is better

understood. (Bishop 1677:607)

The English Catholic Church, led by the clergy, set about the task of

elementary education convinced of the necessity of transforming the

children of Irish migrants and confident of the power of Catholic schooling

to achieve their objectives: the production of useful citizens, loyal

subjects, decent members of the working population and good Catholics.

3. TI-E EXPI4NS ION OF THE CATHOL IC ELE?VENTAAY Sa-IOOL SYSTEM

In the second half of the 19th century the Catholic Church oversaw the

devel opment of a parish-based, diocesan-organised system of ci ementary

schools. The schools became an important element of parish life. The

involvement of Irish Catholics in the funding, building and use of the

schools became a significant aspect of their incorporation. Catholic

schools were 'their schools' and, In the process of creating and defending

the schools, the Catholic identity of the Irish in Britain was

strengthened. In this section the intention is to examine more closely the

expansion of the system of Catholic elementary schools. In particular, the

efforts expended by the bishops and the cPSC to persuade alt Catholic

schools to apply for government grants and to secure the authority of the

priest in the management of each school will be explored. The injunctions

of the CPSC that school managers shoul d appl y for grant ei d and the raP e of

the parish priest in the schools are of Interest because they disclose the
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extent of the control of the hierarchy In the school Ing of the Catholic

poor. Finally, the level of support for Catholic schools amongst the Irish

Is explored.

The activities of the PSC were crucial for the long-term influence

and control of the hierarchy over Catholic education. Especially In the

early years of Its existence the Journal of the PSC, the Catholic School,

was a means of continuous exhortations bythe corwnittee to all Involved in

Catholic elementary education to increase the provision of Catholic

school s. More part I cull an y, In the pages of the Catholic School school

managers were urged to apply for government grants and accept the benefits

of inspection. The Catholic School was sent free to every school and

parish and there is no reason to doubt that it was widely read by the

clergy, lay managers and teachers.

The persuasive powers of the 1.PSC were critical because there was

considerable opposition in Catholic circles to the acceptance of government

aid. There was a division of opinion amongst the bishops on the subject.

Some believed that state Inspection, the condition of the grants, was

potentially hazardous to the Independence of the schools. As Norman (1985)

convnents, in the circumstances of England's national Protestant culture

these fears were entirely reasonable (Norman 1985:160). Bishop lfllathorne

of Birmingham, from an old Catholic family, was the main opponent of first

Cardinal Wiseman and then Cardinal Manning on this issue. In 1657

Ullathorne wrote 'Notes on the Education Question', in which he was

critical of the terms upon which Catholic schools accepted maintenence

grants from the State. The chief danger that he saw was of government

interference. Inspection of the schools he could accept because it led to

improvements but not control. Uilathorne's motives were compounded of

suspicion of the government because of the traditional anti-Catholic

prejudices of Engi ish government and suspicion of the rise of the power of

the State as such (Norman 1985: 166).

The views of Cardinal Wiseman were quite different. A firmly

Ultramontane prelate, his concern was the provision of adequate Catholic

school places. Government aid was essential for a church, the majority of
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whose congregation were Impoverished Irish migrants. Wiseman had not been

against schemes of interdenominational elementary education as long as they

included adequate safeguards for denominational Instruction. Wiseman's

educational pa1 Icy appears to have been a pragmatic one, in which the

closeness of the aims of the government and the Church were apparent. The

PSC articulated these views In the pages of the Catholic School. In the

fourth issue a long article states the importance of gaining government

assistance and the advantages which could accrue to those schools which

applied for grants. One of these advantages was inspection. In the sixth

issue of the Catholic School the qualities of the first Catholic Inspector,

T W Marshal 1, were extol I ed:

he (Mr Marshal I) possesses in an eminent degree the

combination of qualifications requisite to obtain the

confidence of our school managers, and to elevate the

standard of education En our poor schools... in him every

CatholIC school has en adviser and a friend, ever ready to

apply the results of a general experience to the

disentanglement of local difficulties, and we count a visit

from the Inspector to be not the lowest of our gains.

(Catholic School VI 1849:84)

Early in Its life the cPSC had secured an irrtnediate concession from

the Comittee of Council, that the salaried inspectors of Catholic schools

appointed by the Camnittee of Council to inspect secular education would

themselves be CatholIcs. The cPSC also entered into negotiations with the

Comittee of Council concerning the management clauses and the basis of

awarding building grants. The motivation behind both these sets of

negotiations was to secure the denominational rights of the Church and the

outcome in each case was to strengthen the Influence and control of the

clergy on the management convnittees of Catholic elementary schools.

In en early Issue of the Catholic School reference is made to the

objections which had been made by some schoolmasters to clerical

interference in the schools. The coiwnittee's coiwnent on these objections

allows no latitude to teachers:
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Such an assumption on the part of a teacher cannot for a

moment be tolerated. Subordination Is the life of a school.

(Catholic School VII & VIII 1849: 100)

A further corrment did Indicate that the clergy should consult the teachers

in a school. There Is little doubt, that In the view of the cPSC, the

parish priest or member of a religious order was the conduit and instrument

of the authority of the Church in all matters concerning elementary

school s.

This concentratIon of power in the hands of the clergy is of interest

because It suggests that there will have been some uniformity in the

practices of Catholic schools. Lowe (1976), in a comparison of the

Catholic clergy In Ireland and in Lancashire In the 19th century, draws

conclusions that support this interpretation. Large numbers of Irish

people settled in Lancashire in the 19th century and Lowe observes that the

Lancashire clergy seem generally to have worked as representatives of the

institution of the Church. This contrasts with the parish priests in

Ireland, whom he describes asserted themselves more as personalities and

through close participation In the daily affairs 0f their parishioners.

In Britain the expansion and re-establIshment of the Church was an

effort that the hierarchy directed, as a means of asserting the power of

the clergy and of the Church as an institution. This was nowhere more

evIdent than in the development of the system of elementary schools.

Norman (1965) points out that the Catholic Institute was, by its

constitution, forbidden to take part in politIcs, and so by convention, was

the cPSC. Cardinal Manning disliked the laity taking up Catholic questions

with the government, except under the direction of the hierarchy.

Manning's policy of using hi personal Influence with ministers, most

notably Gladstone, resulted In the Catholic laity abstaining from public

action In furtherance of Catholic interests (Purcell 1895:363).

One of the main messages of the hierarchy, transmitted by the CPSC,

concerned the closeness of the alms of the government and the Catholic
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authorities about education. A letter from the IPSC to the Comittee of

Council reproduced in the Catholic School states:

The cause of the Government and Ours is Identical, though

the object be not the same. .*atever advances the education

of Catholics will develop the wisdom of the Government

scheme; and, on the other hand, wherever the blessings of

the Government provision are widely and wisely diffused,

there also Catholicity ni.ist reap the more abundant harvest.

(Catholic School XI 1849: 170)

The same theme was still being propounded a quarter of a century later

after the Introduction of Board schools by the 1670 Education Act.

Cardinal Manning and the then secretary of the fPSC, Thomas Al lies, both

urged participation in the new School Boards being set up.

Allies put the case for Government aid in the following terms;

The prime and chief value of the grants lay in the

improvement of education, of which they were the instrument.

It lies in the hearty co-operation in a good work of two

powers, which had been enemies for centuries. (quoted in

Bland 1976: 44)

The relationship with the government was the basis of the existence of the

CPSC. There were a number of dissenting voices about this course of

action, for example, from the Irish Christian Brothers. The Irish

Christian Brothers withdrew from their schools in England In the 1870s for

a period because of their antipathy to the constrictions which the

government was imposing. This mirrored their withdrawal from the Irish

National System in 1836 because they disapproved of the principles of the

system, in particular the Christian Brothers suspected the proselytising

Intentions of the National System (Akenson 1970).

In the manner described above the bishops gradually exerted control

over the system of elementary schools. The role of the parish priest was
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to raise money, manage the school once built and to oversee efforts to

increase the number of parents who sent their children to school. The

long-term strategy to transform the children of Irish migrants had no

chance of success until the children were presented for education. The

Irish were part of that section of the population with the least incentive

to send their children to school. Because of the predominance of Irish men

in casual lebouring jobs, the families often depended for survival on the

small sums children earned for example, as street sellers.

For most of the 19th century there were not sufficient places in

Catholic elementary schools for the size of the Catholic population.

Significantly, it appears that of all the religious ceremonies the one in

which there was the highest participation was baptism. Lees (1979) reports

that in the 1830s, before the expansion of clergy and chapels, virtually

all Irish Catholics brought their children to be baptised. This pattern

continued through the 1650s and 1860s, when Roman CatholIc parishes in the

east and south of London recorded high and increasing numbers of baptisms

of the second-generation Irish. The number of potential puplis was,

therefore, known and it was the task of the priest to ensure that they

attended school. Sanuel (1965) describes the situation:

Child hunting, as Father Vere described It in a memoir of

his early days in Soho was a frequent addition to the

ordinary duties of the priest. The children of the Irish

poor were apt to be irregular in their attendance at school,

more especially in the great cities, and a great deal

depended on the pressure which could be brought to bear on

'neglIgent' parents. Even those - they seem in general to

have been a small minority - whom the priest found it

otherwise 'difficult to touch', might nevertheless be

persuaded on this single point to yield. (Sarn.el 1965:274)

There is considerable evidence that it was Irish Catholics who both funded

and built many of the schools end large numbers sent at least their young

chi $ dren to the school s.
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Describing the Catholics living in Stratford in east London in the

1860s an Engt ish Catholic wrote:

The Roman Catholic population is about fifteen hundred, who

are, with hardly an exception, workers of the rougher

sort... Still the railway labourers and roughs ifList have

their church, and even mortgage their weekly pay to the

extent of a shilling a week or more to discharge the debt

they incurred in its erection. They take a strong personal

Interest In every detail of the mission expenses, and, hand

in hand with the Franciscans, support three schools, and

propose to buiid a fourth for infants, and maintain in

decent splendour the worship of their God. (Bishop

1877: 606)

This level of participation seems to have continued throughout the century.

The Church continued, due to the disadvantageous funding position of

Catholic schools, constantly to collect alms from the Catholic working

class in order to build schools for their children. Booth (1903) noted in

London that the Catholic poor constituted:

a class apart, being as a rule devout end willing to

contribute something towards the support of their schools

and the maintenance of their religion. (Booth 3rd Series

Vii, 1903:401)

Amongst those who either practised their religion or maintaIned at least

some measure of contact with the Church contributions towards Catholic

schools were frequent (see also Bishop 1877, Rrke 1910)

in the middle of the 19th century the attendance figures for Irish

Catholics at school were lower than f or other groups (see Lees 1979 on

London, Dixon 1979 on Preston). Several factors produced this situation:

the lack of Roman Catholic facilities and the poverty of Irish parents were

probably the most Important of these. There is no clear evidence that the

educational aspirations of Irish Catholic parents differed from those of
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low-skilled English workers. 	 ,atever the interest of Irish migrants in

education, it was difficult for them to obtain schooling for their children

before 1870 (Lees 1979 201). wring the 1670s there was a rapid increase

in the numbers of children attending Catholic elementary schools. The

coming of the Board schools acted as a catalyst to the Catholic authorities

to both open new schools and ensure Catholic children were not drifting

into Board schools. Between 1670 and 1875 the numbers attending Catholic

schools rose from 71.668 to 108,300, which represented a 50 per cent

increase. In the same period the increase in attendance of Church of

England and Dissenting children was 34 per cent (Bishop 1877:627).

In an era of assiduous Inspection and payment by results 1 Catholic

schools continued to be penal iced by the erratic and short-lived attendance

of many Irish children. Attendance was best at infant age, after that the

children often had to work. Few children attended for more than two or

three years, consequently:

the patient nun or Impatient master mist content

themselves with infant training, which however important.

has little showy results in the yearly blue book, and causes

the percentage of Catholic passes in higher standards to

make but a sorry show. (Bishop 1677:626)

However, Catholic schools appear to have been the most economicai. In the

1670s the average cost of teaching each child was respectively £1 us 11)d,

£1 12s 2)4d and £1 16s lid for Church of England, Dissenting end board

schools, while f or Catholic schools it was £1 9s 5d. The average

proficiency of Catholic children, as given in the government report for

1875, was the highest with 59.51 per cent passing, while the general

average was 58.83 per cent. In the view of a contemporary Catholic

coninentator this was due to the singular excellence of the teaching In the

younger classes: 69 per cent of Catholic children in the first ci ass in the

mid-1870s passed completely, while the general average was 63 per cent for

the fi rst ci ass (81 shop 1877: 629). A maj or reason for the 'economy of

Catholic schools was the lower wages paid to their teachers compared with

other schools.
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The cost of reprdducing the labour of the children of Irish migrants

therefore remained cheap. Irish parents contributed on a large scale

financially and physically to the building of the schools. The schooling

provided, while often assessed as good given the level of ettendence and

poverty of the children (see 1875 Inspectors reports) was provided at the

lowest possible cost. In addition, some Catholic schools continued to be

suspicious of government funding and did not apply for grants. These

schools were run entirely on collections and consequently were of no cost

to the State.

As the number of Catholic elementary schools Increased, what developed

was a hierarchically organised system which united the Catholic body in

England as no other enterprise did. The clergy and many of the English

Catholic laity were convinced of the charitable necessity of educating the

Catholic poor. The clergy were able to elicit the participation of Irish

Catholics In the parish on the issue of the education of their children, if

not any other Issue. The whole enterprise was overseen by the bishops

through the agency of the Catholic Poor School Comittee (cPSC).
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4. TI-E CIJ! Ct.LIR.1 OF CATHOL I C SCHOOLS NJ) OENAT I ONLI SAT! ON

The central hypothesis of the thesis Is that the de-natlonailsation of

Irish Catholics was based on strengthening their identity as Catholics at

the expense of weakening their national identity. This process of

incorporating the children of Irish migrants depended not only on the

children being sent to school but on what took place at school. in the

mid-l gth century, in addition to denominational instruction, schools were

expected to provide some secular education. From the 1660s onwards the

612e of the grants schools received was in part dependent on the

proficiency of the pupils in reading, writing and arithmetic. It is useful

to examine both the religious education and secular instruction offered by

Catholic schools in order to discover what form of schooling was considered

appropriate for the Irish Catholic	 rk1ng class. This exploration will

also facilitate an assessment of the means by which the curriculum

contributed to the denetionalisation of these children.

Under the arrangements the Comittee of Council agreed with the

various churches in the 1840s, each denomination was given sole control of

religious instruction, but the secular curriculum was subject to government

inspection and direction. There can be little doubt that in Catholic

elementary schools, especially in the early decades, the greatest priority

was placed on religious Instruction and that this dominated the curriculum.

This set a pattern that was to continue throughout much of the next

century. For example, Fielding (1966), writing about Catholics In

Manchester in the 1 920s, quotes Dean Murray of St. Wi I f reds In i-ku me

praising his late headmaster for real ising that:

the true function of a Catholic teacher was to train the

soul of the chi I d for Heaven and that foundation of that

training should be the moral teaching of Christ as explained

and interpreted by the Catholic church. He had an Intense

love of his church... He excelled in loyalty to the clergy

and in respect for their office, and he instilled that into
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the children from their earliest years. (quoted in Fielding

1988: 50)

Fielding comnents that the most Important effect of a Catholic education

was that It emphasised the centrality of the Church to the Individual at a

very early age, piecing him or her In contact with, and forcing acceptance

of, its authority. This was achieved partly by the role accorded the

parish priest, but also through the sustained effort injected into the

transmission of religious knowledge compared with the periods of secular

instruction.

Lees (1979), In a brief consideration of the practices of Catholic

schools, concludes that, whereas CathoPics' secular education was turgid

and flat, their religious education in the mid-l9th century was a nulti-

media effort combining the appeal of rrusic, recreation and personal

example. Lees points out that we do not know exactly whet effects Catholic

education had upon Irish workers' children, but she thinks it may be

surmised that those who passed through the schools had their Catholic

loyalties reinforced and grew in familiarity with the norms and messages of

the Church (Lees 1979:206).

The diversity of religious education was encouraged by the hierarchy.

Cardinal Wiseman had specifically advocated Italian-style missions for the

Irish in London as providing a flamboyant ritual more likely to attract the

Irish working class than the restrained practices of English Catholicism.

14.ich later in the century Dr O'Reilly, the Bishop of Liverpool, expressed

his wish that Catholic schools avoid 'colourless religious teaching in

which there Is nothing distinctive and dogmatic' (quoted in Pritchard

1983:116). In mid-century the competition with proselytising Protestant

charitable schools, end later the competition of Board schools, were in

part responsible for the concentration of the Catholic Church on religIous

education and the efforts expended to ensure that religion was a

spectacular experience.

Considerable attention was also given In the schools to doctrinal

Instruction. Central to this was learning the catechism. In 1888, after
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education was made conulsory, the bishops gave detailed instructions to

the clergy end Catholic teachers to heighten further the denominational

content of the instruction given in Catholic schools. Priests were to

conduct catechism classes in school hours; the clergy were to 'superintend

and test the religious Instruction given to Pupil-Teachers by Masters and

Mistresses of the schoois; there were to be annual retreats for teachers

and pupils; 'objects and pictures of piety were to be placed in the

classroom' (quoted in Norman 1985:174). Fielding (1988) considers that

within the schools religion, as a consequence, seemingly took priority over

the rest of the pupils' education. At one school in Manchester, St

Ednund's, whereas the government inspector conlained about inadequate

teaching standards in the secular subjects, the Diocesan Religious

Inspector reported in 1926 that:

The children generally gave evidence of being carefully and

efficiently trained in Religious Knowledge. 	 (quoted in

Fielding 1988:50)

l.hat took place In the schools was part of a greater plan for winning

the continued alleglence of working-class parishioners. Archer (1986)

describes how, by the end of the 19th century, most of the organisations

that would provide the structure of the perish in the following century

were founded:

Ultimately there was an organisatlon for every stage of

life. It started with the schools, for it was required 'on

pain of sin' that Catholic children should go to Catholic

schools, though there were never enough places for all those

beptised as Catholics. Here, through the medium of the

questions and answers of the catechism, the tenets of

Catholicism were taught and, on Mondays, enquiries were made

as to whether the children had attended mass. After school

age, separate clubs for boys and girls took over, with a

card for registering monthly coimnion, and on leaving those

at the age of eighteen people were to enter the men's or

women's Blessed Sacrament Guild. (Archer 1986:93)
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Other associations proliferated, amongst the most important being the

Legion of Mary and the Society of St Vincent de Paul. Not only did this

process of Incorporation depend on a firm beginning in the school but often

the school building served as the social centre for these activities (see

Lowe 1976, Fielding 1988).

This emphasis on the religious education of the children of irish

migrants should not obscure the significance of the secular instruction

they received. If overshadowed at first by religion, the teaching of other

subjects was to take on greater importance, as it did In other elementary

schools. The demand for Catholic pupil-teachers made it Imperative even in

the mid-l9th century that serious attention be given to the secular

curriculum. Later the demands of public examinations would have an

inevitable impact. The intention here is to explore through the limited

means available the presence and absence of reference to Ireland In the

curriculum.

It was religious education which gave Catholic schools their

distinctiveness. In all other aspects of the curriculum Catholic schools

differed very little from other elementary schools for the working class.

In the mid-l9th century Catholic pupils would have been given only an

Introduction to basic literacy. Lessons centred on reading, writing,

arithmetic and religion. Pupils who stayed long enough to reach higher

grades might in addition learn geometry or algebra, history, geography and

English graninar (Lees 1979). There is little convnent on the secular

curriculum in the Catholic School or in the early reports of the 	 SC.

However school books are discussed and an examination of the

recoemendations of the CPSC gives an indication of what the QDSC considered

was appropriate content for the educatIon of Irish working-class children.

In the second issue of the Catholic School In 1846 the £PSC signalled

that the long-term plan of the coninittee was to produce a series of

schoolbooks 'adapted In all respects to the requirements of English

Catholic Schools'. In the meantime the CPSC stated
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a general opinion prevails, that the publications of the

Coinilssioners of National Education in Ireland form the best

educational course procurable In the English language.

(Catholic School II 1848:27)

The CPSC noted that the textbooks of the Irish Christian Brothers had been

adopted by some schools, but it Is clear the PSC favoured the books of the

Irish Conmi esi oners.

The books of the Irish Comissionera came to be widely used in Britain

because they were on the Corviiiittee of Council's list and therefore grant

aid towards their purchase was available. Because of the circumstances in

which they were produced the Irish lesson-books are examples of direct

state Influence on the content of schoolbooks. The Irish Comissioners had

been instructed to:

Exercise the most entire control over all books to be used

in the schools, whether in the combined moral and literary,

or separate religious instruction; none to be employed in

the first, except under the sanction of the Board, nor In

the latter, but with the approbation of those members of the

board who are of the same religious persuasion with those

for whose use they are intended. (Report of the Irish

Coninlesioners 1841: 172)

In Britain, using the grant system as an Incentive, the Convuittee of

Council intended to have a similar Influence over secular instruction as

the Nat I on& System of Education in I rel and.

In 1834 the Irish Commissioners issued their first annual report and

announced that four I esson-books were avail ebi e. Al most every year they

announced further publications. The Coninissioners tried to provide all the

books the schools and training colleges in Ireland would need, and by 1850

they had produced 41 titles. On this lengthy list were all the books the

schools required except for a history text. History was a subject too

controversial for the Commissioners to be able to publish an agreed volume
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(Goldstrom 1972:65). Each volume published had to have the approval of

both the MgI icar, and Roman Catholic Archbishops of Dublin. The fact that

the Irish Cotnnissioners' books had been approved by a Catholic authority

undoubtedly explains why the PSC favoured these books rather than others

on the Conmittee of Council's list.

An examination of the content of these books gives some indication of

the content of education in Catholic schools. Goldstrom (1972) describes

the production of the books and points out that if the clamour of

Protestants or Catholics was loud enough, an offending passage was removed.

For example, references to Ireland proved offensive to some non-Catholics,

and Irish geography, history and folklore all but vanished in later

editions of the readers. It was this exclusion of references to Ireland

that made the readers suitable for schools in Britain. Ireland therefore

was considered a controversial subject from the Inception of state

education. The object of the Irish Comissioners' books was to d€f fuse the

major tensions In Irish life:

These pious conservative textbooks were designed, among

other things, to cool down two major tension areas in Irish

national life: the tension between the Protestants and the

Catholics and the tension between the British rulers and

their Irish subjects. The books attempted to diffuse these

conflicts by stressing Bible knowledge, Christian virtues

and a comon Anglo-Saxon heritage. They were, in fact, so

successful in Ignoring the specifics of the situation that

they could be used in any school in British ruled territory.

(Repo 1974: 121)

The SC concerned as they were with the possibilities of any Protestant

bias, would have found nothing to remark upon in the absence of Ireland

from the Irish lesson books.

In particular, the books went to great lengths to explain why society

was organised as it was end why the status quo had to be preserved.

Government, army, police and law courts were portrayed as essential to all:
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Even the very worst government that ever was, is both nich

better and in.ich cheaper than no government at all. (quoted

in Gal dstrom 1972:72)

Other lessons justify the social divisions which exist between people.

These themes, the need to respect private property and to preserve the

existing social order were included in the books in a period when in

Ireland agrarian outrages against enclosures were corrinonpl ace and when

agitation against British rule was accelerating.

Another theme was of the need to be tolerant of people in other

count r I es because:

...it would be a folly and sin for nations to be jealous of

one another when, trading together, they would be richer and

better off. (quoted in Goldstrom 1972: 79)

.sA,lle the attitude to other nationalities in the textbooks is not hostile,

their inhabitants tend to be stereotyped and emerge in none too favourable

a light. tst significantly, as Goldstrom notes, by implication the

English are normal, so normal that their characteristics need no coment.

The Ideas In the books stem from England and many of the positive exanles

of a good and advantageous life are based on stories set in England. These

books had an obvious propaganda value In Ireland in the mid-l9th century.

ait because of these national characteristics, intertwined with the

appropriate lessons in political economy, the books were considered

suitable for use in Britain.

The Irish lesson-books caine to have widespread use in England. In

1851 alone a hundred thousand copies of the books were sold to schools in

England and, despite the opposition of English publishers, the nuither sold

each year had trebled by 1859 (Goldstrom 1966:136). Even more significant

for their long-term influence Is the fact that their popularity and

suitability meant that the Irish lesson-books were iaich imitated.

Publishers in England brought out virtual replicas in order to attract

sales and virtually every advanced reader published by religious bodies
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from the late 1830s to the 1880s contained passages and examples from the

books of the Irish system. 	 en the National Society produced Its first

advanced readers In 1565, It Included some excerpts from the Irish lesson-

books. Simillarly, when a series of elementary books for Catholic schools

was produced In the 1860s they Incorporated substantial extracts from the

Irish books (Goldstrom 1966:137).

In 1851 the Catholic inspector, Marshall, advocated the books of the

Irish National Board and confirmed that all Catholic schools run by

religious teaching orders, which were considered the best schools by the

cPSC, used these books rather than those of the Christian Brothers

(Catholic School Vol II, IX 1852:240). Ten years later the Newcastle

Cormilssion comented on the predominance of Irish reading books In all

schools throughout the country (Goldstrom 1965:136). 	 iet this confirms Is

that the direction In which the CPSC and the Catholic Inspector urged

Catholic schools was similar to the practices and content of education

throughout the state-aided sector. The teaching of subjects other than

religion differed very little in Catholic elementary schools from other

school a.

From the beginlng of the Catholic elementary system the content of the

secular education of Irish working-class children in Britain, therefore,

contained little reference to Ireland. Wiat mention was made of Ireland In

the new Catholic readers which replaced the Irish lesson-books primarily

praised the Catholicity of the Irish as their outstanding feature (see

McClelland 1964:176). Thus In the priority placed on relIgIous

instruction, in the effort which went Into religious instruction, and In

the manner In which the religious pervaded all the rituals of school life,

the Identity of the children as Catholics was Implanted and constantly

reinforced. There was a corresponding silence in the curriculum content of

Catholic schools about Ireland.
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5. Ti-E CONT I Mi I NG SEGFEGAT I ON P'ND DIFFERENT! AT I ON OF CATHOL. IC EDUCATI ON

in chapter five the argument was made that the development of a

separate system of Catholic elementary sdhoots was partly the result of the

fact that the anti-Catholicism of both AnI icans and Nonconformists

successfully prevented the establishment of interdenominational schooling.

Consequently separate Catholic schools were the only option for the

Catholic church. Separate Catholic schodls achieved the object of the

opponents of Interdenominational school8 In that it ensured that the

children of Irish Catholic migrants were segregated from other children.

Within the Catholic Church there had always been some people who urged a

policy of separate schools. However, it 	 s not until the miq-1640s that

this had become the sole strategy available. One lesson of the 1630s and

184Cc was that It was in the arenas of local government in which anti-

Catholicism found most expression. This in part explains both the

willingness to co-operate with central government and the promotion of this

policy amongst Catholic educationalists. The incorporatist ethos of the

frIg/Peeilte administrations of the 1830s and 1840s was close to that of

the Catholic Church. These administrations, for reasons already described

in chapter five, were prepared to fund Catholic education.

These points need stressing because this formative period for Catholic

elementary education shaped the response of the Church to later educational

developments and had a significant influence on the relations between the

Church and the Irish convvunities in Britain. Particuilarly Interesting to

examine Is the response of the Catholic 'Church to the 1870 Forster

Education Act. The Act Is credited with establishing a national education

system in Britain for the first time. Local elected School Boards were

established and they were to run Board schools. Ostensibly alt

denominational instruction was removed from Board schools and they were to

teach a comon Christian syllabus. In addition many new requirements were

now made of schools In return for education grants from the government.

These included the use of certified teadhers, a mininum requirement of four

hours secular Instruction a day, mininum attendance of 250 half days from

any child for whom an examination grant was applied, set numbers of
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teachers and a set amount of physical space for specified numbers of

chi I dren.

Catholic schools would be under heavier pressure than other schools to

meet these new conditions because of the poverty of the Church's

congregation. However, the main objection of the Catholic Church to the

Act was that each school, having met all necessary conditions, could only

claim a maxirrum of 50 per cent of Its costs from the government. The Board

schools would have the rest of their costs met from the rates, while

denominational schools would have to meet half the costs of the schools

themselves. The objection to this was that it formed a double burden for

Catholics. As Beales (1946: 460) describes, the establishment of Board

schools on this basis meant Catholics would have to contribute towards the

new Board schools through taxation. They could not, however, In all

conscience use these schools for their own children because the comon

Christian syllabus was essentially Protestant. At the same time,

therefore, Catholics had to finance their own schools, as in the past.

The response of Catholics to the 1870 Act was Inevitably influenced by

the fact that the new Board schools were to be administered at local level

by elected officials. The Catholic experience in the 1850s and 1860s had

been of continuing anti-Catholicism effective at local government level

through, for example, the decisions of magistrates courts and of Poor Law

guardians. In particular, there had been many moves to prevent the

Catholic church having access to Catholic children In workhouses,

reformatories and industrial schools. The proselytlsing Intentions of Poor

Law Guardians and other officials towards what were usually young Irish

Catholic children was clear. Until the Poor Law Act of 1868, which

resulted from a campaign led by Cardinal Manning's direct Intervention with

Gladstone, Catholics viewed the Poor Law legislation as being administered

as if its object:

was not the relief of poverty but the etirpatlon of Roman

CatholIc religion. (Freheney 1983: 151)

The Act of 1668 enabled the Church to insist on the release of Catholic
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children from workhouses or reformatories to Catholic institutions.

Manning established a central fund for the establishment of Catholic

ref ormator las.

A further consequence of these campaigns was that they reinforced the

alliance of the hierarchy with central government. The cPSC, in its

ann ual report In 1870, stated that:

The 81 shops have no confidence and no hope of protection in

any other authorIty than In that of the Government. (CPSC

Report 1870:5)

This was to place the bishops and the PSC In a difficult position In 1870,

given the disadvantageous position they felt Catholics were placed In by

the Education Act. In addition to the double financial burden the Act

imposed, co-operation wIth the Board school system was Impossible because

of the conviction that:

Under the condition of the times, these (the Board schools]

would be aggreslvely Protestant in practice, whatever the

theory. (PSC statement quoted in Bland 1976: 37)

As Bland (1976) writes, in a period In which purely secular education was

practically inconceivable, the Board schools were certain to inculcate a

compromise Protestantism, acceptable to many Anglicans and Nonconformists,

but no more acceptable to Catholics than completely denominational

Protestant I sin.

The Catholic Church in Ireland had co-operated with the Irish System

but, as has been described in chapter five, in practice the National System

in Ireland had both a proselytising and Mgi Icising intention. This

eventually caused a weakening In the Catholic Churchs willingness to

participate in the system as originally set up. The changes in the

National System ImpI emented In rd and as a consequence great I y

consolidated the power base of the church in Ireland (see Akenson 1970). in

the 1630s end 1840s a genuine attempt at Interdenominational education in
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Liverpool, in which the Catholic Church happily participated, was ended by

an alliance of forces in which the Protestant Association was a leader.

Thirty years later the Protestant Alliance, a successor orgenisetion, was

very active. Although they represented a minority in the extremity of

their views, groups like the Protestant Alliance and the Protestant Society

were constantly articulating their views and occupied many public platforms

and consequently were not without a wider influence.

Their chief object of attack was the Catholic Church itself; however,

their fear of contamination was chiefly aroused by the presence of the

Irish in Britain. For example, The Bulwark, an ultra-Protestant journal,

stated that:

nearly every large town is now full of Irish papists, and

the whole moral and social atmosphere of Britain, and her

colonies Is Infested with the malaria of the Vatican coming

from the Emerald Isle. (The Bulwark 1862 quoted in Freheney

1983: 328)

As has already been identified, for an earlier period in the 19th century

the chief fear directed towards the Irish was of their contaminating powers

because of their numbers and concentration. The Irish might be

'contagious' because of their social habits, their religious practices or

their political activities. The solution was separate Catholic schools.

The extreme Protestant organisations were in a minority In wanting to stamp

out popery altogether. But amongst the rest of respectable society, by the

last third of the century there Is little evidence that Catholicism was

other than tolerated. In fact, High Angiican converts were arguably more

of a minority in the population than the Protestant Alliance, which,

judging by the anti-Catholic and anti-Irish riots of the 1860s and 1870s,

could generate substantial popular support. However, the Catholic Church

was recognised, especially In government circles, as performing a necessary

role In dealing with the ecat1on and delinquency of the Irish Catholic

working class.
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All these considerations led the bishops and the %PSC to conclude that

the only response appropriate to the 1870 Act was a massive effort to

provide enough places in Catholic schools for Catholic children. if these

places were not provided, then Catholic children, with the prospect of

compulsory education looming, would be forced Into Board schools. Between

June 1870 and the end of 1873 257 Catholic schools were built or enlarged.

These school s provi ded 56, 456 more p1 aces at the cost of £259, 179 (Bl and

1976:45). A Crisis Fund Committee had been set up in 1870. It estimated

the English Catholic population at 1,243,000 which was five per cent of the

whole population. Approximately 185,000 were of school age. At the time

there were places for 103,347 in inspected schools and 25,000 places In

unaided schools. Within three years, therefore, the immediate crisis was

averted (Bland 1976). The distribution of the Crisis Fund money was

limited by Manning's decision that it should go only to schools which

accepted the government's terms. In this way Manning's policy of continous

co-operation with the government was enforced and the number of autonomous

Catholic schools reduced.

There were dissenting voices: for example, the Irish Christian

Brothers, who had taught for years in Liverpool, decided not to accept

inspection, examination and supervision of their work by the government

inspectors. Within a few years of this decision the schools closed.

Manning was also determined that Catholics should participate in the new

School Boards; he considered that the danger for Catholics in standing

aloof from them would be that Catholic schools would be exposed to the

danger of the Boards' hostility Norman 1965:172). Others In the hierarchy

took a different position. For example, Uilathorne wrote to Manning in

1676 arguing that the Boards were:

in their nature un-Catholic... Their constitution,

object and aim Is to establish and maintain schools and

propagate a system of education in antagonism with Catholic

education, and with all definite religious education.

(quoted in Normen 1985:173)

Ullethorne's view did not hold sway, although It was acknowledged by a
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government minister in the Conservative a&nlnistration In 1874 that the

School Boards were overtly political institutions (Fraser 1977:23). The

School Boards became a battleground between the forces who wanted state

secular education with voluntary religious education and the forces who

would not divorce educational provision from a denominational context. The

Catholic Church was increasingly aligned with the Church of England and the

Conservative Party, their chief opponents in an earlier era, in a struggle

to preserve denominational schools.

In the final quarter of the 19th century the educational activities of

the Church were dominated by a campaign for equality of educational

opportunity for denominational schools. Herbert Vaughan, Bishop of

S&ford, later to be Cardinal Vaughan, organised the Voluntary Schools

Association, hoping to create a united front with Protestants who favoured

denominational schools. The Voluntary Schools Association aimed to redress

a number of grievances: for example, the limitation of government grant to

what could be matched from other sources; the ruling that parents of

voluntary-school children who asked for relief from school fees had to go

to the Board of Guardians, while those from Board schools went to the more

sympathetic School Boards; the removal of the definition 'unnecessary

schools', which meant that no grant was available for a new denominational

school in en area where a Board school existed and was considered large

enough to eccomodate all children (Bland 1976).

The campaign had some success and Cardinal Manning petitioned the

government about Catholic grievances. It was during this period that

education became the only political issue to challenge Irish national

politics amongst the Irish in Britain. The election of 1885 has been

subject to partIcular attention by historians because during the course of

It both Pat-nell, as leader of the Home Rile movement, and Cardinal Manning

for different reasons urged the Irish and Catholics respectively not to

vote for the Liberals. By the mid 1680s the franchise had been extended to

nuch of the working class. It is, however, difficult to estimate how many

Irish men would have qualified for the franchise and even more difficult to

estimate how many would have exercised their newly acquired right. Howard

(1947), in a detailed examination of a number of consituencies in England
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in which the Irish and Catholic vote might be significant, concludes that

the Catholic education issue determined the votes cast more than did

Perneil's call for a boycott of Liberal candidates. The Conservatives duly

won the election end the Cross Convnisslon was set up with Cardinal Manning

as a prominent member. The recorrinendations of the Comission formed the

main basis of the 1902 Education Act, which secured the rights of

denominational schools within the state education system.

Either because of failure to qualify for the franchise or

disinclination to participate in the electoral system, it is tertain that

substantial sections of the Irish rking class did not cast a vote In the

1685 election. However, it still remains indicative of the power of the

educational I ssue that I t may have had more I nfl uence on those who di d vote

than the claims of the Home Rl e movement.	 at does seem to be suggested
in this period is that Irish Catholics were prepared to defend the schools

which they largely built. The ar9ument here is that the long-term irract

of the identification of the Irish conTm.jnities with the parish school was

important for the incorporation of the Irish and their continuing

segregation and differentiation from the rest of the working class.

Archer (1986), in a study of the Catholic Church in the north-east of

England, highlights the extent to which Catholics were viewed as a 'race

apart', end the most obvious symbol of this to many non-Catholics was the

Catholic school. In an Interview with one non-Catholic who grew up between

the two brId ¶rs this century he elicited the following observations:

we didn't mix you know really, you know at school or

anything like this. They were very im.ich at that time a

separate corrvmnity from non-Catholics. I suppose they had

their affairs, like dances. I don't remember even mixing

with them socially.., they were Just a different type of

people I think as f8r as I was concerned - like Jews you

know. (quoted In Archer 1966:56)

Archer cites many other examples of both the perception of the difference

between Catholics end non-Catholics on both sides and of the means by which
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these differences were constantly regenerated. The separate institutions

of the Irish Catholic parish, in particular the school, were central to

this.

6. CATHOU C EDUCAT I ON fl'J) IA! SH I DENT I TV

A consideration of the education of the Irish in Britain throws new

light on the relationship between the Catholic Church and Irish

cormnities. The evidence presented here suggests that the 'Inward-

looking, nationalist, Catholic ghett& areas that many historians of the

Irish in Britain describe were neither the end product of a plan of the

Church nor the consequence of the migrants' unwillingness to Integrate.

Rather, both the strategy of the English Catholic Church towards Its Irish

congregation and the response of the migrants to their new environment have

to be assessed In the context of the economic, political and social changes

underway in 19th-century Britain. The demand for Irish labour, the

paramount need for polLtical stability and the establishment of class

allegiances' combined with the role of anti-Catholicism and anti-Irish

hostility, were crucial determinants of the experience of the Irish in

Br I tal n.

An aim of chapter four was to show that the Catholic Church, in its

dealings with the Irish working class, encountered coirrunities with other

priorities separate from Catholicism. Most significant of these priorities

were the political activities of the Irish. In the final third of the

century pal itics in Irish areas continued to centre on Irish national

Issues. Each phase of the struggle against the Union or over land was

mirrored in Britain by support activities amongst the Irish migrant

cormunities (see Walker 1972 on flandee; L.owe 1977 on Lancashire; O1ConneII

1975 on Liverpool; Lees 1979 on London).

There is every indication of a considerable struggle between the

church authorities and the Irish groups who were involved In these

political activities. In Scotland, Walker (1972) has described an open

struggle In indee between the Botherhood of St Patrick (a front
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organisation for the Fenins) and the churcI. The clergy in .indee, both

Scottish and Irish, urged upon the Irish migrants the utility of

suppressing their politics. Walker observes that the nub of the

contradiction for the Irish migrants was that:

To be Irish in Scotland In the 1860s required the positing

of a secular sphere of values but one which priests chose

to regard as evidence of inc ipi ant apostasy. Thus to be

Catholic made it difficult tø be Irish, while to be Irish

without being Catholic was virtually unthinkable. (Walker

1972: 655)

These difficulties became even more acute as many Irish people became

involved in the labour movement in the final quarter of the 1th century.

These same contradictions existed for Irish migrants In England. As

Brehoney (1985) has corirnented, the values promoted In the area of the

private, particularly by the Church, paralleled those of the dominant

groups of British society, but especially those held by the Tory-Anglican

bloc. The tension between those values and other aspects of the Irish

identity, together with the political expression of that strain, is an area

which requires serious research and investigation iBrehoney 1985:9). These

tensions were explicitely referred to by a priest writing to The Tablet in

1665. Home Rile was the dominant political Issue for Irish congregations

at that time. The priest refers to the Factt that his own congregation

expected him to speak out on the subject. If he did not do so, he could

experience opposition and lose touch with the people (quoted In Greene

1975:23). Apart from Cardinal Manning and Bishop Bagshawe of Nottingham,

there ware no expressions of support for Irish Home Rile by the Church

authorities. Greene (1975) coments on the relative silence on the issue

of the Catholic hierarchy and the Catholic press of the day.

It is interesting that while the Fenlens ware widely condened by the

Catholic Church, a different view was taken of the Primrose League. The

Primrose League was formed in honour of Di erael 1. The bulk of the

membership ware Protestant and the League was at the forefront of
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opposition to Home Rile and had friendly relations with the secret

societies of Orangemen (Greene 1975:27). Bishop Bagshawe announced in 1866

that he would withdraw the sacrements from any Catholics in his diocese who

joined the Primrose League. This action caused consternation amongst the

rest of the Catholic hierarchy. Cardinal Manning, despite his own

synathIes for Home Rile, was swift In writing to The Times that there was

no prohibition on League membership in his diocese. Other bishops,

including Uliathorne, pressed Bagshawe to withdraw his prohibition.

Ultimately he did so after instruction from Rome, which followed Manning's

appeal to the Vatican on the Issue.

Manning viewed the matter as involving 'the relation of the Church to

public opinion and the Government of the country' (quoted In Norman

1965: 196). The Primrose League was an Issue which demonstrates the extent

of the sensitivity of the Catholic authorities to the pressure of public

opinion and the force of anti-Catholicism and anti-Irish hostility which

still permeated polItical and social relations. The continuing low profile

of English Catholics is shown by the decline in the number of Catholic

Members of Parliament during the 19th century. in the Part lament of 1631

there were eight Catholic Members, by the end of the century there were

only five Catholic Members of parliament (Holmes 1978).

Bishop Goes of Liverpool, from an 'Old Catholic' family, was typical

of the type of bishop the Irish encountered. Goes's outspoken statements

of his patriotism meant that he was sometimes at odds with his Ultramontane

cardinal. Goss declared of Catholics in 1864:

We have been born on the soil and have all the feelings of

Englishmen. And we are proud of the government under which

we now live. We believe it to be the best, the most perfect

government in the world... We belong to the nation, in heart

we are English, In purpose we are loyal. (Doyle 1982: 444)

Goss was bishop of the diocese with the largest proportion of Irish

Catholics in Engt and. Doyle (1982) describes how Goss angered his Irish

coreiigionists by condevTning Fenianism, which was strong in Liverpool, and
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when he said the Irish should abstain front drInk end other vices. Goes

considered that only by playing down their nationality could the Irish be

accepted by society. At a St Patrick's nrght banquet in 1861 he asserted

that he was proud to be an English subject and that he thought this country

was one of the greatest In the world; he went on:

When I say this country I mean England, Ireland and

Scotland, because It Is perfectly chimerical to atterit to

separate them - it is an impossibility. (Doyle 1952:445)

In this statement Goes denIes the specificity of Irish national identity

end encapsulates the gulf which persisted between English end Irish

Catholics on the subject.

It Is not srising, therefore, that one contemporary account we have

suggests the pressure experienced by the second generation to marginal lee

Irish Identity. Tom Barclay, In his memoirs of a bottlewasher, recounts

his childhood in Leicester In the 1850s arid 1860s	 After describing his

mother's recitation of old berdic legends and laments he continues:

But what had I to do with all that? I was becoming English.

I did not hate things Irish, but I began to feel that they

must be put away; they were Inferior to things English...

Outside the house everything was English: my catechism,

lessons, prayers, songs, tales, games... Presently I began

to feel ashamed of the Jeers and mockery and criticism.

(quoted In Lees 1979: 190)

This quotation indicates that 'becoming English' was not based on an

inevi table process of cultural assimilation but on acquiring a perception

of the inferiority of Irishness conçared with EngI Ishness. The cultural

pressures to become English and reject Irishness that Barclay cites

primarily emanated from the CatholIC church. His world outside the house

was defined by the Church end the school.
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7. CONCLUSION

The main objective of this chapter has been to explore how the

denationelising policy of Catholic education was Implemented. Examining

the aims of the Catholic hierarchy, as articulated by the cPSC, reveals

that both social class and national motives were Intertwined in the

formation of Catholic elementary school policy. Throughout the 19th

century the interests of the Sthte, the Catholic Church and the Catholic

poor were presented by the bishops and the IPSC as harmonious. Catholic

schools were to transform the Irish Into useful citizens, loyal subjects,

decent merrters of the working class and good Catholics. The control the

Church exerted over the expansion of the Catholic elementary school system

ensured that Catholic education was a more uniform experience than It might

otherwise have been.

The denationaising policy was evident from early in the second half

of the 19th century, with scant references to the Irishness of the Catholic

poor being made in public by Catholic authorities. The examination of the

expansion of Catholic schools shows that, in effect, the Irish paid for
their own incorporation by funding and building the schools and sending

their children to them. In the schools denationailsation of the Irish was

attempted by strengthening their identity as Catholics and weakening their

national identity. Religious education gave Catholic schools their

distinctiveness end there was a corresponding absence in the curriculum

content of the schools about Ireland. Removing the history of Ireland was

a chief means of denationalisation because It created a silence In the

narrative of history.

The continuing segregation and differentiation of the Irish Catholic

working class through their attendence at Catholic schools was ensured by

the provisions of the 1870 EducatIon Act, the political climate In which It

was introduced end the response of the Catholic episcopacy to the Act.

Catholic education was the one issue on which the Church was prepared to

take an assertive public position, on the grounds of equality of

educational opportunity. Irish Cathoilc congregations were drawn into the

defence of the schools, to the extent of conflicting with their nationalist
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aspirations. Catholic schooling became the most successful aspect of the

mission of the English Catholic Church to the Irish in Britain: successful

in that the proportion of parents who sent their children to Catholic

schools was higher than the proportion of Catholics who practised their

religion. it was in the schools, therefore, that the best hope lay for

transforming Irish Catholics. Catholic schools provided the context in

which the complexity and contradictions of the relationship of Irish

working-class Catholics to the Engi ish Catholic Church and to living in

Britain were at their most acute. The consequences of this sithation for

the identity of Irish Catholics in Britain are examined in the empirical

study which forms part two of the thesis.
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OWTER SEVB

INTROCUCTION TO TI-E E!WPIRICPL STUDY

I. INTRODUCTION

The major hypothesis being investigated in the thesis is that the

education of the Irish In Britain acted as a denationailsing agency.

Catholic schools present an identity to both pupils and teachers In which

is reflected only their Catholicity rather than their Irishness. Part one

of the thesis was concerned with the historical origin of this mirror. It

was argued that denation& isat ion has been he crucial component of

attempts to incorporate the Irish in Britain. In the empirical study which

forms part two of the thesis the concern Is to explore the consequences of

this denationalising process for the construction of Irish Identity in

Britain. In the empirical study the incorporat let aim of Catholic

education is explored in interviews with selected teachers and pupils in

schools in London and Liverpool.

The alms of the empirical study are twofold: first, to discover

whether the practices of Catholic schools continue to render the Irish

antecedents of a maJority of their pupils invisible, thus perpetuating the

incorporatist strategies of the 19th century; second, to examine the degree

to which class, religion and nationalism significantly continue to

determine the experience of being Irish in Britain, by means of an analysis

of the reported national identity of the teachers and pupils in the

schools. A further hypothesis is that region, class, generation and

cultural practices can explain differentially variations In the identity of

people of Irish descent In Britain. Succeeding generations of people of

Irish descent have become more distanced from their 'Irishness'. The

empirical study is designed to examine this distancing as the consequence

of specific institutional practices rather than a function of a pre-

ordained pattern of assimilation or integration.
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The identity of the Irish in Britain has been the particular object

of the denational Icing policies of various institutions. 	 A prime object

of the empirical study is, therefore, to Identify, categorilse and account

f or Irish identity and its regulation by the practices of Catholic schools.

The expectation is that class, region and cultural practices are

significant factors in determining the identity of people of Irish descent

in this country. Although generation is a relevant factor it is not

anticipated to be as crucial as class, region and cultural practices.

The empirical research comprises a small-scale case study. For a

number of reasons the investigation could be only an exploratory study.

Limitations of time, funding and labour power precluded a cnore

comprehensive survey. The historical analysis created the orientation of

the empirical study. The study, al though small scale, may point to

processes, features and conditions which could well be the subject of a

larger project.

This chapter is divided into five sections. Each section develops in

detail the precise objectives of the empirical study, as (exemplified in the

successive stages of Its planning end execution. The first section

describes the study and focuses on the selection criteria used for the

locations, the schools and the interviewees. The second section examines

the construction of the questionnaire. it concentrates on the relationship

between the questions to be asked and the hypotheses being tested. The

third section describes the implementation of the study end gives an

account of the pilot study. The next section includes the rationale for

choosing the Interview method and the final section deals with the

limitations of the sample and the design of the empirical study.
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2. T)-E SNFLE: SELECT I ON CR! TEA! A

2. 1 THE LOCAl I ON OF THE STIDY

Two areas were selected for the study. Each Is representative of a

different phase of IrIsh migration to Britain. This ensured that in one

area the schools selected would predominantly contain pupils descended from

previous generations of Irish migrants, while the schools selected in the

other area would contain pupils whose parents had migrated in the 1950s and

1960g. The aim is to compare the identity and responses of the pupils in

each area In order to explore both the long-term Impact of the

Incorporatist aim of Catholic schools and the extent to which this remains

a characteristic of Catholic schools' practice. London and Liverpool were

selected as the two areas. These two cities fulfil the essential criterion

of representing contrasting areas of Irish settlement.

There are two reasons why London was seleced as one of the areas in

which to locate the study. First, In the 20th century the majority of

Irish migration has been directed towards the Midlands and the South East

of England. One consequence Is that London now has more Irish-born people

living in it than any other city in the world outside Ireland. This is the

consequence of migration since the 1930s and accounts for many of the Irish

areas of London, for example, Haniiiersmith, Brent, Camden and IsI ington.

Thus London is the most significant city for Irish migrants coming to

Britain this century and affords the opportunity of selecting a population

who were either born in Ireland or are second generation.

Liverpool was selected as representative of the Irish migration to

Britain in the 19th century. Liverpool was the maJor port of entry In the

mid-l9th century and had the highest proportion of Irsh people in its

population of anywhere in England or les. Today there are many third and

fourth generation Irish in Liverpool. However, there are substantially

fewer first and second generation Irish because the pattern of Irish

migration In this century has been sharply different from the last century.

Thus Liverpool was chosen because It provided the opportunity of studying a
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population of Irish descent whose characteristics were primarily determined

by the experiences of migration in the 19th and early 20th centuries.

2. 2 THE SELECT! ON OF TIE SCHOOLS

The interviews were carried out in secondary schools. The type of

questions which made up the Interview schedule meant that older pupils

would be best able to discuss them. To ensure a direct comparison between

the teachers and the pupils on questions about the school's practice, the

same questionnaire was used for the teachers as for the pupils. Due to the

constraints on the study previously described and the logistical problems

involved in carrying out the Interviews in cities two hundred miles apart,

It was decided to restrict the number of schools to two In each city. In

the first Instance, a number of Catholic secondary schools were Identif led

In the areas In each city associated with the appropriate period of Irish

migration.

A letter was sent to the head teacher of these schools. The letters

briefly outlined the nature of the research and the reasons f or carrying it

out in the particular school. In Liverpool It was possible to use personal

contacts as an introduction or follow up the letter. In London such

contacts did not exist so everything depended on the response to the

letter. The initial venture produced positive responses from two-thirds of

the schools approached (those that responded negatively did so because the

timing was Inconvenient for the schools in question). From these schools

It was possible to choose two schools in the same areas in both cities.

The choice of schools facilitated the study because it resulted In the

research being concentrated in one geographical area In both London and

Liverpool. This ensured a greater familiarity with the catchment area of

the schools.	 Single-sex schools are typical of the vast majority of

Catholic secondary schools. Consequently, a boys and a girls school was

selected In each city.

A characteristic of Catholic secondary education in the 19th century

was the heavy preponderance of girls schools conared with boys schools.
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This was due to the existence of a large number of religious orders for

women, many from France and Belgium, which concentrated on providing

schools. There are virtually no single-sex Catholic girls secondary

schools which are not convent schools. The two girls schools selected for

this study are both run- by French teaching orders. The corresponding

dearth of secondary schools for boys was the result of the smaller numbers

of male religious orders engaged In teaching; the concentration of the

secular clergy on pastoral work; and the fact that the main diocesan

education effort had been directed towards the provisIon of elementary

schools. One consequence is that many Catholic boys secondary schools date

from the 1950s and 1960g. The boys schools of this recent era are also

more likely to be lay establishments, with a chaplain attached, than to

have been established by a religious teaching order. These particulars

apply to both the boys schools selected for this study.

2.3 THE SELECT I ON OF Tl-E RF I LS AtD THE TEflJ-EFIS

2.3.1 The Pupils

Fourth-year pupils were selected to be interviewed. At 14-15 years

old they fulfilled the criterion of being old enough to explore the same

quest Ions as the teachers. Further, the fourth year Is not a public

examination year. This meant that the likelihood of refusal on the grounds

of possible disruption to the pupils studies was minimised. Another

potential grouping who fulfilled the criteria were the lower sixth

students. This grouping was ruled out as many of the pupils would already

have left the school and thus the full range of the school's Intake would

not be available from which Interviewees could be drawn. The potential

sensitivity of the Issues raised by the questionnaire indicated that the

interviewees had to be volunteers. Indeed, the schools would not have

collaborated In the research on any other basis. In all four schools the

method of selecting the pupils was discussed In advance with the head

teacher or a member of staff detailed to assist me. in each case the

procedures which he or she suggested were followed.
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The aim was to obtain approximately 20 pupils of Irish descent in each

school. In all the schools the method of selection involved talking

directly to the pupils about the research and asking them, if they were of

Irish descent, to volunteer to be interviewed. The approach to the pupils

varied between London end Liverpool. Quite independently both schools in

London chose one method and both schools In Liverpool another. In London

the method of selection proposed by the school involved a twofold process:

speaking to the entire fourth year at their weekly assembly and writing a

letter explaining the research. Any pupil interested In volunteering took

the letter home to gain his or her parents' assent to the Interview's

taking place. In the Liverpool schools it was proposed ttat the researcher

should speak to individual fourth-year classes in their form period. The

fourth-year forms in both Liverpool schools were mixed ability groupings.

In each school three fourth forms were addressed and the pupils who

volunteered were selected on a first come, first served basis. There was

no suggestion that parental assent was required.

The means of engaging interest and support for the research varied

between the two cities. This difference in approach was based on the

contrasting history and experience of the Irish in each location. In

Liverpool, the importance of that city to any research on the Irish In

Britain was emphasised. In London the emphasis was placed on the neglect

of any substantial sociological research about the Irish In Britain and the

importance of rectifying this omission. In each city the researcher's own

Irish Catholic connections and personal reasons for undertaking the study

were also given. In London the procedure followed produced just short of

the requisite number of volunteers in the boys school. Ii-bwever, in the

girls school the method of selection produced substantially fewer than the

number required. In both the Liverpool schools the method of selection

produced more than the necessary number of volunteers to be interviewed.

The lower response rate in London will be discussed leter
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2.3.2 The Teachers

There were three main aims in interviewing a smell number of staff in

each school: to produce some account of the past practices of Catholic

schools; and to compare the responses of the teachers with those of the

pupils on the current practices of Catholic schools; to explore the

national Identity of a small sample of adult teachers of Irish descent. It

was hoped that the first aim would be realised if a teacher was of Irish

descent end was teaching in a Catholic school, f or then there was a high

likelihood that he or she woul d have attended a Catholic school as a chi I d.

To facilitate the second aim, the intention was to select the teachers for

interview predominantly from those departments most likely to feature

teaching on Ireland, if such teaching was included in the school

curriculum. The departments ware HIstory, English, Social

Studies/Sociology, f&imanities and Religious Education. In all schools the

interest, as with the pupils, was in volunteers either born in Ireland or

of Irish descent. The aim was to interview approximately ten members of

staff in each school.

In London the method of selecting the teachers varied. In the girls

school the head teacher suggested that the staff be addressed at one of

their morning breaks. This took piece with an Introduction from the head.

The research was explained in a manner similar to that used for the London

pupils. The researcher's experience of teaching in Catholic schools was

emphasised. Some teachers lninediateiy volunteered and frequently suggested

other potential Interviewees who ware not present at the meeting. On a

fher visit to the school these contacts were followed up and other

teachers came forward who were not present on the previous occasion. in

the boys school in London the head teacher assigned one of the deputy heads

to oversee all the organisational aspects of the research. The deputy heed

took full details of the types of Interviews required and then gave the

names of members of staff he thought would be interested. In turn these

teachers suggested other members of staff who fitted the criteria and who

might be willing to be interviewed. Over the course of three visits the

various teachers suggested ware contacted and spoken to individually about
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the research. Sufficient volunteers were obtained in both the London

school s.

In both the Liverpool schools the method of selecting the teachers to

be Interviewed was similar. In each case the Head of 1-kimanities was

assigned to facilitate the research and In both schools suggested

appropriate members of staff who might be willing to be interviewed. As

had happened in the London schools, as individual teachers were spoken to

they suggested others who might agree to be Interviewed. The research was

explained to each teacher separately, with a similar emphasis as given to

the Liverpool pupils. In this way sufficient volunteers amongst the staff

were obtained in both Liverpool schools. It Is interesting that no

teacher, In any of the four schools, who was directly approached about

taidng part In the research refused to be Involved. The effect of the

selection of the teachers on the findings will be discussed at the end of

the chapter.

3. JUST IF I CAT I ON OF TI-E QUEST! Ott4AI FE

3. 1 INTROOUCTION

The structure of the questionnaire was specifically designed to test

the hypotheses suggested by the historical material presented in the

earlier chapters. Different sections of the questionnaire explore

different facets of the hypotheses. The dimensions of the hypotheses will

be explored across a range of questions In the different sections of the

interview which now follow

Section k Biographical data
Section & Catholicism and Catholic school in9

Section C The Irish in Britain

Section 0 Northern Ireland

Section E Identity
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A general overview of the alms of each section of the questionnaire Is

presented here and a detailed justification of the different groups of

questions. The emphasis throughout is upon the relationship between the

empirical study and the foregoing historical analysis.

3.2 SECTION A: 81O(IAPHICAL DATA

Questions:

1. Date of birth

2. Birthplace of: yourself

your parents

your grandparents

3. Occupation of your parents: mother

father

4. DetaIls of your education:

(that is, schools, college attended etc.)

Certain biographical details were a necessary prerequisite for the

type of analysis It was hoped the questionnaire would make possible. This

section was designed to establish the nationality and class background of

the respondents. It would also reveal the generation of people of Irish

descent born in Britain. As the interviews were taking place in Catholic

schools it was considered unnecessary to include a question on religion. A

theme which emerged throughout the historical investigation is that the

Irish in the 19th century were subject to a threefold classification of

class, religion and nationality.	 It will be possible to relate the

questionnaire responses to an account of the interviewees in terms of their

class and national or generation background. The date of birth question

was included in order to estImate when the staff attended school and thus

facilitate an account of the past practices of Catholic schools. Question
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4 was designed to establish the uniformity or otherwise of the educational

experience of both the teachers and pupils.

3.3 SECT I ON a CATHOLIC! SM Pitfl CATHOLI C SCHOOLING

Quest i ons:

5. Do you think there Is anything special or distinctive about Catholic

school s?

6. What does being a Catholic mean to you?

7. Would you say that Catholicism and Irishness are automatically

associated together or not In this country?

6. Have you ever been taught anything on Ireland?

9. If yes, what were you taught?

10. Have you been taught anything about the Irish in Britain?

11. Do you think more should be taught about Ireland In schools in this

country?

12. Would it be a good idea to Introduce Ireland into existing subjects or

have a separate subject as an option: Irish Studies?

13. Do you think Catholic schools have any special responsibility to teach

about Ireland?

This section of the Interview contains questions about Catholicism and

Catholic schooling. It Is concerned with the religious dimension of the

experience of the Irish in BritaIn. There are three groups of questions in

this section. Questions 5, 6 and 7 are intended to explore the basis of

the relationship between Catholic schools end pupils and teachers of Irsh
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descent. The historical study highlighted that one of the means by which

the English Catholic Church implemented the aim of incorporation was by

forging a relationship with its Irish congregation through the building of

Catholic schools and the provi si on of el ementery education for their

children. The expectation was that the responses to these three questions

would produce evidence of the perceived nature of this relationship, and

that it would be possible to relate any variations in the responses to the

salient characteristics of the pupils in London and Liverpool and the

teachers.

Questions 8, 9 and 10 are concerned with the absence or presence of an

Irish dimension in the curriculum of this selection of Catholic schools.

One of the main propositions argued in part one of the thesis is that

Catholic schooling achieved its objectives with respect to its

predominantly working-class pupils of Irish descent by ensuring that the

curriculum was uncontroversial and conformed entirely with that pertaining

elsewhere. Thus teaching about Ireland was at least as unlikely in

Catholic schools as in other state schools. As already demonstrated,

although Catholic education authorities were under injunctions to do this

in return for grant aid, they had their own reasons for following this

course.

The final group in this section of the Interview, questions Ii, 12 and

13, are intended to explore the invisibility hypothesis. First, by

attempting to discover whether there is a hidden demand for teaching about

Ireland, and second, by the examination of the extent to which a critique

of Catholic schools is offered or the degree to which the curriculum is

accepted. The hypotheses which inform this section of questions are derived

from the exposition in part one of the thesis referring to the possible

consequences of Catholic schooling for the Irish in Britain. It was argued

that the incorporatist aim of Catholic education in certain circumstances

resulted in the denationalising of the Irish in Britain. Despite the

possession by the Catholic Church In the 18th century of specific

objectives entipathetical to the national interests of the Irish in

Britain, this educational strategy was ensured a measure of success.

These questions explore the views of the pupils and teachers about Ireland
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the thesis the significance of anti-Irish cartoons were described, as

examples of the autonomous generation of anti-Irish hostil itty separate from

anti-Catholicism. The images of stupidity and violence which the Stage

Irishman and the cartoons relayed were generated by the colonial

relationship between Britain and Ireland. They constituted images of the

Irish as a race. The current jokes all revolve around the motion of the

Irish as an Inherently stupid people. The three questions about Irish

jokes are designed to explore what this sample of people of Irish descent

think about the jokes and the possible significance of the jokes as a means

of silencing the Irish in Britain.

The second group of questions enquire about the visibility and

invisibility of the Irish In Britain. In the first part of thd thesis it

was argued that the Irish in Britain constitututed a highI visible

minority In the 19th century. The hypothesis is that the lIrish have

remained visible in detrimental ways, that is, as a violent and stupid

people. But the process of Incorporation since then has rendered the Irish

invisible as a group. The intent ion of questions 17, 18, 119, 20 and 21 is

to discover how the pupils and teachers see the social positioning of the

irish in Britain.

3.5 SECT I ON 0: NOAT1-EFfJ I FELAI\l)

Quest ions:

22. at impression do you think people in this country get of the Irish

from the media coverage of Northern Ireland?

23. at do you see as the main causes of what is happening in Northern

Ireland?

24. at do you think should happen In Northern Ireland?
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For the pupils:

25. Have you been taught anything about Northern IreianGI?

26. Do you discuss Northern Ireland with friends at school?

27. Do you discuss Northern Ireland outside school?

For the teachers:

25. Have you ever taught anything about Northern ireleri at school?

26. Do you discuss Northern Ireland in the staff room?

27. Do you discuss Northern Ireland outside school?

This section of the interview concentrates on questions about Northern

Ireland. In part one of the thesis it Is argued that the irish in Britain

were subject to strategies of incorporation in the 19th century, not only

because they constituted an essential group of labour migrants, but also

because of the political threat they were perceived to pose. A prime

characteristic of the incorporatist strategies, therefaire, was the attempt

to denationalise the Irish In Britain. The aim n this section is to

discover whether the political dimension of Incorporation continues to be

significant.

Questions 22, 23 and 24 explore what the respondents think about

Northern Ireland and how they perceive the impact of the media coverage of

events in the North. It is hoped these questions wilt reveal the context

in which the pupils and teachers view Northern Ireland and their perception

of received notions about Northern Ireland In this country; while questions

25, 26 and 27 investigate whether Northern Ireland is a taboo subject in

the Catholic schools selected for the study and the extent of the

respondents' interest in Northern ireland. The expectation s that, if the

incorporation of the Irish in Britain remains part of the objective of

Catholic schooling then Northern Ireland will be a taboo subject in the
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schools. It will be important to discover if there is evidence of the

interviewees' interest in events in the North.

3. 6 SECT! ON E : I DENT! TY

Quest ions:

28. which of the following terms would you use to describe yourself?

British

Irish

English

Of Irish descent

Londoner

Liverpudlian

Other category

29. at does this identity(les) mean to you?

30. How would other members of your family see themselves?

31. Have you: been on holiday to Ireland?

32. Have you been Jiolved in any Irish activities, for example, Irish

dancing, Irish ni.asic or any others?

Questions 28 and 29 on identity are designed to explore the

positioning of the Individual in terms of a range of national and local

identities. The hypothesis here is that the identity of the individual of

Irish descent is crucial for understanding variations In the Impact of the

incorporatist policies described in part one of the thesis. A central

argument here Is that the successful incorporation of the Irish would

involve their absorption under the generic umbrella of 'British'

national ity. The aim Is to explore the context in which this absorption

takes place by relating the individuals' generation, social class and
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cI4ltural practices to their selected national identity. Of equal interest

here is an Investigation of the conditions under which Irish identities are

maintained amongst those of Irish descent. Local identities are included

because the expectation is that in Liverpool local Identity is Important

and represents the basis upon which the Irish have been incorporated in

that city.

In questions 30, 31 and 32 the aim is to explore part of the context

in which the Identity of the Indivl.iet of Irish descent may have been

formed. The respondents are asked about the Identities of their close

family members. Although their replies may only be speculation, It was

anticipated that this question would yield information of relevance for

establishing the context in which the interviewees perceived themselves as

having been reared. The question about holidaying in Ireland is included

because the researcher knew from personal experience that holidays in

Ireland can be a crucial means by which contact and identification with

Ireland are maintained. The final question is concerned to discover

whether the interviewee Is or has been involved in any Irish cultural

activities in this country. it was expected that people of Irish descent

involved in such activities are more likely to select an Irish identity.

4. ADMINISTRATION OF T)-E QESTIOL1FE

4. 1 THE PILOT STUDY : PIFILS

4.1.1 The Planning and Implementation of the Pilot Study

The questionnaire s to form the basis of a structured interview.

After the questionnaire was drai up It was considered advisable to test it

in a pilot study. The pilot was necessary to establish:

1. whether the format of the questionnaire worked, for example, the

order of the sections
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2. Whether the language of the questions was both clear and

appropriate to the purpose outlined

3. The most appropriate means of recording the data

4. The most effective approach to ensure the time spert interviewing

was as productive as possible

5. Whether the questions required modification or new questions were

needed

It was decided to approach the school the researcher used to teach in. The

school is in London, one of the two cities chosen for the research. It is

a girls comprehensive school run by a French Catholic teaching order. The

school chosen for the pilot study is, therefore, similar lxi the two girls

schools in the sample. It would have been a lengthy process to obtain a

boys school to be part of the pilot. In retrospect, if thiere had been

enough time It would still have been preferable to have piloted the

questionnaire in a boys school.

The pilot school was visited and the purpose of the empirical

research, and of the pilot study in particular, was explained to the head

teacher. Permission was readily given to talk to fourth —sear pupils and to

ask them to volunteer to be interviewed. However, the hebdl decided It would

be preferable if a letter was sent home with any volunteer to ensure that

their parents had no objection. This decision foreshadowed what would be

the response of each of the London schools in the sample. The opportunity

to speak to a class of fourth-year pupils facilitated the preparation of

the talk given to the pupils and teachers in the London schools in the

sample. Only one day was availiable for Interviewing. Eight pupils were

selected from those who volunteered, on a first come, first served basis.
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4.1.2 The Findings of the Pilot Study

Each of the Interviews in the pilot study was preceded by asking the

interviewee whether she would mind the interview being tape recorded. The

alternative was for the researcher to take notes of all that the respondent

said. In every case the interviewee opted for the researcher to take

notes. It had been suspected that this might be the response because of

the subject matter of the questionnaire. It may also have been due to a

general disinclination to be taped. In the event the linterviews proceeded

with the researcher taking notes. The pilot study, therefore, afforded an

opportunity to become skilled in writing down the entire response of an

interviewee.

This method of recording the data proved advantageous in two respects.

First, it avoided the lengthy and expensive process of transcribing the

interviews after the period of the fieldwork was completed. A full and

accurate record would already be to hand. Second, the itaking of notes

contributed to establishing an atmosphere conducive to the relaxation of

the person being interviewed. Taking notes ensured that the researcher was

not looking at the interviewee all the time. The researcher was active

during the interview, writing and raising and lowering her head. This

forestalled the development of a situation where everything was focused on

the Interviewee. He or she also had something to look at and time to

think.

The pilot study also facilitated becoming very familiar with the

questionnaire. This In turn contributed to the smooth flow of the

interviews, making the tone and pace more conversational. A relaxed

atmosphere In the interviews was considered Important because the

interviews would be taking place in school under a time constraint. In

addition, it was very unlikely that the respondents hedi been interviewed on

this subject prior to this and the Interview Involved questions on

Identity, which essentially asked 'who are you?'. For all these reasons

nuch depended on how the Interviews were conducted.
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The pilot study uncovered another technique which facilitated the

interviews. It was decided to give the questions which comprised section A

on a sheet of paper to the interviewee, to be filled in at the beging of

the interview. This created a short pause after the Introductions for both

the interviewer and interviewee to collect themselves and focus on the task

in hand. It also meant that there was one section fewer of the questions

to be asked orally. The consequence of this decision was that section B of

the questionnaire, 'Catholicism and Catholic schooling', formed the first

part of the Interview. The questions about CatholIcism and Catholic

schooling are undo4tedIy complex questions with which to conmence the

Interview. However, the experience of the pilot study demonstrated that

this could be offset by the mode in which the interview was conducted.

Sections C, 0 and E are all ordered so that the more sensitive questions

come later in the Interview. Section B has the advantage of being about

school and Catholicism, perhaps topics to be expected in a Catholic school.

There were no specific problems with the language of the questions.

Each Interviewee was asked each question as worded in the questionnaire.

However, the questions were frequently repeated, giving the respondents

time to think. On repetition the wording of the questions was often

varied, usually utlilsing language the interviewee had already used In

response to other questions. A major concern of the pilot study was the

length of the interviews. The experience was that one lesson period of 35-

40 minutes' duration would, on average, be sufficient to accomplish the

interviews with the pupils. It would probably have been difficult to have

had the pupils released from lessons for a longer period.

4.2 Tl-E Pt LOT STUDY: PiDILTS

Twelve adults were interviewed In this part of the pilot study. The

main purpose of these interviews was to obtain further practice at

interviewing and to test the format of the interview end the questions on a

small group of teachers. These interviews also afforded the opportunity to

include people from Liverpool In the pilot study. The people Interviewed

were: a small group of staff from the ph ot study school; three teachers at
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a Catholic school in north London, all of whom were born in Liverpool; and

friends and relatives of the researcher, living in Liverpool, all of whom

were of I r I sh descent and I nvol ved In educat I on.

The findings of the Interviews with the adult sample in the pilot

study indicated that the interviews with the adults would take longer than

those with the pupils. There were more nuances in the answers of the

adults end more wariness was registered, especially in response to section

C, 'The Irish in Britain', and section D, 'Northern Ireland'. Most

importantly, the tenor of the responses of the people born in Liverpool was

different from that of the others In the pilot study. This confirmed at en

early stage the expected differences between the two cities. This

suggested that the questionnaire would be able to reveal differences.

The findings of the pilot study proved very valuable for the

administration of the questionnaire In the survey schools. Although the

methods of selecting the schools and the interviewees varied between London

and Liverpool, the manner of conducting the structured interviews based on

the questionnaire did not. The procedures followed in each case were those

derived from the experimental period of the pilot study. The time period,

as expected, proved sufficient with the vast majority of the pupils, but

was frequently overrun by the staff. Further meetings were always arranged

with individual teachers to complete their Interview.

5. RAT I ON,ALE OF TI-E USE OF TI-E STFIJCTLFED I NTEI9V I EW

The absence of research about the education of the Irish in Britain

and the acute sensitivity of events In Northern Ireland Indicated that the

interviewer should be able to gain the confidence of the interviewees. It

was hoped that this would be facilitated by the characteristics of the

interviewer, who was of Irish descent and who had experience of Catholic

schooling both as a pupil and teacher. In the case of the staff It was

hoped the comon ground woul d be even more apparent.
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It was, therefore, decided that written replies to a questionnaire

would not suffice for this research. The written form would not provide

the opportunity to explain questions and to create confidence in the

interviewee. Written replies also Involve additional problems of the

pupils' motivation to write and of their writing competence. In addition,

the pupils would not necessarily answer all the questions. However, the

advantage of written replies to a questionnaire is that it affords the

respondent privacy and avoids the affirmation an interviewee may receive

from the interviewer if he or she agrees with the person being interviewed.

For these reasons the question on identity at the begining of section E was

written on a card and handed to the interviewee. This gave the respondents

the opportunity to consider the alternatives in silence, with no

intervention from the interviewer.

The interviews were structured. This ensured that each interviewee

was presented with the same format, that is, the same topics in the same

order and formulation. Variations In the sequence of questions might have

affected what each respondent offered in their answers. There were

occasions when It was necessary to supplement this procedure by repeating

questions in a different way. 	 en this was done every attempt was made to

utliise the respondent's own formulations. The objections to this approach

are that the interviewee can be Imprisoned by the interviewer's questions

and by the interrogative form of the relationship with the interviewer.

it may well be that unstructured Interviews cart give rise to more elaborate

responses, but each individual interview might range over very different

topics or aspects of the investigation and, as a consequence, the analysis

of the material would be more difficult.

The questions asked in the empirical study were often open and

presented dilemas. However, the type of questions was not entirely

strange, as the data will demonstrate. The most important aspect of

unstructured interviews is that time be availiable for them to take their

course. Structured interviews enabled the most productive use of the time

available for this part of the thesis. It was unlikely that the schools

would want pupils to be away from lessons for any extended period. Given

the time constraints, structured interviews do limit the ground that can be
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covered. But they have the undoubted advantage that they ensure a certain

range of questions is completed with all respondents.

6. LIMITATIONS OF Ti-E SF1...E A1D DESIGN

6. 1 SELECTION OF PFEAS

The areas selected are expected to reveal both sharp contrasts and

similarities. it could be argued that it would have been useful to have

included a third area In which the expected contrasts would have been less

strong. For example. Manchester, where the local identity although strong

is not as significant as the Liverpudlian identity in Liverpool. However,

the inclusion of a third area was not possible within the logistics of this

research.

6 2 INTERViEER BIAS

There are two aspects of possible sources of bias. The first arises

from the limitations of the pilot sample, which was comprised wholly of

girls. As a consequence the possible benefits resulting from interviewing

boys was unfortunately fogone. For exampie it is possible that

interviewing boys at the pilot stage might have led to the inclusion of a

question about football in the questlnaire. A question about football

might have revealed otherwise undiscovered icnformation about the national

identity of boys of irish descent.

The second source of bias may have arisen from the fact that all

interviewees knew that the researcher was of Irish descent and had taught

in Catholic schools. It is difficult to predict the Interviewer effect, as

It may have tempered the views of the respondents In certain sections of

the questionnaire. Here the ssue would have been whether the interviewer

was defined as more Irish than Catholic or mare Catholic than Irish, which

Is of course the crucial problem of the thesis. It may well be that If the
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respondents had not all been told then the bias would have been greater.

It will be shown that the London sample of pupils and teachers, and the

Liverpool sample of teachers only, in their response to the questionnaire

included that they recognised Irish people by their physical appearance and

'look'. It may well be that the relative ease of obtaining schools to

carry out the research and the assistance readily given by the schools was

because the researcher was known to be a Catholic teacher, born in

Liverpool and of Irish descent.

6.3 SELECTION BIAS

6.3.1 Pupils

There are here two sources of bias. First, the fact is that the

pupils (and for that matter the teachers) were volunteers. The reason f or

the pupils (and the teachers) joining the sample is not known. It may be

that the effect of the principle of selection is either to produce a more

hornogenous group or even possibly a group containing those who were very

positive towards the issue and those who were more negative. It is not

possible to predict the effect of the bias in this case. Second, the

response rate in London among the pupils was lower than in Liverpool. It

will be remenntered that In London both schools required parental

permission for the pupils to be interviewed and this no doubt contributed

to the low response rate. It should be noted that it was the schools'

decision (forshadowed in a similar decision by the pilot study school) that

parental permission was required end this undoubtedly Indicates the

schools' view of the sensitivity of the issue. It would be expected that

the London sampi e woul d be more homogenous and, as a consequence, there

would be less variation within this sample and stronger differences on some

questions between the two cities. The hypotheses also included the

expectation of similarity between the two areas and If this was not found

(for example, on questions about the curriculum) the thesis would be

undermined. Thus despite the stronger selection principle in London there

should still be similarities between the two cities.
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6.3.2 Teachers

There are two sources of bias here, one of which has been discussed

earlier (volunteers). The second source of bias arises out of the

procedures for selection of the volunteers. As no tteacher who was asked

refused to participate, the procedures of selection are important. in one

school all the teachers in the staff room were addressed and volunteers came

forward. In all other schools a senior member of Staff was assigned to

facilitate the research and introduce the researcher to possible

interviewees. The senior member of staff introduced the researcher to two

or three teachers who then suggested other teachers, none of whom refused.

Clearly all staff in the sample are likely to be concerned about the issues

of the research but this does not mean that their views will be homogenous.

It may well be that the findings will throw some light on the various

sources of bias. As the sub-samples are smell, both of pupils and

teachers, then the findings are necessarily controversial. The size of the

sub-samples (both of teachers and of pupils) does not permit elaborate

statistical treatment of interactions between varlbles. The Chi-squere

test was used for testing the statistically significant difference between

crucial var I abi es.
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I{APTER El GHT

FINDINGS: IDENTITY

1. INTRODUCTION

A major aim of the empirical study was to explore the consequences of

the strategies of incorporation for the identity of the Irish in Britain.

The Intention was to examine the degree to which class, religion end

national identity stilt significantly determine the experience of being

Irish in Britain. In this chapter en analysis will be made of the social

basis of the identity of the staff and pupils interviewed in selected

schools in London and Liverpool. The expectation was that their identities

would be mediated by generation, region and social class. The analysis is

based on the respondents' answers to questions in sections A and E of the

questionnaire. Questions In section A were designed to discover what were

some of the significant features of the family background of each

respondent that might have some bearing on their identity. Questions in

section E asked the respondents to define their Identity and the meaning

this had for them. In this chapter a typology of identities for the sample

will be described, based on the evidence drawn from the interviews.

Section A

1. Date of birth

2. The birthplace of: yourself

your parents

your grandparents

3. Occupation of your parents: mother

father
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4. Details of your education:

Section E

26.	 iich of the following terms would you use to describe yourself?

British

Irish

Engi ish

Of Irish descent

Londoner

Liverpudlian

Other category

29. iat does this identlty(ies) mean to you?

30. How woul d other members of your fami I y see themsel yes?

31. Have you been on holiday to Ireland?

32. Have you been involved in any Irish activities, for example, Irish

dancing, Irish nusic or any others?

2.THE PUPILS

2. 1 IDENTITY

In this thesis Identity is posited as critical for understanding the

iiçact of and response to Incorporatist policies. The pupils interviewed

were all born in Britain of Irish descent. The hypothesis is that their

national identity cannot be assumed In this context. Four categories were

used to classify the pupils' responses as to their Identity. These were:
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1. Irish

2. Of Irish descent

3. RegIonal Identity: Londoner or

Liverpudlian

4. British/English

The selection of 'Irish' or 1 0f Irish descent' Indicates that their

families' Irish origins are of primary significance for the respondent.

Whilst for the respondents who select 'British' or 'English', the national

Identity of the country in which they were born is uppermost.

Alternatively, those who select a regional identity as primary are

eschewing national Identity altogether.

Tai 1

RFILS: IHOUI OF IDENTITY

Reg I on
	

Identity

IRISH	 IA DES	 FEG ID	 BR/ENG

LO11 DON (26)	 35%(9)	 46%(12)	 7.5%(2)	 11.5%(3)

LI'iEFFOOL (40)	 2.5%(1)	 1O%(4)	 65%(26)	 22.5%(9)

TOTPd.. SAZ'FLE (68)	 15%C1O)	 25%(16)	 42%(28)	 16%(12)

Miongst the London pupils, all of whom were born in Britain, 51% (21)

named either 'Irish' or 'Of Irish descent' as their primary Identity (see

table 1), thus privileging an alternative national identity to the one of

the country they were born In. In Liverpool by contrast only 12.5% chose

an Irish identity as primary; this difference between the two sançles was
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statistically significant at the .001 lewel. On the other hand_ 65% of the

Liverpool sample perceived themselves to be Liverpudlians before all else,

thus privileging the regional identity o'er a national one. In London only

7.5% of the pupils selected a regional Identity as primary; this difference

between the two samples was also signifircant at the .001 level. These

findings are Important for this study for two reasons. First, they

Illustrate that Irish identity is of mone lnTnediate importance for the

children of the recent migrants. Second, they reveal that, If the sample

Is taken as a whole, only 18% of the pupills (that is, 12 out of 66)

selected the national identity of the country they were born in as their

primary Identity: this was because of the dominance of Irish identity in

London and of regional Identity in Liverpool.

2. 2 THE FVEAN I NG OF I DENT I TV

It is useful to examine what the ppiis understood In selecting their

identity and what it meant to them. This account is being given here

because it will provide a more detailed picture of the identities of the

pupils and thus give a richer context in which to review their responses to

the questions on Catholic schooling, the experiences of the Irish in

Britain and Northern Ireland. No claim Is being made, due to the small

size of the sample, that this represents a definitive account of the

meaning of identity for young people of Irish descent. However, it is

considered that the material suggests many productive avenues for future

research in this area: the construction, fornulation and contestation of

identIty for those of an Irish Catholic background In Britain.

en asked what was the significance or importance of their selected

Identity, a majority of the pupils in London and Liverpool responded in

terms of the source of that Identity. Because of the small numbers

Involved, most attention was given to en analysis of the core group in each

sample, that is the 21 pupils (out of 26) in London who chose either

'IrIsh' or 'Of Irish descent as their identity. and the 26 pupils (out of

40) in Liverpool who chose 'Liverpudlian' as their Identity. In examining

the replies as to what formed the sources of identity It became irrmediately
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apparent that there was a dichotomy between the London and Liverpool

pupils. In London the source most often made reference to in relation to

Irish identity was the family: 71% of the pupils in London who selected an

Irish identity (that is 15 out of 21) referred to their family being

central to this Identity. In contrast, in Liverpool it is the city itself

which is cited by 73% of the pupils (that Is 19 out of 26) who claim

Liverpudlianism as their prImary identity as the basis of that identity.

Although many record that the Identity of teir parents is also

Liverpudlian, not one of the pupils interviewed refers to their parents

being Liverpudlian as the reason why they chose their identity.

For the London sample the comients of the pupils In explaining the

relationship between family and identity suggested the synomity of their

family life and their Irishness. Frequent references were made to being

'brought up' to being Irish. Some of the pupils expanded on this:

I was born in England but I feel more over towards

the Irish side. I was brou9ht up the Irish way,

the Irish tend to be more relaxed and care about

family more, the English are not so caring of their

family.

I was born here, but gone ta Ireland a lot, everyone

in my family was born In Ireland, so that's what I em

- I'd represent Ireland in sport If I had a chance.

I'm Irish because my parents are Irish and my mum

keeps telling me I am - I'm proud of being Irish, of

being accepted In Ireland end all my family is so I

want to be the same.

Although the overwhelming connection that as made by the London pupils was

between the family end the meaning of Identity, a substantial minority

(42%, that Is 11 out of 26 pupils) made reference to thoughts and feelings

about Ireland In explaining the importance of their Irish identity.

Usually the reference was to what they had observed on visits to Ireland in
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terms either of the lifestyle they associated with the country or the

characteristics of Irish people. 	 The following represent typical

corrinent 8:

Ive been reared Into being Irish - people are more

open over there and the atnosphere end people is why

I like It, friendly.

I'm Irish, I'm not really fond of the English and I

like Irish people. The English aren't really liked

by other nations, whereas If you cell yourself

Irish, they think 'he's honest' end that.

My identity mearfs 'I em Irish ' - I love the place

really, as something within me says It, it's my

heritage, It's me.

It's because my parents are Irish and I like

Ireland, the peace and quiet, like the country as

well.

it seems, therefore, that for the majority of London pupIls who opted for

an IrIsh identity this is reinforced in the horns end by family visits to

Ireland, and does not necessarily rely on the representations of any other

institutions.

As already noted, for the Liverpudlians in the Liverpool sample It Is

the city which Is the source of identification end pride. The responses in

the main either Involve a catalogue of what is good about the city or an

explanation of why Liverpool Is better than the image it has. The coiments

reveal that the pride in being from Liverpool Is based on a conviction that

the city is different from elsewhere. Some excerpts from the interviews

will expand on these points:
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I was born here: the main thing is the language we

speak end of course the Beatles, all the good

things.

Being Liverpudlian is special, of any big city I'd

choose Liverpool, people always seem to like us.

Being a Scouser Is different - I know people who've

been all over the won d and always say 'I'm from

Liverpool' or from Scotty Road, it's known all over.

It's because famous people come from round here. I

feel more proud of saying I'm a Scouser than

Br I t I sh.

Liverpool is different, you hear about Toxteth and

and the lack of Jobs and you'd think it was the last

place you'd want to live - but in fact It's not that

bad and you like It if you live here.

Liverpool is different - I've always said it, it's

natural, just something special. 1m very proud of

coming from Liverpool, If I was In Spain I would say

I was a Scouser rather than English.

A small minority of those whose primary Identity was Liverpudlian linked

this to being proud of being British. The example which was quoted most

often to Illustrate what this meant to them was the Falklands	 r:

I'm British and feel proud of it, quIte glad they

F ought for the Falklands as had to make an example

of them because otherwise other countries would've

taken advantage of us.

Proud of being English, for example in the Felklands

- proud of the army going over and taking islands

back.
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Similarly, a small minority of those whose primary identity was

LiverpudlIan linked this to being proud of their Irish antecedents. The

following example is typical:

Liverpool's special because of the accent and every-

one knows it. But I'm also half lirish because of my

dad - I'd say English on a form because this is

where I live but if I was In Ireland Pd say Irish.

These coments seem to suggest that a Liverpudl Ian identity can encompass

allegiance to either Irish antecedents or to being British, although for

all the pupils quoted it Is coming from LRerpoc4l which is of primary

Importance.

On one point concerning identity both the London and Liverpool samples

were In accord: 50% of the former (that Is 13 out of 26) and 47.5% (that Is

19 out of 40) of the latter thought that there were problems attached to

being of Irish descent In Britain. The sanles differed to some extent on

what would constitute these problems. In London the aspect most often

referred to was the decision about what nationality to opt for when filling

in a form. The following are examples of iUhet was said in this context:

It would depend on the person whether 1 would put

Irish on a form, not if they looked like they di dn' t

lIke Irish people.

I'm of Irish descent - on a form, It	 uld depend on

the Job. For a pilot I'd put Irish, but for a

carpenter English because English more taken on

than Irish people In that sort of Job.

There are difficulties - sometimes when applying for

a job If say parents are Irish they degrade you

a bit, I'd put English on a form.
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It's better to put English on a form but I'd rather

put Irish because of all my background.

The replies of these London pupils Indicate that being of Irish descent is

for them problematic because of what is expected to be the hostile reaction

of potential employers or public officials. The problem is not that they

do not know who they are, rather that they anticipate problems because they

are clear on this matter. However, for a small nunter (4 out of 26) of the

London pupils what was problematic was the sense of 'being a mixture'.

This sentiment is exemplified by the following

I'm not British or English - when I'm over there

I'm a Londoner, I'm not really Irish because I

wasn't born there, though would like to be, would

like en Irish passport. It's almost irpossible here

to be English and IrIsh - here you're IrIsh when you

go to the functIons - but always there's a thing

about being from London, even if you hate it

there's somethIng you would miss - at times I hate

It.

It's hard being of Irish descent because you're a

cross between things, for example, when talking

about Northern Ireland.

For some of the London pupils who selected being of Irish descent as their

primary Identity the consequence, therefore, was feeling torn between

different allegiances.

The Liverpool pupils who viewed being of Irish descent as a problem

were fairly evenly divided between those who thought this wee the case

because of the overt hostility to the Irish in Liverpool end those who

thought whet would be problematic would be being splIt between two

identities. In relation to hostility what were referred to most often were

the activities of the Orange Lodge and the reactions people might encounter

at school:
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It's not necessarily easy if Irish or mixed because

a lot of Liverpool lads don't like foreigner.

(wool ybacks) and couf d turn on you.

Irish mixed In In Liverpool but there's bad feeling

over marches, Lodge stilt come out when people go to

mass.

There are problems about the lodge - I don't like

It when they come round - up on Netherfield Road they

had all lilies at the windows when the lodge come

out.

There'd be problems if mixed because you'd want to

keep family ties going if parents Irish and at

junIor school might make fun of them and It makes

a kid say 'I'm English'.

On feeling split these Liverpool pupils saw the problems residing in

wanting to be the same as your parents white at the same tIme being

different bacause of being born In Liverpool:

There'd be problems if mixed - parents would try

and teach the child about Ireland, whereas they

might want to be English.

Problems if of Irish descent - when you say 'what

are you?', they say English but you say you're not

because you're parents are Irish.

If I was split - at home I'd say I was Irish, but

with friends be British, be a split personality.

For these Liverpool pupils the problems of being of Irish descent were

clearly perceived as problems for the second generation: their expectation
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seemed to be that after that anyone in Liverpool would be e Liverpudlian.

In fact, in contrast to the pupils quoted above, many In Liverpool asserted

their conviction that in Liverpool in particular the IrIsh had mixed in':

47.5% (19 out of 40) specifically mentioned that there were no problems for

the Irish In Liverpool. Below are some typical corrrnents:

Most of the Irish become Llverpudlians, all

hostility gone now.

The Irish have mixed in well because the Irish mix

in anywhere - if someone starts talking to them

they1 re easy going and all right for a laugh.

Easy to be both Irish and English in Liverpool,

especially If talk Scouse.

For many In the London sample also, being of Irish descent gave rise to no

comentary about prpbl ems concerning the expression of their Irishness

These were the pupils who, for example, envisaged no diffIculty in stating

their Identity on a form.

This section of the chapter has been concerned to provide an

Indication of the range of Identities which the pupils In each city

selected and to give an account of what these identities meant to them. So

far, what has been established is that the dominant identity in London is

en Irish one and in Liverpool it Is to be a Liverpudlian. In additIon, In

London there are reasonable grounds for suggesting that the family is the

crucial institution for the generation of this Irish Identity.	 However,

it remains to examine what are the factors which determine which Identity

grouping an individual of Irish descent chooses in each city. It is the

intention below to explore the responses to this set of questions further

by examining the identity of the pupils in relation to their generation,

social class and cultural practices.
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2.3 GEI\ERATION

Four categories were used to classify the samples according to

generation. These were:

I. Born In Ireland

2. Parents born In Ireland

3. Grandparents born In Ireland

4. Great-Grandparents+ born in Ireland

An explicit aim of the study was to compare pupils of Irish descent living

in areas representing different phases of Irish migration to Britain. It

was necessary to be able to distinguish separate generations of Irish

descent In order to test whether assumptions of the Inevitability of

assimilation with each generation are well grounded. Thus the first

generation are those born In Ireland, the second generation are those who

have at least one parent born In Ireland, and so on. 	 It was considered

that from the fourth generation onwards (is. great-grandparents born in

Ireland) the generations could be grouped together.

TAa.E 2

PUPILS: (NERATION DISTRIBUTION

Region
	

Generat I on

2	 3	 4

LOlOON (26)
	

100% (26)

LIVEIPOOL. (40)	 15%(6)	 45%(18)	 40%(16)



IRISH	 IA DES FEG ID	 BA/ENG

35s( g)	 46%(12) 7.5%(2)	 11.5%(3)
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The figures above (see table 2) indicate the restricted generation span of

Irish conm.inities in London compared with the dispersed generation pattern

of those of Irish descent in Liverpool. This validates the principles of

selection by which these two areas re chosen as representative of

different phases of Irish migration, in order to facilitate the type of

comparative analysis envisaged here. As hoped, comparing the London sample

with the Liverpool sample will entail comparing samples based on different

generation characteristics.

TAa.E 3

PUP I LS: 0! STRI BUT I ON OF I DENT I TV BY GEEAAT I ON

Generation

LOfDON (26)

2 (26)

LI'iEFFOOL (40)

2 (6)

3 (18)

Identity

33.3%(2)	 65.6%(5)

5.5%(1)	 5.5%(1)	 61%(11)	 28%(5)

4 (16)	 6%(1)	 69%(11)	 25%(4)

In London the generation breakdown of identity Is as given for the

London sample as a whole; this is because all the pupils are of the same

generation. In Liverpool the largest group in each generation are those

claiming Liverpudlianism as their dominant identlity. This further
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emphasises the dominance of this identity grouping for the Liverpool

sample. It will be recalled that those choosing this regional identity

formed 65% of all the pupils In Liverpool. Bearing In mind the smell size

of the sample, and this especially applies to the second generation, this

may Indicate that generation Is not necessarily the most significant factor

in explaining any variation in the distribution of identity In the

Liverpool sample. It Is worthy of note, although little can be made of It

because of the small numbers involved, that those claiming an Irish

Identity In Liverpool are distributed across all three generations, whereas

those claiming a British/English Identity are In the third and fourth

gene rat I one.

Taken together the London and Liverpool samples appear to support the

Idea that with each generation the ties of allegiance to 'Irishness'

weaken. However, they also seem to suggest that this is neither an

inevitable or hornogenous process. On the one hand, it is amongst the

second generation In London that Irish Identities predominate, and for the

third and fourth generation (all In Liverpool) It Is a regional identity

that Is dominant. On the other hand, there is some tentative evidence that

there is a spread of Identities In both samples for each generation. Thus,

although the majority of the London sample chose an Irish Identity, 19%(5)

selected an alternative Identity. In London all of the pupils are of the

same generation and this might Indicate that different processes are at

work in the formation of identity apart from generation. At the very

least, the 19% who do not claim 'Irishness' prompt questions as to what

they represent. In Liverpool, the fact that in each generation a variety

of responses were produced may Indicate, despite the smell numbers

Involved, further evidence of the complexity of the process which these

responses reflect. In addition, the strength of the regional identity In

Liverpool, across all generations, gives credence to the hypothesis that

Llverpudl lanism acted as a 'mediating identity' between competing national

Identities. This is a proposition that will be explored further.
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2.4 SOCIIL. CLASS

Two. categories were used to classify the pupils according to social

class. These were: the manual or non-manual occupations of their parents.

The classification of parents occupations into either manual or non-manual

was made using the social scale developed by Goldthorpe and Hope (1974).

TABLE 4

PUPILS: SOdA.. CLASS

Region
	

Social class

MANUiAL.	 NON-MAMJAL	 UNLASS IF I ED

LO('IJON (28)	 69%(18)	 27%(7)	 4%(1)

LI',EFFOOL. (40) 	 67.5%(27)	 20%(8)	 12.5%(5)

In both samples the social-class spread is very similar with the manual

occupational group forming the overwhelming majority of the parents In each

city. This suggests that the traditional Irish areas of 19th-century

Liverpool remain predominantly working class and that this is also the case

with a major area of Irish settlement In London over the past 40 years.

Such evidence, if it was corroborated by studies with larger samples, could

indicate that arguments that the Irish have been predominantly assimIlated

through social mobility might need to be reassessed. In the analysis being

attençted here, social mobility is posited as one factor of Incorporation,

the full sIgnificance of which is only understood In the context of the

consideration of other factors in this process.
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In London there Is little difference between the manual and non-manual

groups in the proportions selecting either 'irish' or 'Of Irish descent' as

their primary Identity (Identity groups 1 and 2): 63% of the former and 71%

of the latter. Despite the small size of the non-manual sample this

indicates that in London, amongst those whose parents were born In Ireland,

membership of the middle class does not necessarily weaken attachment to

Irish identity. In contrast, in Liverpool dividing the sample according to

the occupations of the parents does produce variation, as shown in table

5.

TAa.E 5

R.FILS: IDENTITY 0-IDICE BY SOCIAL. CLASS

Social class
	

identity

IRISH + IRCES.	 FEG I ONe4l_ 	3/ENG

MP'NUft.L (27)
	

1 1%(3)
	

78%(21)	 11%(3)

NON-MANU.AL. (6)
	

12. 5%(1)
	

37.5%(3)	 50%(4)

iat is imediately apparent is that nearly four-fifths of the manual

sample opt for a Liverpudi Ian identity, that is 21 out of 27 pupils. This

seems to support the supposition that Liverpudlianism Is essentlaily a

working-cl ass I dent I ty. The non-manual sampl e, ai though very small, does

seem to indicate some distribution towards the selection of a

British/English Identity by this group. Dividing the sample according to

social class, therefore, seems to suggest that this might give rise to more

differences between the Liverpool pupils than does a division according to

generation. For all generations in Liverpool a Liverpudlian identity was

predominant, whereas this Is not the case when the sample Is split by the
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occupation of the parents, although this suggestion has to be qualified by

the small size of the non-manual sample.

Taking the results from Liverpool and London together it would seem

that generation is of most significance for those usually referred to as

the 'second generation', that Is those whose parents were born in Ireland.

Generation remains significant in the Liverpool sample but the suggestion

is that It is impossible to transcribe its effects on identity separately

from the impact of social class. The evidence that identity overrides any

division according to social class amongst the London sample supports the

notion that, reproduced in the areas in which Irish migrants settled in the

1950s and 1960s is en Identity that differentiates them from the rest of

the city's population. In Liverpool, there is a strong regional identity

which may well be weakened by social class rather than by the length of

time a family has been living there. A further hypothesis might be,

therefore, that In Liverpool at legience to a British/English identity as

primary becomes more likely with social mobility. This would tend further

support to the notion of Llverpudi ianism as a mediating identity.

2. 5 O..LTIJRAL PRACT I CES

2.5.1 Visits to Ireland

The hypothesis that holidays in Ireland can be a crucial means by

which contact and identification with Ireland are maintained required a

means of identifying those who had never been to Ireland from those who

had. It was also potentially useful to distinguish the respondents who had

regularly visited Ireland from those who had made one or at the most

occasional visits to Ireland. A three-fold classification was therefore

produced:

1. Never been to Ireland

2. Occasional visits

3. Regular visits
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The irvimiedlete contrast that Is apparent (see table 8) is that 75% of the

Liverpool sample had never been to Ireland while all of the London sample

had been to Ireland. This difference between the two samples Is

statistically significant at the .001 level. The interviews provide

evidence that, for the London sample, visiting Ireland on holiday is an

Important means by which links with 'home' are maintained. This plays an

important role in the formation of identity, as many of the pupils

indicated when describing what their Identity meant to them.

in Liverpool the overwhelming majority had not visited Ireland,

despite its comparative proximity. The argument here is that this is not

the Inevitable consequence of the declining links of the descenderits of

Irish migrants with Ireland but is due to a complexity of factors. In the

United States of America being third or fourth generation Irish would be

deemed a positive reason for a Journey to Ireland to discover their 'roots'

end consequently m.ich of the tourist industry in Ireland is dependent on

such visits. There is, therefore, nothing inevitable about the descendents

of migrants not visiting the land of their ancestors. Such distancing can

be posited as the consequence of a process of Incorporation which, in

denying the validity of Irishness as an Identity, marginal ises the

inaintenpce of contacts with Ireland. Although this is not uniformly the

situation In Liverpool, It can be hypothesised as In part explaining the

absence of visits. In limited support It is interesting to note that the

small nurrter of pupils in Liverpool who have visited Ireland more than once

are either second generation or claim an Irish identity, and all are

working class.
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TIELE 6

PIPILS: VISITS TO ILAND

Reg I on
	

Visits

I	 2	 3

L0I\DON (26)
	

15%(5)	 85%(21)

LISJEFFOOL. (40)	 75%(30)	 17.5%(7)	 7.5%(3)

2.5.2 Irish Social end Cultural Activities

The hypothesis here Is that people of Irish descent who are Involved

in Irish sociai and cultural activities are more likely to select an Irish

Identity. The critical factor was considered to be 'being' involved' rather

then the degree or extent of Involvement. Irish social end cultural

activities in Britain are relatively Insulated. This means that for

someone to go to an Irish club to hear Irish nusic or to have Irish dancing

lessons they have to be in contact with, and identify with, an active

expression of Irishness or interest in Ireland. Two categories were used

to classify the cultural practices of the pupiis. These were:

I. No involvement

2. Involved

Within the London sample 69% Indicated that they participate in Irish

social and cultural activities (see table 7). In Liverpool, the situation

is very different with only 30% of the pupils indicating that they
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participate. The diUerence between the two samples on this Is

statistically significant at the .01 level.

TABLE 7

RPILS: 1N\L.VE1ENT IN IRISH SOCIAL. AND CJJ..TURAL ACTIVITIES

Region	 Social and cultural activities

Reg I on	 NO I NVOLVEI"ENT	 I NLVED

LONDON (26)	 31%(6)	 69%(18)

LIVEIPOOL. (40)	 70%(28)	 30%(12)

The pupils were also asked about the participation of their parents in

Irish cultural practices In order to establish a wider picture of the place

of such activities in the home (see table 6). in London 96% of the sample

describe their parents as being engaged in Irish social and cultural

activities, whereas In Liverpool the proportion of parents so involved is

just 22.5%. The difference between the two sets of parents on this Is

statistically significant at the .001 level. This evidence adds to the

picture of the London pupils living in areas where to be Involved in Irish

social and cultural activities which reinforce and signIfy their Irishness

Is not unusual, whereas In Liverpool it Is relatively exceptional.
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TABLE 5

PFILS: PAFENTAL INLVE1ENT IN IRISH

SOCIAL. AtC CI.LTURAL ACTIVITIES

Region	 Social and cultural activities

NO 1 LVEtENT	 I NVOLVED

LOlDON (26)	 4%(1)	 96%(25)

LIdEFFOOL (40)	 77.5%(31)	 22.5%(9)

When the London sample was examined for the distribution of responses,

in terms of identity and social class no pattern significantly different

from that for the sample as a whole emerged. Given that the London sample

are all second generation and, therefore, generation could not be the basis

of any variation, this further emphasises the uniformity of such practices

in the areas where the London pupils live. The 31% of pupils in London who

responded that they did not engage in such activities were, however, all

living in circumstances where their parents were so involved, and in each

case they regularly visited Ireland and also reported that Ireland, their

relatives etc, were frequently discussed at home. 	 Consequently, their

non-involvement cannot be assumed to necessarily distance them from their

'Irishness', although it is possible this may be so in individual cases.

In this context it is interesting to note that the sole respondent to

register no Irish social and cultural activities for any member of his

family was a boy who described himself as a 'Londoner'. The rest of the

sample who selected an Identity other than Irishness all indicated the

existence of some such activities in their family, including sometimes

their own involvement.
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In the Liverpool sample the picture Is the reverse of that for the

London pupils: 70% of the Liverpool pupils had no involvement in Irish

cultural actvities compared with 31% who had no involvement In London.

Thus 30% of the Liverpool pupils Indicated some involvement compared with

69% who did In London. The responses about Irish social end cultural

activities in Liverpool were also examined in terms of identity, generation

end social class. #Aiat emerged was that identity and socieH class produced

more variation In the pattern of responses than generation.

TABLE 9

LIVEFFOOL PUPILS: INVOL.VEI"ENT IN IRISH

SOCIAL. M'l) CLLTURPIL. ACTIVITIES

Identity	 Social and cultural activities

NO. I N'LVE1ENT
	

I NLVED

IRISH + IR DES (5)
	

40%(2)
	

60%(3)

LIVEFFIJJLIAN (26)
	

76% C 19)
	

27% (7)

EAITISH/ENG..ISH (9)
	

100% (9)
	

0%

The distribution of responses in Liverpool according to the identity

of the pupils produces a pattern that suggests that there may be a trend

towards non-involvement In Irish social and cultural actlwities amongst

those who selected BrItish/English dentity as primary (see table 9).

Although the numbers are very smell, especially of those who selected an

Irish identity, the trend Is nonetheless distinctive because none of those

who chose British/English Identity IndIcated any involvement in Irish

social and cultural activities. At the very least, this distribution does
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not detract from the hypothesis being explored here of Liverpudlianism

being a mediating IdentIty. As such, Liverpudlianism, a regional Identity,

could encompass expressions of atlegience to both national identities, that

is Irish end British/English, whereas on this account involvement in Irish

cultural practices would be less likely to be compatible with selecting

British/English as a primary identity.

The analysis of the Liverpool responses of involvement In Irish social

and cultural activities in terms of social class are set out in table 10.

TABLE 10

LI VEF0OL PUI LS: I NV0LVE1ENT IN I RI SH SOC I AL AW CULTURAL

ACTIVITIES frCCORJING TO SOCIAL CLASS

Social Class	 Social and cultural activities

NO I NVOLVE'ENT	 I N\LVED

MPiJJAL (27)	 66%(16)	 34%(9)

NON-MNUAL (6)	 100% (8)	 0%

In examining the impact of social class, a difference seems to exist

between some Involvement In Irish social and cultural activities by the

children of parents in manual occupatIons compared with no such Involvement

by the children of parents In non-manuel occupations (see table 10).

Because of the small numbers Involved this difference Is only signifIcant

on a one-tall test. Although this degree of significance does not offer

any form of conclusive evidence, it is of a level to suggest that placing

some importance on social class in the incorporation process in Liverpool

Is not out of place. Both the non-manual respondents and those who chose a
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British/English identity include pupils of different generations. Thus it

is not surprising that distributing the responses according to generation

does not produce any significant result or Indicate any noteworthy pattern

or trend. The importance of this for the present study is that it gives

further support to the argument outlined above that, although ties with

Irishness weaken with generation In Liverpool, to understand the process

Involved requires an explanation In terms of a complex of factors. Some

avenues for further Investigation to examine this complexity are suggested

by the distribution of responses according to identity and social class

outlined above.

3. T1-E TE.aci-IERs

3. 1 IDENTITY

The interviews with the teachers provided an Invaluable opportunity to

compare the responses of a group of adults who were Irish or of Irish

descent, In order to explore the complexity of identity more fully than the

Interviews with the pupils alone would afford. It Is this task which will

occupy the rest of this chapter. Although the sample of staff ,s small

(39), it Is hoped that the patterns which are observed in their responses

will provide an indication of the important questions that would need to be

considered in a larger-scale study of Irish identity in this country.

In the case of the pupils, the organising principle of the subsequent

analysis was location. London and Liverpool had been chosen to obtain

access to different corniunities: one representative of the 19th-century

Irish migration and one of the migration of the mid-2Oth century. Thus

each group of pupils could be treated as a 'block' according to place of

birth. It was expected that family and conrun& Influences would be

Important. The staff could not be categorised In this way. Although all

the staff were teaching in either London or Liverpool, only 51 per cent

were born in these two cities. It was expected that place of birth and

family would remain significant factors but also that other factors would
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intrude to construct for the adults their own Identity. Thus the

Identities the staff selected seemed a more useful starting point for the

analysis of this group of interviews.

A threefold classification was used:

1 irlshness as primary

2 Irlshness as secondary

3 irlshness absent

It was important to distinguish those who selected an Irish identity from

those who did not. Given the expected complexity of factors determining

identity for the adult sample, the Interest focused on the degree of

Identification with Irishness which the respondents articulated. The

hypothesis is that the denation& ising process which forms part of attempts

to Incorporate the Irish in Britain produces a range of identities in those

of Irish descent. With the staff the perception of retaining an allegiance

to their Irish origins as a secondary identity was voiced strongly enough

to sustain a separate category. A respondent classified as 'Irishness

secondary' has usally volunteered 'British' or 'English' as their nationei

identity. In contrast those In the 'Irishness primary' category have all

selected either 'Irish' or 'of Irish descent' as their primary identity.

The respondents who did not express any identification with Irishness are

coded as 'Irishness absent'.
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TABLE 11

TEACHERS: SELECTION CF IDENTITY

Identity	 TEPcI-ERS(39)

IRISI-fESS FR1F4RY	 33%(13)

IRISI-JESS SECONDARY	 26%(1O)

I RI SI-tESS ABSENT	 41% (16)

Table 11 above presents the proportions of teachers in each of the identity

categories.

3.2 GEIERATI ON AtC SOCI AL ...ASS

The social class and generation distribution of the three Identity

groups Is outlined in the tables below. To classify the generations of the

staff the same four categories were used as with the pupils:

1 Born in Ireland

2 Parents born in Ireland

3 Grandparents born in Ireland

4 Greet-grandparents+ born in Ireland

It emerges that all three identity groupings of the staff include people

spanning at least three generations. For example, those who Identify their

Irishness as of primary importance range from those born in Ireland to

those whose grandparents were born in Ireland (see table 12); while those

for whom Irishness Is not a significant identity range from someone born in
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Ireland to people whose great-grandparents were born in Ireland. However,

the third end fourth generations do seem tess likely than the first end

second generations to select an identity with an IrIsh coionent. Of the

third and fourth generations 69% (9 out of 13) are in the Irishness-absent

category compared with 37% (7 out of 19) of the first and second

generations. This difference is significant at the .05 level.

TABLE 12

TEAGI-IERS: GENERAl I ON 0! STRI BUT ION

identity
	

Generat I on

2	 3
	

4

IA! Sl-f\ESS PRIMARY (13)
	

31%(4)
	

54%(7)	 15%(2)
	

0%

IRIS1-IJESS SECONDARY (10)
	

1O%(1)
	

70%(7)	 1O%(1)	 1O%(i)

IRISHJESS ABSENT (16)
	

6%(1)
	

38%(6)	 50%(6)	 6%(1)

To categorise the sample according to social class, the staff were

divided up on the basis of their parents' occupation so that the class

background from which they came could be obtained, It is interesting to

note that, although the numbers are small, the social class distribution of

the three identity groupings of the staff reveals a reversal between the

class profile of identity group I compared with the other two Identity

groups (see table 13). In Identity group 1 Just over three-fifths of the

sample had parents with manual occupations and just under two-fifths had

parents with non-manual occupations. 1iiIIe in both the other groups
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approximately three-fifths come from non-manual origins and two-fifths come

from homes where the parents had manual occupations.

TABLE 13

TEACHEAS: SOCIAL CLASS DISTRIBUTION

Identity
	

Social Class

MANUAL	 NON - MAMJAL

1 IRIS1-IJESS PRIMARY (13)
	

61.5%(8)	 36.5%(5)

2 IA! 9-lESS SECONDARY (10)
	

40%(4)
	

6O%(6)

3 IRISI-*JESS ABSENT (16)
	

37. 5%(6)
	

62. 5%(1O)

I

In identity group I there are three people of middle-class origins who

were born In the Republic of Ireland and who, therefore, were almost

certain to have selected Irish as their identity. This makes even more

striking the social class composition of identity group 1. If the social

class origins comparison is made only between those born in Britain of

Irish descent (33 out of the sample of 39) then the class origins of the

respondents suggest other differences. Mongst the teachers who chose 'of

Irish descent', 69% (II out of 16) of those of working-class origin

selected an Identity involving en Irish element, compared with 41% (7 out

of 17) of those whose parents had non-manual occupatIons. This Is only

significant on a one-tail test but is sufficiently Interesting to bear In

mind for a larger scale study.
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The above patterns of responses suggest that both generation and

social class are important for explaining the identity of the teachers of

Irish descent. The responses Indicate that Irish identity does weaken with

generation, especially from the third generation onwards. However, the

responses also indicate that social class may well be a significant factor

in determining whether or not Irish Identity Is retained across

generations. For example, both the third-generation teachers who are

included in the' Irishness primary' category are working class, while two-

thirds (4 out of 6) of the second generation in the 'Irishness absent'

category are middle class.

3. 3 CULTIRL PRACTI CES

3.3.1 Visits

It remains to consider the influence of involvement in Irish cultural

practices on the Identity of this group of teachers. The visits to Ireland

of the staff were classified as follows:

1. Never visited Ireland

2. Occasional visits

3. Regular visits

Although not statistically significant, it may be noteworthy that all of

those who selected Irishness as either their primary or secondary identity

had visited Ireland at some point (see table 14).

However, when the responses about visits to Ireland were distributed

according to generation, significant variation emerged, as detailed in

table 15.	 at is imediately apparent is that 77% (20 out of 26) of the

first and second generation have gone on regular visits to Ireland at some

point in their lives (see table 15). This compares with only 23% (3 out of

13) of the third and fourth generation who have ever been on regular trips

to Ireland. This difference is significant at the .01 level. This finding
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correlates with that which was revealed for the pupils. Regular visits to

Ireland were a dominant feature of the lives of the London pupils, all of

whom were second generation. The significance of generation for explaining

the likelihood of the teachers visiting Ireland was reinforced when their

responses were examined in terms of their social class background. There

was no noteworthy variation between staff from manual compared with non—

manual backgrounds concerning patterns of visiting Ireland.

TABLE 14

TEACHERS: VISITS TO IFELAND

Identity
	

Visits

NOE
	

OcCAS	 FEG

IAISI-lESS PRIMARY (13)
	

0%
	

23%(3)
	

77% ( 10)

IRISI+JESS SEcONJARY (10)
	

0%
	

30%(3)
	

70% (7)

IRISI-CJESS ABSENT (16)
	

25%(4)
	

37. 5%(6)
	

37. 5%(6)



FEG

83%(5)

75% (15)

27%(3)

100% (2)

FIRST GENERATION (6)

SECOW GENERATION (20)

TH I R) GENEPAT I ON (11)

FOURTH GENERAl I ON (2)

NONE	 OcCftS

0%	 17%(1)

5%(1)	 20%(4)

27%(3)	 45%(5)
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TABLE 15

TEPCI-ERS: VISITS TO IFLA1'O BY GENERATION

Generation	 Visits

3.3.2 Irish Social and Cultural activities

In classifying the Involvement of the staff in Irish social and

cultural activities the same two categories were used as with the pupils:

1. No involvement

2. Involved

The responses of the teachers to this question reveal that 74% (17 out of

23) of those for whom an Irish identity is relevant have at some point in

their lives been involved in Irish social and cultural activities (see

table 16); while only 12.5% (2 out of 16) of those for whom Irishness does

not form part of their rdentlty report any involvement in Irish social and

cultural activities either in the past or the present. This difference is

significant at the .001 level. The result ii the sane if the responses of
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the teachers of Irish descent alone are examined on this point. This

Indicates that amongst the teachers the continuing relevance of an Irish

Identity, whether It Is of primary or secondary importance, Is strongly

associated with their participation In Irish social and cultural activities

at some point in their lives.

TABLE 16

TEftCIEAS: I N'A)LVEtENT IN I RI SI-I SOCI AL. AND CU..TI.FIAL ftC I VI T I ES

Identity
	

Social and cultural activities

NO I NVOLVE€NT
	

I NLVEO

IRISI-IJESS PRIMARY (13)
	

231(3)
	

771(10)

IRISI+ESS SEGONDAFW (10)
	

301(3)
	

701(7)

IA! SI-tESS ABSENT (16)
	

67. 51(14)
	

12. 51(2)

Participation In Irish social and cultural activities was distributed

according to the generation of the staff but produced no significant

variation (see table 17). One of the reasons Is that the second

generation, who form the largest single grouping, are almost equally split

between being Involved in Irish activities end not being so. It will be

rementered that the majority of the second generation were also split

between choosing Irish as primary or Irish as secondary for their Identity.

Given the close relation noted above between selecting en Irish identity

and being involved In Irish social and cultural activities, this suggests
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that such involvement can mitigate the impact of generation in weakening

ties with Irish antecedents.

TABLE 17

TEACHERS: I N\JLVEJENT IN IRISH SOC I AL AND CILTURAL

ACTIVITIES BY GEIERATION

Social and cultural activitiesGeneration

FIRST GENERATION (6)

SECOND GENERATION (20)

TI-li RD GENERAT I ON (11)

FOURTH GENERAl I ON (2)

p to	 LVEr1UT

66%(4)

45%(g)

63%(7)

0%

/!4 W1'gb

33%(2)

55% Ct 1)

37%(4)

100% (2)
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3.4 THE FE! NG OF I OENT I TY

The teachers were asked a direct question about the meaning that their

selected identity or identities had for them. Below Is a detailed

examination of the characteristics of each of the three identity groups In

order to explore further the basis of Identity for this sample of teachers

in Catholic schools.

3.4.1 Irishness as primary

The 13 staff who gave 'irish' or 'of Irish descent' as their primary

identity are clearly demarcated from the rest of the sample. This is in

terms both of the ease with which they identified their 'Irishness' and its

dominant influence on their lives. As already noted, this group contains

people who are first, second and third-generation Irish. It is useful to

distinguish between those who were born in Ireland (4 out of 13) and those

who were born in Britain (9 out of 13). For the former grouping, which

included one person born in Northern Ireland, it was a straightforward

matter to identify themselves as Irish. All but one visited Ireland

regularly, the exception no longer had relatives there. The main

difference between those born in Ireland concerns their involvement in

Irish social and cultural activities. Two who are Involved in such

activities couTnent on the importance of asserting their Irish identity in

Britain:

My Irishness - my whole life Is geared in that

direction; being out of Ireland, to assert it is far

more important here than In Ireland.

!ien 1 was in the North, Just part of it and didn't

think about It - when I was in Dublin, was aware of

being from Northern Ireland. Here, everything about

being Irish has been reinforced, I'm very aware of

it.
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The other two teachers born In Ireland who are not involved in any such

activities co!wnent on their identity differently:

It's just a part of me because reared there.

I'm Irish full stop. However, as years go by and

one' s parents aren' t there, one changes. My home' s

here now with my children in this country: It's

people that matter not places.

The numbers are far too small to draw any inferences. However, It may be

that the difference in the responeses is the classic one between those

whose response to living in this country is to assert their Irishness

publicly and for others It is to adopt a low profile.

The remaining nine teachers in this group were all born in various

parts of BritaIr, and all but two are second generation, the exceptions

being third generation. All of this grouping bar one gave their primary

identity as 'of Irish descent', the exception selecting 'Irish'. The

question which presents itself with this group of teachers is: why is their

Irishness of central importance for them. All of them come from families

where they were well aware of their Irish heritage. As adults the sense of

their origins and what It represents continues to be a direct Influence on

their lives. Accompanying this, however, is a real isation that they are

not necessarily able to declare themselves fully as IrIsh because they were

born in Britain. A number of this group articulated the difficulties of

being of Irish descent in this country:

'm Irish - but on an official document in this

country I would put 'British'. It's not a

good thing at all Its a bag of problems, but to

reject it would be to reject myself. When I was an

adolescent and was into pop culture and at time of

iay father's death is only time I rejected my

trishness.
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1 don't really see myself as either, I fall between

the two. I mix quite easily with Irish people but

not all the time. I would like to go back to live

there but not now. My friends outside school are

Irish and therefore links catered for there. If I

wasn't working here would gravitate towards Irish

people In another working situation.

A 'mongrel' - I feel in many ways more Irish or

would like to be, but am categorised as British.

I feel a stronger attachment to things Irish than

anything here - though of course people see me as

English and that comes back to give me a split

personal I ty.

What distinguishes the nine teachers of Irish descent who selected 'Of

Irish descent' as primary from those who selected 'of Irish descent' as a

secondary Identity was their seeming lack of resolution of these

difficulties. Their Irishness remains to the fore and they continue to

live the dilema.

Six teachers record 'British' as a secondary identity and its meaning

ranges from viewing this dentity as 'a fact of life' to being split

between the two Identities, although their leaning towards their

'irishness' Is dominant. The three at variance with this comprise one

teacher proclaiming a dislike of the term 'British' and what It represents

and two people from Liverpool who make no reference to Britishness at all.

Amongst four of the teachers of Irish descent (which Includes the three

above who make no mention of a British secondary Identity) their Irishness

was linked to an overt political consciousness of Its significance for

them. Of these, two gave particularly unqualified accounts of their Irish

Identity and in each case It was linked to a high level of participation In

Irish social and cultural activities as adults. The other two were both

third generation and It Is possible that there Is a relationship between

this politicisatlon of their Irish Identity and its survival.
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In sumary, what all these 13 teachers have In corrrnon Is that their

Irish origins continue to be Irmiensely significant in their lives.

Concerning their differences, the level of participation In Irish social

and cultural activities for the Irish born Is linked to their responses to

living in Britain. Those of Irish descent, the maJor i ty of whom have been

socially mobile In becoming teachers, have either continued, or become,

very Involved in Irish social and cultural activities or there is a close

relationship between their notions of their Irishness and their wider

political perspective.

3.4.2 Irlshness as secondary

This group of teachers spans four generations. It includes one

teacher born in Northern Ireland and one whose great-grandmother was born

In Ireland. The majority, however, are second and third generation. 	 at

they all share is that they selected 'British' as their primary Identity

and all claimed that their Irishness was an important secondary identity.

The responses of this group suggest that 'British 1 can represent a

conglomerate politicised identity which does not necessarily preclude the

co-existence of an Irish Identity but always masks it in public:

I never say I'm English because of connotations, on

forms I put British, In unofficial terms call myself

Irish because I've a very Irish family and early on

In life we had strong feelings that we were Irish.

I'd say British rather than English - but I lean

more towards the Irish side of the family than the

English. Also my mother sees herself as Irish even

though as from Northern Ireland could be British.

Have split loyalties in the Interest of fair play

- say I'm Irish with Irish blood but depends where

I am. In Ireland when Britain is attacked I defend

Britain but also vice versa.
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I just switch between them and it's no problem, got

Irish and British passports - because you're either

one thing or the other.

It Is possible that identifying as British represents one resolution of the

'problems' of being of Irish descent. For the one person In this group who

was born in Ireland the dii ems is different, but 'British' identity Is

still the means of resolution:

The trouble in Northern Ireland is the main reason

I'm here, my father's pub was blown up, I'd become

af raid. My husband is a Protestant: It doesn't

bother my family, but if he was a Protestant from

Northern Ireland It would and might even bother me.

On forms I put British, though always think 'should

I write Irish'. It helps now I'm married to someone

British. I've got two passports because I can't

quite make up my mInd.

Some of the teachers comented on the change selecting British

represented f or them compared with their childhood:

British - now it means more than just born here,

I suppose I've felt double-edged. Wien younger felt

Irish thing far more and felt resentment against Britain and

whois colonial set up. As got older are certain things I

feel good about British society and which I'm pleased to be

linked with. Don't feel patriotism to any one group

because it's British or Irish - that t s partly a result

of what has happened end I can sympathies with the

Protestant who doesn' t want to go under Dublin.

Not English, difficult to say why not - dcrIbe

myself as of Irish descent. Became proud of being

British in last twenty years as I realised that my
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father's prejudices were outrageous. Falkiands was
5

an unmitigated d;aster but 'our lads' were a tribute

to us. My sons laugh at me because of my Irishness.

Only two members of this group of teachers Indicated that there were no

problems In being of Irish descent. Both were born and lived in Liverpool.

Neither claimed a Liverpudlian identity but their corrnients seem to bear out

the observations of those pupils who were convinced that it was easy to be

Irish In Liverpool:

It means something to me purely because I don't

dismiss heritage lightly. And my great-aunt used

to talk about all the people coming over and I

don't think they should be forgotten.

I'm not Irish despite a strong Irish culture and

sometimes say I'm Irish. I think of Britain as not

stopping with England, that's why I don't say

English - %les end Scotland aren't foreign

countrIes, though I can understand them keeping

o	 national Identity.

In suninary, the juxtaposition of 'British' as a publIc identity with

an Irish secondary Identity Is a negotiable situation for the individual.

Within this small group of teachers three sub-divisions appear to

differentiate themselves: one group relegates their Irishness to the

background compared with Its strength in their childhood and this is

associated with a growing identification with Brltishness; another group,

beneath their British Identity, continues to live the 'spilt', sometimes

seeing this as advantageous and sometimes not; and for the final group

there Is no problem at all, possibly because they live in a place where

this form of co-existence is not uncoirinon.. A larger-scale study would be

able to establish whether these distinctions are more generally
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representative of the range of responses to the dilemas of being Irish in

Britain.

3.4.3 Irishness absent

This group of 16 teachers, all of Irish descent except for one person

born In Northern Ireland, have in corrmon that they did not select an Irish

identity as either of primary or secondary significance. This absence of

an Irish Identity does not mean that these teachers are unaware of their

Irish antecedents. On the contrary, many discussed at some length the

Irish connections of their family and how they perceived themselves In

relation to this. As at ready noted, only 12.5% of this group have been

Involved in Irish social and cultural activities and only one person

regularly visits Ireland (because his parents have retired there), although

a few did as children. The picture Is therefore of considerable distance

from 'Jrishness', A number of different Identities emerged from this

group.

A large mInority, 44% (7 out of 16), selected BrItish as their primary

identity. For many of these teachers It seemed to function as an

'umbreli& identity, often sheltering a strong attachment to a local

identity: mostly either Northerner or Liverpudlian. Few professed any

great degree of patriotism towards being British, In fact this was

expllcltely denied in a number of cases:

Just a descriptive term because I was born and

live here - not the glorious Britannica, jewel in

the croi touch.

Not completely English because of Irish connection.

British encompasses Irish, Scottish and Elsh. Not

of nuch English blood and no loyalty to England but

do as a Scouser, because born and brought up here.
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Prefer to be celled British - at one time proud of

Liverpool, especially when living outside of

Liverpool but now don't associate myself as nich and

live in the environs not the city now. Britain is a

more reasonable term as involves whole Islands, is

more unifying.

Emphasis In my social isat ion has been to be that

identity (British) - though have no greet pride

in It.

Mother substantial mrnority, 25% (4 out of 16), selected English as

their primary identity. In comparison with the previous group those who

said they were English expressed considerable attachment to their identity.

This group included people who were second-generation Irish and for them

proclaiming their Englishness was a conscious statement of their non-

identification with their Irish background:

English because nearly all my background is and my

education has been. Used to tease my mother about

coming from Ireland, you know 'the bog Irish'. I

see myself as far as I'm Irish, I've assimilated,

but I'm interested in things Irish still.

English because born in London, not sure what

British means, more a political term while English

is a cultural term. Don't feel patriotic, for example

was against the Falkiands. I'm Identifying with English

cultural accents, attitudes of mind, great deal to do with

art and popular rTusic. It has something to do with not

being Irish, I'm the first of my family to be born here and

I've made a definite identity for myself. Also, to do with

Northern I rel and, I read a I ot bout I t, tel ked a I ot wi th

my family but gradually I came to realise I was English like

my friends. I was in a position where I had to label myself

and did.
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For another group, 31% (5 out of 16), their primary Identity was that

of the region in which they had been born. This group included a

Glaswegian, two Londoners and two Liverpudi lane. For the teachers from

Glasgow end London, although they subscribed to their regional identity,

they were all inclined to play do' the significance of Identity,

especially In its national forms. In contrast the two Liverpudlians

expressed pride In being from Liverpool:

Liverpool means a lot more. Liverpudl lane are a

unique race, on their awn, been formed out of the

melting pot, more than anywhere else in 9ritain.

I think national ism is dangerous but unavoidable,

for example can get knifed In Ireland if don't stand

for national anthem.

Attachment is to Liverpool because of accent but not

overpowering.

4. S1J'VIARY fiN] CONCLUSION

The elm of this chapter has been to establish some of the significant

features which determine the national identity of the respondents end what

meaning their national identity holds for them. Strikingly, over four-

fifths of the pupils chose either an Irish Identity or Liverpudlian as

their primary Identity, thus eschewing the national Identity of the country

in which they were born. In London the picture which emerges is of pupils

who live in a strong, self-expressive Irish corrrunity. A large majority of

the pupils and their families visit Ireland and participate in Irish social

end cultural activities. There was no evidence amongst the London pupils

that coming from a ml ddl e-cI ass background weakened ties of allegiance to

I r I shness.

In Liverpool the evidence is that allegiance to Irishness weakens with

generation. Miongst the Liverpool pupils there are very few who have
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visited Ireland or participated in Irish social and cultural activities.

However 1 the findings and coi.uents of the pupils In Liverpool suggest that

Liverpudilanism is a mediating identity, which can encompass identification

with either Irlshness or Britishness. The Indication is that membership of

the middle class makes the selection of Liverpudlianism as a primary

identity less likely. None of the Liverpool pupils who selected a

British/English identity or who was middle class participated in Irish

social and cultural activities. The evidence from the Liverpool sample of

pupils is, therefore, that the weakening of identification with Irish

origins over the generations can only be understood as the outcome of a

complex set of factors, In particular involving the existence of a

mediating identity and processes of social mobility.

These suggestions are reinforced by the findings of the teachers

sample. Again the evidence Is of weakening ties of allegiance with

Irishness by the third end fourth generation. Both Identity and social

class are implicated as being the significant factors to explain the

pattern and process of incorporation. In particular, the continuing

relevance of an Irish identity is strongly associated with participation in

Irish social and cultural activities. Both the pupils and teachers

indicate that being Irish in Britain Is problematic. Maintenance of Irish

identities often Involves complex negotiations between the public and

private spheres of people's lives.
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O-IAPIH NINE

FIMJINGS: THE IRISH IN BRITAIN

1. INTROOUCTION

Part one of the thesis argued that the process of incorporation

entailed pressure on the Irish to deny their Irishness or to be invisible

and silent about their Identity. In this chapter the responses of the

pupils and teachers to questions designed to explore the silence and low

profile of the Irish in Britain are examined. The first part of this

section of the Interview explores how the sample of pupils and teachers

view Irish Jokes and what they think about the wider effects of the Jokes.

The second part of this section consists of questions about both the

visibility and treatment of the Irish in Britain. The Intention of these

questions is to discover how the two different samples of pupils and the

teachers Interviewed perceived the experience of being Irish in Britain.

The hypothesis here is that identity will prove significant in explaining

variations in the responses, especially of the London pupils and of the

teachers. The expectation Is that those who selected an Irish identity

will be more likely to view the Irish as an ethnic minority and consider

that the Irish are treated differently from other groups.

2. ANTI-IRISH JOKES

There were three questions in this part of the intervie

14. Do you notice Irish Jokes around niich?

15. tat do you think of them?

16. iat do you think most Irish people think of the Jokes?
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2. 1 THE PUPILS

2. 1. 1 Question 14: Do you notice Irish iokes around much?

The intention in this question was to establish the pupils' awareness

of anti-Irish Jokes.

TAB...E 1

PUPILS: INCIDENCE OF IRISH JOKES

Response
	

Sample group

TOTAL SAMR..E(66) LorDON(26)	 LIVEF*OOL(4O)

YES	 94% (62)	 93% (24)	 96% (38)

NO	 6%(4)	 B%(2)	 5%(2)

An overwhelming percentage of the pupils stated that they noticed Irish

jokes (see table 1). There was no difference between the responses of the

London and Liverpool samples.

2.1.2 Question 15:	 iet do you think of them?

The responses to this question indicated that the jokes were either

deemed to entail no offence or were considered problematic to one degree or

another. The coding categories used are: 1acceptance';

'problematicicontingent'; and • problematic/rejection'. Those who

considered jokes as Just another type of Joke are coded as 'acceptance';

the respondents who think the Jokes can be a problem but that It varies
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with the cuvnstances In which the Joke is told are coded as

'problematic/contingent 1 ; while those who experience the Jokes as offensive

and, therefore, not funny are coded as 'problemetic/reiectlon'.

Over half of the pupils, 58% (38 out of 66) thought that Irish jokes

were problematIc: 34% (22 out of 66) of the pupils rejected them as not

funny at all; and 24% (16 out of 66) gave a contingent response Indicating

that their reaction to the jokes could vary (see table 2a). 42% (28 out of

66) of the pupils accepted the jokes as 'just a Joke'. A striking feature

of these findings Is the degree of similarity In the overall pattern of

responses in both cities.

TABLE 2a

PUPILS: FEACTIONS TO PiNTI-IRISH JOKES

Response
	

Reaction to jokes

TOTAL SAPFLE(66) LOM)ON(26) LIVEFFOOL(40)

AIIEPTIANGE
	

42% (28)
	

42% (11)
	

43% (17)

PRJ6LEMAT I C/CONTINGENT
	

24% C 16)
	

23%(6)
	

25% (10)

PFEB..EMAT I C/FE.JECT I ON
	

34% (22)
	

35%(9)
	

33% C 13)

Amongst the London pupils there was a variation in their responses

according to their class background (see table 2b). A clear reversal is in

operation between the responses of the middle-class and working-class

pupil s. Only 29% (2 out of 7) of the pupil s from a mi ddl e-cl ass background

thought that Irish Jokes were problematic. On the other hand t-thirds of
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the working-class pupils (12 out of 18) thought the jokes were problematic.

This difference Is significant at the .05 level. There were no significant

variations in the responses of the pupils in Liverpool.

TAa.E 2b

LON)ON API LS: FEACT IONS TO ANTI-I Al Si-I JOKES

ACCORDING TO SOCIAL CLASS

Response
	

Social Class

NON-+1AtUfrL. (7)	 MAItJAL (18)

ACCEPTANCE	 71%(5)	 29%(2)

PRD6LEMATIC	 33%(6)	 66%(12)

2.1.3 Question 16. What do you think most Irish people think of

Irish jokes?

The same categories were used to code the responses to this question

as to the last with the addition of 'don't know'. This facilitated any

relevant comparisons between the respondents' oi views about anti-irish

jokes and what they considered to be the reactions of most Irish people to

the jokes.

Over four-fifths, 81% (53 out of 66), of the pupils thought that most

Irish people would find the jokes problematic: 46% (30 out of 66) thought

Irish people would reject the jokes as not funny; and 35% (23 out of 66)

thought that they would have a contingent reaction to the Jokes (see table

3a). A minority. 15% (10 out of 66), considered that most Irish people
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would accept the Jokes as inoffensive. The two samples were broadly

similar In their responses to this question. It is perhaps noteworthy that

there were no 'don't knows' in London and that there were fewer pupils In

Liverpool (3 out of 40 compared with 7 out of 26 in London) who thought

that irish people would accept the jokes.

Amongst the pupils in Liverpool identity produced a significant

variation. The striking finding Is that elf of those who selected a

regional identity, that is Liverpudlian, considered that most Irish people

would find the jokes problematic (see table 3b). A majority of each of the

other identity groups also thought that Irish people would find the jokes a

problem. However, there wee still a significant difference between their

replies and those of the group who said their primary identity was as a

Liverpudlian. This difference was significant at the .01 level (zero in

cel I).
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TABLE 3

PIFILS: PERCEIVED FEACTIONS OF IRISH PEOPLE

TO ANTI-IRISH JOKES

Response	 Srnpl e group

'*4-IOLE SAIhFLE(66) LOOON(26) LIVERPOOL(40)

A1IEPTANCE
	

15% C 10)
	

7%(7)	 6%(3)

PF3OLEMAT I C/CONT I NGENT
	

35% (23)
	

35%(9)
	

35% ( 14)

PROBLEMAT I C/REJECT! ON
	

46% (30)
	

38% C 10)
	

50% (20)

OK
	

5%(3)
	

0%
	

6% (3)



Identity

FEG I CENT I TV (26) 	 /ENGL I SH (9)

Response

ACCEPTANCE

PFR.EMAT IC

OK

IRISH (5)

20% (1)

60%(3)

20% (1)

0%

100% (26)

0%

22%(2)

56%(5)

22%(2)
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TABLE 3b

LIVEFFOOL PJ'ILS: PEJE1VED FEPCTIONS OF IRISH PEOPLE

TO ANTI-IRISH JOKES PCCOFDING TO PUPILS' IOENTITY

2.1.4 Discussion

The intention behind the opening question of this section was to

establish the respondents' threshold 0f awareness concerning irish jokes.

The massive majority of pupils who said that they did notice the jokes

confirmed the currency of the jokes. A small number of the pupils

comented that the jokes were less prevalent than they used to be.

However, other pupils remarked that they thought that Irish jokes were the

most coimion jokes they heard. The two most frequent sources of Irish jokes

appeared to be another parson or hearing them on television.

It is very interesting that In response to the next question, which

inquired about the respondents' oi reactions to Irish Jokes, there was

again little varIation between the two sançiles. The pattern of either

acceptance or viewing the jokes as problematic was very similar In London

and Liverpool. Those who accepted the Jokes gave a range of replies which
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irplled that they thought that a Joke was a Joke and did not entail offence

to anyone:

Just Jokes - nothing In them.

Not bothered - I think they're funny.

Don't take offence at them.

Don't mind them, only fun - everyone has to take

a bit of stick. For example, the coloureds and that

don' t mi nd nuch.

Don't mind them, you know Irish people aren't deft,

just Paddy and Mick Jokes, most people realise that.

Funny - people pick on a nation Just like Jewish

people, as long as In good fun there's nothing the

matter with them.

In contrast, those who deemed the jokes to be problematic indicated that it

was possible for the jokes to give offence. The 34% of the pupils who

rejected the jokes completely did not find them funny at all:

They're prejudiced because they only talk about

one person being stupid.

Hate them, me dad don't like them. I don't I ike the

way the irish are degraded.

I find them racist, for example it would be if you said it

about a coloured person, I don't think racism should

be on television.

It's horrible as makes Irish people out to be really

thick.
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They're not really funny because the Irish aren't

stupid.

Prejudiced - people are trying to get the message

across that the Irish are stupid and I don't think

they are.

24% of the pupils said that their reaction to Irish Jokes could vary.

Prcncipaily their reaction seemed to be determined by the content of the

joke itself:

Some are quite funny, but some go too far and are

not fair on Irish people.

Some are funny, some are stupid.

Some are horrible, taking the mickey out of the

Irish, some are a bit funny.

Some are quite funny but I don't think they should

be directed against the Irish so iruch. I think they

were because of prejudice, the Irish causing

trouble.

For all the pupils who found the jokes problematic, whether they rejected

the jokes entirely or not, the aspect of the jokes that caused most offence

was the imputation that the Irish are stupid.

In the only significant variation within either sample, the perception

of the Jokes as derogatory towards the Irish was more strongly associated

in London with the pupils from a working-class background than those of a

middle-class background. It would be worth further exploration in a larger

study to discover whether this difference may exist because the pupils from

working-class homes In London are in closer proximity to articulated

opposition to Irish jokes. In contrast, in Liverpool there were no

significant variations within the sample. However, as already noted, 58%
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of them viewed the jokes as problematic. This seemed from their replies to

stem from 'knowing' Irish people were not like 'that', that ls, stupid.

The suggestion here is that this could be the consequence of a general

awareness of Irish antecedents as part of Liverpool's history. it may be

possible to explore this further in the responses to the remaining

questions in this part of the interview.

It is striking that very few of the pupils In either city thought that

most Irish people would accept the Jokes. 81% of the pupils considered

that Irish people would view the jokes as problematic. The pupils who

thought that most Irish people would reject the jokes outright gave similar

reasons for this rejection as they had for their own. However, there was

an interesting difference between the reasons for thinking Irish people

would have a contingent response compared with the reason that had been

given by the pupils for their own contingent response to the jokes. Most

pupils who said their own reaction would vary cited the content of the Joke

Itself as being critical. In contrast, those who thought Irish people's

reactions to the Jokes might vary described the main determinant of this as

being the listener:

Some Irish people take it for a laugh but some take

it seriously because they're always taking the mick.

Most take them all right but some are very vexed - why

pick on the Irish?

My rmim doesn't mind theu my dad can't stand them.

He doesn't like the English or England nuch.

Some take it as a Joke, others see them as

insulting.

Some don't mind but it nust harm them a bit, get on

their nerves.
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Some older people get angry because they don't

believe the Irish should be made out to be stupid.

These answers suggest the pupils' sensitivity to different reasons why

Irish people might vary in their response to the Jokes. It is Important to

stress that these replies were as typical of Liverpool as of London. The

only difference is that there is a more speculative tone to some of the

conrients In Liverpool compared with a greater certainity in the London

replies. This probably reflects the different areas in which they live and

their different degree of contact with people born in Ireland. In

highlighting the Individual listener's response to irish jokes the pupils

who think Irish people's reaction will vary focus on the potential

diversity of response to the same Joke. This raises questions about what

determines Irish people's response to the jokes and the implication is that

the content of the joke is not the sole determinant.

The pupils who had rejected the jokes objected to the characterisation

of the Irish as stupid. Similarly they thought that most Irish people who

completely rejected the jokes would have this objection. In Liverpool

every single one of the pupils who selected a Liverpudlian Identity thought

that Irish people would find the Jokes problematic:

Can imagine they don' t really like them as always

getting skitted for being backward compared with

English, Welsh or Scottish.

Dislike them because they're skitting them, saying

they're stupid.

Don't think many Irish like them - getting skitted

all the time.

A lot disgusted because always getting skitted.

They think they're prejudiced because everyone

thinks the IrIsh are stupid.
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This significant finding further suggests that the Liverpudlian identity

encompasses a certain sensitivity on matters affecting Irish people.

In their coirinents on what mast Irish people who find the jokes

problematic uld think, some of the the pupils' emphasis Is on what

evasive action or strategies might be adopted to cope with the jokes:

Don't like them but still laugh and keep it to

themsel yes so as not to cause a bad atmosphere. You

can tell a lot of jokes without despising anyone.

Fkim and Dad Just switch the television off - it

really gets them IF it's an Irish person telling

them. My friends don't tell them.

My Dad laughs them off but if he tells one he

changes it to the Engl ish.

Deep down probably don't like it but don't show

I t.

Probably take it to heart a lot, I've seen some not

laugh and turn away.

Here the reason for Irish people disiikin the jokes Is largely assumed to

be self-evident. The covwnents are thus on whether the response is one of

forbearance (a low profile) or active hostility to the jokes.
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2. 2 THE TEACHERS

2.2.1 Question 14: Do you notice Irish lokes around rruch?

It is clear that selected Identity produces no variation (see table

4).

TPa.E 4

TEACI-ERS: I NC I DENCE OF ANT I - I RI SH JOKES

Response	 Identity

TOTAL	 IRISH	 I RI SH	 I Al SH

SAtLE (39) FRI MARY (13) SECONOARY (10) ABSENT (16)

YES	 87%(34)	 77%(1O)	 100%(10)	 88%(14

NO	 13%(5)	 23%(3)	 0%	 12%(2)

A similarly overwhelming majority of the teachers, 87% (34 out of 39), as

of the pupils stated that they did notice Irish Jokes around.

2.2.2 Question 15: iat do you think of them?

Two-thirds of the teachers considered the Jokes to be problematic (see

table 5). 15% (6 out of 39) rejected the jokes altogether as not funny

while a majority of the teachers, 51% (20 out of 39), stated that their

reaction to Irish Jokes was contingent. A third of the staff, (13 out of
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39), accepted the Jokes as 'just a joke'. There was, however, a

significant variation between the different Identity groups concerning

whether they accepted the Jokes or not. None of those who had selected

'Irish' as their primary Identity accepted the jokes whereas 40% (4 out of

10) of the Irlshness secondary group and 56% (9 out of 16) of the Irishness

absent group said that they accepted the jokes. This difference between

the Irishness primary group and the rest of the teachers is significant at

the .02 level (zero In cell).

TABLE 5

TEACHERS: REACT I ONS TO ANT I - I RI SH JOKES

Response
	

Identity

TOTAL	 IRISH

SAI'FLE(39) PRIWRY(13)

33%(13)	 0%

51%(20)	 69%(9)

15%(6)	 31%(4)

IRISH	 IRISH

SECONDARY (10) ABSENT (16)

56%(9)

38%(6)

10%(1)
	

6% (1)

2.2.3 QuestIon 16:	 at do you think most Irish people think of them

A higher proportion of the teachers, 44% (17 out of 39), thought that

most irish people wouid accept the jokes, compared with the 15% (10 out of

66) of the pupils who had thought the same (see table 6). ThIs difference
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is significant at the .01 level. However, a majority of the staff, 54% (21

out of 39), thought most Irish people would consider the jokes to be

problematic.

TABLE 6

TEP4]-EAS. PEEIVED FEiCTIONS OE IAISH PEOPLE

TO ANTI-1RISIl JOKES

Response	 Identity

TOTAL	 IA I SI-I 	 I RI SI-I	 I Al SH

SAtFLE (39) PAl MARY (13) SECONDARY (10) ABSENT (16)

ACCEPTANCE	 44%(17)	 36%(5)	 30%(3)	 56%(9)

PRJELEMATICJ	 33%(13)	 35%(5)	 30%(3)	 32%(5)

CONTINGENT

PlROa..EMAT I C/
	

21%(8)	 23%(3)	 30%(3)
	

12%(2)

REJECT! ON

OK
	

3%(1)	 0%	 1O%(1)
	

0%

2.2.4 Discussion

A large maJority of the staff stated that they were aware of Irish

jokes. This gave further confirmation of the currency of the jokes and

indicated that Irish jokes were as evident to this adult sanle as to the

15-year olds interviewed. The small number, 13% (5 out of 39), who said

they did nat notice the jokes said that this was because they took measures
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to avoid them, for example, not watching particular T V programes or not

mixing with people who would tell the jokes. Thus the negative replies to

this question do not necessarily indicate the absence of Irish jokes.

Instead they offer early evidence of caine of the staff objecting to the

jokes. The next two questions were designed to explore more fully the

teachers' reactions to Irish jokes.

There was a strong relation between the identity of the teachers and

their reactions to the jokes. All of the staff who had selected an Irish

identity as primary considered the Jokes to be problematic, as did three-

fifths of those who designated irishness as their secondary identity. A

large proportion of the teachers who found Irish jokes problematic said

that their reaction to the Jokes could vary, rather than stating that they

rejected the jokes outright. For most of the group who had a contingent

reaction to the Jokes what mattered was the content of the jokes:

At first I don't like them, then It depends on

the Joke whether I laugh, if it's clever or not.

It varies, some are offensive, though I laugh at

some.

Mixed - if some cleverness then I'm arwsed, but

try not to take them too seriously.

Irish often used as scapegoats; the jokes are funny

but quite cruel.

It depends on the joke, some are offensive but

expect sense of humour to prevail. B.t under I yi ng

they are racist.

if they are funny I dont mind but object If

implying too auch stupidity.	 it In Ireland do have

Kerry Jokes.
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Other teachers who found the jokes probi emetic rejected them completely:

I Ignore them, they're unfunny.

I've come to see them as sorvEwhat degrading and

racist.

I resent the implication that the Irish are

siower-witted than other groups. I usually try

to invert the Jokes.

I make a point of saying it's a racist Joke but

becomes boring like going on about people smoking.

They're irritating because of the assumption

that the Irish are stupid.

All the teachers who viewed the Jokes as problematic found objectionable

the belittling of the Irish as a people. The teachers varied in whether

they thought that all Irish jokes have this as their intention or only some

have this intention.

However, a third of the teachers overall, and this included over half

of the teachers who did not select an Irish Identity, found Irish Jokes

acceptable. This grouping were more prone to see the jokes as 'Just a

joke':

They're funny but I don't say that's what Irish

people are like. The Irish tell Kerry Jokes and

French do about the Belgians.

My joke Is funny at the expense of some group, it

doesn't mean I think that of the Irish, they're not

del iberately derogatory though mist be a bit In the

end.
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Accept them n the sense that they are meant as

Jokes. Treat them the same as colour In this

school, each group tells them about themselves. It's

to do with the Irish temperament, laugh easIly.

Like every joke, are a gross general isat Ion, like the

Scots being mean. Though the Irish have a way of

expressing themselves - simple/innocent - which

encourages people to make jdces.

Very funny - always depict Irish as dim. All

countries single out some group - it doesn't reflect

the irish contribution to English society. Coments

are Just out of Ignorance.

There Is a general recognition by the teachers who accept the jokes that

they are often at the expense of the Irish. Their attitude, in contrast to

those who found the jokes problematic, is that there Is nothing exceptional

and, therefore, offensive in the Irish being singled out in this manner.

The most frequent explanation for this was that every society has a group

which Is the particular butt of Its Jokes, in Britain it's the Irish. The

responses of the teachers to this question, therefore, reveal different

conceptions of the role of humour and of the ramifications of Irish jokes.

Whether or not the teacher chooses an Irish identity appears to be critical

for determining the view of the Individual respondent to the jokes. Those

not claiming Irishness as any part of their Identity are far more likely to

view the jokes as 'harmless fun'.

The teachers are more evenly split on what they think most Irish

people think of the Jokes than they are about their own reactions. Just

under half the teachers think most Irish people accept the jokes:

The majority, especially of my parents'

generation, think they are quite funny.
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A lot of Irish people have a goad cerise of

humour and don't take them seriously.

Probably got a good sense of humour - on the

staff don' t seem affronted and I augh wi th us

heartily.

Ibbst think they're very good - they tell them.

Less touchy than other minority groups, possibly

because they've been here a long time. Similar

to Jews, tell the Jokes themselves.

These views appear to be largely based on observing the reactions of Irish

people they know. This contrasts strongly with the pupils' of whom only

15% thought most Irish people would accept the Jokes.

The response of just over half the teachers was, however, to think

that most Irish people found the jokes problematic. Some 0f these teachers

thought the reaction of Irish people would be variable and would depend on

the circumstances. The crucial variable was considered to be the person

listening to the Joke rather than the content of the Joke:

Some are very uptight and read more into them.

Some react very strongly - I would never tell an

Irish joke to an Irish person, although I heard

Kerry Jokes In Ireland.

Some are offended, others laugh or give as good as

they get.

I t depends on the ci rcumstances - where someone has

a strong Irish Identity more likely to make caustic

comnents. In Liverpool, however, It's different -

here skit each other and everyone else enormously.
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The Irish people I know don't mind them but I

imagine someone easily offended would be annoyed.

It's largely Irish comedians who teil'em, most find

them quite enusing, I don't know If It's defensive.

The more politically aware find them offensive.

It Is Interesting that a distinction is made by the teachers between what

they think Is the basis of most Irish people's contingent response corvçared

with the reason they gave F or their own contingent response to Irish Jokes.

White the teachers suggest that they decide their response in terms of the

content of an individual joke, the implication Is that most Irish people's

response will be determined by whether not they view irish jokes In general

as being anti-Irish. This may suggest that there Is a degree of reluctance

on the part of some of the respondents to relate their own reponse to the

Jokes In terms of their own identity or political views' but this is more

readily acknowl edged as a determinant of most Irish people' s response.

The teachers who described most Irish people as rejecting Irish jokes

as not funny often described the avoidance or coping strategies that people

use in such circumstances:

I know lots who just won't listen, 1 understand

when they say irish Jokes have gone on too long.

Most rational Ise their reaction because they don' t

feel able to object.

They'll smile, used to it, absorb it but don't

like It.

Most Ignore them my mother doesn't like them.

Some people prefer to laugh rather than make a

fuss.
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This small group of teachers base their assessment of what most Irish

people think of the jokes on the premise that the surface reaction of the

Irish to Irish Jokes Is not necessarily their true or only response to the

jokes. Some of those who thought Irish people's response to the jokes

would be contingent on the listener also suspected that an Irish person's

inriediate response might not reveal their complete reaction to the jokes.

This suggests that some of the teachers In this sample view it as likely

that most, or at least some, Irish people adopt various strategies in order

to deal with the telling of Irish jokes which they find objectionable. It

also suggests that many of the teachers think that one of the strategies

that Irish people adopt is based on disguising their real response to the

telling of Irish Jokes.

3. BEING IRISH IN BRITAIN

The second part of the chapter consists of questions about the

visibility and treatment of the Irish in Britain. The hypothesis here is

that identity will prove significant in explaining variations In the

responses, especially of the London pupils and of the teachers. The

expectation is that those who selected Irish as their identity will be more

likely to view the Irish as an 'ethnic minority' and consider that the

Irish are subject to discrimination.

There were five questions in this part of the interview:

17. How woul d you know someone was I r I sh when you meet them?

18. How do you think the Irish are treated in this country?

19. Have you ever seen or heard anything directed against

the Irish which you objected to?

20. Have you ever heard or seen anything which gives you a

positive Image of the Irish?
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21. Do you think the Irish have mixed in well here or not?

3. 1 THE PUPILS

3.1.1 Question 17: How would you know someone was Irish when you

meet them?

Six categories were developed to code the responses to this question.

The first three categories code the replies which referred to explicit

features of the Individual: speech, name, appearance. The last three

categories refer to group attributes which the Individual might possess:

behaviour, class, ideology. For example, the 'behaviour' category included

replies about people going to mass; the 'class' category included

references to where people lived or to type of working clothes; and the

'ideology' category included responses about attending Irish clubs.

By a large margin, the means by which the maJority of pupils in both

cities, 92% (61 out of 66), said that they would know someone was Irish was

by their voice (see table 7). It Is very interesting to note that the

second most often cited category was 'appearance'. Overall 27% (18 out of

65) stated that they would know someone was Irish when they met them

because of what they looked like. There was a significant difference

between the two samples on this response. In London 54% (14 out of 26)

indicated that they would know someone was Irish by their appearance, in

cocrarlson to Liverpool where only 10% (4 out of 40) saId this would be the

case. This difference Is significant at the .001 level.
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TABLE 7

RPILS: FECOGNITION R<ERS OF IRISHNESS

Response	 Sample group

TOTAL SAt'FLE (66) LOM)C)N (26) LIVEIPOOL (40)

SPEECH	 92%(61)	 66%(23)	 95%(36)

NA1E	 14%(9)	 12S(3)	 15%(6)

APPEARANCE	 27%(16)	 54%(14)	 1O%(4)

BEHAVIOUR	 15%(10)	 19%(5)	 13%(5)

IDEOLOGY	 9% (6)	 0%	 15% (6)

cLASS	 2%(1)	 4%(1)	 0%

3.1.2	 estIon 18: How do you think the Irish are treated In this country?

Four categories were used to code the replies to this question: same,

contingent, differently, don't know. The respondents who thought that the

Irish were treated the same as everyone else were coded as 'same'; while

under the 'contingent' category are grouped those who think that particular

circumstances determine how the Irish are treated. The respondents who

considered that the IrIsh are not treated the sie as other people are

included in the category 'differently'.



Sampi e group

TOTAL SAtILE (66) LONDON (26) L1VEF1OOL (40)

Response

SNE

CONTINGENT

01 FFEFENTLY

OK.

40% (16)

38% (15)

16% (7)

5%(2)

46% ( 12)

311% (5)

23%(6)

0%

42% (26)

35% (23)

20% (13)

3%(2)
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Just over half the pupils, 55% (36 out of 66), thought that the Irish

are treated differently from other people in this country to one degree or

another (see tabi e Ba), whereas 42% (28 out of 66) of the whol e sarnpl e

considered that Irish people are treated the same as everyone else. There

are no wide variations between the London	 d Liverpool pupils, the

significant differences all lie within each sançle.

TABLE 8a

PUPILS: PERCEPTIONS OF THE TFEAT€NT OF THE IRISH IN BRITAIN

In London there Is a suggestion that identity may be a significant

variable. There Is a clear contrast ancngst the London pupils between the

pupils who selected an Irish dentlty and those pupils who selected either

a regional or British/English identIty as of primary importance to them

(see table Sb). All of the pupils who did riot select an Irish identity

thought that Irish people were treated the same as everyone else in

Britain, whereas only one-third of the pupils who selected an Irish

identity as of importance to them thought that Irish people were treated

the same as everyone else. Because of the small numbers Involved this
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difference Is only significant on a one-tail test. However, It suggests

that In a larger-scale study It would be worth testing this hypothesis

further.

TABLE 8b

LOM)ON RPILS: PERCEPTIONS OF TFEATfrENT OF THE IRISH IN BRITAIN

AOOFO I NG TO PIP! L I OENT I TV

Response

CONT I NGENT

DI FFEFENTLY

OK

Identity

IRISH IDENTITIES (21)

33% (7)

36% (B)

29%(6)

0%

OTHER IDENTITIES (5)

(AEG & 8R/ENG)

100% (5)

0%

0%

0%

In Liverpool It is also Interesting to examine the distribution of the

pupils' responses according to their Identity. 69% (18 out of 26) of the

pupils who selected a regional Identity, that Is, Liverpudlian, said that

they thought that Irish people are treated differently to one degree or

another (see table Sc). This coares with 20% (1 out of 5) of those who

selected an Irish Identi as either primary or secondary, and with 33% (3

out of 9) of those who selected a British or English identity, thinking the

Irish are treated differently. 	 tien the 'Liverpudlian' response is
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compared with the responses of the other pupils it is statistically

signiftcant at the .05 level.

TAR.E 6c

LI \/EFFOOL PIP I LS: PERCEPTIONS OF TFEATI'ENT OF I RI SH I N ER! TA IN

iGCCOFD I NG TO PUP IL I lCENT I TY

Response

SNE

CONT I NGENT

01 FFEFENTLY

OK

identity

IRISH IDENTITIES (5) F€G IDENTITY (26) BR/ENS (9)

80% (4)
	

31% (8)
	

44%(4)

20% (1)
	

42% (1 1)
	

33% (3)

0%
	

27% (7)
	

0%

0%
	

0%
	

22%(2)

3.1.3 QuestIon 19: Have you ever seen or heard anything directed against

the Irish which you abiected to?

The aim in this question was to establish whether the respondents had

ever witnessed something directed towards the Irish to which they objected

and, if so, what the incident concerned. Those who answered in the

affirmative and cited institutional practices (for example, policing) as

objectionable, or referred to incidents Involving Northern Ireland, were

grouped under 'yes/pal itical'. The replies which referred to the jokes, or

references to the Irish as stupid etc, are included under

'yes/stereotyping'. Others were coded as 'no' or 'don't know'.
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A majority of the pupils, 58% (36 out of 66), said that they had seen

or heard something which they objected to directed against the Irish (see

table 9a). Just under a third, (19 out of 66), said they had not, and 14%

(9 out of 66) did not know. It Is interesting that there are no

significant variations between the London and Liverpool samples; however,

within each sample there are more marked variations.

TABLE 9a

PUPILS: OBJECTIONS TO TFEATI€NT OF Tt-E iRISH IN BRITAIN

Aesponse
	 Sample group

TOTAL. SAWLE (66) LOt'OON (26) LI \IEIPOOL (40)

YES/POLl TI C1AL.	 41% (27 )
	

31%(8)
	

46% (19)

YES/STEFEOTYPI NG
	

17%(11)
	

27%(7)
	

10% (4)

NO
	

29% C 19)
	

23%(6)
	

33%(13)

OK
	

14% (9)
	

19%(5)
	

10% (4)

In London the distribution of responses according to social class is

worthy of attentIon. It Is noticeable that 72% (13 out of 18) of the

pupils from a working-class background in London &iswered that they had

witnessed or heard something derogatory to the Irish to which they objected

(see table 9b). This compares with 26% (2 out of 7) of the pupils from a

middle-class background giving the same reponse. Because the nuithers

involved are very small this just misses being statistically significant

(but note that on a one tall-test It is significant). However, it suggests
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that in a study based on a larger sample it would be worth testing this

class dimension further.

TASLE 9b

LONDON RiP I LS: OGI.ECT I ONS TO TFEA11€NT OF TEE LA! Si-i IN BA I TA! N

PCCOFD I NG TO SOC I AL CLASS

Response

YES/POLITICAL

YES/STEFEOTYPI NG

NO

OK

SocIal Class

NON-f'tNUAL (7)

14% (1)

1 4% (1)

28%(2)

43%(3)

i-WJUAL (18)

39% (7)

33%(6)

22%(4)

5% (1)

In Liverpool social class Is also signLficant (see table 9c). The

main demarcation appears in terms of the gneeter likelihood of the middle-

class pupils to Indicate that they had seen or heard something 'political'

directed against the Irish to which they objected. 77% (6 out of 8) of the

middle-class pupils give this response compared with 33% (9 out of 27) of

the working-class pupils (see table 9c). This difference is significant at

the .05 level.
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TASLE 9c

LIVEFFOOL PIPILS: OBJECTIONS TO THE TFEAThENT OF THE IRISH

IN BRITAIN ,CCOFUING TO SOCIAL CLASS

Response
	

Social Class

NON_IWJIJ1OL. (5)
	

rWIUPJ_ (27)

YES/Pal.! TI CAL
	

77%(6)
	

33%(g)

YES/STEFEOTYP I NG
	

0%
	

14%(4)

NO
	

23%(2)
	

37% ( 10)

OK
	

0%
	

14%(4)

3.1.4 QuestIon 2O Have you ever seen or heard anything which gives you

a positive Image of the Irish?

Three categories were developed to code the positive responses to this

question. 'Disposition' includes replies which corrinented on particular

characteristics of the Irish as a people In a favourable way, for example,

sociability; 'culture' groups all responses which refer to the

customs/traditions of Ireland while the 'Irish in Britain' category

includes all those who mentioned the contribution of the Irish to British

society. Others are coded as either 'no' or 'don't know1.

This Is the first question In this section of the empirical study to

produce a significant difference between the London and Liverpool samples.

In the total sample 32% (21 out of 66) of the pupils stated that they had
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not seen or heard anything which gave a positive image of the Irish (see

table 10). However, these 21 pupils were distributed unevenly between the

two samples. In London only 15% (4 out of 26) of the pupils answered

negatively to this question; while in Liverpool 43% (17 out of 40) of the

pupils said that they had never encountered anything which gave them a

positive image of the Irish. This difference between the two samples is

significant at the .05 level. (There were no significant differences within

each sampi e.)

TABLE 10

RJPILS: POSITIVE IGES OF TI-E IRISH

Aesponse	 Sample group

TOTAL SNLE(66) LONOON(26) LIVEFFOOL(40)

DISPOSITiON
	

392(26)
	

462(12)	 352(14)

CUTUFE
	

152(10)
	

152(4)
	

15% (6)

IRISH IN BRITAIN
	

32(2)
	

62(2)
	

0%

DK
	

112(7)
	

152(4)
	

82(3)

NO	 322(21)	 152(4)	 432(17)

3.1.5 Question 21: Do you think the IrIsh have mixed in well or not?

The replies to this question covered a spectrum from firm yes es to

adamant noes. The coding categories, therefore, are: 'yes', 'contingent'
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(where the degree to which the Irish had mixed in was thought to depend on

the circumstances), ' no' and 'don't know'.

TfrBLE lie

PUP I LS: PERCEPT I ONS OF ThE DEGREE TO W-Il CM

THE I RI SH HA\/E MIXED IN

Response
	

Sample group

TOTAL. SAtFLE(66) LOIJON(26) LIVEFFOOL(40)

YES	 76%(50)	 58%C15)	 68t(35)

CONTINGENT	 23%(15)	 38%(iO)	 13%(5)

NO
	

2%(l)	 4%(l)	 0%

01<
	

07.	 0%	 0%

This question produced further significant differences in the

responses between the sample In London and that in Liverpool. Three-

quarters of the pupils, 76% (50 out of 66), saId that they thought that the

Irish had mixed in well in this country (see table lie). In London this

proportion was reduced to 58% (15 out of 26), but In LIverpool 88% (35 out

of 40) of the pupils considered that the Irish had mixed In well. This

difference between the pupils In London and Liverpool is significant at the

.02 level. Another significant varIation occurs amongst those who gave a

contingent reponse.. Just under a quarter of the total sample said that

whether the Irish could be considered to have mixed In well depended on the

circumstances. In London this proportion increased to 36% (10 out of 26),

while in Liverpool only 13% (5 out of 40) thought it necessary to give a
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contingent reponse. This difference between the pupils In London and

Liverpool is significant at the .05 level.

An examination of the responses of the London pupils also revealed

that there was a significant variation within that sample according to the

identity of the pupils. Only 22% (2 out of 9) of the pupils who Identified

themselves as Irish said that the Irish had mixed in well in this country

(see table lib). In contrast 75% (9 out of 12) of those who selected being

of Irish descent as their prime identity, and 60% (4 out of 5) of those who

had selected a non-Irish identity thought that the Irish had mixed in well.

This difference between the pupils who identified themselves as Irish and

the rest of the London sample is significant at the .05 level. There were

no significant differences between the responses of the Liverpool pupils.

TABLE lib

L0(\tJON PIFILS: PERCEPTIONS OF DEGFEE TO WIICH THE IRISH

HAVE MIXED IN ,CCOF1)ING TO RPIL IDENTITY

Response
	

Identity

YES

CONT I NGENT

NO

IRISH (9)

22%(2)

66%(6)

1 1%(1)

IRISH (12)

DESCENT

75%(9)

25%(3)

0%

Oil-ER IOENTITIES(5)

(FEG 10 & BA/ENG)

80% (4)

20% (1)

0%
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3.1.6 Discussion

A question to ascertain how the respondents would know someone was

Irish was Included because of the widespread assumption that the Irish

possess no distinguishing 'visible' characteristics other than speech.

Overwhelmingly, 92% of the pupils said that they would know someone was

Irish by their speech. Either the pupils referred to the accent of Irish

people or to 'the way they talk'. This was an unsurprising finding. More

interesting in the context of this thesis was that the second most cited

means of distinguishing the Irish was 'appearance'. It was also

interesting that this was more significant as a means of identification in

London than in Liverpool. The pupils gave a range of replies to describe

what they meant by appearance:

You know the look, pot-bellied little thing.

Looks - broad, ginger hair.

li built, red hair.

My rrm looks Irish - brown eyes, black hair.

But very often they found it hard to specify how they knew someone was

Irish:

Looks - just know by instinct.

The look - don't know what it is.

The way they look.

'The irish Look'.

The Look - I'd know you were Irish.
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Looks - can tell someone's come from Ireland.

These responses Indicate that some pupils do not need to rely on

verbal or other information to determine if someone they meet Is Irish.

This indicates that it Is possible to identify Irish people by their

physical characteristics end set. The fact that significantly more London

than Liverpool pupils referred to appearance as the means of Identifying

someone as Irish suggests that this is a skill acquired 'wi thin the group'.

The London pupils' replies also suggest that this process of recognition

does not necessarily rely on explicit Indicators, for example, red hair,

but is frequently the result of tacit indicators, for example, 'The Look'.

The pupils were next asked a general question about how Irish people

are treated in this country. interestingly, there was very little

difference in the responses of the London end Liverpool samples. Over half

the pupils in each city considered that the treatment that Irish people

experienced was discriminatory or was potentionally discriminatory. Those

who gave the latter response described the contingencies which might

determine varying experiences for the Irish in this country:

Not talked to anyone Irish - some like them but

others turn away from them.

Some English treat the Irish okay - others say,

they' vs come over here, thi s Is EngI end, so

tough luck. Violence often happens If the Irish

stick up for themselves. There are demonstrations

saying 'Irish get out' - mixture of people on them -

although not been many in Liverpool.

A normal Irish person isn't treated okay, more like

he's thick, but a boss is treated okay.

Some are treated okay but some not - depends on the

neighbourhood end what they're like. For example,

welcome round here because there's quite a few.
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On the whole all right but do get harassment between

Cethol ice end Protestants. Also irish teachers here

are skitted on their accent but so are others.

Quite well but quite a bit of discrimination, for

example, at Christmas because of Harrods. The high-

class English look down their noses; there's

discrimination especially in Jobs.

The responses of the pupils who gave a contingent reply suggest that Irish

people are often treated differently because of 1) stereotyping, 2) class

or 3) Northern Ireland. However, they do not necessarily perceive this as

how Irish people are always treated. The implication is that, If an

English person Is not preJudiced, or if the Irish person is middle class,

or if there is a lull in events in Northern Ireland, then Irish people are

treated better.

The pupils who said that Irish people are treated differently differed

from the above group in that they viewed the treatment of the Irish as

generally discriminatory. In London the coments of these pupils were as

foil owe:

Not that good - they make special laws for black

people but not for the Irish end they should.

They still treat the Irish differently because of

the 'stupid' thing from the Jokes.

Not very well, English often have some bitterness

towards the Irish for some reason, treat them like

they don't belong.

Not treated as well as coloured people, they get let

off by the police because otherwise it uld be

called race discrimination. hhereas the Irish
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don't, are picked upon, for exançle, at Christmas

time, coming out of pubs.

Treated badly, the English uld rather the Irish

weren't here, even though they are in Northern

Ireland. Black people seem to get more than the

Irish who get less than anyone else from what I

read in the paper.

In Liverpool the following corvvnents were made by pupils who thought that

the Irish are treated differently:

People who reckon them stupid try and take advantage

and charge them higher prices. Young lads think the

Irish cause all the trouble.

Don't get treated the same - get skitted all the

time.

Badly, making out they're peculiar all the time.

Treated as if the English are better than them.

Treated as though they are 'thick'.

Very disliked because of the bonts and all the

killing.

There is a difference in the tenor of the replies of the London and

Liverpool pupils. The London pupils are more subjectively involved and

tend to focus on the injustice of the different treatment which the Irish

receive and the fact that this is often ignored. Their identification of

black people as also experIencing discrimination Is clear, but at the same

time they express resentment that there Is no equivalent official

recognition of Irish people subject to differential treatment. This mast,

In part, reflect that they are living In an area where policies for ethnic
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minorities have received ITuch attention and these London pupils consider

this has been to the exclusion of the Irish. On the other hand the

Liverpool pupils are more distanced, reporting the different treatment the

Irish receive, in their view, and relating it to the strength of the

cultural stereotype that exists regarding the Irish as Inferior and to the

impact of Northern Ireland.

It Is significant that in London those pupils who selected an Irish

identity, and who also were working class, were nuch more likely to say

that the Irish are not treated the same. This thesis has argued that it is

the Irish Catholic working class who were the object of discrimination in

the 19th century. The responses of these particular second-generation

pupils in London suggest that it remains the Irish Catholics of a working-

class background who are most likely to be aware of discrimination towards

the Irish and to convnent adversely about it. Significantly more of the

middle-class pupils, end of those who did not select an Irish identity,

said that they thought the Irish were treated the same as everyone else.

In Liverpool it was the pupils who selected a Liverpudlian Identity who

were significantly more likely to respond that the treatment that the Irish

receive is discriminatory or potentially discriminatory. This is all the

more significant as this grouping forms the largest element in the

Liverpool sample end, therefore, more variation might be expected. It wiil

be remembered that in response to question 12 all of the pupils who

selected a Liverpudlian Identity answered that they thought all Irish

people would find Irish Jokes problematic. If their replies to this

question are considered in conjunction with those earlier responses, there

is a strong suggestion of the implicit affiliation of 'Scouser& of Irish

descent for Irish people. The different replies In London and Liverpool to

this question, however, highlight the differences that exist in being

Irish/of Irish descent in the two cities.

The next question asked the respondents whether they had personally

seen or heard anything directed against the irish to which they objected.

It was intended to act as a check to see if there were any divergences

between the replies to this and the previous question. In fact, a similar

proportion of the pupils answered yes to this question as had stated that
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the Irish are not treated the same in the last question. However, a

smaller proportion said they had not witnessed anything objectionable than

had thought that the Irish are treated the same. This is because there

were a number of 'don't knows', particularly in London, compared with none

in response to question 14.

Miongst the pupils who said that they had seen or heard something

objectionable there was a preponderance of examples which have been

classified as 'political'. In London the pupils said:

Some think the Irish go around blowing up people

because of Northern Ireland and drink.

Recently heard two old ladies saying all the Irish

should be sent back. I felt angry, it was

Insul ting.

The law which means they can go into any Irish

house, can use it against others but don't, only

the Irish. For some black felles you're ow if

you're irish, but if you say anything about them

have you up in front of the teachers.

en the government said they might take the vote

from the irish.

en they say 'Get all the Irish out of England'

around my way.

The writing on walls, 'Irish get out', gets you

because a lot of Irish have nothing to do with the

Some say 'Those bloody Irish', say bad things

against the Irish.
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Some groups want all other national itles thrown

out - that woul d be my ium and dad.

In Liverpool the following were typical of the cormients:

Blaming the Irish as a whole for killing all the

soldiers, in fact just the IRA end other groups

doing It.

Yes, all about the IRA, when people say it's just

the Irish. There's people In Ireland fighting

against the Irish.

Don't like the way everyone thinks It's a trouble

country, lots think that.

People saying that they are a load of 'bomb happy

idiots' and obviously not all of them are.

Making out all Ireland's bad because of the IRA.

Yes, when after a boating people say 'put all the

Irish on Ireland and blow It up'.

Way they' re always going on about the IRA and WA.

Other countries have big fights and you hardly hear

anything of them.

Yes, the media making out Ireland is the worst place

for fighting, but we had the same in the Falkiands

end they didn't make It out like that.

People think it 1 s all the fault of the Irish about

Northern Ireland and I think BritaIn has got to

accept some responsibility. People speaking full of

hatred for the Irish.
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In London the pupils feel the insults personally, as indicated by the use

of pro-nominals. They corrnient on the type of State action taken or

threatened against the Irish and on the absence of recourse to official

censure for actions or remarks against the Irish. They perceive the Irish

as deprived of coninon citizenship, whereas in Liverpool the pupils are

speaking out against the Injustice of bracketing all Irish people together

as 'violent' and 'trouble'. They are speaking up for a group of people

separate from themselves but about whom they know sufficient to identify

the circulation of a stereotype.

In London the evidence suggests that it is the working-class pupils

who are more likely to state that they have seen or heard something to

which they objected directed against the Irish. They describe other

Instances In addition to those outlined above:

Irish are downgraded Job-wise, all assumed to be

labourers. In fact the Irish have set up a lot of

businesses.

A lot of people think the Irish are stupid - think

that because of the work they do like building - it's

not true.

All sorts of things - my niim is a cashier and people

con'rnent about her having such a Job because she is

Irish. She thinks It's stupid.

st see Irishmen as 'Paddies', pubs all night and

drunk - lots of English and Scottish go to pubs.

These objections further reinforce the argument that it is the Irish

working class in Britain who continue to be the recipients of hostility and

subject to discrimination.

In Liverpool the vast majority who objected to something directed

against the Irish cited instances to do with Northern Ireland. The middle-
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class pupils were significantly more likely to make these corrinents. This

Is Interesting because, In the previous questions in this section of the

interview, the main factor to produce variation was selected regional

Identity.	 ien the pupils were asked about the impact of Irish Jokes, or

about the treatment of the Irish in this country, It was the

'Liverpudl lens' who were most likely either to think the Irish would object

to them or to consider that the Irish were not treated the same. However,

when It came to a question which asked for personal examples, It Is the

middle class who stand out as referring to objectionable Instances. The

majority of the Liverpool sample are both working class and select a

Liverpudlian identity and nearly half of them said 'no' or 'don't know' j

response to this question. The seeming discrepancy between their answers

to this question ccnçared to the earlier ones could suggest either that,

compared with the middle-class pupils In Liverpool the working-class pupils

come across significantly fewer instances of anti-Irish hostility, or the

existence on their part of a defensive stance towards Liverpool. It may be

possible to explore this matter further In the analysis of the remaining

questions in this section of the interview.

One further point of note with respect to the Liverpool sample is that

a smell number of the pupils, on being asked If they had ever seen or heard

anything objectionable directed against the Irish, Inmediately related

incidents involving anti-Catholicism in the city:

Yes, I used to live around here when I was about

five years old and I remember Orange parades and people

telling us we shouldn't be allowed. This was the

Mi d-70s.

Yes, only the other week a lad at the top of

our street who had joined the cadets end he'd spoken

to Ian Paisley in Northern Ireland, he was talking

about the Pope saying he thought he was God. He was

an extremist.
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In these examples anti-Cathollicism Is assumed to represent anti-Irish

hostility. The fact that only a small nurvter of pupils cited such

Instances could reflect both the relative decline of overt expressions of

anti-Catholicism In Liverpool in recent years end the fact that many of the

pupils did not frequent Orange areas In the city, although both schools

were I oceted near such en area.

In the next question, which asked pupils If they had ever seen or

heard anythIng which gave them a positive Image of the Irish, there was a

significant split between the two samples. The pupils in London were niich

more likely to say yes compared with those in Liverpool. The majority of

the London pupils live In one of the main Irish areas In the city and, as

the discussion In chapter seven revealed, their cultural practices ensure

that many of them are in frequen.t contact with a range of irish people and

institutions. In addition, the prevalence of annual visits to Ireland

amongst the London pupils was argued to be a significant factor in the

formation of their Identity. The convnents of the London sample included a

variety of positive Images of the Irish. The following are typical

exarnpl es:

They'll do Jobs the English wouldn't - hard

workers.

Irish helped build this country - roads and

rail ways.

Good to people.

Merry and Jolly.

Friendly, people who don't know you speak to

you in Ireland, really nice.

Stick together - help each other a lot.
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Way they stick together, jokey attitude, but serious

when called for, fairer attitude to things.

Kind-hearted and welcome you - don't give the

Impression of being rough or violent.

Very nice, help you on your homework, give you

money when you visi t.

The images of the Irish presented are of being friendly, hospitable,

generous and fun-loving, underpinned by hard work and a tendency to stick

together and look after their	 These Images are of the Irish as a

group and reflect the London pupils' familiarity with many Irish people.

In Liverpool 50% of the pupils said 'no' or 'don't know' in answer to

this question. The Liverpool pupils who answered 'yes' often quoted

specific examples of individuals or things that they had heard which meant

they had formed a positive Image of the Irish:

Good I aughs, have a joke with them.

They always say Irish are dead good to get on with

and very kind.

All bratny: our ancestors, my mother said they were

in the board of e&ication. My grandmother knows all

kinds about it right back to 1840s. The best thing

about the Irish Is the saints, they're so holy.

Wa've got a rosary with shamrock stones.

Wien I told Irish Jokes drum and dad told me all

those clever people like Pbntgomery were Irish.

My cousin's wife Is Irish, she's dead nice, friendly,

helps everyone.
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Take the Jokes well - friendly, good personalities.

The way they comit themselves to something - when

we had church groups a lot of Irish helped, not many

English did.

My mate's grandmother was evacuated in Ireland and

she said that they were marvellous.

The Liverpool responses suggest that a general silence exists in Liverpool

about Ireland and the Irish antecedents of the city. Consequently, it

requires specific contact or hearsay in order for an individual to acquire

a positive Image of the Irish. This Is particullarly the case given the

reported predominance of Irish Jokes in the city.

Three-quarters of the pupils stated in answer to question 17 that they

think that the Irish have mixed In welt. This compares with two-fifths of

the pupils in answer to an earlier question, asking how the Irish are

treated, stating that the Irish are treated the same. In London

significantly fewer pupils than in Liverpool thought the Irish had mixed in

well. Also, within the London sample significantly fewer of those who

selected Irish as their identity considered that the Irish had mixed in

welt.. This group of pupils were more likely to interpret the question in

terms of the conditions the Irish encountered in this country and whether

the Irish felt constrained to stick together or not:

Some have and some haven't - it depends on the

way the Engi ish treat them.

Dad just wants Irish friends, ium likes the English

as well.

Still live separately but mixed in other ways, at

wark.

Not really, for example there's alot of Irish clubs.
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Mix - but tend to hang around other Irish - because

they want to and It's easier.

Go to o pubs.

All right, but still Irish ports end Jewish parts.

Middle class hove but I don't think the other class

have.

These pupils do not think the Issue depends solely on the propensity of the

Irish to be good mixers. Their replies indicate that other factors can

determine the response of Irish people to living In Britain. The

Irrl ication Is that living and social Ising separately are not just the

consequence of an Inevitable tendency to stick together. It is easier to

frequent Irish pubs and clubs and live in Irish areas. This does not

necessarily apply to all Irish people, but might especially be the view of

the working class and of those who have experienced hostility in this

country.

Significantly more pupils in Liverpool than in London said that the

Irish have mixed in well. The following ore typical of the responses in

Liverpool:

Merge In easily in Liverpool - Dad would say so.

Mostly become Liverpudi lens.

Most become Li verpudi i ens - but I' ye got an aunt

who Is very pro-Irish.

All mixed in together In Liverpool - anyone can go

In the Irish Centre here.

They do have the Irish Centre but have mixed in

with Scousers.
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Just a part of Liverpool.

Yes, in Liverpool.

Yes, blacks don't mix in down the south end, whereas

Irish do more because not so different because

everyone here has a bit of Irish but don't know it.

These replies imply the affinity between Liverpool and the Irish In that it

is assumed that the Irish mix in easily in Liverpool and this is because

'everyone here has a bit of Irish' in them. B.it at the same time the

replies illustrate that in Liverpool to mix in the Irish have to 'become

Liverpudlians' and lose their Irish Identity. An aunt who is 'very pro-

Irish' is not a Liverpudlian. The necessity to acquire a 'Scouse' identity

explains why, despite having a bit of Irish in them, most Liverpudlians

'don't know It'.
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3. 2 T1-E TEFOIERS

3.2.1 QuestIon 17: How uId you know someone was Irish when you meet them?

TAa.E 12

TEPO-ERS: FECO(JI TI ON FPCTOFIS OF I RI SI-tESS

Response	 Identity

TOTAL SAIItE IAISH/ 	 IRISH/	 IRISH/

	

(39)	 PR I WAY (13) SECONOAFW (10) ABSENT (16)

SPEECH	 74%(29)	 77%(10)	 70%(7)	 75%(12)

NAIE	 21%(8)	 23%(3)	 2O%(2)	 19%(3)

APPEARANCE	 64%(25)	 69%(9)	 70%(7)	 56%(9)

BEHAVIOW	 16%(7)	 15%(2)	 20%(2)	 19%(3)

IDEOLOGY	 15%(6)	 15%(2)	 20%(2)	 13%(2)

SOCIAL CLASS	 10%(4)	 23%(3)	 0%	 6%(1)

As with the pupils, the most often cited means by which the teachers

said that they knew someone was Irish was by their speech. 74% (29 out of

39) of the staff gave this response (see table 12). The second most cited

means, as was with the pupils, was 'appearance'. However, a far greater

proportion of the teachers, 64% (25 out of 39), compared with the pupils,
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27% (18 out of 66), gave this response. Thus difference between the pupils

and the teachers is significant at the .001 level.

3.2.2 Question 18: How do you think the Irish are treated in this country?

TABLE 13

TEAcHERS: PERCEPTIONS OF THE TREATP€NT OF Tl-E IRISH IN BIITAIN

Response
	

Identity

TOTAL SA1"FLE IRISH/	 IRISH/	 IAISH/

(38)	 PRIMPAV(13) SECONOARY(10 ABSENT(16)

SAFE
	

33%(13)	 15%(2)
	

30% (3)
	

50% (8)

ONT I NGENT
	

51%(20)	 69%(9)
	

60% (6)
	

31%(5)

Di FFEFENTLY
	

16%(6)	 15%(2)
	

10%(1)
	

19%(3)

OK
	

0%	 0%
	

0%
	

0%

Two-thirds of the teachers, 67% (26 out of 39), thought that the Irish

are treated differently from other people in this country to one degree or

another (see table 13), whIle one-thIrd, 33% (13 out of 39), of the staff

considered that Irish people are treated the some as everyone else. There

is a suggested variation in the responses of the teachers according to the

identity which they had selected. Only 15% (2 out of 13) of the Irishness

primary group thought that the Irish were treated the same as everyone

else. On the other hand, 50% (6 out of 16) of the Irishness absent group

thought that there was no difference in the treatment that Irish people
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received. The response of the Irishness secondary group lay between these

two groups. The difference between the response of the Irlshness primary

group end the Irishness absent group Is significant only when using a one-

tail test. However, it Indicates that it might be worth following up this

line of inquiry In a study with a larger sample.

Just as the Irishness absent group formed the largest grouping of

those who thought the Irish were treated the sane, so they formed the

smallest group, 31% (5 out of 16) of those who viewed the treatment of the

Irish as contingent on the context. In contrast, 69% (9 out of 13) of the

Irishness primary group and 60% (6 out of 10) of the Irishness secondary

group thought the treatment of the Irish was contingent on the

circumstances. Although this difference is also only significant on a one-

tail test, It Is Interesting because of the reverrse trend It reveals when

cotTçared with the variatIon noted above.

3.2.3 Question 19: Have you ever seen or heard anything directed against

Irish people which you obiected to?

A large majority of the teachers, 63% (32 out of 39), said that they

had seen or heard something which they objected to directed against the

Irish (see table 14).	 ily 15% (6 out of 39) said they had not and 3% (1

out of 39) did not know. The responses to this question produced a number

of significant variations between the staff. 93% (12 out of 13) of the

Irishness primary group and 100% (10 out of 10) of the Irishness secondary

group said they had seen or heard something derogatory towards the Irish.

Amongst the Irishness absent group the proportion giving this response was

reduced to 61% (10 out of 16). This difference between the Irishness

absent group and the teachers who selected en Irish identity as of some

relevance to them was significant at the .05 level. However, when the

negative replies to this question are compared, the differences are even

more striking. None of the teachers who chose an Irish identity as either

of primary or secondary significance stated that they had not seen or heard

anything directed against the Irish; whereas 36% (6 out of 16) of the

Irishness absent group answered In the negative to this question. This
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difference between the Irishness absent group and the rest of the teachers

is significant at the .02 level (zero in cell).

TAa.E 14

TEPC)-ERS: OBJECTIONS TO TFEAThENT OF THE IRISH IN BRITAIN

Response	 Identity

T0TIL SAIVFLE IRISH/	 IALSH/	 IR!SH/

(39)	 PR I MARY (13) SECONDARY (10) ABSENT (16)

YES/PcLITiC4AL	 34%(13)	 31%(4)	 50%(5)	 25%(4)

YES/STEFEOTYPING	 49%(19)	 62%(8)	 50%(5)	 36%(6)

NO	 15%(6)	 0%	 0%	 36%(6)

OK	 3%(1)	 8%(1)	 0%	 0%

3. 2. 4 Quest ion 20: Have you ever seen or heard anything whi ch gives you a

positive Image of Irish people?

All but two of the teachers Interviewed, 96% (37 out of 39), said that

they had heard or seen something which gave them a positive image of Irish

people (see table 15). This is considerably more than the 57% (38 out of

66) of the pupils who answered yes to this question. This difference

between the teachers and the pupils Is significant at the .001 level.

There was no signiant difference In the spread of reasons which the staff

gave for their positive image of the Irish.
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TAa.E 15

TEACHERS: POSITIVE IFIA1ES OF THE IRISH

Response	 Identity

TOTAL. SAI'FLE IRISH/ 	 IRISH/	 IA! SHI

(39)	 PRIWRY(l3) SECONOARY(10) ABSENT(16)

YES/DISPOSITION	 31S(1E

YES/CILTUFE	 44%(1

YES/IRISH IN RITAlN	 21S(8)

DK	 0%

NO	 4%(2)

	

31%(4)	 40%(4)	 25%(4)

	

38%(5)	 40%(4)	 50S(8)

	

31%(4)	 20%(20	 13%(2)

0%	 0%	 0%

0%	 0%	 13%(2)

3.2.5 Question 21: Do you think the Irish have mixed in well here or not?

Just under two-thirds of the teachers, 63% (25 out of 39), said either

that they did not think that the Irish had mixed in or that they thought It

depended on the context (see table 16). One-thIrd of the teachers, (13 out

of 39), thought that the Irish had mixed in well. There was, however, a

significant difference In the responses of the teachers according to the

Identity they had selected. Only 8% (1 out of 13) of the Irishness primary

group stated that the Irish had mixed in well, while 50% (5 out of 10) of

the Irishness secondary group and 44% (7 out of 16) of the Irishness absent

group considered that they had mixed In. This difference between the

trishness primary group and the rest of the teachers is significant at the
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.05 level.

TABLE 16

TEACI-ERS: PERCEPTIONS OF DEGREE TO W-IICH TI-E IAISH HAVE MIXED IN

Response	 Identity

TOTAL. SAI'Ft.E IRISH/	 IAISH/	 IRISH/

(39)	 PRIFVRY (13) SECONOARY (10) ABSENT (16)

YES	 34%C13)	 8%(1)	 50%(5)	 44%(7)

CONTINGENT	 43%(17)	 54%(7)	 30%(3)	 44%(7)

NO	 20%(6)	 31%(4)	 20%(2)	 13%(2)

OK	 3%(1)	 6%(1)	 0%	 0%

3.2.6 Discussion

When asked how they would know someone was Irish, three-quarters of

the teachers reported that speech would be the distinguishing feature, but

nearly two-thirds said that they would know someone was Irish by their

appearance. The staff had a more detailed typology of Irish physical

characteristics and re more likely to utilise a number of different

Indicators of someone being Irish than the pupils:

Looks, big red face, ginger hair. I can pick them

out.
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Accent and looks. Men have fair complexions, rugged

and tong sidelocks. Women are more difficult to

Identify but generally red hair and fair skin.

Accent, mine's been comented on. Looks, I recognise

them hard to say how.

Looks - good pinky complexion, blue eyes, black or

red hair. Accent and their willingness to talk

openly, friendly.

Stereotypes - red cheeks, donkey jackets, lurching

about.	 iere people live, for example Kilburn is a

'Little ireland'.

Accent, name and looks - dark hair, light eyes,

fresh complexion.

The Look - dark hair and fair skin, red hair and

freckles.	 y they speak, expressions.

Accent If Irish born. Looks if of Irish descent,

red or black hair and fair skin. Certain facial

end verbal expressions.

Looks - fair skin, red or black hair, curly,

freckles. Working clothes.

y an Irishman puts his hands in his pockets, with

Jacket riding up. A certain manner, way of holding

himself, I'm comenting on men I've worked on sites

with. Irish women are always carrying shopping.

Accent and looks - dark hair and fresh complexion.

Ease of manner and charm.
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The quotat ions convey the consistency of the indicators of physical

identification employed by the teachers. Primarily it Is facial

characteristics: red or black hair, possibly curly; pale skin or a fair

complexion with red cheeks end freckles; light coloured eyes. The 'Irish

look' is however more than the sum of these parts. Some of the teachers,

as did the pupils, suggested that this is difficult to define. Knowing

someone is Irish obviously rests to some extent on empathic recognition.

The descriptions of facial features are interwoven with references to Irish

economic and cultural characteristics which are reflected in appearance:

many of the descriptions are of the working class, clothes, behaviour and

mannerisms are taken to denote this; end there are references to the

disposition of the Irish, happy, smiling and friendly, being observable in

their 'open' faces.

In answer to the next question it emerged that two-thirds of the

teachers think that the treatment of the Irish in this country is

discriminatory or potentially discriminatory. The latter formed the

largest response. The following extracts indicate the contexts In which

the teachers considered discriminatory treatment is most likely to be

manifest:

On an individual basis the Irish are treated

alt right but overall the Irish are ignored and

treated as not matching up to the English. It

stems from history, English don't know why the

Irish are here and think they ought to be

grateful. I think that's all wrong.

ite well socially, it rio longer carries the

stigma it used to be Introduced as Irish. Sut at

societal level, Catholics, Republicans and the Irish

all lumped together as en evil mix.

Depends where you are and what you re doing. I'm

not in en Irish circle out of school, get treated

as an individual except F or throway remarks get
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caught in. Groups of Irish are treated as less than

individual Irish.

In the main as rather Inferior persons as a group,

individuals especially If of high status are

treated differently.

The teachers above describe a situation in which there is a disjunction

between the treatment en individual will experience compared with manner in

which the Irish as a group are viewed. Other teachers think where Irish

people live Is an inortant factor:

Living In Liverpool and around here there's a very

dominant Irish Influence, I imagine In other areas

they suffer prejudice. That's happened to friends

of mine in Birmingham.

It varies from not so good to quite good. It

depends on where living, working and who they are.

Not treated well in a political sense because of

IR&

Hard to answer because this is a very Irish area and

so It is at home. it in.ist be different elsewhere,

some Irish Catholic friends of mine live In Dorset

and they say it's awful, they feel different there.

There's a lot of religious prejudice still. If you

marry a Cathof Ic like a friend of mine, her parents

really objected.

Haven't come across out right prejudice except the

Jokes. The Irish are tolerated. The English way Is

everyone treated with contempt unless threatened by

them. Irish acquiesce and stay In their o areas

and feel unsafe when outside.
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Other teachers, all living in Liverpool, enhasised the role of events

in Northern Ireland in determining how the Irish are treated:

1 move in a restricted circle either completely

accepted or enusement, I don't know if the latter

was there before the troubles. Treated fairly

politely on the whole but that doesn't mean feel

polite about them. I think tolerance Is there

towards the Irish and people kmow they're not all

responsible for what's happenmg. The British are

usually polite but In feelings there is resentment

and prejudice. People still teik about Irish

neutrality In the war. Irish people live out their

social lives in Catholic Irish circles.

In my circles are accepted as	 II as any English

person but varies with the news.. People are uptight

with the bombings, say 'again the Irish' and people

say 'i'm ashamed to be Irish' then.

Hope they see themsel yes as equal s, but of I ate have

felt more threatened because of the bombings and the

vote.

These responses suggest a scenario in which lrsh people are able to go

about their lives In Britain as long as they Observe certain constraints;

maintaining a low profile about being Irish facilitates matters. To feel

easy about being Irish In Britain it seems necessary to live in Irish areas

or go to Irish clubs and pubs and other Irish functions. Despite these

precautions, the reactions that news from Northern Ireland elicits can

often pierce these shields.

The small group of teachers who said that the Irish are subject to

different treatment as a general rule attribute this to a particular view

of the Irish being endemic In Britain:
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If you take everything into account I suppose quite

well compared to st Indians end Asians but I think

they're still second class-citizens. Many here

wouldn't agree. The deputy head's wife was having a

baby, due the 19th of March, and I sal d, 'if you' re

lucky It might come two days early', and she said,

'don't say that, Chris would kill me'. There's quite

strong anti-Irishness here but on the other hand

a lot of the young teachers have now become very

aware of their Irishness. I stood for staff

representative on the Governors body and lost by one

vote. One person remarked that he might have voted

for me if I hadn't been so strongly Irish.

It' s not South Africa or Al abame, Engl and is

-	 basically decent and any other country would have

done more in Northern Ireland. Bt is a cultural

pressure, a basic loathing, It takes a lot to resist

it and remain true to your culture. Irish culture

Is dying because of the loss of the language, wtiile

English culture is thriving.

Is discrimination still, an assumption is made that

they're of lower intelligence, it affects job

prospects. Difficult to answer because i'm not

objective. Don't have as rough a tIme as black

lmlgrants but still prejudice, for example, all the

hostility against the Irish Centre In Brent.

Within Catholic education circles equally but

outside there's a sense that they are inferior,

people believe the jokes.

It is the strength of the stereotype of the Irish which many of the

teachers implicitly describe.
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The teachers who selected Irish as their primary identity were

significantly more likely to assert that the Irish are treated differently.

This group comprises teachers either born in Ireland or of Irish descent

whose Irish identity is consequently to the forefront. It is not

surprising that these teachers are both aware of and impelled to conrient on

the pressures against the expression of Irishness and on the conditions

upon which Irish settlement in Britain is based. A third of the teachers

said that the Irish are treated the same. These teachers were

significantly more likely to be those who did not select an irish identity.

The hypothesis here is that this group, who are all of Irish descent except

for one person born In Northern Ireland, are less likely to perceive

discrimlnatiory practices or to discern the reported constraints

determining living in BrItain for many Irish people.

The findings In the next question suggest that this hypothesis is

substantiated. On being asked whether they had ever seen or heard anything

directed against the Irish which they found objectionable, only teachers

who had not selected an Irish identity said no. In addition, all of the

teachers who said no were from middle-class backgrounds. This reinforces

the trend that emerged from the London pupils' replies, that it was those

from a working-class background who were more likely to report having

observed examples of discrimination. Significantly more of the teachers

who had selected an Irish Identity as primary or secondary said they had

witnessed or heard something to which they objected. It is interesting

that in response to this question which Inquired about the teachers' o

experience, the Irishness secondary group are as adamant as the Irishness

primary group.	 ereas In the last question which required a convnent on

general practices concerning the Irish in this country, the responses of

the Irishness secondary group lay between those of the other two groups.

The objections described by the teachers can be divided Into two

categories. There are those that are expliclti y political:

hen 1 was at another school we went to France

for a weekend and the Customs officer took the

French assistant aside end said did he know he
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was harbouring three Irish people - it was Just

after a bombing.

Police activity, their harassment generally, not

just in relation to the PTA. I've known people

worked over because thought of as durit and stupi d

Irish. At the time of PC Tibble, 27 detaIned and

one disappeared without trace. I had to deal with

the Special Branch to get him back. This sort of

thing has happened many times.

The lack of proceedings against the prison officers

who beat up those arrested for the Birmingham

bombi ngs.

When threatened to take the vote away from the

Irish.

The Orange Lodge conTrunity see anything to do with

Ireland as disloyal or treasonable. Therefore,

anyone supporting Republicanism could be subject to

violence. The Orange Lodge comninity abuse Troops

ait dervonstrat ions, as do the National Front. I

heard coments at the time of the Falkiands of

'typical of the Irish' or 'don't lose an opportunity

to stab Britain In the back'.

An Orange Lodge procession - had things thrown at

me on Orange Lodge Day. At this school, we walked

on St Ailie's feast day up to St Mary Inraculete

in the heart of the lodge territory, we had things

thrown at us including a kettle from the flats

above. A lot has subsided, some catholics quite

enjoy going to watch lodge parades now.
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Remarks about Northern Ireland. I was pushed off a

bus in Hamersmith by a man who recognised my voice.

I think I've consciously changed my voice, my family

really notice it when I go back. In my first year

teaching I was mimicked by one terrible fifth-year

ci ass, I near I y gave up. then peopi e make remarks

they say they don't mean me If I protest, It becomes

embarrassing. A lot of people deposit a group

identity on the Irish as they do the Germans or the

Americans, though that's a fairly typical human

thing.

Conversations on buses - to do with the IRA, pople

classify all the Irish the same.

I was very aware of hostility at university if I

expressed my opinions.

The above remarks focus either on specific incidents that the teachers have

been involved in or on what they have heard people say, not knowing they

might have Irish connections.	 ny of the Incidents described are exmpIes

of the discriminatory treatment of the Irish referred to in answer to the

previous question.

The other group of objections related to stereotyped conceptions of

the Irish that are not directly political. Half the sample of teachers gave

this type of response:

If someone said something anti-Irish I'd defend, but

you get caught because It mostly comes out as

asides, you're accused of getting het up. A boy

who'd come back from Ireland was being

di scussed here and someone sai d 'due for the

remedial department now'. The head looked at me and

I corirnented that I didn't know what that meant, and

the head said he didn't either and we moved on.
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l-k.indreds of things. For exaaçle, the nastier jokes,

which are based on a felonious premise or are based

on something true about Ireland but the person

telling it has no reason to be superior. Same

happens to blacks. Liverpool is prone to this

superiority as everyone thinks it's the best place on

earth. Diblin is a smeller city than Liverpool but

because It's a capital city there's far more going on

and people here think they can look down on things

IrIsh.

I've come across utter unreasoning prejudice against

the Irish - it angers me greatly.

Yes, on a personal level, my mother's attitude to my

boyfriend: that he will be of a particular type.

(Her father died at 8 years.) He was born in Cork

but came here in his teens. She's resigned to it

now as I'm getting married next surrmer. I get on

with his family.

Yes, the Idea that all the Irish are stupid,

terribly untrue. I always speak up.

These coinnents reveal the extent to which stereotyped views of the Irish

are embedded in British culture. In response to the previous question,

only a smell proportion of the teachers had asserted that the Irish are

generally treated differently because of a particular view of the Irish

endemic in Britain. Here 49 of the teachers, when asked whether they have

seen or heard anything which they objected to, give repl lee that suggest

the existence of Just such endemic stereotypes. The coments are also

interesting in that they Indicate the means by which stereotyped views

about the Irish are generated unaided by the Imediate situation in

Northern Ireland. Northern Ireland activates the stereotype of all Irish

being violent end treasonable. Out in daily discourse it is the stereotype

of the Irish as stupid which is most prevalent. This is the substance of
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all the Jokes, as the pupils and teachers described in answer to earlier

questions in this section of the interview. The respondents' coirvyrwients

suggest that people believe tha Jokes or rather the Jokes thrive because

people think the Irish are Inferior In this sense. These stereotypes may

frame crucial moments such as the allocation of a child to an appropriate

class in school or the reception of a prospective member of a family.

All but two of the teachers said they had seen or heard something

which conveyed a positive image of the Irish:

I find the Irish very friendly, able to laugh at

themselves and not offended as other groups might

be. I saw a progroiwne about education In Belfast

which said levels of Intelligence were higher,

kids saw school as a haven and worked hard to get

qualifications to get out - that's In Protestant and

Catholic schools.

Very pleasant people, easy going, open and willing

to work.

I've never known anyone who's not had a fantastic

time in Ireland and I've never met an Irish person

I've not liked.

Easy going, take life a bit easy, I like their

attitude.

trvelIous conversational ists, kind, very polite,

super hosts and fluent talkers.

Their self image has lrrçroved, to do with

identified image of hard work. Exuberance and

resilience.

It Is obvious from the comnents that most teachers had a acquired a
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positive Image of the Irish because the sample is made up of people of

Irish descent plus a small suber born In Ireland. Thus they have access,

or had at some point In their lives, to a form of contact with Irish people

not customary In this country. The coments made fell into three broad

categories: disposition; culture; and observations on the role of the Irish

In Britain. The following are examples of responses depicting the

dispostion of the Irish favourably. These and other respondents referred

to an attitude to life and a set of priorities which they associate with

the Irish and find appeal log. It Involves being friendly, hospitable and

easy going. However, this attitude to life is underscored by a disposition

towards hard work which is admired.

Mother group of respondents emphasised the group solidarity of the

Irish as well as some of the above characteristics:

Help their own people a lot. Better entertainers.

England is very timed whereas f or the Irish a few

hours either way doesn't matter.

Strong link of unity and identity amongst Irish

here, though can get a false Impression In Brent

compared with Liverpool. There the Irish

organisatlons are less positive but always

assumed Irish background of most up there.

Sense of conrunity, willing to help one another,

an inverted 'old boys system'.

Contribute to conriunity life, invoived in lots of

things, take a full part In Parent Teachers

Association. Involved in caring programes, also

as doctors and nurses a more personal Interest.

A number of other respondents coninented specifically on the role of the

Irish in Britain:
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Spirit, have a lot to contribute, although do keep

to ghettos because they don't trust the English.

Don't have a life-enhancing existence in those

circumstances, don't contribute rruch.

The Irish have made a massive contribution to this

country at every level, from the navvies to

Callaghan and Healey. 	 tiat does it do for the

Irish? Gives them work, they are able to better

themselves but at the cost of their cultural

origins. George Brown was the son of an Irish

rail wayman.

Ability to work, building of all the roads here In

the past, now done by West Indians. The Catholic

Church survives on Irish vocations.

Miongst the second-generation Irish in this country

there Is often a positive desire to better

themselves - coming from strong family and values -

and these children have often been very successful.

Irish traditional culture is quite strong in Irish

coimunitles here. We go to the Irish Centre and

there are lots of kids at the classes. My daughter

goes, needed a bit of pressure at first but now she

enjoys playing the fiddle.

Irish influence In education, It's one of discipline

and order. This was mentioned at a headteachers

meeting only yesterday when it wes mentioned that

non-Catholics In Catholic schools had gone up from

3 per cent to 6 per cent - personified by the Irish

christian Brothers. Irish families tend to be

dominated by the man, tends to be an autocratic

attitude to discipline. 	 If they're Irish born will

be very keen on education because were very poor
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and this true of tnvnlgrants generally, but

diminishing through the generations.

Their positions in the building industry and

nursing. Md Irish humour.

The emphasis of these respondents is on the contribution made by the Irish

in Britain, especially through their construction of the industrial

Infrastructure, their political involvement, their participation In the

Church and In the provision of Catholic education. There Is some

difference over whether this Is necessarily at the cost of their Irish

identity,

ien it came to considering whether the Irish had mixed in well in

this country, far fewer of the teachers compared with the pupils

interpreted this question in terms of how good the Irish were at mixing.

Consequently their emphasis was on the particular contexts in which the

Irish found themselves. Even amongst the teachers who said that the Irish

had 'mixed in' this was often qualified with reference to that being the

case only in specific areas:

Mixed in in Liverpool - even fIve years ago the Irish

Centre was very popular as Irish wanted their own

place, now it has difficulty getting people, maybe

because of Northern Ireland.

Yes, in Liverpool, don't think twice hearing an

Irish accent here.

Yes, in Scotland - easier for the Irish because the

same colour and culture not terribly different.

Yes, but are small ghettos who haven't, f or

example, Crickieod - myself and others In Harrow

have.
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The implication of these corrvnents is that the Irish have 'mixed in' in

areas where many Irish people have settled, for example Liverpool, or where

cultural similarities exist, for example Scotland, or as a result 0f upward

mobility, for example living In Harrow rather than Cricklewood.

It is interesting that a large majority of the teachers who thought

the degree to which the Irish have mixed in was contingent on the context,

considered the context to be that of social class:

It varies, those who integrate best, f or exanle

my two sisters, change their accents and live in

fairly affluent areas. It is a class thing rruch

of the time.

The Irish are fairly willing to integrate though it

varies with class, middle class are more integrated.

Sad it's that way now - same For the Indigenous

working class, lose their class identity as they do

better.

Professional people who haven't played doN their

Irishness , have seen themselves as an example of

the Irish not being stupid. Most assimilated are

manual workers in car factories in the Midlands,

not an 'Irish types occupation.

Integrated compared with st Indians because of

col our, though I t depends on the area how l I

they mix. Round here its good betwaen black end

Irish. Irish still meet prejudice I'm sure away

from Irish areas. A friend of mine works in the

city and the personnel manager automatically

discards any application from someone who is

Irish.

Most have, the exception Is the 'tinker class'.
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These responses suggest a cornpl ax rd ationship between social class, area

of residence end Identity.	 Irish areas or ghettos are predominantly

associated with the working-class migrants and their descendents. Living

in such areas is viewed either as represemting an unwillingness to

integrate or as being a defensive response to the prejudice encountered by

Irish people In Britain. The Implication Is that if Irish people move out

to middle-class areas they do 'mix In' more because either they have been

upwardly mobile or because they deny their Irishness in specific ways.

This is interpreted either as denoting the willingness of the Irish to mix

in or as evidence, that in order to be accepted, it is necessary for Irish

people to jettison their national allegiences as part of the process of

becoming middle class. Significantly more of the respondents who selected

an Irish identity as primary cited the denial of Irishness, whereas the

Irishness secondary and Irishness absent groups are more likely to view

this as due to an Irish willingness to mix.

A fifth of the teachers were categorical that the Irish had not mixed

In, other processes were involved. The following are typical of their

comen t 5:

Have assimilated on conditicin that they lose their

cultural identity. There Is no long-term future to

being of Irish descent, your chi I dren are English.

Let their culture slip and then they do, F or

example, my grandparents were Gaelic speakers but

didn't bother to teach my parents.

In Birmingham the Irish clubs and areas are another

world - I mix fairly freely there - my parents are

established there but I don't know how content with

city lIfe.

The Irish always talk of 'going home', there's always

a distance. I don't think they're integrated,
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there Is an awareness of not belonging, of being

tol crated.

Assimilation will never totally take place, more

society not accepting them than their efforts to

remain distinct.

These responses Interpret 'mixing In' as assimilation and either detect it

occurring on the basis of complete loss of Identity or think that It will

never occur because of a general non-acceptance of the Irish: hence the

necessity to lose Ireland, their culture and Identity If they are to 'mix

In well'.

4. surwjiv At-s CONCLUSIONS

The Interviews with the pupils and staff confirm the widespread

currency of anti-Irish Jokes. The jokes constantly regenerate the

stereotype of the Irish as 'stupid'. The pupils were split on whether they

viewed the jokes as problematic or not. !*brklng-ciass pupils in London

were the group most likely to object to them. Miongst the teachers it was

those who had selected Irish as their primary Identity who were most likely

to object to the jokes. Teachers who had not selected an Irish Identity

were far more likely to consider the jokes to be harmless fun.

Significantly more of the teachers than the pupils thought Irish

people would accept the Jokes. However, many of the teachers suspected

that Irish people did not necessarily reveal their true reactions to the

jokes. The pupils assumed the Jokes would be offensive to most Irish

people. Interestingly, both the teachers and the pupils stated that It is

the content which would determine their oi reaction to a particular Joke,

whereas both groups thought that with Irish people generally the reaction

to the Jokes would be determined by the attitude of the listener towards

them. This suggests that the pressure to accept the jokes and the

derogatory view of the Irish they entail Is strong. The pupils and
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teachers only described the wider context of the jokes being influential

when they were considering a situation distanced from themselves.

According to both the pupils and teachers speech is the chief

Identifier of someone as Irish. The London pupils and the staff also cited

physical appearance as an Important means by which they would identify

someone as Irish. Consequently, f or those who know the 1rlsh Look', the

Irish are clearly visible. 	 rklng-class pupils In London are likely to

have seen or heard something directed at the Irish to which they objected.

The pupils in London who selected an Irish Identity were most likely to

articulate that the Irish are subject to discrimination and have not 'mixed

in' with the wider populace. The Liverpool pupils in general asserted that

the Irish have 'mixed in' in the city. The pupils who selected a

Liverpudlian identity were most likely to consider that the Irish are

treated differently in this country. However, the middle-class pupils in

Liverpool were most likely to cite individual Instances of objectionable

behaviour towards the Irish.

The responses of the teachers reveal the consistency with which

selected Identity is the significant determinant of views about the

treatment of the Irish and the extent to which they have 'mixed in'. Those

who selected Irish as their primary or secondary identity were most likely

to have witnessed something objectionable directed against the Irish. The

Irishness primary group were most likely to articulate that the irish are

subject to discrImination and consequently have not 'mixed in'. The

teachers who did not select an Irish Identity were significantly less

likely to consider that the Irish are treated differently and more likely

to think they have 'mixed In'. In addition, they were less likely to

report witnessing anything objectionable.

The findings presented in this chapter suggest that the pressure on

the Irish to adopt a low profile about their Irishness continues to be

strong. The responses of the London pupils who selected an Irish Identity

and of the Irishness primary group of the staff reveal that a strong Irish

identity is required to name these pressures and to be critical of them.

The responses of the teachers who did not select en Irlst Identity are
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evidence of the success of the incorport ion process. The Irishness

secondery group amongst the teachers were able to cite innumerable

Individual examples of discrimination towards the Irish but were less

likely to generalise from this situation than the Irishness primary group.

The Liverpool pupils'responses yield both further evidence of

LiverpudHanism as a transitional Idently and of the specific features of

the process of Incorporating the Irish fn Liverpool.
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cHAPTEM TEN

F! D I NGS: CATHOLIC! St CATHOLIC SCHOOLS AND IA! SH I DENT! TV

I. INTAOO1T!ON

This chapter examines the responses of the pupils and teachers to the

questions about Cathol icism and Catholic schools. The aim of this section

of the interview Is to explore certain aspects of the relationship between

Cathol Ism and Irish identity in this country. A. argued In part one of the

thesis, one aim of the Catholic Church dwring the past 150 years has been

to render Invisible the Irishness of its predominantly Irish congregation

and to achieve a situation where Catholicism became the significant

identity of the Irish working class in Britain. Particular emphasis was

placed by the Church on the role of Catholic schools In this process,

especially with respect the second and sUbsequent generations. The

analysis presented here will attempt to explore the basis of the

relationship between their Catholicism ard Irishness or lack of it for the

sample. It will also explore to what extent the curriculum of Catholic

schools includes teaching about Ireland and the Irish in Britain.

There were three groups of questions in this section of the interview:

the first three questions were about the respondents' own views on

Catholicism and Catholic schools; the second group of questions were about

the absence or presence of an Irish dimension to the curriculum of Catholic

schools; and the final group of questions were about the place of Irish

studies in the school currtculum and the tresponsibillty of Catholic schools

in this respect. The chapter i divided unto three sections, each group of

questions being dealt with In turn. For each set of questions the

responses of the pupils will be compared first and then those of the

teachers will be examined.
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2. CATHOL.I CI SM AtD CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

The three questions in this section are:

I Do you think there Is anything special or distinctive

about

Catholic schools?

2. ,at does being a Catholic mean to you?

3. Do you think Irishness and Catholicism are automatically

associated together or not in this country?

The general hypothesis is that different definitions of the

Church/Catholicism will be related to variations in the concept of

Identity. The historical study showed that the Catholic Church developed a

strategy to win its Irish congregation to a version of Catholicism which

enteiied denationalisation, substituting a religious identity for the Irish

national identity which constituted the hallmark of Irish conr*inities In

Britain. Differences in how the relationship to Catholicism is expressed

by different groups interviewed is expected rather than any necessary

difference in adherence to Catholicism. The expectation is that

differences will be more sharply apparent whenever the questions make

reference to Ireland or Irishness.

2. 1 T)-E PPILS

2.1.1 .aestion 1: Do you think there Is anything special or distinctive

about

Catholic schools

In coding the responses to this question the aim is to establish

whether the Interviewee thought Catholic schools were distinguishable from

other school s end, I f the answer was aff i rrnat I ye, to I dent i fy why Cat ho I i c
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schools are considered to be different. Three categories were formed for

coding the ways in which Catholic schools era different: discipline;

religion; end Catholic coiTvYunaiity. 'Discipline' Includes all the

responses which make reference to the discipline regime of Catholic schools

being their distinctive feature. 'Religion' codes together all replies

which cite the religious denomination of the schools as their

distinguishing mark compared with other schools. The category of 'Catholic

corrrunality' groups together all responses which refer to a conminal 'sense

of belonging' or connection existing between people In Catholic schools,

distinguishing them from other schools.

The findings reveal that 61% of the pupils thought that there was

nothing distinctive about Catholic schools compared with other schools (see

table 1). There were very similar majorities for this in both London and

Liverpool (58% and 63% respectively) 	 it Is noteworthy that frequently

denials of difference were accompanied by reference to 'only religion'

distinguishing Catholic schools from other schools. Thus religious

denomination, the characteristic which was historically the particular

hallmark of these schools, was not considered a sufficient mark of

distinction by 61% of the pupils for them to assess Catholic schools as

different from other schools.

However, 32% of the pupils did consider Cathol Ic schools to be

different from other schools. Again there was little overall difference

between the two sempl es: 39% (10 out of 26) of the London pupil s and 31%

(12 out of 40) of the Liverpool pupils thought that Catholic schools were

distinctive. In London half of these pupIls (5 out of 10) gave 'Catholic

coniinal ity' as the reason for this distinctiveness, wliereas in Liverpool

only one pupil gave this reason. The largest grouping In Liverpool (8 out

of 12) cited religion as the reason why Catholic schools are different from

other schools; in London a smaller proportion (2 out of 10) suggested this

is what distinguishes Catholic schools. Al though the nuirers are very

small, these differences are worth noting because they may. in combination

with other differences, indicate a pattern of responses in London and

Liverpool which represent different relationships to Catholicism. 	 ien the

responses of each sample were distributed according to identity, generation
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and social class there were no striking differences from the overall

pattern for this question in either city.

TAR.E I

PUPILS: 01STINCT!VE1ESS CF CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

Responses	 Sanipi e group

TOTFiL. SN1E(66) 	 LOI\DON(26) L1JEFFOOL(4O)

NO	 61%(40)	 56%(15)	 63%(25)

QUPLIFIED	 0%	 0%	 0%

VES/DISCIPLThE	 9%(6)	 12%(3)	 8%(3)

VES/FELIGION	 15%(10)	 8%(2)	 20%(6)

YES/CATHOLIC	 9%(6)	 19%(5)	 3%(1)

CO14lL I TV

0K	 6%(4)	 4%(1)	 8%(3)

2.1.2 (iestlon 2:	 at does being a Cathol Ic mean to you?

The intention in coding the replies of the pupils and staff to this

question is to establish whether religion held any particular meaning for

the pupils and, If so, to ascertain the basis of that meaning. The

responses the Interviewees gave about the meaning of being a Catholic fell

Into three categories: Catholic colTmin&ity; family; and religious
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practices.	 Cathollc cormvnalfty 1 entails a 'sense of belonging' to a

specific comiunity which Is embracing. The responses grouped under the

code of 'family' are those where the meaning of Catholicism is directly

linked to being brought up a Catholic within the family. A final group of

respondents detailed the practices and beliefs of Catholicism as

representing its essential meaning.

85% of the pupils Interviewed stated that their religion was

meaningful to them (see table 2a), that Es, 66% in London (23 out of 26) and

62% In Liverpool (33 out of 40). 	 iat divergence there was between the

samples lay in the reasons given for the relevance religion had in their

lives. 73% (19 out of 26) of the London pupils stated that their religion

was important to them in terms of a conrunal or family identity. In

Liverpool the equivalent responses were given by 56% (22 out of 40) of the

pupils. However, in Liverpool 28% (11 out of 40) indicated that it was the

religious beliefs and practices encompassed by Catholicism which were most

meaningful to them. In London the equivalent response was given by 15% (4

out of 26) of the pupils. These differences are not statistically

significant, but there Is a suggestion that they might be worth following

up In a larger sample.
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TABLE 2a

FtP I LS: PERSONAL f'EAN I NG OF CATHOL IC I SM

Response

CATHOL IC

COU1AL I TV

FAMILY

FELIGIOUS PRI8CTICES

UN I MOATANT

Sample group

TOTAL SAt"FLE(66) LOMJON(26) LI VERPOOL (40)

	

36% (24)
	

42% (11)
	

33% (13)

	

26% (17)
	

31% (8)
	

23%(9)

	

23% (15)
	

15% (4)
	

28% ( 11)

	

15% (10)
	

12%(3)
	

16% (7)

%en the samples were examined separately the main variation was

discovered in the London sample. 52% (11 out of 21) of the pupils in

London who selected an Irish identity as primary said that it was a

conrnel identity which rendered their religion meaningful to them (see

table 2b). In contrast none of the pupils in London who selected either a

regional or British/English identity gave this reason. Despite the small

numbers Involved this difference Is significant at the .05 level (zero in

cell). In London the tendency to perceive Catholicism in terms of

cormunity meanings rather than as a religious entity is accounted for by

the responses of those who chose an Irish identity as most significant for

them. There were no other significant differences in either sample.
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TABLE 2b

LONDON PUP I LS: PERSONAL frEAN I NG OF CATHOLIC I SM

AcCOFOING TO IDENTITY

Response
	

Identity

IRISH(9) IRISH	 FEGIONAL	 BRITISW

DESIENT(12) IOENTITV(2) 	 EPIG...ISH(3

CATHOL IC
	

78%(7)	 33%(4)	 0%	 0%

COt4IJNAL I TV

FAMILY
	

22%(2)	 42%(5)
	

50%(1)	 0%

FELIGIOUS PRACTICES
	

0%	 17%(2)
	

50% (1)
	

33%(1)

UJ I FFORTANT
	

0%	 6%(1)
	

0%
	

66%(2)

2.1.3 QuestIon 3: Do you think Irishness and Catholicism are automatc&Iy

associated together or not In this country?

The Intention in examining the replies to this question Is to unravel

the different nuances of response. The respondents who think Irish people

are always assumed to be Catholics are grouped under 'Irish means

Catholic'. Those included under 'Catholic means Irish' think that

Catholics are always taken to be Irish. Those who see Catholicism and

Irishness as being confleted in public consciousness In this country (that

Is, Catholics are always Irish and the Irish are always Catholics) are

counted under 'synonymous'. The 'contingent category contains those who
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specify particular conditions as having to exist in order for Irishness and

Cathol icistn to be associated.

Question 3 was the first question to introduce a direct reference to

Ireland or Irishness and It was also the First to produce significant

varIation between the two samples (see table 3). In London 62% (16 out of

26) thought that Irlshness and Catholicisiii were synonymous in this country.

In Liverpool, in comparIson, 28% (11 out of 40) of the pupils thought that

the two were synonymous. This difference was significant at the .02 level.

The other striking feature was that no pupil in London either answered 'no'

or 'don't know' in response to this question. In other words, all the

pupils in London thought that Irishness and Catholicism were associated to

one degree or another in thIs country. In Liverpool 23% said they either

did not think Irlshness end Catholicism were necessarily associated or

stated In response to the questIon 'don't know'. Comparing this difference

between the two samples produced a significance at the .05 level (zero in

cell). However, despite this difference the vast maJority of the pupils

thought that Irishness and Catholicism were associated to one degree or

another: 86% (57 out of 66). Wien the two samples were reviewed separately

in terms of possible differences according to identity, generation and

social class, no significant variation was discovered in either city.
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TABLE 3

RFI LS: ASSOC I AT I ON BEThEEN I Al SffsESS AND CATHOL. IC! SM

Response	 Sample group

TOTAL SAtFLE(66) LONOCN(26) 	 LIVEJPOOLC4O)

IRISH f'EANS	 29%(19)	 27%(7)	 30%(12)

CATHOL IC

CATHOLIC r"EANS
	

8% (5)
	

4% (1)
	

10% (4)

I RI SM

SYNOftYFIJUS
	

41% (27)
	

62% ( 16)
	

28% (11)

CONT I NGENT
	

9%(6)
	

8%(2)
	

10% (4)

NO
	

6% (4)
	

0%
	

10% (4)

OK
	

6%(5)
	

0%
	

13% (5)

2.1.4 Discussion

at emerges strongly amongst a majority of the pupils In both cities

is that the Catholic Church and Catholic schooling are 'taken for granted'.

This Is as nuch indicated by the majority denial of difference response to

question 1, assertIng that there Is nothing distinctive about Catholic

schools, as It Is by the majority positive response in answer to question

2, Indicating that religion Is meaningful to them.	 All but one or two of

the pupils had been to Catholic schools since the age of five years and
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thus had no direct experience of other schools. What knowledge most of

them had of other schools was gleaned from friends outside school. Most

deduced that, except for A E, the lessons In other schools are similar to

those in Catholic schools, and thus both types of school are assumed to be

similar. The following are typical coments:

Not too niich - just A E.

Just the religion.

Al I the same except some have R E and others

haven' t.

Not so different - me mates are Protestants and

In their schools they do religion.

Not real I y - Just mass now and then.

This is interesting In two respects. First, It Is an accurate

reflection of the fact that Catholic schools, in all but the religious

education they provide, are similar to other state schools in the

organlsatlon and content of the curriculum. These schools were always

intended to be similar, as the first pert of the thesis attempted to

demonstrate. Second, it Is Interesting because the pupils divorce the

religious ethos of the schools from a consideration of what a school s

about. They have mostly never known any other educational institution and,

although they know other types of schools exist, they are distinguished

'only by religion'. This Is not necessarily a derogatory corrinent on the

significance of religion, as the pupils' answers to the question about what

their religion means to them confirm. But it does indicate a separation of

the religion of the school, the rationale of its separate existence, from

the business of schooling In the minds of these pupils.

A third of the pupils (22 out of 66) attached some distinctiveness to

Catholic schools. In London the emphasis was on Catholic conTrunality:
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They are different - more a grouping together of

clans. Other schools have lots of different

minorities. The atmosphere li Catholic schools

is different, a brotherhood.

You have to take RE here. There's a bit of

difference in the way teachers act to you, try

and understand in a Catholic sort of way, you're

not Just another boy.

Yes - all got a comon link here, sort of.

Catholic schools are mainly Irlsh and more holy.

It is clear that a sense of 'belonging' is integral to the definitions of

what is different about Catholic school a vo iced by the London pupil s. The

religious element of this identification is intertwined with a corrinjnal

bond. In contrast, in Liverpool the emphasis is more often on religion:

Yes, tte schools are different because of religion,

it helps to have that knowledge as you grow up.

Yes, religion, from very young it's drurrmed into you

about cr Lord - not so consistent in a protestant

school.

I imagine religion makes therm different, they might

have arguments because they don't all believe the

same thing.

Yes, religion - they don't believe Mary was a

virgin, so don't pray to her.

The reason that was deemed by the maJority of pupils in both cities to be

Insufficiently sIgnificant to define Cathol Ic schools as different Is put

forward as the critical distinction by this minority in Liverpool. Their
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reasons for thinking that religion is critical aither focused on the

internal practice of Catholic schools or what was Imagined to be the

effects In other schools of not being Catholic. It is possible that the

reason why religion is given as the main distinguishing feature of schools

In Liverpool is the long history of religious hostility in the city. This,

as has been described in the first part of the thesis, was a conflict in

which national differences were as Inortant as religious differences. The

majority view in Liverpool, that Catholic schools are not different from

other schools, therefore becomes all the more significant.

In the following question, where the pupils are describing the meaning

Catholicism has f or them, the majority of London pupils (73%) state that

their religion Is meaningful as a cormunal or f.amiiy Identity; whereas in

Liverpool Just over half the pupils answered In this way. The proportion

is smaller in Liverpool because a larger percentage than in London consider

that it is as a set of bel iefs and practices that their ret Igion is

meaningful. The strength of Catholicism for 62% (41 out of 68) of the

whole sample, therefore, lies in the fact that it is intertwined in their

family and/or coniTunity identification. The historical study in part one

of the thesis suggested that Catholicism was integral to Irish corrriunitles

in Britain because of both its religious and Its national significance.

The Catholic Church, in gaining a foothold in such conm.inities, had to

become strongly parish based. This strategy aimed at creating the

conditions where a religious rather than national identity would become

predominant In these conrunities. The majority of responses In both London

and Liverpool bear out the continuing relevance of this analysis, and

reflect the historical conditions in which Irish Catholic parishes were

established.

The quotations below are examples of what pupils who emphasised Catholic

corwnunality stated:

Catholicism lsmy identity; I have a fellow-feeling

to all Catholics.
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it's quite Important, I'd have quite a lot In comon

with a Catholic, background and that.

I go to church, it's quite important for most

Irish isn't it?

I'm not a very strict Catholic, but it sticks with

you. I'd always argue back If anyone put the

Catholic faith down and I'd look twice at anyone

Orange.

I go to church every week. Round here, 01 d-

fashioned Liverpool, it's very Catholic. I like

being a Catholic, belonging to it.

The strong sense of connectedness to either their invnediate coiTliunity or to

Catholics as a body is clear in these statements. Catholicism has had to

embrace both aspects if it was to become rooted In the Irish working-class

areas which have formed the majority of Catholic parishes in Britain.

Below are included quotations from some of the pupils who emphasised

Catholicism's meaning as related to their family:

I remember ft always because of my family.

It's Important because of my family mostly.

It's my belief and my familys for generations

been Catholic and I wouldn't fit in if I wasn't.

Parents brought me up as one and my family for

generations been Catholic.

Means a bit to me - but just because of my ium and

dad I'm a Catholic really
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These statements are of a different order to those concerned with Catholic

comnunal Ity, & though they may be also the consequence of similar

processes.	 at the two types of conTnent share is that they locate the

personal meaning of Catholicism in terms of close family or corrvn.inal ties

rather then In terms of any spiritual meaning.

In Liverpool, although the maJority Identify with Catholicism in the

above manner, an interesting minority defined Catholicism's meaning in

terms of a set of beliefs and practices. When this Is Considered In

conjunction with similar responses to questIon 1 there may be a greater

likelihood that, in Liverpool, for some people, Catholicism stands as a

religious faith rather than being Interwoven with a famlly/corrrunal

IdentIty. However, It is possible that, to the extent that pupils in

Liverpool evince an identification with Catholicism as a set of beliefs and

practices, this could also be accounted for by the longevity of the

Church's enterprise In the area.

In answer to question 3, 70% (46 out of 66) of the whole sample

considered either that Irishness and Catholicism were s)inonymous or that an

Irish person is automatically thought to be a Catholic. This suggests

that, in the view of these pupils, the close association that existed

between Catholicism and Irishness In public consciousness in the 19th

century Is not necessarily a thing of the past. It Is not altogether

surprising that a significantly greater proportion of the London sample

thought that Catholicism and irishness were synonymous than did the

Liverpool sample. In London the pupils are all second generation and

living in an Irish Catholic area of the city, whereas In Liverpool the

pupils might know that Catholicism isa major religion In the city but not

necessarily that it was associated with Irishness. Below are the connents

of some of the London pupils:

Yes - the two go together for English people.

Definitely, unless from the North.

They' re seen as the same.
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Yes, around here the Irish dances are In Catholic

clubs.

Both really - people think Catholics originated

In Ireland.

in Liverpool the pupils who thought Irishness and Catholicism were

synonymous comented In the following mariner:

Yes, because the irish are supposed to be very holy

peopt e.

Yes, the Irish are very religious, my gran tells me.

Yes, because most of the Irish are Catholics.

The government obviously thinks so or else why have

the army fighting over there.

Yes, because all Catholics In Liverpool have some

Irish background.

The com'nents of the London pupils appear to be more directly based on

personal experience than do those of the Liverpool pupils. The difference

between the pupils who thought the two categories were synonymous and those

who stated rather that Irish people are assumed to be Catholics lay In the

fact that the latter group always indicated that a Catholic would not

necessarily be assumed to be Irish. For example:

Yes, most Irish people are Catholics in Ireland and

same here but not necessarily so that a Catholic is

Irish.

Irish are taken as Catholics but not that Catholics

are Irish because there's &ot of Italians around

here.
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Irish are seen as Cathol Ic more than Catholics are

seen as Irish.	 If you're Irish in Liverpool now

people Just think of the IRA.

There were significantly more negative or 'don't know coments in

Liverpool than London, which probably is a further reflection of the

difference between the two corrunities, given the different phases of Irish

migration they were selected to represent. A small number of pupils in

Liverpool said Catholics would, in their view, be automatIca$iy considered

to be Irish. These pupils possibly do so out of an acute awareness that

there are both Protestant and Catholics in Ireland, as there are both

Protestants and Catholics of Irish descent in Liverpool. In this context

they would think all Catholics would be assumed to be Irish.

2. 2 TI-E TEAcI-ERS

It is worth reiterating that the teachers represent a different sample

from the pupils. As they were not all born in London or Liverpool,

interest does not centre on them as representative of different phases of

Irish migration as it does with the pupils. Rather it is their selected

Identity which forms the primary basis of the analysis of their responses

to the questions. The teachers' responses on identity are coded

differently from the pupils', that is, in terms of degree of affiliation to

Jr I shness: I r I shness as pr i mary; I r I shness as secondary; and I r I shness

absent. Despite these differences in the coding of Identity the pupils and

teachers were, with the exception of one question, asked the same questions

and the same coding system was used to analyse both sets of responses. It

is, therefore, possible to make comparisons between the pupils and teachers

as whole samples.
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.2. 1 QuestIon 1: Do you think there is anything special or distinctive

about Catholic schools?

Two interesting features emerge from the teachers responses to this

question. First, In contrast to 61% of the pupils who thought there was

nothing distinctive about Catholic schools, only 13% (5 out of 39) of the

staff gave a similar response (see table 4). As none of the teachers

answered 'don't know' this means that 87% (34 out of 39) thought that

Catholic schools were different in one way or another from other schools

(see table 4). ThIs difference between the teachers and pupils about the

distinctiveness of Catholic schools is significant at the .001 level.

Second, the two reasons the teachers gave most frequently for the

distinctiveness of Catholic schools were Catholic conrunality and

discipline (36% end 31% respectively). Of those teachers who chose

Irishness as a primary identity, only 15% (2 out of 13) said It was the

Catholic conuunal ity of the schools which distinguished them. This

compares with 50% (8 out of 16) of the Irishness absent group who singled

out Catholic cotmunailty as the distinguishing feature of the schools. The

difference between the irishness primary group and the Irishness absent

group Is only significant on a one-tail test because the numbers are very

smell. However, there appears to be a reversal of this trend In the

responses which mark the discipline of Catholic schools as their

distinguishing characteristic. Nearly half of the Irishness primary group

(6 out of 13) returned this response, whereas only 19% (3 out of 16) of the

irishness absent group did so. On both responses those of the Irishness

secondary group are closer to those of the Irishness absent group. The

apparent reversal may suggest that Catholic conrunal ity represents

something different for the adult sample compared with the pupils. This

might usefully be investigated In a larger study.
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TAa.E 4

TEACI-ERS: DI ST I NCT I VE1ESS OF CATHOL. IC SCHOOLS

Response	 Identity

TOTAL./	 IRISH/	 IRISH/	 IRISH!

SAtF1.E (39) PR! MARY (13) SECO(\CARY (10)	 ABSENT (16)

NO	 13%(5)	 15%(2)	 1O%(1)	 13%(2)

QUALIFICATION	 13%(5)	 15%(2)	 20%(2)	 6%(2)

YES/DISCIPLINE	 31%(12)	 46%(6)	 30%(3)	 19%(3)

YES/RELIGION	 7%(3)	 8%(1)	 0%	 13%(2)

YES/CATHOLIC	 36%(14)	 15%(2)	 40%(4)	 50%(8)

CO*1JJAL I TV

OK	 0%	 0%	 0%	 0%

2.2.2 (kiest ion 2: ,at does beIng a Catholic mean to you?

By far the largest category of response to this questIon (23 out of

39) are those who stated that the meaning that their religion had for them

was Catholic com.inality (see table 5). Approximately two-thIrds of the

Irishness secondary (7 out of 10) and Irishness absent groups (10 out of

16) gave this response s conçared with 46% (6 out of 13) of the Irishness

pr I mary group.
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TAR.E 5

TEPa-ERS: PERSONAL l'EANI NG OF CATHOL IC! SM

Response	 identity

TOTAL/	 IRISH/	 IRISHI	 lR191/

SAMLE (39) FR! MARY (13) SECOt\JJARY (10)	 ,'BSENT (16)

CATHOLIC

COfT1J¼14L.I TV

FAMILY

FEL I G I ON

UJ I IFORTNJT

59%(23)	 46%(6)

7%(3)	 0%

23%(3)	 31%(4)

10%(4)	 23%(3)

70% (7)

10% (1)

10% (1)

10%(1)

63%(1O)

13%(2)

25%(4)

0%

2.2.3 Question 3: Do you think Irishness and Catholicism are automatically

associated toQether or not In this country?

It is clear from the findings in table 6e that 97% of the teachers

thought that Irishness and Catholicism were associated to one degree or

another. 72% thought either that an Irish person is always assumed to be a

CatholIc (18 out of 39) or that the two categories were synonymous (10 out

of 39). It is interesting to note that fewer of the teachers compared with

the pupils thought that Irishness and Cathoilcism were synonymous. No one

thought that a Catholic was automatically assumed to be Irish, although 26%

(10 out of 39) considered that it all depended on the circumstances.
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Examining the distribution of responses according to Identity and

social class some variations are apparent. 92% of the Irishness primary

group responded that Irish people were either automatically assumed to be

Catholics (9 out of 13) or that the two categories were synonymous (3 out

of 13). in comparison, Just under two-thirds of both the Irishness

secondary group (6 out of 10) and the Irishness absent (10 out of 16)

groups gave similar responses. This difference was significant at the 05

level. Another variation, according to the Identity of the teachers, lay

In the proportions replying that they thought the answer was contingent on

the circumstances. None of the 13 Irlshness primary group gave this reply,

compared with 40% (4 out of 10) of the Irishness secondary group and 36% (6

out of 16) of the Irlshness absent group. This difference between the

latter two groups and the lrishness primary group Is significant at the .01

level (zero in cell).

Of equal significance is the variation between the responses of those

of working class and middle class origins on this question. It is apparent

that 66% (12 out of 16) of the working class teachers considered that Irish

people were automatically assumed to be Irish (see table 6b). In contrast

29% (6 out of 21) of the middle class thought this to be the case. This

difference is significant at the .05 level. However, it should be noted

that a third of the middle class stated that Irishness and catholicism were

synonomous While 17% of the working class gave the same response. Both

these replies Indicate that the respondent considers that there Is an

automatic assumption of a connection between Irishness and catholicism.

Overall, 63% (15 out of 16) of the working class gave bath responses.

Aereas 62% (13 out of 21) of the teachers of middle class origins did.

This difference is not significant on a two tail test but Is on a one tall

test at the .05 level.
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TABLE 6

TEACHERS: ASSOC I All ON BETb.EEN IA I 94ESS AND CATHOL IC I SM

Response	 Identity

TOTftL/	 IRISH/	 1R19-f/	 IRISH/

SAtFLE (39) FRI MARY (13) SECCtDARV (10) ABSENT (16)

IRISH PEANS	 44%(18)	 69%(9)	 20%(2)	 44%(7)

CATHOL IC

ATHOL IC I'EANS
	

0%
	

0%
	

07.
	

07.

IRISH

SYNUS
	

26% C 10)
	

23%(3)
	

40% (4)
	

19%(3)

CONT I NGENT
	

26% C 10)
	

0%
	

40%)
	

38% (6)

NO
	

3% (1)
	

8% (1)
	

0?.	 0%

OK
	

0%
	

07.	 0%
	

0%
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TABLE 6b

TEACI-ERS: ASSOCI AT! ON EET'*EEN [RI S1-fiESS AND CATHOL IC I SM

ACCOFOING TO SOCIAL CLASS

Response	 Social Class

OFKI NG CLASS (18)	 MIDDLE CLASS (21)

IRISH I'€ANS	 66%(12)	 29%(6)

CATHOLIC

CATHOLI C MEANS
	

0%
	

0%

IRI SH

SYNONYtOUS
	

17%(3)
	

33%(7)

CONT I NGEff
	

17%(3)
	

33%(7)

NO
	

0%
	

5% (1)

OK
	

0%
	

0%

2.2.4 DIscussion

The overwhelming majority of the teachers thought that Catholic

schools could be distinguished from other schools. The divergence in their

response, coirçared with that of the pupils to the same question, probably

reflects their wider knowledge and experience. A nuirter of the teachers

had taught in non-Catholic schools or had friends who did. Miongst the
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teachers it is those who are most distant from an Irish identity who tend

to errçhasise the Catholic corunaI ity of the schools as what Is

distinctive:

fl.ich more caring than other schools and more sense

of Identity If you're a Catholic. There's a sense

of conservatism in terms of what's expected of staff.

People in a high position are close to the connity

and have often been to this school themselves, this

helped perpetuate the traditionalism of the school.

Yes, training and teaching of a way of life Is what's

distinctive. I wouldn't want to teach in a non-

Catholic school; I'm against ending Catholic

education at 11 years old.

Yes, more malicious damage at the other school I was

at. The background of everyone here is similar,

this has an effect.

On the other hand, the Irishness primary group tended to single out the

discipline of Catholic schools as being a key feature:

Yes, more disciplined attitude, can use corporal

punishment - although not a special Catholic

emphasis here because none of the pastoral heads

are Catholics - also can expel and suspend more

easily because of the school status.

The atmosphere,, sense of discipline - well drilled,

visitors comnent on It.

Not aware of anything so identifiable as an ethos

but there is a certain strictness to the regimes in

Catholic schools, f or example, In Liverpool many have a
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reputation for beating.

This suggests that It may be that this group of teachers is more critical

of Catholic schools as Institutions than, for example, those who selected

no Irish identity.

On the question about the meaning religion held, none of the Irishness

absent group stated that their religion was unimportant. Although the

nunters are tiny It is interesting, in the light of the findings of the

previous question, to discover that Just over a fifth (3 out of 13) of the

Irishness primary group view Catholicism as unimportant in their lives.

The main Impression gained, however, from the responses to the second

question is that, for this sample of teachers, Just as with the pupils.

their religion is of significanee In their lives and the chief reason given

for this Is: Catholic conm.inality. Only 23% of the teachers state that it

is as a set of beliefs and practices that their religion is principally

resonant for them. This suggests that an important basis of Catholicism's

appeal is the sense people have of being part of a 'caring corvrunity':

Sharing and caring - it's to do with being a

Christian - and the similarity and familiarity

with other Catholics.

Still means something, it's not Just ritual, It's a

cultural experience as well, gives continuity in

my life. I feel an irrrnediate kinship with Catholics

or second-generation Irish.

A social thing, tied to it, feel part of a group

especially as I went into teaching and stayed In

Liverpool. Spiritually it means very little except

I still find some inspiration In the ideal of love

end Christ end still fInd the traditional nusic and

service are beautiful.

Sense of belonging, sense of family - it focuses my
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beliefs and is something to rebel against, a sense

of security.

There are markedly fewer teachers than pupils who gave links with their

family as their response about what Catholicism represented in their lives.

This Is probably for two reasons: the teachers as adults have been able to

establish their own relationship with their religious beliefs In a manner

not avail able to the 15 year aids interviewed; when the teachers did refer

to their family this was closely bound to their notions of Catholic

corrininality and was thus classified as such.

The final question In this section produced significant differences

amongst the teachers, Just as it had with the pupils. Overall a similar

majority of teachers (70%) thought that either I rishness and Catholicism

were synonymous or that en Irish person was always assumed to be a

Catholic, as did the pupils. Each response Implied a strong association

between Irlshness and Catholicism. Those who thought the categories were

synonymous did not make this distinction. Both identity and social class

produced significant variations between the teachers on these responses.

Those who selected an Irish identity as primary and those of working-class

origins were more likely to consider that Irishness and Catholicism were

strongly associated In this country. This probably reflects the working-

class Irish cormunities in which these individuals grew up. It also

suggests that a person of mIddle-class origins whose Irish identity is

important to them is also more likely to think that Irishness and

Catholicism are strongly associated in this way.

This connection between social class and Irish identity Is borne out

by more of the Irishness absent group viewing any association between

Irishness and Cathol hcism as depending on the circumstances. In the 19th

century this linkage depended on social class, that is, working-class

Catholics were presumed to be Irish. The intervIewees who thought the

association between lrlshness and Catholicism was contingent think the

association might be made In two ci rcumstances. Some peopi e thought It

would depend on the area In which someone lived: that is, the cities.

However, the areas referred to are either those associated with Irish
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working-class conrunities of the 19th century, for example, Liverpool, or

present-day Irish working-class areas, for example, Kilburn or Holloway in

London. Other people thought that English Catholics did not want to be

associated with being Irish and, therefore, Only when a person was

obviously Irish In some other way would the association between Irishness

and Cathot icisin be made.

3. THE CUfflICILUM OF CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

3. 1 THE PIFILS

3 1.1 .sestIons 3. 4 and 5

In this section three question were asked. They are here considered

together:

4. Have you ever been taught anything on Ireland, either

here or at your Junior school?

5. If yes, what were you taught?

6. Have you been taught anything about the Irish In Britain?

The intention in this section is to inquire into the teaching about Ireland

and the Irish carried out In thIs selection of Catholic schools. One aim

is to discover the extent of current provision; whether the practice of

Catholic Junior schools is thought to be different from that of the

secondary schools; and the presence and absence of Ireland In the secondary

school curriculum.

First, the responses were analysed for the incidence of teaching on

Ireland. The most striking feature of the responses is the very similar

pattern of reply In both cities (see table 7a). In London 31% and in
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Liverpool 36% of the pupils reported that they had never been taught

anything about Ireland or the Irish In Britain. On the other hand, 69% in

London and 63% in Liverpool said they had been taught something about

either Ireland or the Irish in Britain in one or other of the schools they

had attended. In answering the question most of the pupils Just gave

details of what they had been taught and when. A few pupils gave more

expansive replies, usually those who made negative coments about either

the amount or the content of what they had been taught about Ireland.

TABLE la

PUPILS: INCIDENCE CF TEACHING ABOUT IRELN"O

Response
	

Sample group

TOTAL. SA11LE (66)
	

LONOON(26)
	

LIVEFPO0L (40)

NO
	

34. 5%(23)
	

31% (6)
	

36% ( 15)

YES
	

65. 5%(43)
	

69% (16)
	

62%(25)

Second, the responses were examined to discover whether Ireland

figures more in the curriculum of the secondary schools the pupils attended

or the primary schools; which subjects in the secondary curriculum Include

reference to Ireland; the range of topics relating to Ireland covered in

the schools. For over two-thirds of the pupils who reported being taught

about Ireland this teaching took place in their secondary school (see table

7b). In both cities history at secondary school appears to be the subject

In which pupils are most likely to study Ireland as part of their course:

27 out of 33 pupils stated that It was in history that they learnt about

Ireland (see table 7c). The responses about Ireland featuring in history

courses came from all four schools, whereas teaching about Ireland or the
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Irish In Britain In geography and humanities lessons was each reported in

only one school.

TABLE 7b

PIPI LS: I NC! CENCE OF TEACHING ABOUT I AND

ccom I NG TO LE'da. OF SCHOOL! NG

Response
	

Sample group

LOtDON(18)	 LIVERPOOL(25)

JWIOA SCHOOL	 4	 7

SECONOAJRY SCHOOL	 15	 18

Finally, the topics taught about Ireland were considered (see table

7d). The spread of topics taught about Ireland appears to be greater in

London than in Liverpool. In London the topics covered In history ranged

from the plantations in the 17th century to the time of Irish Independence.

However, only one or two pupils cocrrnented on each instance. In Liverpool,

apart from two pupils who referred to being taught about Ireland and the

Tudors, the explicit references about history lessons were all to the

famine in the 1840s and the consequences for emigration. It was In this

context that the Irish in Britain were Included In the curriculum In the

Liverpool schools. In contrast, in London, all references to the Irish in

Britain were to either humanities or social studies lessons and all took

place in one school.
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TABLE 7c

RF! LS: S.8.ECT DISTAl WI ION OF TEACHING ABOUT IRELAND

Response	 Sempi e group

LOt'IJON(15)	 LIVEFFOOL(18)

HISTORY	 9	 18

RE	 1	 1

ENGLISH	 2	 0

GEOGaA.PHv	 3

SOCIAL STWIES	 1	 0

H1WNITIES	 5	 0
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TABLE 7d

PU3ILS: RANGE OF TOPICS TAUGHT ABOUT IFELANO

Response	 SmpIe group

T1.00RS

JM'ES I / ThE PL.ANTAT I ONS

CAOMLL

1798/UNITED IRISH44N

CATHOLIC EMANCIPATION

ThE FAMIrE

PAq'ELL/HOf'E ALE

EASTER RI SING/PARTITION

NOPTFE I FELD

'ROOTS'

IRISH IN BRITAIN

LONDON (15)

0

0

1

2

0

t

1

S

4

LI VE0OL (18)

2

0

0

0

0

9

0

0

0

0

8
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3.1.2 DIscussion

The expectation was that there would not be an extensive prograrmle of

study about Ireland In the schools because, from the Inception of Catholic

state education, the secular curriculum has conformed to the principles and

practices established In the wider state system. The way the questions

were worded meant that pupils were Inclined to report even the briefest

Incursion of Ireland into the curriculum. These have alt been coded as

positive responses, and this accounts for approximately two-thirds of the

pupils In each city indicating that they had been taught about Ireland at

some point. However, as quotations from these pupils Illustrate, the

picture Is of an excluding form of teaching on Ireland:

This year we were going through English history

and the Irish came into It, bit on tlfe Tone, she

said we might do more in the next century, but was

only two pages. Dad taught me what I know.

In English in the third year we were able to do

projects on our backgrounds. B.it not In history,

did England and India but not Ireland.

At odd times things are said about Ireland.

In history, last year, about the Irish coming to

England after the famine, not nuch detail.

In history and RE Ireland crops up occasionally,

not really taught properly.

Only one of the schools, which was In London, contained no pupils making

explicitly negative corrvnents on the content of the curriculum about

Ireland. This was the one school where the head of the history department

(interviewed for this research) was not only aware of the absence of

Ireland from the curriculum, but in recent years had made alterations to a

number of the history courses to Include more on Ireland.
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The apparently greater Incidence of teaching about Ireland in the

secondary school curriculum compared with that of the junior schools is

probably due to the relatively high Incidence of Ireland being included in

history courses in the secondary schools. Pupils In one school in London

and one In Liverpool reported that there was some teaching about the Irish

in Britain or 'roots'. In the London school the social studies course In

the first year included reference to the Irish in the context of a course

on imigrants, and In the humanities lessons In the same school pupils

apparently often opt to do projects on IreId when considering their

'roots'. On the other hand, In Liverpool the references were to the large

numbers of Irish people coming to Britain In the mld-l9th century, taught

briefly In history lessons In the context of the famine. There did not

appear to be any evidence of a general attevipt In these schools to reassess

the curriculum in the light of the ethnic background of the majority of

pupils.	 iat innovations take place are due to the views of individual

teachers or departments and thus are inevitably piecemeal.

3. 2 TI-E TEACHERS

3.2.1 QuestIons 4. 5 and 6

The teachers were asked the same questions as the pupils, In order to

enable some assessment of the past practices of Catholic schools In Britain

to be made. Accordingly, only the responses of the teachers who were born

in this country (33 out of 39) have been included in this section of the

analysis. In contrast to the pupIls, 63% (21 out of 33) of the teachers

stated that they had not been taught anything about Ireland or the Irish in

Britain when they were at school, and 37% (12 out of 33) said that they had

(see table 8).
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TABLE 8

TEftCI-ERS: INCIDENCE OF TEICHING ABOUT IFELAND

Response
	

Identity

TOT... SAIFLE(33) IRISH IDENTITY(18) IRIS1+JESS ABSENT(15)

NO	 63%(21)	 62%(I1)	 76%(1O)

YES	 37%(12)	 39%(7)	 34%(5)

3.2.2 Discussion

The fact that almost two-thirds of the teachers state that they were

not taught anything about Ireland or the Irish in Britain suggests that, In

the past, Ireland had a lower profile In the curriculum of Catholic schools

than in Catholic schools today. However, the pupils were being asked the

questions while still at school,, with possibly fresher memories. 	 In

addition, the briefest reported references to Ireland by the pupils were

coded as positive and this may serve to Inflate the extensiveness of

current teaching on Ireland. It Is such brief references to Ireland at

school that the teachers may have forgotter. The detailed examination of

the pupils descriptions of teaching about Ireland revealed that It took

place predominantly In secondary schools, mainly in history lessons, was

exclusive in character, and frequently relied on the Initiative of

Individual teachers. The descriptions of the 12 teachers who remembered

Ireland figuring in their school currlculue reveal a elmilar pattern. All

state that they were taught the subject In history courses at secondary

school.	 ly one or two also make reference either to teaching in primary

school or to other subjects at the secondary level.
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The teachers, in their comnents on what they were taught, suggest that

there may have been even stronger editing in the past than the pupils

suggest for today:

Yes, in history at secordary school, the famine that

was about it, part of 0-level course.

Yes, In 0-level history	 did Gladstone and the

Irish problem. The impression given was of 'this

problematic race' - very different from what I heard

at home.

Did the Irish problem In history, it was very

British based.

Yes, in history, we did the Irish Question for

0-level. It was done from the view of the Irish as

a problem to Britain. Also at college it was the

same.

In contrast to these observations, one of only two positive corrments made

about teaching on Ireland Illustrates tthe type of situation which this

thesis argues Catholic school ing attempted to suppress:

Yes, in A-level history	 did British political

history to 1945 and did Home Rile. In the fifth year

we could choose a project and I did the Easter

Rising, a lot did. Coventry was very Irish and so

was the school, the teaching was anti-English if

anything.

Qut of 105 teachers and pupils intervied this respondent was the only one

to describe attending a Catholic school which mirrored its local corirunity

in this way and coimiented on a form of teaching which was anti-British.
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It is interesting to examine the responses of the majority of teachers

who were not taught anything about Ireland or the Irish in Britain:

No, my learning about Ireland came frwm my parents.

No, not at school, what I knew came from my

grandmother.

Never, Ireland didn't exist - family told me.

No, we did medieval history.

Nothing on Irish In Britain either - local history

is a recent phenomenon.

These replies suggest that some of the teachers see tthe exigencies of the

curriculum as responsible for the dearth of teaching about Ireland. Others

refer to an alternative source of Information on Irelend, suggesting that

they grew up in an Irish context and further highi igi-ting the absence of

Ireland in the school's curriculum.

The connent of one of the smell number of teachers who made a directly

political statement about the absence of Ireland from the curriculum

describes the type of school which, this thesis proposes, is directly in

keeping with the objectives of the Catholic school Ing systent

The school I went to in Gunnersbury was established

for taking the working-class Irish and turning them

Into middle-class English. Don't do that here in

the same way, kids here would reject it. I was

isolated, they're not, are reinforced In the area.
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4. fRILl-I STWI ES .At'D T}-E Sa-IOOL CIJFFIICULUM

The three questions that formed this part of the interview were:

Ii. Do you think more should be taught about Ireland In

schools In this country?

12. Would It be a good idea to Introduce Ireland into

existing subjects or to have a separate subject as an

option: Irish Studies?

13. Do you think Catholic schools have any special

responsibility to teach about Ireland?

The aim of this section was threefold: to discover whether the pupils and

staff in Catholic schools were interested in, and considiered there ought to

be, more teaching about Ireland in schools; to investigate the means they

deemed most appropriate for any expansion of curriculum content on Ireland;

to explore further the attitudes of staff and pupils to the role of

Catholic school ing.

4. 1 THE PUPILS

4.1.1 Question 11: Do you think more should be taught about Ireland In

schools In this country

The replies are dominated by the 91% (60 out of 66) of the pupils who

think that there definitely should be more teaching about Ireland in

schools in Britain (see table 9) Only two pupils In the sample thought

there should not be an increase in teaching on Ireland. This

overwhelmingly enthusiastic response was as true of the pupils in Liverpool

as It was of those in London.
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TAa.E 9

RFI LS: FESPONSES TO I NCFEASED TEACHING ABOUT IRELAND

Response
	

Sample group

TOTAL SAt'FLE(66)	 LOMJON(26)	 LIiERPO0L.(4O)

NO	 3%(2)	 0%	 5%(2)

YES	 91%(80)	 65% (22)	 96% (38)

0 K	 7%(4)	 15%(4)	 0%

4.1.2 .iestion 12: 'wbufd it be a good Idea to introduce Ireland Into

existing subiects or to have a separate subiect as an option:

Irish Studies?

In coding the reponses to this question it was necessary to be aware

that both means of expanding curriculum content on Ireland could be

selected by people who are either wary of the repercussions of a higher

profile for Ireland In the curriculum, or by those who are positive about a

proposed greater visibility for Ireland.	 onsquently those who think

Ireland should be introduced into various subjects have been coded as

either 'integrate/wary' or 'Integrate/positive'. 	 il. those who think

Irish Studies should form a separate subject have been coded as either

I separate/wary' or 'separate/positive'

Overall 64% (42 out of 66) of the pupils ware In favour of integrating

any expansion of Irish Studies into existing subject areas (see table 10),

while 41% (26 cut of 66) of the sample thought that an Irish dimension to
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the curriculum would be best served as a separate subject. This Includes

the 6% (5 out of 66) who thought both strategies should be employed.

Overall 33% of the sample were wary of the circumstances In which an Irish

dimension to the curriculum could be Increased. However, 64% of the pupils

expressed positive reasons f or their choice of strategy.

TABLE 10

PIP! LS: PFEFEFENCE FOR I NTEGRATED OR SEPARATE

TEACH! NG ABOUT I FELAAD

Response	 Sanple group

TOTM... SAtFLE(66)	 LONOON(26)	 LIVEFFOOL(40)

INTEGRATE/WARY	 23%(15)	 7%(7)	 20%(8)

INTEGRATE/POSITIVE	 33%(22)	 23%(6)	 40%(16)

SEPARATE/WARY	 10% (6)	 15% (4)	 5% (2)

SEPARATE/POSITIVE	 23%(15)	 27% (7)	 20%(8)

BOTH	 6%(5)	 4%(1)	 1O%(4)

DK	 5%(3)	 4%(1)	 5%(2)
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4.1.3	 estion 13: Do you think Catholic schools have any special

responsibility to teach about Ireland?

There were variations In the responses to this question of those who

answered yes. The respondents who made no corrinent are coded as yes';

those who think Catholic schools do have a responsibility, but are cautious

of Insisting on this are coded as 'yes/wary 1; while those who consider the

schools have a responsibility and shoild shoulder It are coded as

yes/positive'.

TABLE 11

RPILS: FESPONSIBILITY OF CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

FOR TEfiCH I N( ABOUT I FELAND

Response	 Sempi e group

	

TOTAL SA1FLE(66) LOfDCN(26)	 LI\EOOL(4O)

YES	 8%(5)	 12%(3)	 5%(2)

YES/W/R'(	 15%(1O)	 19%(5)	 113%(5)

YES/POSITIVE	 20%(13)	 15%(4)	 23%(9)

0 K	 8%C5)	 12%(3)	 5%(2)

NO	 50%(33)	 42%(11)	 55%(22)

Hal f of all the pupIl s (33 out of 66) were ci ear that Cat hot Ic school s had

no special responsibility to teach about Ireland, 42% (26 out of 66)

thought that they did have and 6% (5 out of 66) were uncertain (see table
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11). There was very little difference between the London and Liverpool

pupils In their responses: in both cities they were divided on this Issue.

4.1.4 Discussion

The vast majority of the pupils Interviewed for this study ware of the

view that there should be more teaching about Ireland in schools. They

were more divided about how this should be facilitated and about whether

Catholic schools had any special responsibility in this respect. The

reasons the pupils In both London and Liverpool gave for thinking that

curriculum content on Ireland should be expanded fell Into three main

categories. For some, particularly in Liverpool, the chief rationale was

that many people had their 'roots' In Ireland and ought to have the

opportunity of learning about Ireland In that context:

Yes, a lot come from Ireland but don't understand riuch

about it

Yes, a lot of people in Liverpool are Irish

descendents and hardly know anything about it.

Yes, most people in this school have an Irish

background and we don't think about It enough,

what I know comes from relatives or being over there.

Yes, It's near to us and If anything happens there it

will affect us and people want to know about their

background.

Yes, It's only across the water and ther&s a lot of

Irish descent, only have to look at this school and

It would be Interesting to know about our ancestors.

These responses reveal an interest in and wish to know nvre about their

background on the part of the Liverpool puplis, and are a further
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indication of the extent to which this interest Is not catered for at the

present time. Ireland is consequently an unkown country even though

geographically close. This Is sunined up in the following quotation: 'Yes,

not many know about the Irish, they're a bit unknown.'

A number of other pupils, again especially in Liverpool, thought that

the main reason for extending curriculum content on Ireland was because of

the existence of prejudiced views about the Irish:

Yes, we're blaming them for everything and don't

know what they are like, people themselves, culture

and that.

Yes, everyone thinks Ireland is a trouble country

but not all like that and we could learn about it.

Yes, everyone hates them for being stupid and

they're not, then they'd understand all their

problems instead of just thinking they kill each

other.

Yes, because there is a lot of prejudice against

them.

A number of other pupils wanted more teaching on Ireland in the hope that

it would enable people to understand the situation in Northern Ireland

better:

Yes, there's a lot of political statements about

Northern Ireland, people don't understand why

troops are there and why people don't want them.

They Just show shooting and bombing on telly, not

the people.

Yes, because we'd get to know what they're fighting

about, can't tell on telly.
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Yes, should let more people know what's going on

over there 1 not Just rely on the media, about the

difficulties of ordinary people.

Yes, about the IRA, why they're there and why

soldiers there, because sometimes you don't know

about it and why they are shooting might be a

good reason.

The emphasis in Liverpool Is on wanting to know more about Northern

Ireland, as they clearly felt that there was no real source of Information

on the subject. In London the import was more that there should be

teaching about Northern Ireland so that other people would find out the

true situation, the implication being that these pupils were aiready aware.

ether to learn about their background, combat prejudice or to clarify

what is happening in Northern Ireland most of the pupils think there should

be more teaching about Ireland than is currently the case.

biien it came to a consideration of the best means of implementing

increased teaching about Ireland, the pupils were not only more divided but

a number displayed a wariness of the impact of such a development. This

wariness may be related to the prejudices coninented on in answer to the

previous question. Overall the pupils who thought teaching on Ireland

should be expanded in the context of existing subjects were In the

majority. Those who saw this as a positive development cofiTnented:

Bring into history because a lot of coloured people

would like to know more about the history of Ireland

as well.

Better in all lessons so that everyone can take

part. Also not a lot might take it if It were

separate.

Bring it into history - last year we did Indian

history, no Indian in the class, we asked why they
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did no Irish history and they said It wasn't on

the syl I abus.

Bring it into RE, you don't hear about St

Patrick, I'd love to know about the Irish.

In other subjects, because lads proud of being

British would say IAA if they saw Irish Studies,

but if learnt In other subjects might change their

V I ewe.

In contrast those who thought it should be brought into other subjects

because they were wary about its introduction either displayed some

diffidence themselves or cormiented or what they thought would be other

people's diffidence if it were a separate subject on the timetable:

Bring it Into other subjects because people might

not choose It thinking It was boring if a separate

subj ect.

If separate people might say what's it got to do with

me, whereas If in other subjects might want to learn

about other people.

People would be put off by Irish Studies.

The pupils who thought that Irish Sbudles should form a separate subject

within the curriculum also did so for both positive and wary reasons. The

positive reasons were:

Better to have Irish Studies because you'd learn

more.

Irish Studies Is a gond idea - people would be able

to learn more about thoir culture. Fewer would say

they're half or a quarter Irish, would just say
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they were Irish - give them more courage end I

think that would be good.

Should have separate Studies and not just for

Ireland, for blacks and Scots too.

Good to have Irish Studies, It would be interesting.

Irish Studies would be best, as with French, because

you'd have a better chance to learn more.

In contrast, those who thought Irish Studies should be separate because

they were wary about Introducing an Irish dimension stated that:

Should have special classes for those who want to

know about their background - If It was in other

subjects maybe we'd overdo it.

Separate, others might not be Interested if in A E

Separate because of syllabus and people of Irish

background would only be Interested.

The benef its, therefore, of Irish Studies as a separate subject were

variously seen as that it afforded an opportunity for more detailed study

or that, if separate, it would not then be foisted on those who were not

interested.

The important point about these various responses to the means of

introducing Ireland Into the curriculum is that all the responses were

represented in both London and Liverpool. Despite the differences in the

hIstory and composition of the two areas, each contained pupils who were

both wary arid positive about the implementation of more sustained teaching

about Ireland.
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The final question in this section asked the pupils whether Catholic

schools had any special responsibility to teach about Ireland. Although

91% had stated that they thought there should be more teaching on Ireland

generally In Britain, when It came to the question of Catholic schools only

43% consIdered that these schools had a particular responsibility to

increase the curriculum content on Ireland, and half the pupils said that

Catholic schools definitely did not have such a resposibitity. Those who

did not think teaching about Ireland should be expected at Catholic schools

anymore than at other schools were divided into t groups. One group gave

the following type of replies:

Not all of the pupils are Irish, they'd want their

own country.

Not really, might be unfair to other minorities.

Not real I y - up to the school.

No, Just the way the schools are run.

Not just Ireland, because loads of countries are

Catholic and we don't have to learn about them.

Up to them.

In contrast the other group gave the following reasons why Catholic schools

should not be held especially responsible about teaching on Ireland:

No, every school should learn about Ireland.

No, el schools should teach more.

No, everyone' s the same, all school a shoul d I earn

about it.
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All schools, because everyone is staunchly British

and should know what's really going on, the press

don't tell.

All schools, Protestant schools might have people of

Irish background.

It would seem, therefore, that a negative reply to this question can have

two completely different meanings. On the one hand, it can represent

caution about the impact on other minorities In the school or caution about

prescribing on such matters for the school; both types of reply appear

defensive of the context of Catholic education. On the other hand, the

negative response to this question could represent a further affirmation of

the pupils' replies to question 7, that all schools should learn more about

Ireland, as such iearning should not be confined to those of Irish descent.

There was a preponderance of wary replies in London amongst the pupils

who said yes to this question:

Yes, In so far as telling them where they come

from.

Depends on whether the parents are patriotic or

not.

Yes, as long as everyone learnt about their

background.

Yes, If majority are Irish, but not leaving

everyone else out.

Again, It is interesting that some caution is expressed In terms of the

impact of en Irish dimension to the currIculum on pupils in Catholic

schools who are not of an Irish background. Some of the replies, however,

had a different emphasis:
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Yes, because they would know more about it and be

interested in it.

Yes, most white fellas here are Irish.

These responses refer to the same context, but In terms of the right of

pupils of Irish descent to be taught about their 'roots'.

In Liverpool the responses of the pupils who said yes to this question

tended to be less wary:

Yes, many nuns and priests have Irish accents but

don't mention it, perhaps even ashamed to be Irish

because of all the bombings.

Yes, a bit surprising that we don't learn anything

about it.

Yes, they should as lots of people learn about their

background and it's ignored here.

Yes, because things you hear about Ireland say

everyone's biased and you might learn that many

Protestants and Catholics are mates.

Yes, because of all parents being Irish, I don't

know why they don' t.

The pupils in Liverpool elTçhaslse that Catholic schools do have a special

responsibility. The reason for this special responsibility is either

because so my attending the schools are of an Irish background or because

of the need to explain the situation in liorthern Ireland.

The divergence in views between the London and Liverpool pupils on

this question reflects the different situations In which they were

responding. In London not only has there been a great deal of attention
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paid in recent years to the issue of multi-cultural or anti-racist

education, but the majority of the discussion has been In terms of the need

to address the needs of black children. In the London schools, where the

cautionary statements were made about the irv,act of the introduction of an

Irish dimension, the pupils who are not second-generation Irish are mostly

black, reflecting the mainly black and Irish area of London In which the

schools are situated. In Liverpool, because of the area of the city in

which the schools were located, the pupils were predominantly white and

inevitably, given the history of Liverpool's Catholic population, were of

Irish descent. The patterns of residential segregation established in

Liverpool in the 19th century between the black and white and the Catholic

and Protestant populations still persist.	 hen these interviews took place

there had been less attention given to multi-cultural or anti-racist

education in Liverpool. This was especially true at the level of local

education authority advice to schools. In London a large number of

educational authorities offer such advice and especially in the area where

the sample schools are located. Thus the replies of the pupils in

Liverpool were more clearly focused on the responsibilities of Catholic

schools to the people of Irish descent attending them. In comparison, in

London the question was inevitably more complex for the pupils to answer

and this possibly accounts for the wary tenor of many their replies.
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4. 2 THE TEACI-ERS

4.2.1 .iestion 11 : Do you think more should be taught about Ireland in

schools in this country?

Almost three-quarters of the teachers, 72% (28 out of 39), thought

that there should be more teaching about Ireland In schools in this country

(see table 12). This response was similar across all the Identity groups.

The remaining 28% (11 out of 39) were divided between those who were not

sure whether there should be more teaching and others who thought

definitely not.

TABLE 12

TEftC-ERS FESPONSES TO INCFEASED TEi°C-IING ABOUT IFELANO

Response	 Identity

	

TOTAL	 I RI SW	 I RI SW	 I RI SH/

SM'FL (39) PR I MARY (13) SECONOSARY (10) ABSENT (16)

NO	 15%(6)	 15%(2)	 20%(2)	 13%(2)

YES	 72%(28)	 77%(1O)	 70%(7)	 69%(11)

CAJJTIOUS	 13%(5)	 6%(1)	 1O%(1)	 19%(3)

OK	 .	 0%	 0%	 0%	 0%
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4.2.2 Question 12: Would It be a good Idea to Introduce Ireland Into

existing subiects or to have a separate subject: Irish Studies?

Overall 80% (31 out of 39) of the teachers were in favour of

integrating any expansion of Irish Studies Into existing subject areas (see

table 13); whIle 26% (10 out of 39) of the sample thought that en Irish

dimension to the curriculum would be best served as a separate subject.

This Includes the 6% (3 out of 39) who thought both strategies should be

employed. Overall 46% (18 out of 39) of the sample were wary of the

circumstances in which an Irish dimension to the curriculum could be

increased. However 52% (20 out of 39) of the teachers expressed positive

reasons for their choice of strategy. Compared with the pupils, the

teachers' responses were more weighted towards favouring integration rather

than a separate subject. They were also more evenly spilt between wary and

positive replies than the pupils, of whom two-thirds gave positive

responses and one-third wary replies.

When the teachers' responses to this question were examined for

variation, Identity proved to be a significant source of differences. The

crucial variation is in the degree of wariness exhibited by the different

identity groups about the means of expanding teaching about Ireland. 15%

(2 out of 13) of the Irishness primary group gave a wary reply, whether

with respect to the integration of Irish Studies or to the Introduction of

Irish Studies as a separate subject. This compares with 60% (6 out of 10)

of the Irlshnesws secondary group and 63% (10 out of 16) of Irishness

absent group who were wary about one or other strategy.	 This difference

between the Irishness primary group and the other two groups Is significant

at the .02 level.
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TABLE 13

TEfiCI-ERS: PRJ-ERENCE FOR INTEGRATED OR SEPARATE

TEACI-IING ABOUT IRELNO

Response	 Identity

TOTAL	 IRISH!	 IRiSH!	 IRISH!

SAIIR...E (39) PR! MARY (13) SECONDARY (10) ABSENT (16)

INTEGRATE/WARY	 41%(16)	 15%(2)	 40%(4)	 63%(1O)

INTEGRATE/POSITIVE 31%(12)	 46%(6)	 20%(2)	 25%(4)

SEPARATE/WARY	 5%(2)	 0%	 20%(2)	 0%

SEPARATE/FOSITIVE	 13%(5)	 23%(3)	 0%	 13%(2)

BOTH	 8%(3)	 6%(1)	 20%(2)	 0%

D K	 3%(1)	 8%(1)	 0%	 0%

4.2.3 aaestlon 13: Do you think Catholic schools have a special

responsibility to teach about Ireland

Overall nearly two-thirds of the teachers, 84% (25 out of 39), thought

that Catholic schools did have some specific responsibility to teach about

Ireland (see table 14). Al though, as the figures Indicate, over hal f of

these teachers cched their affirmative response in wary terms. Almost

one-third, 31% (12 out of 39), of the staff thought that Catholic schools

definitely did not have a special responsibility to teach about Ireland.
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As with the pupils, there was a wide variation in the reasons given for

this negative response, which will be discussed in the comentary below.

46% (6 out of 13) of the teachers who had selected Irish Identity as

primary answered unambiguously that they did think Catholic schools had a

special responsibility to teach about Ireland. This contrasted with just

6% (1 out of 16) of the teachers who did not select an Irish identity

giving this response. This difference is significant at the .05 level.

TABLE 14

TEACI-ERS: FESPONSIBILITY OF CATHOLIC SCHOOLS

FOR TEACH! NG ABOUT I FELAI\O

Response	 Identity

TOTAL	 I RI SH/	 I RI SH/	 IA! SH/

SAtIR..E (39) PRIMARY (13) SECOIOARY (10) ASSENT (16)

YES	 5%(2)	 0%	 0%	 13%(2)

YES/WARY	 36%(14)	 31%(4)	 50%(5)	 31%(5)

YES/POSITIJE	 23%(9)	 46%(6)	 20%(2)	 6%(1)

1IJERTAIN	 5%(2)	 0%	 0%	 13%(2)

NO	 31%(12)	 23%(3)	 20%(2)	 44%(7)
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4.2.4 Discussion

The majority of the staff interviewed for this study were of the view

that there should be more teaching on Ireland in schools In this country;

that any expansion of Irish Studies should be integrated into existing

subjects; and that Catholic schools did have a special responsibility to

teach about Ireland. The reasons that the teachers gave for thinking that

curriculum content on Ireland should be increased felt into three

categories. Two of these categories - 'roots' and Northern Ireland - were

the same as the reasons the pupils had given. However, none of the staff

gave prejudice against the Irish as a reason for Increasing teaching about

Ireland as the pupils had done. The third category of replies the teachers

gave Involved direct conTnents about the shortcomings of the existing

curriculum:

Difficult, because exam boards don't recognise it

but everyone in England should learn about Ireland.

Yes, I learnt nothing from my London school whereas

at school in Ireland we learnt a lot about Britain,

should be general as welt as for people of Irish

background.

Yes, In the same way people are unaware of Scots and

lsh, especially in the South East where they think

everyone has their culture.

Yes, Irish history is Interconnected with English,

as is Scotland and Wales, whereas up to 0 level only

taught English history. English pupils in English

schools should do more than just English history.

Yes, Scott and and Wal cc are at so Ignored, there' s a

case for widening the curriculum.
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The teachers who made the above type of corrrnents about why teaching on

lr.eland should be expanded formed the largest single group, 50% (14 out of

28) of those answering the question In the affirmative. 	 On the other

hand, 32% (9 out of 28) of the teachers thought Ireland should be Included

to a greater degree In the curriculum because of the need to explain the

situation in Northern Ireland and 18% (5 out of 28) stressed the need to

teach about pupils' background.

This concern of the teachers for the transmission of a more

comprehensive body of knowledge about Ireland was also reflected in the

replies of those who highlighted Northern Ireland as a reason for extending

teaching on Irelanth

Yes, need in any humanities progranvne to see

contemporary Issues through eyes of both sides,

not just Great Britain alt the time. Textbooks are

not up to the task, I have to change the emphasis

mysel f

People should be made aware of the situation, are

very ignorant, for example, don't know what the Six

Counties are.

Yes, especially for Northern Ireland, still handled

with too ,ruch delicacy in schools.

Yes, very few English know about Northern Ireland

and history of what brought it about.

Other teachers In the sample, however, are more concerned with the

relationship between curriculum content and the formation of consciousness.

All of the staff who conrnent on this assume there isa link between what

pupils in school are taught and the formation of ethnic Identity, although

they vary on whether this should be encouraged. Those who are in favour

state that:
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Yes, it's Ignored, it's terrible, a lot of children

have no Idea of Irish history, it's not passed on by

the parents.

Yes, a lot are from an Irish background and not

brought Into acquaintance with It enough.

Probably feel like me, mixed up about It.

Yes, many have Irish links, it's ridiculous that

we did reams on South American geography and

nothing on Ireland.

On the other hand, the teachers who thought there should be no Increase in

teaching on Ireland focused on the undesirability of fostering 'ethnic'

consciousness, which they saw as the Inevitable consequence of such en

extension to the curriculum:

No, essentially children of Irish background are

English, no roots at all.	 buld be difficult to

justify founding a separate Irish Studies, have to

avoid the indoctrination Involved and development

of a sub-cul ture.

Not necessarily, in the British Isles there are a

range of people, it's good to have awareness but I'm

against engineered consciousness. People move to

a new country and have to integrate.

In the next question a majority of the teachers preferred the

integration of any expansion of teaching about Ireland into existing

subject areas. Many of those who opted for the strategy of Integration did

so because they were wary of the inçact that increasing the curriculum

content on Ireland might have:
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Integrate, no excuse for picking it out, an awful

lot would have objections as there's no sympathy for

Irish.

Integrate, some parents might not understand and

think it might be IRA Indoctrination If It was

separate.

Integrate, If It was separate makes it a special

situation, implying they're vastly different from

us. Should be more on background but to come In

incidentally.

Integrate, Irish or Black Studies are too separatist,

though might work for adults. I know some of the

sixth form go to Irish lessons.

Danger with the m.ilti-cultural stuff is that it can

swing the pendulum too nuch in the other direction

because it's fashionable. I look at the staff and

think would I trust them to teach Irish history.

This dosen't mean they should only teach English

history, if It was brought in as they go along could

teach about how English oppressed and exploited the

col onies.

These coments demonstrate that either the spectre of Northern Ireland or

anxieties concerning 'ethnicity' account for the large number of staff who

gave wary reasons for thinking that any expansion of teaching about Ireland

should be Integrated Into the existing curriculum.

However, other teachers had a different perspective on the advantages

of integration as a strategy:

Integrate, if it was an option might not be chosen

or encouraged, for example, for the academic child.
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integrate, if a separate subject would be too

con,artmentel I sed.

it would be better brought into the mainstream

teaching and not left as an option to only reach

those already interested.

Integrate, because the wealth of history could

contribute.

integrate, if It was separate it would only attract

those already interested. There's a lot of pressure

against the Irish in England now and it would put

that in perspective.

Significantly fewer of those who selected Irishness as their primary

identity gave a wary response on Integration, whereas significantly more of

those who did not select en Irish identity opted for integration as a

strategy because they were wary of Introducing more teaching about Ireland.

This suggests that those with an Irish Identity are mainly concerned with

the best means of rectifying whet they perceive as a deficiency in

curriculum content. The responses of the Irishness absent group highlight

their awareness of the contentiousness of Ireland or the Irish as an Issue.

Most of the teachers who opted for teaching Irish Studies as a

separate subject did so for positive reasons:

Separate, would be more realistic than bringing into

existing subjects. The problem would be no exam,

but the kids would be interested.

Yes, should have Irish Studies end West Indians

should have Black Studies as well

Separate, terrible Inertia in British curriculum

and would take too long to bring it in and anyway
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Irish Studies is a rich field.

Separate, it would be nice to have Irish Studies

in the first to third years. A lot are from the

South end it's their right to look at their roots.

In response to the final question in this section of the interview,

64% of the teachers Indicated that Catholic schools did have a special

responsibility to leach about Ireland. However, the general tenor of many

of these responses was rather guarded: over half gave a qualified or wary

reply.	 en these are considered with the responses of those who answered

negatively they give the impression of a caution when comenting in whet

might be perceived as a critical manner about the role of Catholic

school ing.

As noted earlier, significant differences emerged amongst the sample

on this question. The teachers who had selected Irish as their primary

identity were more likely to be critical in their coments on Catholic

schools in the course of stating that they thought they did have a

responsibility to teach about Ireland:

Yes, although don't know how, doesn't get across

unless teachers have same identity themselves. Kids

are crying out to know more.

Yes, if anyone has they have. They don't play as

high a part In such developments as they should.

it's coming now because of nulti-culturetism.

Yes, have a bigger responsibility than we oi up to.

Could lead the struggle but I don't know if the

hierarchy would be disposed to that. Irish seem

taken for granted when you look at the curriculum.
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There's obvious neglect. Anglo-Irish relations is a

valid topic for anyone but there is an extra reluctance

in Catholic schools. Saddest thing Is the anti-Irish

feeling amongst the second generation, having

assumed the dominant cul ture.

Although the numbers are too small to produce statistical

significances, a higher percentage of the teachers who said that Catholic

schools did not have a special responsibility to teach about Ireland were

drawn from the Irishness absent group than either of the two groups who

selected an Irish Identity. Most of the teachers who did not think

responsibility particularly accrued to Catholic schools were either

defensive of the schools or denied the validity of It as a specific

enterprise for CatholIc schools:

It's not surprising that they don't, England and

Ireland have been intermingled for so long that

there's no need to make a separate issue of it.

No - although should come In as nizch as anywhere

el se.

No - 'as In Rome' etc - we have to teach English

culture, the children don't feel the need, though

that doesn't mean It Isn't a valid subject.

No, surprising that they haven't, but It's a good

thing because there are enough cultural and economic

links between Ireland and England 90 as not to

regard them as separate. Al though they do regard

themselves as separate. Should deal with It as any

other country with a bit more because It's closer

and a current issue.

These conrients deny the specificity of Irish experience end culture and

assume that assimilation is the proper course for minority groups. In
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doing so, the teachers of Irish descent who lave riot selected an Irish

identity as important express sentiments which are within the compass of

the dominant culture.

5. St.R4IA.RY At'D CONG_US IONS

The evidence presented in this chapter indicates that the relationship

between Catholicism and Irish identity Is complex. For a majority of the

respondents Catholicism represents their family/conrunity. For the London

pupils Catholic conanal Ity is bound closely to the Irish Catholic

cormiunities in which they live. The Liverpool pupils and those staff who

refer to Catholic corrrrunal ity also mean that it gives them 'a sense of

belonging', but to a body of Catholics rather than an identifiable national

grouping. This suggests that herein lies part of the basis of the

incorporation of the Irish in Britain. A 'corrminality' which Is perceived

as fusing irishness and Catholicism, especially by the London pupils,

becomes for the group of adults classified as 'Irishness absent' the

distinguishing feature of Catholicism per Se. This interpretation is given

further credence by the responses of the group of adults classified as

'Irishness primary'. Their low incidence of citing 'Catholic corrm.rnality'

as the meaning of their religion to them, together with the tenor of their

corrments, suggests that this group recognise the incorporation process and

perceive that it entails denial of the Irish dimension of the convunal

exper i ence.

These findings also suggest that it has been a struggle for the Church

to ensure that a ret igious Identity is ascendent amongst its Irish

congregation. The Church has n the struggle in the public sphere. This

Is borne out by the responses of the pupils about the lack of

distinctiveness of Catholic schools, 'only' religion separates them from

other schools. Further, the schools are not distinguished by a high

incidence of teaching about Ireland. The teachers are well aware of the

particularity of Catholic schools and are in the main defensive of them.

However, the Irishness prImary group want to rectify the the lack of Irish

content in the curriculum arid think that Catholic schools have a specific
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reponslblHty In relation to such content. The responses of the pupils and

teachers In general about more teaching about Ireland indicate the extent

of the interest that exists about Irelend and the effects of the lack of

such teaching. In the private sphere, at home or in the coinTunity, Ireland

Is talked about end Irishness remains relevant. This Is demonstrated in

the replies of the London pupils and the staff.

For the Liverpool pupils the situation Is different. They have been

reared In a city In which Catholicism Is acknowledged as a major religion

but the Irish context of Its history Is masked In the public sphere. This

Is revealed both by the descriptions of the curriculum of the schools end

by the pupils' overwhelming response in favour of more teaching about

Ireland. The suggestion Is that their interest In knowing more about

Ireland stems from having been reared in a Liverpudlian culture which, In

the private sphere, Includes awareness of the Irish antecedents of much of

the city's population.
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HPTER ELE\IEN

FINDINGS: NORTHEFf1 1FELAND

1. INTAOOUCTION

in this section of the Interview the respondents were asked a series

of questions about Northern Ireland and Its inpact on their lives In

Britain. The intention of this section of the Interview is to explore

whether Northern Ireland Is a crucial context for raising issues of

nationality and for activating the stereotype of the Irish as violent. The

aim Is to explore whether Northern Ireland is a taboo subject In the sample

of Catholic schools under study and what the consequences of this are for

the staff and pupils.

Since 1968 and the renewal of overt hostilities in Northern Ireland

there has been a bipartisan consensus in Britain about what 'The Troubles'

represent. This Is exemplified by both the media coverage of Northern

Ireland and the content of the school curriculum on the causes of the re-

emergence of the 'Irish Question'. A prime characteristic of this

consensus is the emphasis on Britain's peace-keeping role in Northern

Ireland. Of interest here Is whether the sample of teachers and pupils,

all either born In Ireland or of Irish descent, interpreted the situation

in Northern Ireland in accordance with or at variance to this dominant

consensus.
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2. NORTIE9J I FELAID

There were three questions in this part of the lntervlew

22. what impression do you think people in this

country get of the Irish from the media coverage

of Northern Ireland?

23. i*iet do you see as the main causes of what Is

happening in Northern Ireland?

24. at do you think should happen in Northern

Ireland?

2. 1 THE PIFILS

2.1.1 QuestIon 22: iat impression do you think people in this country get

of the Irish from media coverage of Northern Ireland

In developing the coding categories for this question the aim was to

delineate the different ways in which the British media coverage of

Northern Ireland conveys the Impression of the Irish as violent. The

respondents who emphasised that the Irish are portrayed as a

characteristically violent people are coded as 'socially violent'.

included under 'politically violent' are the replies that conrnented on the

media's representation of the Irish as prone to use violence for political

ends. The third category, 'culturally violent 1 refers to the explicit

contrast between the British d the Irish character on the Issue of

violence. The other coding categories are 'Irrational' end 'sympathetic'.

All but one of the 68 pupils interviewed thought that the media

coverage of Northern Ireland portrayed the Irish as violent (see table 1).

The only differences lay in the specifIcation of the type of violence which
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the media attributed to the Irish. This will be examined In the discussion

section later.

TABLE I

RFI LS: PEJCEPT I ONS OF I FIFLLENCE OF FED IA C0VER3E OF NORTIERJ

I F€LAW ON BA I TI SH VI EWS OF IRISH

Response	 Sanle group

TOTAL. SN'FLE(66) LONOON(26) 	 LIVEFFOOL(40)

SOCIALLY VIOLENT	 52%(34)	 61%(16)	 45%(18)

POLITICALLY VIOLENT	 38%(25)
	

31% (8)
	

43% (17)

CILTURALLY VIOLENT	 9% (6)
	

6% (2)
	

10% (4)

IFFATIONPL	 0%
	

0%
	

0%

SYPATFETJC	 2%(1)
	

0%
	

3% (1)

2. 1.2 Question 23: tiat do you see as the main causes of what Is happening

In Northern Ireland

Six categories were developed to code the replies to this question.

The respondents who thought the primary cause of what is happening In

Northern Ireland Is rooted In the relationship between Britain and Ireland

are coded as 'relations between Britain and Ireland'. 'Relations between

Protestants end Catholics' Includes those who saw the main cause as the

conflict between Protestants and Catholics. Some respondents thought that
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blame fpr the situation lies with all parties, including Britain, they are

coded as 'all responsible	 Others cited the use of violence as the cause

of problems In Northern Ireland.. A few respondents referred to economic

causes, while others stated that they did not know what the main causes

were.

TABLE 2

PIFILS:	 IN CP&)SES OF NOAT)-ERJ IF€LA1D CRISIS

Response	 Sampl e group

TOTAL. SAt?LE(66) LOtIJG'J(26) LIVEFFOOL(40)

FELAT IONS TEEN

BRITAIN & jFELJAD

FELAT I ONS BEThEEN

FTESTftNrS & CATHOL I CS

frLL FESPONS I BLE

VI OLEtsEE

ECONOMIC

OK

50% (33)

24% C 16)

6% (4)

8%(5)

2% (1)

9%(6)

69%(18)	 38%(15)

8%(2)	 35%(14)

8%(2)	 5%(2)

8%(2)	 8%(3)

0%	 3%(1)

8%(2)	 1O%(4)

Half of the pupils indicated thought that they thought the main cause

of the situation in Northern Ireland Is the relationship between Britain

and Ireland (see table 2). However, significantly more pupils held this

view In London than In Liverpool. In London 69% (18 out of 26) of the
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pupils gave this response, whereas In Liverpool 36% (15 out of 40) of the

pupils thought relations between Britain and Ireland were largely

responsible for what is happening In Northern Ireland. This difference

between the two samples Is significant at the .O5 level. The second

largest grouping amongst the pupils, 24% (16 out of 66), are those who

thought relations between Protestants and Catholics are responsible for

what is happening in Northern Ireland. Although not statistically

significant, it is interesting that 14 of the 16 pupIls who thought the

relationship between the two religious groups is the main cause are in the

Liverpool sample.

2.1.3 Question 24: iat do you thnlk should happen in Northern Ireland?

There were a variety of responses to this question. The replies which

suggested that Northern Ireland belonged to the Republic and that the

border should go are coded as 'united Ireland'. People who thought the

solution is talks involving all sides, including the Republicans, are

grouped under 'negotiations'. The group of respondents who thought that

the situation should be left to the Irish to sort out are coded as 'Their

problem'. Those who consided that no solution can be found until the rule

of law holds sway are coded as 'internal order'. The respondents who

replied that Northern Ireland should form a state separate from the

Republic and the I.h'iited Kingdom are Included in the category

'Independence'. Some respondents thought the solution lies In further
4;-

resources and social policy Injatives and these are coded as 'social

planning'. There were others who thought there Is no solution, these are

coded as 'stalemate'. Finally, there is a 'don't know' category.

Only two possible options in Northern Ireland, a united Ireland or

iivçosing internal order, had the support of a fifth or more of the pupils

(see table 3a). It is of interest to note the overall similarity in the

distribution of responses in London and Liverpool, except in the nunters

who did not know what should happen in Northern Ireland. This difference

Is not statistically significant but may be worth noting. In Liverpool 36%

(14 out of 40) of the pupils considered that they Just 'don't know' what
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the solution for Northern Ireland is, or state that the situation appears

to have no solution. In London only 16% (4 out of 6) gave either of these

responses.

In London the responses of the pupils varied according to the identity

they selected (see table 3b). The striking difference In the replies lies

in the incidence of pupils of different Identities giving either of the

first two responses. The responses of either 'united ireland' or

'negotiations' are distinct from the other replies because each, in

different ways, gives credence to the Republican rationale for events in

Northern Ireland. In London 43% (9 out of 21) of the pupils who selected

an Irish identity suggested that either a united Ireland should happen in

Northern Ireland or that negotiations should take place between all sides.

On the other hand, none of the pupils who had selected a non-Irish identity

(that is, a regional identity or British/English) gave either of these

replies. This difference beten the pupils who selected an Irish identity

and those who dd not is significant at the .05 level (zero In cell).
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TABLE 3e

RPILS: SOLUTIONS FOR NORTHEFfJ IRELAND

Response	 Sample group

TOTAL SAII'LE(66) LOICON(26) LIVEFFOOL(40)

UNITED IFELAtsQ	 21%(14)	 35(9)	 13%(5)

NEGOTIATIONS	 15%(1O)	 15%(4)	 15%(6)

'11-EIRPAOELEM	 9%(6)	 B%(2)	 1O%(4)

INTE91AL OFUEA	 24%(16)	 27%(7)	 23%(9)

I NDEPENOENGE	 0%	 0%	 0%

SOCIAL PLANNING	 3%(2)	 0%	 5%(2)

STALEMATE	 6%(5)	 8%(2)	 8%(3)

0 K	 2O%(13)	 8%(2)	 26%(1I)
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TABLE 3b

LONJON FLF I LS: SOLUTIONS FDA NDATHEF?1 I FELAPD

COFCING TO IDENTITY

Aesponse	 Identity

IRiSH IDENTITIES(21) NON-IRISH IOENTITIES(5)

IR'JITED IRELAI\I) 	 43%(9)	 0%

1EGOT I AT I ONS	 19% (4)	 0%

Tl-E IA PROBLEM'	 5% (1)	 20% (1)

I NTEFI\IAL OR)EA	 19% (4)	 60% (3)

I MJEPENOENCE	 0%	 0%

SOC I AJ PLAt't4 I NG	 0%	 0%

STIL.E14tTE	 5%(1)	 20%(1)

OK	 9%(2)	 0%

2. 1.4 DIScUSSION

The opening question of this section of the interview asked the

respondents what image of the Irish they considered is given by the media

coverage of Northern Ireland. The bias of the British media's portrayal of

events in the North has been lI documented elsewhere (for example, Curtis
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1984). The purpose of the question was to explore whether the impact of

the coverage Is perceived as a problem by the sample of people of Irish

descent. The pupils reported that the media coverage rendered only one

Image of the Irish: that of a violent people. Just over half the pupils

said the media portrayal Is of a people whose inherent social

characteristic is to be violent:

Ait for trouble - all rowdy.

Riffians, all good for nothing except drinking and

causing trouble.

Most are cruel, don't care about other people,

fighting for fun.

Violent, no respect f or human life, kill for no

reason.

Bad people, all for violence, you'd think that if

you didn't know two sides of It.

Very violent place and you'd be frightened to live

there.

Gang of barbaric, stupid people.

Bloodthirsty killers - no one talks about anything

else about Ireland.

A bloody place - always war and fighting, not a safe

place to live. The press do these things to make

people not think of their o problems.

Rowdy, out for trouble, bloodthlrtsy, cruel, barbaric, these are the

characteristics of the Irish and Ireland Is an inherently violent society.
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This Is the impact of the British medi&s coverage of Northern Ireland in

the opinion of many pupils in both London and Liverpool.

Over a third of the pupils erTçhaslsed the specific concentration on

the IRA and forms of Republican political violence:

inch of ntirderers - generally against law and

order.

Bad people - shooting policemen - you'd think

they were horrible.

Bad irrçression, publicise IRA to a bad extent.

Once saw a documentary which showed both sides

but in general hold to the IRA. Don't tend to

show either Irish people who don't want fighting

and killing or what the British soldiers are realty

doing.

Very bad - all irish out to kill English soldiers.

Go around shooting everyone, want the soldiers out

and don' t like politicians.

The image of the Irish portrayed by the media coverage of Northern Ireland

is based upon the Irish as prone to violence and also on a biased account

of the Republican opposition to the State and Its agencies: the police and

the army. It can be inferred from the pupils' statements that the image of

the Irish Is 'bad' because they are shown to be inherently against the

legitimate public authoritIes and responsible for all the violence.

A small number of the pupils comented directly on the British media's

explicit depiction of the Irish as culturally inferior to the English:

Lower than the English - just kill for enjoyment.
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Not a good impression - because of this English

make Irish out to be worse than the British.

Impression is that our soldiers are gallant and the

Irish are a load of thugs - don't agree myself.

The cultural violence resides In the media's own coverage of events in

Northern Ireland. The coverage ensures the regeneration of the stereotype

of the Irish as an inherently Inferior people because of their propensity

to violent means for the resolution of political problems. These caimnts

suggest that the stereotype of the Irish operates today as in the 19th

century: to differentiate and define by opposition what constitutes

'Britishness' or 'the British way'.

In the next question the pupils were asked what they thought are the

causes of what Is happening In Northern Ireland. The most significant set

of responses Is those of the pupils who said that relations between Britain

and Ireland are the cause of what Is happening in Northern Ireland.

They want to be free and the army's there and the

government won't let them be free, so going against

i t.

If look into it, the good history books, it seems

they're an army of occupatlon. I can't look at it

clearly because of my parents, dad gets very het up

about anything anti-Irish.

The British presence in Northern Ireland. Ulster

being taken away from the rest of the country.

If someone came over and took over hal f your

country, of course you'd retaliate.
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The Irish want to get Britain out of Northern

Ireland so can be a united Ireland, get the English

army out.

British stole land off the Irish and they divided

the country up. Shoul d give i t back and the troops

should corns out - might or might not stop the IRA -

could be Wales or Liverpool, no one wants soldiers

wal k i ng up and down al I the t i me.

Always thought Ireland belongs to the Irish - we've

invaded It and not let them have their own

government - so Britain took Ireland over and irish

want it back for themselves.

British are over there, Irish don't like them going

into their houses, dragging them to gaol and

searching them.

Britain wanted to come in and take over everything,

Irish resisting. 	 I would as well, can't wait to get

away from this place, National Front and everything.

The emphasis in these responses is on the illegitimacy of the British

presence In Northern Ireland and on the understandable basis of Irish

resistance to this presence. The illegitimacy of the British presence Is

explained both in terms of the history of British colonialism - 'British

stole land off the Irish' - and in terms of current practices - 'going Into

their homes, dragging them to gaol and searching them'. Half the pupils

gave these typof replies. These explanations of Northern Ireland are

outsIde the bipartisan consensus with its emphasis on Britain's peace-

keeping role in the North. It Is very interesting that the largest

groupings in each city gave this response about at is happening in

Northern ireland. Nonetheless, significantly more did so in London

compared with Liverpool. This suggests two things: that the migrants of

the 1950' s and 1950' s to London, and the I r ch II dren, have not been
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incorporated Into the dominant consensus that exists in Britain to explain

events in Northern Ireland; that in Liverpool alternative explanations of

Britain's relations with Ireland continue to have currency despite the

official consensus on Northern Ireland.

A quarter of the pupils said that they thought relations between the

Protestants and Catholics are responsible for what Is happening in Northern

I rel and:

Catholics want a united Ireland and the

Protestants want to keep Britain and that causes

fighting.

It's a mixed religious thing and I don't think the

Irish like that because it's a very religious

country.

Catholics and Protestants against each other and

we're there to stop it and have got caught up in It

and are taking the brunt of it.

Catholics and Protestants don't get on with each

other.

Religious differences between them. Main thing is

to stop the fighting, don't know how, It's stupid

anyway.

Of the 16 pupils who gave this type of response, two were in London and 14

in Liverpool. Although not statistically significant, this is worth noting

because the above explanations of Northern Ireland are characteristic of

the official consensus in Britain on the subject. It is a viewpoint which

supports the notion of two warring tribes based on religion which only

British rule end law enforcement keep at bay.
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The next question asked the respondents what they thought should

happen in Northern Ireland. The replies to this question are far more

varied than to the previous question. Just over a quarter of the pupils

said the situation is a st&emate or they did not know what should happen.

This might reflect a number of different factors: for example, that the

consensus on Northern ireland is that of an intractable problem, or the

fact that these pupils are of an age when they are not	 able to remember

a time when 'The Troubles' did not exist. Hover, many of the pupils did

venture to suggest possible solutions. Two suggestions can be

distinguished from the others - united Ireland and negotiations - each

involves giving credence to the Republican rationale for actions in

Northern ireland and elsewhere. Below are typical replies of pupils who

thought there should be a united Ireland:

The Six Counties should be given back 1 because

the border is the cause. Ireland should be all one

but don't know if could cope with cost of it.

if Britain gave back the states they've got, all

troubles would be over.

Should give it back but lots saying you shouldn't,

so it's going on a long time.

Should chance pulling troops out and try a united

Ireland..

English should get out and leave them to run their

country for themsel yes.

Should try and unify all Ireland, Instead of two

separate countries. Both could then work together

instead of against each other.
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A lot say should clear the IPA out with the army, I

don't. I think they should have a chance to have

their own government.

In the above .otations the pupils continua the theme of Britain's

Illegitimate possession of Northern Ireland.

The coments of pupils who thought negotiations were appropriate are

as follows:

Everyone round a big table and talk, also British

troops should be reduced. Take all walls down and

different groups mingle. Bit like IsrtlI army,

should be leaving Lebanon bit by bit.

Should come to an agreement, as fighting not getting

anywhere, everyone involved. Either everyone agrees

to army staying or being withdrawn.

Get the troops out, pick 15 people from the Catholic

and Protestant sides and let them talk it out.

ti*ien you go round and see the trucks, uniforms and

tear gas, you feel it's violent and makes itt worse.

Should get them all to live together as a ooiTvrunity

and sort out their problems - Instead of se'ylng they

go blowing everyone up, because mist be something

behind It.

Need to get together, nust be rebelling for a

reason, tel k about I t and sort it out.

The pupils who suggest negotiations credit a rationality and legitimacy to

the Republican position, because It is clear they think there sust be a

reason behind the fighting and any negotiations should include the

Republicans. There Is no significant difference between the London and
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Liverpool samples. This Is interesting for two reasons. First, It might

have been expected that proportionally more of the London pupils would have

given answers to the question of what to do in Northern Ireland in line

with current Aepubilcan. demands, that is, troops out and a united Ireland.

Second, it gives further support to the suggestion that in Liverpool

alternative perceptions of events In Northern Ireland exist outside the

dominant consensus on Northern Ireland.

However, in London, significantly more of the pupils who selected an

Irish identity gave united Ireland or negotiations as their response

compared with the London pupils who did not select an Irish identity. This

suggests that identity is the key factor in determining whether a pupil in

London will accept the dominqnt consensus on Northern Ireland when being

asked to speculate on what should happen in Northern Ireland. As will be

recalled, the London sample were significantly more likely than the

Liverpool sample to resist this consensus when explaining the causes of

events in the North, and there were no significant internal differences in

the London sample on that question.

The only other sizeabte category of response were those who saw

maintaining internal order as the solution:

if the soldiers went out It would be a holy war,

Protestants versus Catholics. However, should get

out end let the l.kited Nations take over. The

soldiers do seem to excite bad feeling among the

people.

Should gradually take troops out end if does&t

rk, put them back In again.

Government should have kept it under more control.

If they had a prime minister and more police to

control the violence.
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Terrorists are the main problem. If they were

caught would inrove things a lot.

Suppose should be given It, but might run wild

because never ruled own place before.

Used to think the troops should be brought out - but

now I think there would be anarchy and they are

keeping a bit of discipline.

These responses are securely within the official consensus on Northern

Ireland. They Identify the violence in the situation as being the major

consideration. Internal order has to be established as the ncessary

prerequisite for progress. The chief means of achieving this Is further

applications of troops or police. These coments are based on a perception

of the Irish as inherently divided and not being able to rule themselves

and, therefore, requiring Britian as arbiter and peacemaker. In both

London and Liverpool Internal order Is the view of approximately a quarter

of the respondents. 	 znongst the London pupils this view is more typical of

those who did not select an Irish Identity.

2.2 Tl-E TEAD-ERS

2.2.1 Question 22:	 at inressIon do you think people In this country get

of the Irish from the media coverage of Northern Ireland?

As had been the case with the pupils, alt but one of the 39 teachers

interviewed thought that the media coverage of Northern Ireland portrays

the Irish as violent (see table 4).
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TABLE 4

TEAD-ERS: PEFEEPT IONS OF I t'IFLUENCE OF frED! A COVERAGE

OF N0ATI-EF1 I FELAI'L) ON BR III Si-i VI E OF tAt SH

Response	 Identity

TOTAL. SAI-FLE IRISH/ 	 IRISH/	 1RISHI

(39)	 PR I frtAY (13) SECONDARY (10) ABSENT (16)

SOd ALLY VIOLENT	 10% (4)	 0%	 20% (2)
	

13% (2)

POLITICALLY ViOLENT 49%(19)	 54%(7)
	

50% (5)
	

44%(7)

CILTURALLY VIOLENT	 38%(15)	 46%(6)
	

307. (3)
	

38%(6)

SYFIDATHET IC	 3% (1)	 0%
	

0%
	

6% (1)

2.2.2 Question 23: ,at do you think are the main causes of what is

happening in Northern Ireland?

Again, just as with the pupils, half of the teachers thought that the

main cause of the problems In Northern Ireland is relations between Britain

and Ireland (see table 5a). However, 77% (10 out of 13) of the teachers

who selected Irish as their primary Identity said that Anglo-Irish

relations are the main cause, compared with 25% (4 out of 16) of the

teachers who did not select an Irish identity. This difference between the

Irishness primary group and the Irishness absent group is significant at

the .02 level. It Is interesting that none of the teachers said 'don't
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know' in reply to this question, whereas 9% of the pupils gave this reply.

TABLE 5a

TEfrCI-ERS: WJN CAUSES OF EVENTS IN NORTHER4 IRELfrO

Response	 Identity

TOTAL. SN1LE IAISH/ 	 IRISH/	 IRISH/

(39)	 PRII4AAY(1 3) SECONOAAY (10) ABSENT (16)

RELATIONS BEThEEN	 511(20)	 771(10)	 601(6)	 251(4)

BRITAIN & IRELAAD

RELATIONS BEThEEN
	

231(9)	 151(2)
	

301(3)
	

25% (4)

PROTESTANTS

& CATHOL I CS

ALL RESPONS I BLE
	

151(6)	 0%
	

101(1)
	

311(5)

VI OLENE
	

31(1)	 0%
	

0%
	

6% (1)

EcONOMI C
	

81(3)	 81(1)
	

0%
	

13% (2)

OK
	

0%	 0%
	

0%
	

0%

Significant variations are also produced In the teachers' pattern of

replies when they are examined according to the social-class background of

the respondents. Significantly fewer of the teachers from a non-manual

backgroud said that the relationship between Britain and Ireland Is the

cause of what is happening in Northern Ireland (see table 5b). 33% (7 out

of 21) of the middle-class teachers thought that MgI o-Irlsh relations are
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the cause, compared with 72% (14 out of 18) of the working-class teachers.

This difference between the middle-class and working-class teachers is

significant at the .05 level.

TABLE 5b

TEPCI-ERS: MA! N CAUSES OF EVENTS IN NOR1}EFfJ I FELND

ACCOFO I NG TO SOC I AL CLASS

Response	 Social Class

NON-WNJ.AL(21)	 MANUAL(16)

RELATIONS GEThEEN	 33%(7)	 72S(13)

BRITAIN & 1FELA1D

FELAT iONS BEThEEN
	

33%(7)
	

1 1%(2)

PRJTESTANTS & CATHOLI CS

ALL RESPONS I8LE
	

19% (4)
	

1 1%(2)

VIOLENCE
	

5% (1)
	

0%

EONOMI C
	

9% (2)
	

5% (1)

OK
	

0%
	

0%
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2.2.3 Question 24: kiat do you think should happen in Northern Ireland?

It is interesting that Just over 40% (18 out of 39) of the teachers

answered that either they considered the situation In Northern Ireland to

be a stalemate or they did not know what should happen there (see table 8).

The main variation In the teachers' responses lies in the different

identity groupings on the first two responses, 'united Ireland' or

'negotiations', both of which give some credence to the lReçpublican

rationale of events in Northern Ireland. 54% (7 out of 13) of the teachers

who selected Irish as their primary identity said that they thought either

a united Ireland or negotiations involving all sides is the way forward

In contrast, only 13% (2 out of 16) of the teachers who did not select an

Irish identity gave either of these responses. This difference between the

Irishness primary group and the Irishness absent group Is significant at

the .05 level.
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TABLE 6

TEACI-ERS: SOLUTIONS FOR NOATI-EA1 I FELAt'lJ

Response	 Identity

TOTAL. SAM9...E IRISH/ 	 IRISH/	 IA! Si-fl

(39)	 PRIfrtAAY(13) SECONDARY(10) ABSENT(16)

UNITED IRELAND	 3%(1)	 6%(1)	 0%	 0%

1€GOT1ATIONS	 26%(1O)	 46%(6)	
2S2	

13%(2)

'TI-EIA FROGLEM' 	 15%(6)	 23%(3)	 1O%(l)	 13%(2)

INTEFIUAL OFOER	 3%(1)	 0%	 0%	 6%(1)

SOC I AL. A.AM4 1 NG 	 10% (4)	 0%	 10% (1)	 19% (3)

STALEMs TE 	 15%(6)	 23%(3)	 1O%(1)	 13%(2)

o K	 26%(1O)	 0%	 50%(5)	 31%(5)

2.2.4 Discussion

The overwhelming majority of the teachers, as of the pupils,

considered that the predominant Image portrayed by the media shows the

Irish as a violent people. There are no significant differences between

the teachers on this question. The teachers particularly referred to the

image of the Irish as politically violent:
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Very unbalanced, don't realise the distinction

between the North and the South, see it as all the

Irish. See the IRA as out to kill end nothing else.

Since the abolition of Stormont: two savage tribes

at each other's throats. The old Victorian Images of

the Irish creeping back, for example, in cartoons.

Strong impression, they're not helping themselves to

solve It, and bringing it over here. In my local

branch of the Labour party, Llvingstone's invitation

to Gerry Adams was very unpopular. whereas I

thought it was great - someone's got to do it.

All a gang of niirdering bastards, out to destroy the

state, no concern with law and order. The media

coverage is totally without sympathy for the

Republican cause - are terrorists, this means IRA,

the people who want Irish unity. Don't think

British people would condone the Protestant

paramilltaries, but are not aware of them.

See people ranting and raving with hate and say,

'God, what sort of people are they'.	 ly pictures

are of barricades and torn-down housing, not the

beauty of Northern Ireland.

Difficult to understand, perticul any the

terrorists - get no sense of the history of It. hy

the IRA want Ireland united end why the Protestant

majority don't.

The teachers made direct coments on the violent images of Northern Ireland

presenting a very biased view of events and obscuring the underlying causes

of the situation. The Republican forces are portrayed as 'tTurdering

bastards, out to destroy the State' and the two conivunit lee in the North as
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'savage tribes'. This is generalised into an image of the Irish as a

whol e.

Many teachers also corrriented on how the media coverage of Northern

Ireland produced an Image of the Irish as culturally inferior:

Distorted - Irish all irrational end violent.

Illogical, grudge-bearing and vindictive, an

ignorant people who won't forget events which

the media assures us are all in the past.

Vicious, stupid, self-centred, arrogant end

violent people.

Barbarians, savage - a lot therefore think no

good can come out of Ireland.

Hotheads who want to go around k i Iii ng. Aevol ts

the English, English way is not killing, therefore

the Irish are primitive.

These teachers' responses cite a systematic representation by the media of

the Irish as Irremediably violent and 'beyond the pale'. These images,

prompted by the situation In Northern Ireland, are embedded in stereotypes

of the Irish which are fundamental to British culture.

The next question concerned the causes of what is happening in

Northern ireland. Significant differences emerged between the teachers.

Half the teachers held the view that relations between Britain and Ireland

are responsible for events in the North:

The ininedlate cause is that it's part of the general

politicisatlon in the late 60s, civil rights

movement was students, government was sectarian and

not able to deal with civil rights demands. Overall
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It's the product of British colonial decline and lack

of proper preparation for Independence for Ireland

and Imposition of totally unworkable geographic

solution.

British presence in Northern Ireland, it's an

historical thing . I'n very opposed to the British

presence, lts en imperialist occupation.

Root cause is England's attitude to Ireland, old

imperialist attitude supporting Protestant

majority which is really a minority. England

holding on to its interests.

British imperialism, not evolved with the times.

For example, Falklends syndrome: 'will talk about

anything but can't have It back'. Also religion

comes in, in a sense, as an unwillingness to accept

human rights and freedom of religion. For example,

the Act of Union and Succession is still on the

statute books and represents a Protestant supremacy.

The consequences of the empire - Britain has left

the same legacy elsewhere where they're killing and

shooting each other as a result.

We were there 400 years ago and the Irish possibly

treated nore unfairly than Indians, certainly more

than the Welsh or the Scots. Shouldn't have been

in the first place (nor In Weles or Scotland). An

alien power, moneyed minority objected to Home Rile

and a 'cowardl y compromi cc' was reached. The

arrangement was wrong and the importarlt sixth of

Ireland was kept. The Irish accepted with a gun at

their heeds. Main cause was that the majority after
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gerrymandering m&ntined their position by

outrageous tactics.

Historical probler, the control of religion and land

by en alien people out to pacify or control the

Irish.

The coments of the teachers are strikingly more full of historical detail

than those of the pupils. The en'phasis is on the historical background to

the present situation in Northern Ireland, on the unfinished business of

British colonial control of all Ireland. Significantly more of the

teachers who selected Irish as their primary Identity gave this response

compared with the teachers who did not select an Irish Identity. Further,

significantly more of the teachers from a working-class background

considered that Britain's relations with Ireland are responsible f or the

events in Northern Ireland, compared with the teachers from a middle-class

background. Thus identity end social class are the crucial differentiators

suggesting that the teachers from an Irish working-class background are

more likely to subscribe to a nationalist position on Northern Ireland.

As with the pupils, the second largest group of responses about the

causes of events in the North cited relations between the Protestants and

Catholics:

A religious war - history goes back, If Home Rule

had been granted in 1914 wouldn't have happened.

Northern Ireland was Inevitable because of the

conditions of the Catholics. Now a lot in

Northern Ireland don't want to come into the South

for social end religious reasons.

Tribalism - psychological, social and historical

causes built into tribal feelings which result from

nationalism and hasn't been allowed to die. Same

feelings died out in England now.
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Clash of two cultures - different aspiration in

fulfilling their identities, underpinned by

religious divide. Can't remove historical fear and

suspicion - polarised by religion, history and

politics.

People not prepared to sit down and talk, entrench-

ment of historical bigotry. Irish should be able to

sort It out themselves, don't really understand It.

These responses are more likely to be made by teachers who did not select

an Irish identity and by those from a middle-class background. This

suggests that they, corrçared with teachers who selected an Irish identity

as primary and those from a working-class background, are more likely to

hold views on Northern Ireland in accord with the dominant consensus in

Britain about events in the North.

The last question in this section of the interview asked the

respondents what they thought should be done in Northern Ireland. 40% of

the teachers said that they did not know or considered the situation to be

a stalemate:

Don't know, so many varying factors, just going on

separate tracks all the time.

No Idea, hoping apathy will take over again.

Don't know, most difficult problem facing the

government.

Don't know, defeated everyone.

Don't know, thought direct rule was the obvious

thing but been a daster.
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Dont know, ultimately a united Ireland, but how?

Too easy to say get army out and let them fight it

out.

These replies are all the more striking because the teachers responses In

all other questions have included very few 'don't knows'. It is the

intractability of the situation which Is quoted as making a solution

impossible.

Amongst the teachers who proposed possible courses of action the 	 -

largest single grouping suggested either a united Ireland or negotiations:

Troops out now but the Irish economy couldn't stand

the strain of Northern Ireland, need international

funding. Problem also of attitudes In ireland about

moral ssues.

Troops out - although politically complicated to

bring united Ireland about.

Unionist resistance has to be faced head on. Troops

out would be first positive move, they add to the

problem, a symbol of British oppression. A United

Nations force is a good idea - then need policies,

for example, recognising Sinn Felri as the legitimate

mouthpiece of the Catholic corrirunity.

Peace rrust be based on justice, injustice nust be

tackled before peace can come. For example.

remove the veto and the army.

United Ireland with guaranteed civil rights if that

coul d happen.
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Unification is the only answer because the IRA won't

give up and because of the economic situation in

Northern Ireland.

The emphasis is on the eventual attainment of a united Ireland as the only

realistic long-term solution. The removal of British troops Is seen as a

necessary first step towards the real Isation of a united Ireland. Clearly

credence is given both to the Republican rationale of events in the North

and to the IRA's motivations in the struggle. As might be predicted, the

teachers who selected an Irish identity as primary are significantly more

likely to suggest a united Ireland or negotiations than are the teachers

who did not select an Irish identity.
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3. CATHOL IC SCHOOL.S ND NORTl-EFVJ I RELfrIND

The final questions in this section of the Interview asked the

teachers and pupils about the practices in Catholic schools concerning

Northern Ireland. The intention here is to discover the extent of teaching

on Northern Ireland In the schools. Also of interest is whether the

schools constitute a framework in which teachers and pupils can express

their concerns and views about Northern Ireland. The final three questions

were:

25. Have you been taught anything about Northern Ireland at

school?

26. Do you discuss Northern Ireland with friends at school?

27. Do you discuss Northern Ireland outside of school?

3. 1 Tl-E PUPILS

3. 1. 1 west Ion 25: Have you been taught anything about Northern Ireland

at school

Almost three-quarters, 73% (46 out of 56), of the pupils reported that

they had not been taught anything about Northern Ireland at school (see

table 7). Although the proportiori of pupils reporting this is higher in

Liverpool, the difference compareri with London Is not statistically

significant. Only 27% (18 out of 66) of the pupils reported any teaching

on Ireland. Their descriptions of this teaching suggest that It is often

schematic in form and content and frequently occurs because of the

prompting of the pupils rather then at the instigation of the teacher. The

absence of teaching about Northern Ireland and the context and content of

that which does take place will be examined In the discussion section.
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TABLE 7

RJPILS: INCIDENCE OF TEACHING ABOUT NOATI-EIRN IFELAM)

Aesponse
	

Sample group

TOTAL SAt'R..E(66) LONDON(26)	 LIJOL(4O)

YES	 27%(15)	 38%(1O)	 2O%(8)

NO	 73%(48)	 62%(16)	 BO%(32

3.1.2 Question 26: Do you discuss Northern Ireland wiTh friends at school?

Over half of the pupils, 56% (37 out of 66), said that they did not

discuss Nofthern Ireland with friends at school (see table 8a). However,

there is a significant difference in the replies of the pupils in London

compared with Liverpool. In London 31% (8 out of 26) Df the pupils stated

they did not discuss Northern Ireland at school, whereas in Liverpool 73%

(29 out of 40) of the pupils gave the same response. This difference

between the London and Liverpool samples Is signiflcantt at the .01 level.

Only 30% (20 out of 66) of the pupils said they discussed Northern Ireland

at school with any frequency, 14% (9 out of 66) reporting that they did so

occasionally. A sizeable proportion of these pupils are in London.

Although there are signIficantly fewer pupils in Liverpool reporting

that they discuss events in the North at school, there is a marked

variation in how these pupils are distributed. There Is a significant

variation In the responses of the boys and girls in Liwerpool. 	 lle

nearly half the boys, 47% (10 out of 21), said they dI not discuss events

In the North with friends at school, all 19 of the girls gave the same



TOTAL SAI'R..E(66) LONOON(26) 	 LIVEOOL(44J)

30% (20) 23%(9)

14%(9) 5%(2)

6%(37) 73% (29)

Response

YES

A
OGCAS I ONLLY

#1

NO

Sample group

43%(1 1)

27%(7)

31% (6)
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response (see table 6b). This difference between the boys and girls In

Liverpool is significant at the .001 level. This Is the only section where

gender differences occur in alt coiçar1sons made within and between areas.

TABLE Ba

RJPILS: INCIDENCE OF DISCUSSING ?U3THE IFELAND WITH FAIENOS
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TABLE 6b

L I VEFFOOL PIP I LS: I NC I DENCE OF DISCUSSING NORTl-ER .J I FELAND

WITH FRI ENDS CCOFO I NG TO GENDER

Response
	

Gender

BOYS(21)	 GIFLS(19)

YES
	

43%(9)	 0%

4.
occAsIotJ_Ly	 1O%(2)	 0%

NO
	

47%(1O)	 100%(19)

3.1.3 Question 27: Do you discuss Northern Ireland outside school?

63% (41 out of 66) of the pupils said they discussed Northern Ireland

at least occasionally outside school (see table 9e). This compares with

44% (29 out of 66) of the pupils reporting in the last question that they

discussed Northern Ireland at school. There were no significant

differences between the London and Liverpool samples about discussing the

North outside school. These findings suggest that many of the pupils are

disposed to discuss Northern Ireland and are more likely to do so outside

school than In school.



Sample group

TOTAL. SNFLE(66) LONDON(26) LIVEFFOOL(40)

Response

YES

OCCAS I ONALLY

NO

OK

39% (25)

24% C 16)

35% (23)

2% (1)

40% ( 10)

31%W)

27%(7)

4% (1)

39% (15)

20% (6)

40% (16)

0%
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TAa.E 9a

PtFILS: INCIDENCE CF DISCUSSIONS ASOUT NORTHEFfSJ IFELAffl OUTSIDE SCHOOL.

There were no significant differences within the London sample on this

question, but there Is a significant variation In the responses of the

Liverpool pupils when they are distributed according to gender. In

contrast to the previous question, the girls in Liverpool discussed

Northern Ireland more than the boys outside school. Only 21% (4 out of 19)

of the girls in Liverpool said they did not discuss the events In the North

outside school (see table 9b). This compares with 57% (12 out of 21) of

the boys who gave the same response. The difference between the girls and

boys in Liverpool about discussing Northern Ireland outside school is

significant at the .05 level. This finding suggests that the girls in

Liverpool are not necessarily any less predisposed to talk about the North,

but they exercise stricter criteria about where such discussion should take

p1 ace.
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TABLE 9b

LIVEFFOOL RFILS: INCIDENCE CF DISCUSSIONS ABOUT NORTHEFN IFELANO

OUTSIDE OF SCHOOL PCCOFO I NG TO GEI\IJER

Response
	

Gender

BOYS(21)	 GIFLS(19)

YES
	

29%(6)	 53%(1O)

OCCASIONALLY	 14%(3)	 26%(5)

NO
	

57%(12)	 21%(4)

OK
	

0%	 0%

3.1.4 Discussion

The first question In this section asked the pupils whether they had

ever been taught anything about Northern Ireland. Even a passing reference

to Northern Ireland in a lesson is coded positively. Despite this, the

findings reveal 73% of the pupils had not been taught anything about events

In the North. A number of the pupils' replies Indicated that If they

receive no teaching on the subJect It leaves the media as their main

external source of information about Northern Ireland:

No, only TV news.

No, Just on the news about blowings up.
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No, only see it on TV.

It is possible that these circumstances, an absence of teaching about the

North and the consequent reliance on the media for information, could

explain the high proportion of 'don't knows' which were returned when the

pupils were asked in the last two questions about the cauises of events and

possible ways forward in Northern Ireland. The Liverpool pupils are

significantly more likely to respond 'don't know' or 'stalemate' to these

previous questions about Northern Ireland. It is possible that the London

pupils expressed less puzzlement about Northern Ireland because, besides

the media, they have an alternative source of information in their homes.

This will be explored in the replies to the last question in this section

of the interview.

A close examination of the replies of the pupils who said they had

received teaching on the North reveals two things. First, that any

teaching which does take place often does so only at the instigation of the

pupils:

Comes up occasionally in discussions.

Can boil over In lessons, f or example when talking

about last night's TV, seems to be in FE lessons

most.

Yes, we had a supply teacher in Spanish and we asked

to di scuss Northern I rel and. The teacher had been

there end told us about it, very educational.

Yes, in English we have discussions about it, not

actually taught. tdbst wanted to give Northern

Ireland to the Irish and be finished with the

fighting.

Had a free lesson discussion after Hyde Pet-k

bombings - everyone hated the Irish at that time.
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Second, that if teaching about Northern Ireland Is not prompted by pupil

request, It Is most likely to be initiated as the resuilt of the particular

interest or concern of an individual teacher. in the boys school in

Liverpool none of the pupils reported being taught anything about Northern

Ireland. The small number of girls in Liverpool who said that they had

been taught about Northern Ireland were referring to one l lesson in their

second year. In the London boys school all the references to teaching

about Northern Ireland were to history lessons.. It will be remembered from

chapter 10 that the head of history In that school had a policy of

reviewing the content of the curriculum and included Itreland in that

review. In the girls school the references to teachiirg about the North

referred to certain English lessons where they had a set book about The

Troubles'. In each case, in the London schools the teachers responsible

for the teaching about Northern Ireland reported here are of Irish descent.

They are both interviewed in this study and each selected an Irish identity

as their primary identity.

Next the pupils were asked whether they discussed Northern Ireland

with friends at school. This question produced some tcery interesting

differences between the pupils in London and Liverpool. and within the

Liverpool sample. Just over half the pupils said that they did not discuss

events in the North with their friends at school. The pupils in Liverpool

are significantly more likely to respond that they do not discuss Northern

Ireland at school than are the London pupils. The responses of the

Liverpool pupils are dominated by the fact that everyone of the girls said

that they do not discuss Northern Ireland at school. These findings

suggest that, although the London pupils are not beln taught iTuch about

Northern ireland, they are talking about events In the North with their

friends at school. On the other hand, in LIverpool tine pupils are far less

likely to be talking about events In the North with their friends in

school. Either this could be due to a lack of )nteret in Northern Ireland

amongst the Liverpool pupils compared with the London pupils, or It could

be the consequence of the pupils' greater sensitivity to the existence of a

taboo against talking about Northern Ireland in the Lilverpool schools. The

following question may help elucidate which of these is the more likely
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explanation of the fact that the Liverpool pupils are less likely to

discuss Northern Ireland with friends at school.

The London pupils who said that they discussed Northern Ireland at

school with their friends reported this in a matter-of-fact manner. They

did not elaborate on the content of those discussions, except f or one boy

who said he 'had an argument with a German bloke who ran down IRA actlon'.

In Liverpool the boys who indicated that they did discuss the North at

school usual I y gave a comentary:

Discussed it amongst friends, bit of a debate,

everyone has different views, especially if of

English background.

Discuss it with me mates, all have different

opinions.

With friends, especially at time of Bobby Sands

and the H-Block. tbst thought the iRA were bad.

Amongst friends a lot, all agree It's getting like

Vietnam. Only one believes that the troops should

come out and leave them to It. Rest think troops

have to stay awhile.

Yes with frlends have different views, some want

to keep Ireland, while I uld give the Catholics

what they want end also Protestants stay with

Britain.

These replies of boys in Liverpool seem to indicate that, when they and
their friends are in agreement, it is when all of them support the dominant

consensus on Northern Ireland described earlier in this chapter. If the

boys report dissension it is because of one or more pupils' taking a view

at variance with this dominant consensus about the IRA or the 'bad' things

happening in Northern Ireland.
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In the final question in this section of the interview the pupils were

asked whether they discussed Northern Ireland outside school. Just under

two-thirds said they did discuss events In the North out of school. The

most striking aspect of these replies is that they reveal no significant

differences between the London and Liverpool pupils. The Liverpool pupils

are as likely as the London pupils to discuss Northern Ireland outside of

school. Interestingly, the girls in Liverpool, none of whom discussed

events in the North at school, were significantly more likely than the boys

in Liverpool to discuss Northern Ireland with friends or family outside

school. These findings seem to suggest that a lack of Interest in Northern

Ireland does not necessarily account for the responses of the Liverpool

pupils to the last question. Their relative lack of discussion of Northern

Ireland with friends at school compared with the London pupils is more

likely to reflect that they exercise stricter criteria about where such

discussion takes place. This is particuliarly the case with the Liverpool

girls.

In general there was more elaboration by the pupils on the discussions

about Northern Ireland which take place outside school than there had been

on those taking place in school. One of the most cotmion themes of these

con,nentaries Is of the conflict and tensions which Northern ireland and

discussion about it can engender:

After untbatten was blown up we were coming over

on the ferry and you could feel something, an edgy

time. My dad has seven brothers there in the North and

they don't tell you where they're going early In the

morning, shotguns in the house and everything.

Awful definite views on my dad's side and you hear

about all the things that never get coverage over

here of what the English do. My rum thinks no one

should get killed. It's a bit like Lebanon really.

biRien I got back from Cavan I didn't fit in really.

Can't talk to my num because she had a breakdown

after living six to seven months in Cavan. Achill is a

terrible place for a family, dead, everyone's a
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relation. But I do prefer there to here, no chance

of being m.igged there. My ntim doesn't go out ITuch

here, nor my sister neither, she's there in the

convent - this is what they call freedom.

Talk about It now end then but usually ends in

arguments.

Between me and my brother, not my ni.im end sister.

I've thought about it a bit, that's why I think as

I do.	 have our country why can't they have

theirs - IRA are like we were in the Second rld

r.

'hen on the news - my mother th,nks It would be

ludicrous to bring the troops out, but my brothers

think it would be better.

It is in the house - my num thinks like me but me

dad doesn't really understand them, as his family is

Liverpool as far back as they go. 	 live in a

pub and they come in and sing Catholic songs and It

causes troubl e because up where we are there' s a I ot

of the Lodge. That's why me dad does& t like the

I r I sh.

This theme of conflicts and tensions was ltl led and sometimes referred to

in the responses of the pupils who said they did not discuss Northern

Ireland outside school. Many Just replied *nevera but a few elaborateth

Ptam and dad don't want to talk about it realty.

Never, my vi ewe come from the news and seeing what' S

happening.
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It's not discussed In our house when my bother-in-

law, who Is Irish, or my sister, who works at an army

hospital In Wool wich end has seen the results of the

bombings and is very against them, are there.

The conflicts and tensions referred or alluded to are not just between the

Irish end the English. They are between different groups of Irish people

or between people of Irish descent who howe formed different views about

Northern Ireland. The differences are all the more painful and difficult

because of this.

However, many of the pupils described discussion about Northern

Ireland taking place at home and often they gained an alternative view of

events from that which is otherwise avail able:

A lot, all my dad ever goes on about. He only

listens to ATE, thinks the troops should come out.

Yes, parents think along the same lines as me.

Dad talks about it, he believes the soldiers

shouldn't be there.

Yes, dad tells me a lot, agrees with me on Northern

Ireland.

Ihen in Ireland talked a lot with my uncle who told

me all about 1916. 1 learnt a tot from him.

Sometimes when watching tel Iy we talk about IRA,

bombs, poor people suffer itng with the army

bursting Into their homes.

Yes, when on telly, get my views from TV and

listening to dad.
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Only with me dad, he explains situations to me

but 1 don' t real I y understand.

A noticeable feature of these replies is that It is particularly the

pupil's father who figures as the likely source of discussion end

information about Northern Ireland. In contrast to the responses quoted

above, these replies do not radiate the same expectation of conf I ict and

tension on the issue of Northern Ireland. The implication is that in the

home background of these pupils an alternative view prevails to that of the

dominant consensus on Northern Ireland.

3.2 TI-E TEPHERS

In this section two of the questions to the teachers were differently

worded from those asked of the pupils. The aim was to discover current

practice in the schools about Northern Ireland; therefore the teachers were

asked whether they taught about Northern Ireland, rather than had they been

taught about it when at school themselves. Secondly they were asked

whether events in the North are discussed in the staff room. Finally the

teachers were asked, as were the pupils, whether they discussed Northern

Ireland outside school.

The final three questions the teachers were asked were:

25. Have you ever taught anything about Northern Ireland at

school?

25. Do you discuss Northern Ireland in the staffroom?

27. Do you discuss Northern Ireland outside of school?
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3.2.) Question 25: Have you ever taught about Northern Ireland?

The responses of the teachers who said they had taught about Northern

ireland are divided into two categories according to the context in whIch

they taught the subject. Those teachers who themselves introduced Northern

Ireland as part of the curriculum are coded as 'yes/formally'; while the

teachers who included reference to Northern Ireland in response to pupils'

questions are grouped under eyes/informally'.

72% of the teachers reported they had taught about Northern Ireland

either formally as part of the curriculum or Informally in discussions with

pupils (see table 10). This is in striking contrast to 73% of the pupils

reporting that they had not been taught about Northern Ireland. Possible

explanations for this contrast will be examined in the discussion section.

There were no significant differences between the teachers on this

quest i on.

TABLE 10

TEACHERS. I NC I DENCE OF TEACH INS ABOUT NORTHEI I FELAND

Response
	

Identity

TOTAL. SAMLE 1R1SH/	 IRISH.'	 IAISH/

(39)	 FRIMAAY(1 3) SEC\DAAY (10) ABSENT (16)

YES/FOR'tALLY
	

41%(16)	 54%(7)
	

30t(3)
	

38%(6)

YES/ i IFOR1ALLV
	

31%(12)	 23%(3)
	

50%(5)
	

25%(4)

NO
	

28%(11)	 23%(3)
	

20t(2)
	

38%(6)
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3.2.2 QuestIon 28: Do you discuss Northern Ireland In the staffroom?

The teachers are split on this question (see table 11). 51% (20 out

of 39) said that they did talk about Northern Ireland at least occasionally

In the staffroom, while 49% (19 out of 39) saId that ttey did not discuss

events In the North with other members of staff. A significant difference

exists in the replies of the teachers according to their selected identity.

Only 35% (6 out of 23) of the teachers who selected an Irish identity

reported that they did not discuss Northern Ireland In the staffroom.

However, 69% (11 out of 16) of the teachers who did not select an Irish

identity said that they did not discuss events in the North in the

staff room. This difference between the teachers who selected an Irish

identity and those who did not Is significant at the .06 level.

TABLE 11

TEPC1-ERS: INCIDENCE OF DI SWSS I NG NORThEFtJ I FELAND IN STAFFROOM

Response
	

Identity

TOTAL SA1FLE IRISH/	 IA! SI-Il	 IRISH/

(39)	 PRIMARY (13) SECONDARY (10) ABSENT (16)

YES
	

23%(9)	 31%(4)	 30%(3)
	

122(2)

OcCAS I ONsLLY
	

28%(11)	 23%(3)
	

50%(5)
	

192(3)

NO
	

49%(19)	 46%(6)
	

20%(2)
	

69% (11)
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3.2.3 QuestIon 27. Do you discuss Northern Ireland outside of school?

A large majority of the staff, 90% (35 out of 39), said they discussed

Northern Ireland at least occasionally outside of school (see table 12).

Only 10% (4 out of 39) of the staff reported that they never discussed

events in the North outside school. 62% (24 out of 39) of the teachers

reported that they discussed Northern Ireland regularly and often described

whether this was with their families or more predominantly with friends.

These aspects will be explored in the discussion section below.

TABLE 12

TEftJ-ERS: INCIOENCE OF DISCUSSING NOATHEFN IFELAfD OUTSIOE SCHOOL

Response
	

Identity

TOTAL SA1'FL.E IRISH!	 IRISH/	 IRISH/

(39)	 PR I WAY (13) SECONOARY (10) ABSENT (16)

YES
	

62S(24)	 62%(B)
	

60%(6)
	

63% (10)

OcCAS I ONALLY
	

28%(1t)	 23%(3)
	

40% (4)
	

25%(4)

NO
	

1O%(4)	 15%(2)
	

0%
	

13% (2)

3.2.4 DiscussIon

Only 26% of the teachers said they had never taught about Northern

Ireland. This contrasts sharply with the pupils' responses when asked

whether they had been taught about Northern Ireland. 73% of the pupils

reported that they had not been taught anything about events in the North.
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Examining the teachers' replies reveals two aspects which help explain this

apparent discrepancy. First, only 36% of the teachers said that Northern

Ireland formed part of the formal curriculum content of their courses:

Use certain books, for example, 'Under Gal lath',

it can't be understood unless you fill in the

background. But not at the 'what happened last

night' level.

Quite a lot in fourth and fifth year history, it's

actually part of the syllabus - London: British Social

and Economic History - I go up to 1916. I tag on extra

up to 1922.

Use 'Across the Barricades' - kids don't seem to

know nuch about Northern Ireland, because of

reluctance of parents to talk about Ireland.

Taught lessons on It in humanities, also usually

comes up as the result of some violence, It

produces revulsion to Ireland and doesn't get

sympathy it should.

A lot of Irish novelists, for example, 'Across the

Barricades', go Into 'The Troubles' as I see it.

Kids often choose 'brality of the iRA' as a CSE

option, comes up after bomblngs

These coninents reinforce the impression that If there Is any teaching about

Northern Ireland It Is most likely to be due to the Initiative of an

individual teacher. These teachers exercise the option of choosing books

on Northern Ireland in English lessons or they extend the parameters of a

history syllabus..

Second, many of the teachers revealed that they considered Northern

ireland as a suitable topic for sixth formers rather than younger pupils.
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There is no suggestion of any systematic teaching on Northern Ireland in

this small survey. It is, therefore, not surprising that almost three-

quarters of the pupils, all of whom are in their fourth year, reported that

they had not been taught about Northern Ireland.

36% of the teachers said they had taught about Northern Ireland in an

Informal manner. This meant that they had responded when pupil $ had

brought up the subject of Northern Ireland, either by allowing discussion

of It or by supplying some unplanned teaching about events in the North.

In their descriptions of how the pupils might raise the subject there is a

different tenor to the corrrnents of those teaching in London compared with

the teachers in schools in Liverpool. The following responses are typical

of the teachers in London:

Kids like to talk to me about Ireland because I'm

nearly new over here. Sometimes get the question

'do you support the IRA', just to shock. Most

don' t know about it.

Informally with older pupils if they've wanted to.

Comes up - I'm latched on to because I'm Irish, they

go on about the British presence in Northern

Ireland. 1 try to let them realise there's two

sides, it's quite frightening what sane parents say.

Not introduced It but comes up In discussion, after

a particular incident. Some CSE girls choose It as

a project. Discussing the latest incident often

leads to other things.

Only when a child mentions 'IRA' Is written on a

desk. A lot are pro-IRA, show It in their essays,

but it's hardly mentioned.

The impression is of pupils in London seeking appropriate teachers to whom,
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or spaces in the curriculum in which, they can express both their interest

in and their views about Northern Ireland. These strategies are necessary

because the pupils' views appear to be predominantly opposed to the

dominant consensus on Northern Ireland. These and other teachers In the

London schools acknowledge that there is this interest. A few of the

teachers anticipate it and teach formally about Northern ireland. Others

respond by allowing some discussion or by sanctioning events in the North

as a subject for projects. The teachers' observations suggest that in the

London schools the authorities understand that Northern Ireland is an

important issue f or many of the pupils and their families. However, there

is no general acknowledgement of this and it Is left to Individual teachers

to deal with the Issue as it arises. The pupils seem to acquiesce with

this arrangement and, therefore, only raise the topic with certain teachers

or in certain contexts.

In Liverpool the teachers' remarks about how Northern Ireland comes up

as an issue appear to be qualitatively different:

Last year in the sixth forrnFE group it came up in

lessons on peace and civil rights. Was a varied

response, sane were surprised If I gave a different

account from the media.

With sixth formers, they like to give their views on

the press and whether English lads should be

involved and whether it's our business anyway.

Has come up with sixth form, certainly wouldn't

dodge It.

With the sixth form discussed Northern Ireland in

language and literature course, it comes up In

topics like 'Violence in the Modern	 rId'.

With the sixth form might talk about nationalism,
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it might come into the discussion at very different

I evel s.

A couple of weeks ago we had a debate with the sixth

form. The motion was 'The Six Counties of Northern

Ireland should remain with Great Britain, It was

carried narrowly.

Everyone of these teachers refers to Northern Ireland being brought up as a

topic by sixth formers. This suggests two things: that the pupils are

interested In discussing Northern Ireland; and that the topic is a

sensitive one. The findings from the interviews with the Liverpool pupils

have already revealed that they are significantly less likely to talk about

Northern Ireland with their friends at school than the London pupils. Bit

they are just as likely to discuss the subject outside of school. That

there are many pupils interested In events In the North in Liverpool seems

beyond question. !hat the above conments suggest, and the earlier corrvnents

of the Liverpool pupils would seem to corroborate, is that only in the

sixth form in the Liverpool schools is Northern Ireland a 'safe' topic.

Northern Ireland Is, therefore, a sensitive subject In both the London

and Liverpool schools, but for different reasons. In Liverpool it is not

sensitive because the predominant views of the pupils are opposed to the

dominant consensus about Northern Ireland, as appears to be the case in

London. It seems reasonable to suggest that Northern Ireland is a

sensitive topic in Liverpool because there are real divisions about the

subject. These divisions are reflected amongst the pupils in a city which

has a high proportion of people of Irish descent and a history In which

Irish politics have had a major role. The schools manage this situation by

restricting widespread discussion of the North to the discussion lessons

found typically in the sixth form curriculum.

In the next question the teachers were asked If they talked about

Northern Ireland in the staff room. The teachers who had selected Irish as

their primary or secondary identity were more likely to discuss Northern
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Ireland at school than those who did not select an Irish Identity. Some of

the teachers who do talk about events in the North describe contraints

I discuss it in the staffroom with other staff of

similar views.

in the staffroom it's a bit wary, only talk about it

to people who you know or are interested In current

affairs, still a sensitive area.

I talk to other staff of Irish origin. English

teachers are not willing to take part, is still

intolerance towards the Irish, an inferior group.

Some of the teachers who selected an Irish identity and say they do not

discuss Northern ireland In the staff room describe similar constraints:

Very little with the staff, same as Dublin though

even more condescending there.

uId avoid it because it's too difficult.

Irish people on the staff don't want to talk about

it. With English people it's difficult, the sources

of reference which they trust are the textbooks and

the media, so they reject your individual view.

For exampi e, they see Bloody Sunday as a gun batt I e.

ibre in the pub with friends on staff than in staffroom

because of hierarchical presence.

Not in the staff room here, adults more shy to talk

about It, though more did In my last school where

they did not have such direct Iinks
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No1 people very wary of it, staff very quiet

about it.

Miether they do discuss it with certain people or whether they do not

attempt to discuss Northern Ireland at all these teachers are very aware

that Northern Ireland is a 'difficult' and 'sensitive' subject In the

staff room. All the teachers quoted above selected an Irish identity. The

teachers who did not select en Irish Identity are less likely to discuss

Northern Ireland in the staffroom and tend not to elaborate on why this

might be the case. Northern Ireland is, therefore, not widely discussed in

the staff rooms. The teachers who selected an Irish identity said the

absence of discussion was because of the potential misunderstandings and

tensions generated by such a sensitive subject. It Is possible that these

statements reflect the greater importance of the issue of the North for

these teachers, and their greeter willingness to coment directly on the

constraints that exist on discussing Northern Ireland in the staffroom of a

Catholic school, compared with the teachers who did not select an Irish

identity.

In contrast, there Is a greater incidence of discussion about Northern

Ireland by the teachers away from school. In the final question the

teachers were asked if they discussed Northern Ireland outside of school

and all but four of the teachers said they did. These discussions are

predominantly restricted to friends or family:

A lot with my wife and her mother, we watch everyththg

about Ireland. All very interested, typical Irish

family discussing late at night.

Yes, quite a lot, but a different way amongst

Irish people. For example, we'd be very

critical of the IRA, whereas with non-Irish

people we'd be very defensive about the IRA.

With friends and family - we're thinking of

writing to Cardinal Rime to see if he could do
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anything as It's not mentioned by the Church,

'treed lightly' on It seems to be the message.

Of late a lot with friends. At home, father talked

about it only once, Is pro-Republican but it's hard

to get t out of him. A lot of Irish people are In

a state of limbo about the North. I've made up my

mind In the last two years end discuss It more now.

Talked with relatives in Northern Ireland. They

think there will be no solution until the border

is taken away.

Not with friends but yes with family. All share my

views except my father, he'd like to see Britain get

out of Ireland.

Discuss It more out of school, especially with

friends who are non-Catholics or are not Irish.

Politically discuss It in theLebour Party and the

Labour Comittee on Ireland, both of which I'm a

member. Quite heated, gets people divided like

Israel and Lebanon, never resolve anything.

A theme still present in these conEnents Is of the potential difficulties

involved whenever Northern Ireland Is discussed. It Is an issue which

raises particular problems for the Irish in Britain, because of the

reactions of English people, or because the Catholic Church does not

adequately address the issue, or because of divided views amongst famIly

members. Far more teachers discuss Northern Ireland outside of school

because teachers are able to choose more easily with whom to discuss the

subject.

The teachers who said they do not discuss the North outside school,

and a number of the teachers who said they discuss It only occasionally,

placed a greater emphasis on the dlfflcultie&
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Sometimes with English friends who want to go to

Ireland but fear it, but generally it's better to

avoid it.

Careful who I talk to sbaut it because practically

everyone has some connection. Sortie families are

very split, that Is, men are for the soldiers,

women for the families.

Sometimes at home, usually a row. My father is

very IRepubl Ican, supports the IRA.

Not all that nuch, if II did I'd quickly go on to

another subject. I hold to that politics and

religion shouldn't be discussed seriously, but I

pray for Northern Ireland, for peace.

Not anymore, if you're interested you're an

extremist.

No, not anymore, used Ito I cad to such awful rows.

Overall, therefore, the teachers do discuss Northern Ireland more outside

of school than in the staffroom. This demonstrates the Interest of this

sample of teachers in events In the North. However, this interest is

accompanied by a considerable caution In any discussion.

4. SUFt4FIY AI'D CONCLUSIONS

The responses of both the teachers and pupils indicate that the media

coverage of Northern Ireland Is a prime source of the constant regeneration

of the stereotype of the Irish as viOlent. The images are either of the

Irish as inherently violent or as prone to use violence for political ends.

The pupils' replIes about the causes and possible solutions to the crisis

in Northern Ireland reveal that In London the pupils are very likely to
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hold views at variance to the dominant consensus. The London pupils in

general are likely to think the cause lies in the relations between Britain

and Ireland. Those who selected an Irish identity are significantly more

likely to opt for 'united Ireland' or 'negotiations', both solutions which

give credence to the Republican position, in Liverpool there is some

evidence that, although the dominant consensus carries more sway than in

London, alternative explanations are also in circulation. However, in

Liverpool puzzlement, and assessments of the situation as a stalemate, seem

to be more likely.

Amongst the teachers, those from a working-class background and who

selected Irish as their primary identity are most likely to diverge from

the dominant consensus when considering the causes of the situation in

Northern Ireland. Further, the Irishness primary identity group are most

likely to opt for a united Ireland or negotiations as possible solutions to

the crisis. Teachers who did not select an Irish identity and are from a

middle-class background are more likely to hold views about Northern

ireland in accord with the dominant consensus 	 Iny of the teachers could

not suggest any solution for Northern Ireland, viewing the situation as

i ntractabl e.

Within the schools it appears that teaching about Northern ireland is

not widespread, especially below sixth form level, unless an individual

teacher introduces the subject or the pupils press for information. The

sense that Northern Ireland is a taboo subject in Catholic schools is

further reinforced by the relatively low incidence of discussing Northern

Ireland amongst friends or in the staffroom. Those who do discuss the

subject usually do so only with those whose views they know in advance.

The greater degree of discussion outsIde school, somewhat spectacularly in

the case of the girls in Liverpool, confirms the interest in Northern

Ireland but also Indicates the extent to which Northern Ireland is a

sensitive subject fraught wIth possible conflicts which can often divide

Irish people amongst themsel yes as well as from British society.
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coNa_us ION

1. !RODUCTION

The core of the thesis concerns the incorporative aim of Catholic

education end the consequences for Irish identity In Britain. It is argued

that Catholic elementary education, developed in response to 19th-century

Irish migration, aimed to strengthen the Cathol Ic identity of the Irish

while weakening their national identity. This iincorporetiori process has

had repercussions for Irish Identity in the present period. The research

is presented In two parts: first, the historiceil origins of the education

of the Irish; second, an empirical investigation of the views of pupils and

teachers in selected Catholic schools. This two-part structure was adopted

in order to capture aspects of both the 19th- and 20th-century experience

of Irish migrants and to show the interlocking mature of that experience.

The aim of the conclusion, therefore, Is to drew together the major

elements of the two parts of the study. The evidence presented in part one

of the thesis about the segregation, differentiation and incorporation of

the Irish in the 19th century will be reviewed with reference to

appropriate sections of the empirical study In order to illuminate the

conclusions drawn. To follow, the evidence presented in part two about

Irish identity will be reviewed where appropriate in the context of the

historical investigation. Finally, future directions for research are

considered.

2. SEGFEGAT I ON ND DI FFEttNT I AT! ON

In chapter one it was argued that anti-CatholicIsm end anti-Irish

racism have been Integral to the formation of British national identity.

In the 19th century both anti-Catholicism and anti-Irish hostility were

significant in unifying different social classes and In this way helped in

the stabitising of capitalist social relations. Anti-Catholicism and anti-

Irish racism projected the Irish as the antithesis of what was considered
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British. The Irish were Catholics, thus potentially traitorous, and

depicted as possessing national characteristics which made them prone to

violence and uncivilised behaviour. These perceptions of the Irish existed

long before the increase In Irish migration in the 19th century. The

specific fear engendered in the 19th century by the settlement of large

numbers of Irish In the new urban areas was contamination. Repeatedly, as

detailed in chapter three, the attitude expressed by public officials was

that, unless measures were taken to prevent it, the Irish would bring the

indigenous working class down to their level.

An Important theme of part one of the thesis, therefore, was to trace

the processes of segregation and differentiation of the Irish Catholic

working class which were a consequence of anti-Catholicism end anti-

Irlshness expressed as contamination. Reference was made to the work of

John Foster (1974) who cited the existence of ghettoised Irish conrunitles

and anti-Irish hostility as significant in the assertion of political and

industrial authority over the indigenous working class in mid-century.

This thesis has extended Foster's analysis by demonstrating that the

segregation and differentiation of the Irish Catholic working class was

more widespread and systematic than even Foster's analysis suggests.

Further, the Intention here is to place in context histories of the Irish

in Britain which primarily attribute the formation of segregated Irish

cormunities to the actions of the Irish migrants themselves or the Catholic

Church. In this study the emphasis has been to understand the economic and

political context existing in 19th-century Britain which shaped, on the one

hand, the experience of the Irish, and on the other hand, the policies of

the Catholic Church towards its Irish congregation.

An important argument advanced in chapter three was that the moves to

segregate and differentiate the Irish were implemented by nunicipal

government. The operation of the Poor Law and the development of policing

practices were two examples given as evidence. This argument was developed

further In chapter fIve. The Impetus to contain and segregate the Irish

was manifested in the educational debates prompted by the Corporation

Schools Experiment In Liverpool in the 1630s. Essentially the debate about

the education of the working class was waged between those favouring
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Interdenominational education and those who could only countenance

denominational schooling. It was the latter group who won the argument in

Liverpool.

The denominational lets, who comprised ,yuch of the Tory party and rwch

of the Church of England, were opposed to nterdenominationaI schools

because they saw the dilution of denominatlonalism as representing a direct

threat to the relationship between the EstablIshed Church and the State.

They mobilised their opposition to the Corporation schools in Liverpool and

other proposals for interdenominational schools by arguing that such

schools would Involve the return of popery and bring the threat of

contamination of other working-class children by Irish Catholics. Many of

the denominational ists were against any public funding for Roman Catholic

schools. However, under the pressure of the large numbers of Irish

Catholics in Liverpool they were prepared to accept the compromise of

separate funding for Catholic children. The impact of ant-Cathol iclsrn was

not limited to the defeat of the Corporation Schools Experiment In

Liverpool. In both 1639 and 1843 anti-CatholIcism was utilised, first by

Anglicans and then by Dissenters, to prevent the implementation of

educational reforms which threatened their interests.

The conclusion drawn here is that anti-Catholic and anti-Irish

hostility were Influential in determining the limits of government action

on education in the 1830s and 1840s. The creation of a separate Catholic

school system was in part the consequence of active pressures to segregate

the Irish from the rest of theworking-ciass population. The Catholic

schools as an institution became the means of containing Irish children and

became the symbol of their differentiation from the indigenous working

class, all of whom, whatever theIr other differences, shared Protestantism

and British national Identity. As pointed t in the Introduction and

chapter one, the working ci ass were not solely determined by their class

experience. Religion and national identity were also Important. The

Catholic church and Catholic school were local symbols of an 'enemy within'

and were frequently attacked.
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In the 1870s, faced with continuing proselytisation and the nature of

the 1870 education settlement, Catholic authorities renewed their advocacy

of a separate Catholic school system, although It was to be at vast cost.

The segregation and differentiation of the Irish Catholic working class

from the rest of the working class was now Institutionalised. The

conclusion here is that, given the central Ity of education In all debates

about the working class In the 18th century, and given the politicised

nature of religious identities, the development of arrangements for the

elementary education of the Irish Catholic working class have been

surprisingly neglected in accounts of class formation In the 19th century.

The development of Catholic schooling had significant implications for the

relationship between the English Catholic Church and Irish cotirrunities and

for the identity of the Irish In Britain.

3. I NCOPORAT! ON AND CATHOL IC I DEI'f I TV

The argument that incoration Is a more valid conceptual isat Ion of

the Irish experience in Britain than assimilation nust demonstrate that

there was active state Intervention to structure the lives of the Irish in

Britain. The argument nust further demonstrate that the aim of state

intervention was the incorporation of the Irish. As outlined in the

introduction, the concept of Incorporation Is used to refer to the

processes by which the State actively attempts to regulate the expression

and development of the separate and distinctive Identities of potentially

oppositional groups, in order to create a single nation-state. The crucial

feature of incorporation explored in this thesis is the strategies used by

the State to achieve Incorporation to a central iced national Identity:

Britishness. The strategies of incorporating the Irish In Britain Involved

denatlonal Isatlon.

State intervention to structure the lives of the IrIsh In Britain

operated at two levels, with different strategies. At nunicipal level

state intervention resulted in the segregation and differentiation of the

Irish. In contrast, the objectives of central government In the 1830s and

1840s towards the Irish population were incorporatlst. Irish corTrunities
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In Britain were perceived as a social problem and a potential, sometimes

actual, political threat. The fear they engendered was of unrest end

possible revolution. Education was central government's response to a

population who presented these threats but 'who were recognised as essential

labour migrants. As the evidence recorded In the 1836 Inquiry

demonstrates, education was seen as a means of improving the habits and

loyalty of the Irish population.	 The specific problem of the education of

Irish Roman Catholics was considered in the context of plans to develop a

national education system for the working class as a whole.

All proposals for a system of national education in the 1830s Involved

some form of interdenominational school ing. The interdenominational ists

supported a national education system in which denominational teaching was

separated from secular Instruction. All children would go to the same

school but at specific junctures would have access to their own

denominational instruction. This was incorporatist because it was a plan

to bring all children together into national schools. This approach to the

education of the working class was that of the !kiig/Peel ite political

ascendency and of many social reformers. The plans of the

InterdenominatIonal Ists for a national system of education were thwarted,

as already noted. However, the compromise achieved In the 1640s of funding

for separate denominational schools served the incorporatist alms of

central government. Denominational schools received funding in return for

submitting the secular curriculum to inspection and regulation by the

Comittee of Council for Education. A coimiotn curriculum was, therefore,

established a quarter of a century prior to the ostensible creation of a

national system in 1870.

interdenominational plans were given support by the Catholic Church

because of their fears of proselytising schools and the massive

organisational and financial task if they were to provide for the rapidly

Increasing numbers of Irish migrants. The 'model for the

interdenominational proposals wee that of the Irish National Education

System, which was as Protestant a system as possible under the umbrella of

Interdenomlnationalism. It is clear that the Catholic Church was prepared

to go a long way to ensure systematic access to the Irish working cI ass.
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In 1847 the	 ig administration of the day, suorted by Peel, won

Parliamentary approval for the public funding of Catholic schools. By the

late 1840s this remained the only way of achieving the governments

intention of incorporating Irish Roman Catholic children into education, as

the alternatives of possible proselytisation or Interdenominational schools

were ruled out.

Thus It was left to the Catholic Church to be responsible for the

incorporation of the Irish population. In chapter three It was argued that

the Catholic Church, in the decades after catholic emancIpation, had as its

central objectives the prevention of leakage of Irish migrants and the

enhancement of the respectability and legitimacy of the Church. The Irish

in Britain threatened the desired respectability and as a result the

Catholic Church constructed its mission to the lirish as a mission of

retention and incorporation. The central aim off the English Catholic

Church involved the denationalisingof the lrlsl and this aim was

essentially implemented by Catholic education and the Importance of

Catholic education for the Irish connunity.

The long—term aim of the Catholic Church was to strengthen the

Catholic identity of Irish migrants at the expense of weakening their

national identity. Education became a central element of the strategy of

the church. In chapter six this hypothesis was examined in detail through

a study of the alms, organisation and practices of Catholic elementary

education. The evidence presented revealed that the aims of Catholic

schools, as articulated by the Catholic Poor School Comittee, iere to

transform the Irish Into useful citizens, loyal subjects, respectable

members of the working class and good Catholics. The Interests of the

government and the Church were consistently presented as nutuaily

reinforcing. The expansion of Catholic education was carried out in a

manner which ensured the control of the clergy over the schools. Catholic

schooling was increasingly subject to central directIon of the Catholic

Poor School Comittee and, therefore, some uniformity In the experience of

Catholic education could be assumed, as has been shown In chapter six.
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The denetfonai icing aim of Catholic education was implemented by two

Interrelated strategies. The first denationalising strategy was that the

school involved the local Irish colTrunity, practicing and non-practicing

alike, in raising funds for end building the schools and in sending their

children to the schools. This involvement of Irish corrminities in

constructing and supporting Catholic education became the very means of

incorporating the Irish working class. The involvement of the Irish

cormunity in creating the Catholic education system became a crucial means

of strengthening their Catholic identity. This seems borne out over one

hundred years later In the Interviews with pupils In both London end

Liverpool carried out for this research. Almost two-thirds of the pupils

were convinced that there is nothing distinctive about Catholic schools

except for religion. Schools are seen as Catholic, not as institutions

special icing in the education of the Irish or those of Irish descent. For

example, when asked about the distinctiveness of Catholic schools, the

pupils overwhelmingly referred to religion not to the ethnic compositi on of

the school, even when the pupils are second-generation Irish, as in the

case of the London sample.

The second denational icing strategy of Catholic education identified

in part one of the thesis is the absence of teaching about Ireland from the

curriculum. The evidence in the Interviews confirms that the Catholic

schools, by removing the Irish from history, continue to render both the

Irish and Ireland invisible. The very similar responses of the pupils in

London and Liverpool indicate the uniformity of these practices in Catholic

secondary schools.	 iIst two-thirds of the pupils reported being taught

something about Ireland, their descriptions reveal that the content about

Ireland is cursory and highly selective. Two-thirds of the teachers,

however, said that they were taught nothing about Ireland and their

conments also suggest strong editing and bias in the transmission of

knowledge about Ireland. it remains a reasonable assumption that the

marginal Isatlon of Ireland In the curriculum of Catholic schools continues

to mirror the practices of other schools in the state education system.

It seems reasonable to infer that a curriculum content about Ireland

would have undermined the incoporetist strategy of Catholic education.
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Catholic education must have religion as its sole publicly recognised

distinguishing mark. In reality Catholic schools are distinguished as the

part of the state education system reserved for migrants. The success of

Incorporation in strengthening the Catholic Identity of the Irish is

exemplified In the pupils' response when questioned ebout the

responsibility of Catholic schools to teach about Ireland. Despite the

fact that an overwhelming proportion of the pupils (91 per cent) wanted

more teaching about Ireland, they were split about whether this entailed

any speclai responsibility for Catholic schools. Although some pupils

thought Catholic schools did not have a special responsibility because alt

schools should teach about Ireland1 the replies in London were more wary

than might have been expected. The wary London pupils described the

problems of introducing teaching about Ireland in a context where multi-

cultural or anti-racist teaching did not include recognition of Irish

demands. They did not want to aggravate problems for the school but were

also resentful about this. The identification of many of the pupils in

London and Liverpool with Catholicism is clearly demonstrated in the

responses about Catholic responsibility and by the pupils' willingness to

abide by the conditions of Catholic education.

This willingness to accept the terms of the school Is also

demonstrated in the account the pupils gave about Northern Ireland. The

pupils clearly describe the degree to which Northern ireland is a taboo

topic in Catholic schools. Most had never been taught about Northern

Ireland and they are careful to only talk about Northern Ireland to friends

whose views they already know. In the case of the girls school in

Liverpool not one of the girls ever discussed Northern Ireland at school,,

even though most of them did discuss it outside school. These constraints

were echoed by the teachers. It could be cautiously argued that the

contemporary reluctance to discuss and teach about Irish matters In

Catholic schools echoes 19th-century dilenlTlas.

The conclusion drawn from both the historical research and th

empirical study Is that the Catholic church successfully incorporated the

Irish working class by strengthening their Identity as Catholics. However,

it remains to discover the extent to which the migrants' Identity as Irish

4
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was sinultaneousty weakened. The contention here Is that the weakening of

Irish Identity is not an automatic process despite the lncorporatlst

policies of the English Catholic Church

4. 1 NCUFFORAT I ON AD I RI 9-1 IDENTITY

The general assumption in the literature Is that the Irish have been

assimilated In the 20th century. From the approach adoptedhere,

assimilation theories offer an Inadequate explanation of the experience of

the Irish In Britain. Assimilation theories fail to explain the

transformation of the Irish from a high—visibility group in the 19th

century to a relatively invisible group In the second half of the 20th

century. The view of the thesis Is that the Irish are a national minority

group who have a separate culture and traditions and are subject to racist

practices. The current invisibility of the Irish as a group in this sense

Is the consequence of social processes Initiated In the 19th century in

response to Irish migration. The consequences f or Irish Identity of

strategies of incorporation have been central to the transformation of the

Irish in Britain from visibility to invisibility.

in the 19th century religious affiiiations and national allegiances

were essential constituents of identity. In the case of Irish migrants in

Britain the argument was made that the formation of their Identity was

inextricably bound to their forced migration from Ireland and their class

position in British society. This thesis has primarily focused on the

identity of the Irish population in Britain as migrants. The experience of

Irish migrants In Britain contrasts witl that of their relatives who

migrated to the United States of AmerIcas because they came to live and

work in the country which had ruled Ireland for four centuries.

In the absence of oral historical evidence it is necessary to give an

account of Irish Identity in the 19th century from evidence often compiled

by those who disapproved of Irish political activities. As outlined In

chapters three and four, the primacy of Irish national politics for Irish

com.inities throughout the century is indisputable. No claim is made that
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this Involved every Irish migrant in Britain, but widespread support Is

evident and the dilen'inas caused by the rival claims of support for Catholic

education or the labour movement serve to Illustrate the Importance given

to struggles in Ireland. In addition, for most of the 19th century

political activity aimed at ending the union between Ireland and Britain

was viewed as traitorous. Although the full extent of support for these

politics may never be known because they were necessarily covert end have

not been recorded, there is adequate evidence of a strong Irish political

identity in the 19th century.

In this section of the conclusion the intention is to review the

evidence of the empirical study about the Identity of the sample. First,

the characteristics of each sub-sample will be given. Second, the findings

from various parts of the questionaire will be reviewed, in order to

discover if strategies of incorporation continue and the responses of

people of Irish descent.

4. 1 Ti-E Ti-FEE SUB-SAMLES

The empirical study Is based on interviews with three sub-samples,

pupils in London, pupils in Liverpool and teachers. The response of the

pupils in both London and Liverpool, when asked which dentity they would

select to describe themselves, is an important finding. A majority in each

city did not select the nationality of the country they were born in as

their primary identity. In London the vast majority of the pupils chose

either Irish or of Irish descent to describe themselves. In Liverpool two-

thirds of the pupils selected Liverpudlian as their primary identity. Only

18 per cent of the pupils Interviewed selected British or English as their

primary Identity. This finding is Important because it suggests that

incorporatist strategies are not as effective in denetlonal ising the Irish

as In strengthening the Catholic identity of the Irish In Brtaln.

it could be argued that the selection of the areas for research and of

the pupils' sample increased the likelihood of producing this finding.

This Is true but does not undermine the importance of the finding, for two
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reasons. First, the widespread acceptance of Vhs assimilation thesis about

the Irish In Britain made It imperative for this investigation to establish

that alternative identities are held by people of Irish descent. It Is

valid, in the circumstances, to comence researth In areas where the

hypotheses of Incorporation and denationalisatlon might most clearly be

examined. Later, larger studies can explore the complexities of Irish

Identity In a wider range of locations. Second, the samples of pupils are

small and selected in circumstances which may have produced different but

homogenous samples in each city. However, expected similarities did emerge

between the London and Liverpool pupils about Catholicism and about the

curriculum. Further, sufficient differences are produced within each

sample to suggest the role of social class, region and generation in Irish

identity.

The group of teachers interviewed were small In number and were

volunteers, all interested in the research. It was argued in chapter seven

that this would not necessarily produce a homogenous 'group. A third of the

teachers (33 per cent) selected an Irish identity as their primary

identity, a quarter of the teachers (28 per cent) selected Irishness as

their secondary identity, and two-fifths of the teachers (41 per cent) did

not select Irishness as part of their identity. The findings demonstrate

that the teachers are not a homogenous group and, in fact, proved to be a

sample which produced consistent differences between the Irishness primary

group and the irishness absent group. The differences discovered between

the teachers are useful for exploring the differential effect of attempts

to Incorporate the Irish.

It appears, therefore, from the responses of the pupils and teachers

that the samples, despite being small, do reveal the differential response

to Incorporation amongst the Irish in Britain. The London pupils are

Incorporated to the extent of strengthening their Catholic identity, but

not to the extent of weakening their Irish Identity. The Catholic Identity

of the Liverpool pupils has been maintained but their Irish Identity was

weakened by the development of a strong regional Identity. Mongst the

teachers distinct groupings exist, an Irlshness primary group, an irishness

secondary group, and an Irishness absent group. These identity groupings
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within the sample of teachers encompass the full range of predicted

responses about Irish Identity. The two sub-samples whose Irish Identity

Is strongest are the London pupils and the Irlshriess primary group of

teachers. The two groups whose Irish Identity has been weakened to the

extent that they do not select Irish as any part of their Identity are the

Liverpool pupils and the Irishness absent group of teachers.

The evidence provided by the London pupils shows that they live In a

strong self-expressive Irish conTwnity, with their own sense of Identity

tied closely to the importance of the family In their lives. The large

majority of the pupils and their families visit Ireland regularly and

participate In Irish social and cultural actIvities. All the London pupils

are second generation with both their parents born in Ireland. Social-

class background has no impact on ties of allegiance to Irishness of the

London sub-sample. The London pupils represent the raw material which for

several generations Catholic schools have received and which haVbeen

subject to strategies of incorporation.

In contrast, the Liverpool sample Includes pupils whose parents,

grandparents or even great-grandparents were second-generation Irish

entering Catholic schools. The Liverpool pupils, as expected, provided an

opportunity to examine a sample of pupils whose families and cormnity had

been subject to lncoratlon for a number of generations. The evidence

from the Liverpool sub-sample Is that Irishness weakens with generation.

Significantly, very few of the Liverpool pupils have visited Ireland or

participate In Irish social and cultural activities. The analysis of the

responses of the Liverpool pupils in chapter eight suggested that

Liverpudl ianism Is a mediating identity which can encompass IdentifIcation

with Irishness or Britishness.

The Irish roots of the Catholic population In Liverpool are masked by

en Identity, Liverpudlianism, based on the perception of the city as

unique. One feature which makes Liverpool different from the rest of the

country is the high proportion of Catholics In the population.

Liverpudlianisni Is essentially a working-class Identity emerging out of the

history of the city which is made up of the experience of a number of
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migrant groups, the largest of which Is Irish Catholics. The conclusion

drawn here Is that the weakening of identification with Irish origins over

the generations In Liverpool can only be understood as the outcome of a

complex set of factors. In particular, this has involved the strengthening

of the Catholic Identity of the city's Irish population, the development of

a strong mediating Identity and processes of social mobility.

The sample of teachers also suggests that the ties of allegiance to

Irishness weaken by the third and fourth generation. The teachers included

three distinct Identity groups, alt of which encompassed teachers of

different generations. The Irishness primary group stated that their Irish

origins were very significant in their lives. All of those of Irish

descent in this group were either involved in Irish cultural practices or

had a political perspective about the Importance of their Irish roots. The

Irlshness secondary group all selected British as their primary identity

and Irish as their secondary identity. The teachers in this group

suggested that this is a negotiable situation, Irishness essentially

remaining as a private identity because many of the teachers felt spilt

between the two identities. The Irishness absent group did not choose

Irish as either their primary or secondary identity. Very few of this

group are involved in Irish cultural practices and the group was distanced

from its Irish roots. The Irishness absent group selected either a

British, English or regional identity.

The conclusion drawn from these findings is that the continuing

relevance of an Irish identity is strongly associated with involvement In

Irish cultural practices. The Irishness absent group represent the success

of incorporation, the Irishness primary group are actively resisting the

process and the Irishness secondary group are frequently split between a

British national identity and a personal Irish Identity. The sample of

teachers demonstrates that identity remains an arena of contestatlon for

Irish migrants and their descendants.

The findings reveal that, although Irish Identity does weaken with

generation, this is not the consequence of an inevitable process of

adjustment to British society, rather that the weakening of Irish Identity
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is the consequence of the pressures of Incorporation. The evidence

presented here suggests that social class, region and participation in

Irish cultural practices are significant factors in the denatlon&isation

of the Irish and In the resistance to incorporation. The survival of Irish

identity is more likely if the individual of Irish descemt IS of working-

class origins, lives in en Irish area, visits Ireland regularly end

participates in Irish social and cultural activities.	 1r these

circumstances someone of Irish descent who is third- or fourth-generation

Irish would select an Irish identity to describe himself or herself.

The replies of the pupils and teachers to questions about the Irish in

Britain, Catholicism and Northern Ireland Illustrate further the

complexities of the response of the Irish in Britain to the process of

incorporation. In response to certain questions there were significant

differences between the teachers and the pupils. In other cases the

significant difference lay between the two pupil samples. In response to

some questions the significant difference was between tl'ie London pupils and

the teachers on the one hand, and the Liverpool pupils or the other hand.

ere the responses of the London and Liverpool pupils were similar,

significant differences often existed within each sub-sample. This

complexity of response indicates that the success of the process of

incorporation Is questionable with respect to the weakening of Irish

identity, but Is effective with respect to the strengthening of Catholic

identity.

4. 2 THE PAES9JFE OF I NCOIPOAAT ION

The interviews confirm that the Irish In certain respects remain very

visible within British culture. Both the pupils and the teachers spoke

about the widespread currency of anti-Irish Jokes. The stereotype of the

IrIsh which the Jokes constantly regenerate is of stupidity. The

Interviewees described the pressure to accept the Jokes as harmless fun and

the difficulties faced by people who want to object to the Jokes. The

legitimacy of anti-Irish Jokes in Britain is one means by which many Irish

people are silenced. The pupils and teachers in unison described the
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media's portrayal of the Irish in the context of Northern Ireland as

violent. Many of the respondents thought the effect was to characterise

the Irish as inherently and Innately violent. The visibility of the Irish
in the media also created pressures on Irish people in Britain, as In

general did the Issue of Northern Ireland. The current visibility of the

Irish is, therefore, specific and perpetuates many of the stereotypes about

the Irish circulating In the 19th century.

Another question which produced unanimity between the teachers and

pupils concerned the desirability of increased teaching about Ireland in

schools. The pupils and teachers overwhelmingly thought that there should

be more curriculum content about Ireland. The London pupils and teachers

describe how Ireland is talked about at home and in the cormiunity. The

replies of the teachers and pupils indicate the extent of the interest that

exists to know about Ireland and the extent to which the absence of Ireland

from the curriculum marginal ises the history and current experience of the

Irish In Britain. Significantly, all the sub-samples gave the need to know

about 'roots' as a reason for increased teaching about Ireland. In

addition, the prejudice that Irish people face end the need to understand

Northern Ireland were given as reasons f or increased teaching.

The similarity in replies between the London and Liverpool samples

included similar proportions In both cities who are wary or positive about

how teaching about Ireland is introduced into the curriculum. In Liverpool

there are some pupils who are very positive about various methods of

Introducing teaching about Ireland, because of their wish to Include their

Irish heritage In their cultural F ramework. The Liverpool pupils think

that teaching about Ireland In schools would strengthen the tenuous hold

they have on their 1 roots', currently sustained by en oral culture. 	 In

London, despite the strength of the puplls Irish identity, there are

pupils who are wary of how Ireland is Introduced Into the school

curriculum. They are wery because of an acute consciousness of the

possibility that a higher profile for Ireland might generate hostIlIty.

The London pupils are experiencing the pressure to be incorporated. Often,

as some of them Indicate, this pressure stems from the omission of

consideration of the IrIsh by anti-racist educational policies. Pupils sea
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anti-racist policies Implemented in Catholic schools with no reference to

the racism Irish people might experience.

4.3 Dl SCA I MI ILT I ON NI) I NQJPPORAT I ON

An area of the questioeire which produced similarities between the

London and Liverpool samples, but differences within each sub-sample, Is

the treatment of the Irish In Britain. The pupils In both cities are split

about whether the Irish experience discrimination. Identity is the crucial

determinant of the responses in London and Liverpool. In London the small

number of pupils who did not select an Irish identity considered that the

Irish are treated the same as other people. Although not a significant

difference (except on a one-tail test), this suggests that incorporation

may Involve denial of discriminatory treatment of the Irish. In Liverpool

pupils who selected a Liverpudlian identity are significantly more likely

to think the Irish In Britain are treated differently. This represents

further evidence that Liverpudi ianism includes sensitivity to the situation

of Irish people and an awareness of their disadvantaged position. In

Liverpool. therefore, incorporation does not necessarily entail denial of

discriminatory treatment of the Irish. This may or may not suggest that in

this sense Liverpool is exceptional. The former strength of Irish Identity

in the city could mean that the mediating identity of Liverpudlianism does

not prevent empathy with the Irish who experience discrimination.

These responses are interesting when contrasted with the differences

that exist between the London and Liverpool samples on the degree to which

the Irish have mixed into British society. The London pupils are nuch more

likely to think the Irish have not mixed in than the Liverpool pupils. The

Liverpool pupils are more likely to think that the degree to which the

Irish have mixed In is dependent on circumstances. Their replies indicate

that they think that In Liverpool the Irish have mixed in and this

contrasts with their Identification of discriminatory treatment of the

Irish in the country as a whole. The London pupils are living in an

Identifiable Irish area of London and it would be surprising if they were

not inclined to think the Irish have not mixed in, compared with the
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Liverpool pupils. Overall the pupils are very aware that the Irish are

subject to discrimination because of their Irishness. In London the pupils

describe a relatively segregated conminity, while in Liverpool the pupils

describe how the Irish have mixed in by becomling Scousers.

4.4 IRISH IDENTITY: PUPILS

In a number of further instances the differences between the London

and Liverpool pupils directly reflect the visibility or Invisibility of the

Irish In the local conrunity. The London pupIls recognise someone as Irish

by their physical appearance, whereas very few of the Liverpool pupils

mention appearance as a means of distinguishing Irishness. The London

pupils are also significantly more likely to have a positive Image of the

Irish than are the Liverpool pupils. Both these findings illustrate the

social constructiOn of visibility and invisibility. Living in a relatively

segregated couiminity with a strong Irish cultwre the London pupils have a

wider range of markers of Irishness available to them and have developed

positive Images of the Irish, especially throigh their frequent visits to

Ireland. The Liverpool pupils live In a city In which Irishness has been

masked and the Irish have been Incorporated as Catholics, thus the Irish

feature in their lives predominantly in jokes and in news broadcasts about

Northern Ireland. Consequently the Liverpool pupils rely on speech as a

marker of Irishness and few have developed positive images of the Irish.

The differences between the London and Liverpool pupils are even more

sharply displayed In their responses about Northern Ireland. The London

pupils are more likely than the Liverpool pupils to hold views at variance

with the dominant consensus about Northern Ireland in Britain. The

dominant consensus places the crisis In Northern Ireland as an Irish

problem in which Britain Is involved In a peacekeeping role. The view that

the cause of the crisis in Northern Ireland lies in Britain's relations

with Ireland was present In London to a greater degree than In Liverpool.

The London pupils who selected an Irish identtity are more likely to opt for

united Ireland or negotiations as solutions to the crisis of Northern

Ireland. As pointed out In chapter eleven, both these solutions give
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credence to the Republican position and either accept the Republican

solution, the removal of the border, or consider Republicans should be

Involved in negotiations for the resolution of the situation in Northern

Irel end.

The Liverpool pupils in constrast are less likely to prof er

explanations beyond the dominant consensus and are more likely to be

puzzled by the situation In Northern Ireland and to consider the crisis to

have reached an Impasse. The tenor of the Liverpool pupils' replies is of

tiorror and confusion about Northern Ireland. The conclusion drawn here ts

that, while Liverpudlians are sympathetic to the Irish with respect to

their culture and many think Irish people nust hate the Jokes and are often

treated badly (although not in Liverpool) 1 on the Issue of Northern Ireland

there Is considerably less evidence of affinity with Irish concerns. The

strategy of incorporation developed by the Catholic Church aimed at the

denationalisation of the children of Irish migrants has been successful in

this respect. The views of the Liverpool sample show that

denational isetlon has been successful in a city which was considered, as

described In chapter three, to pose a revolutionary threat in 1846.

The level of 'don't know' and 'stalemate' responses In Liverpool

reflects the absence of Northern Ireland in the curriculum and the taboos

about discussing Northern Ireland The issue is so sensitive that even the

dominant consensus is not transmitted In Catholic schools. The responses

of the London pupils about Northern Ireland show the extent to which they

are the recipients of alternative explanations at home. These findings

Indicate that many second-generation pupils in Catholic schools hold views

which suggest that the Catholic schools' practice of ignoring Ireland and

especially Northern Ireland, despite the concern of the pupils who attend

the schools, forms a continuing strategy of denatlonalisatlon. The

strategy of denationalisatlon has varying degrees of success. However, the

Catholic schools in the sample are successful in preventing discussion of

Irish Issues.
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4. 5 IA I Si-I I DENT I Y: TEACHERS

The findings from the teachers' sample tend to confirm the conclusions

drawn from the pupils' sample. In particular, the findings from the

teachers confirm that the visibility or Invisibility of the Irish In

Britain is dependent upon the cormunity in which an individual is reared.

Further, the findings confirm that identity is the key variable for

determining the views of those of Irish descent. Social class in some

instances is also significant. However, generation is never a significant

Independent varlebie; it is only significant in that there Is a greater

tendency for those of the third or fourth generation to appear in the

Irishness absent group.

The teachers differ from the pupils about two issues. The teachers

are more likely to cite appearance as a marker of Irishness than the

pupils, end the teachers are also more likely to have a positive image of

the Irish. These findings can be explained in two ways. First, the pupils

are less likely to give appearance as a means of distinguishing the Irish

because of the very low Incidence of Liverpool pupils giving this response

Second, many of the teachers have been reared in Irish areas and, like the

London pupils, have had the opportunity to acquire a wider spectrum of

markers of Irishness than the populace as a whole and to develop positive

Images of the Irish.

The role of Identity is most explicitly revealed in the teachers'

responses about the Issues of discriminatIon, 'mixing in' and Northern

Ireland. Consistently the teachers who selected an Irish Identity, and

especially the Irishness primary group, were more likely to think the Irish

are discrImInated against, more likely to report witnessing something

objectionable directed at the Irish, and less likely to think the Irish

have mixed in. These findings are further evidence that the degree to

which the Irish are perceived to face difficulties In British society is

directly related to the identity of the teacher. In responses about

Northern Ireland teachers who selected an Irish Identity and were of a

working-class background were most likely to diverge from the dominant

consensus on Northern Ireland, both about the c&ises and possible solutions
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to the crisis. These findings support the argument of the thesis that the

process of incorporation involves denial of the specificity of Irish

experience in Britain and distance from the pal iticat objectives associated

with Irish nationalism.

4. 6 CATHOLIC! SM N'.0 I RI SH I DENT! TY

The previous findings showing the significance and consequences of

identity are strengthened by the findings relating to the meaning of

Catholicism and the association of Catholicism with Irishness. In both the

London and Liverpool samples Catholic coimunel ity is a major reason given

for describing the meaning of religion. However, as described in chapter

ten, what emerges from a close examination of the responses is that

Catholic corrin.inal ity means something different In the two cities. For the

London sample Catholic conm.inality is bound closely to the Irish Catholic

conrunities In which the pupils live. Catholic cormunailty is perceived as

fusing Irishness and Catholicism, the corrriunality is Irish and the Church

is associated with that corTrrunality. In Liverpool the pupils who refer to

Catholic cormunal Ity mean that It gives them a sense of belonging but to a

body of Catholics rather than to their Irish heritage.

This interpretation is given further weight by examining the teachers'

responses. The Irishness absent group are more likely to cite Catholic

conTr*Jn&Ity as the distInguishing mark of Catholic schools and two-thirds

of them give Catholic conunal ity as the meaning of ret igion. The

examination of the responses of this group of teachers revealed that for

them, as for the Liverpool pupils, Catholic conrunality means a sense of

belonging to a body of Catholics.	 A smaller percentage of the Irishness

primary group of teachers give Catholic cosiininallty as the meaning of

religion, and significantly fewer than the Irishness absent group cite

Catholic conrunailty as the distinguishing mark of Catholic schools. The

examination of their responses revealed that they recognise the

incorporation process involved in Catholic schooling and perceive that it

entails denial of the Irish dimension of the conrunai experience. Thus the

two sub-samples who are most incorporated in terms of the weakening of
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Irish Identity are the two groups most likely to base a sense of

corTvLInal Ity on Catholicism rather than Irishness.

These conclusions are supported by the findings of the pupils' and

teachers' responses on the association made between Cathol Icism and

Irishness in Britain. The London pupils were far nre likely to think

Catholicism and Irishness are associated than the Liverpool pupils. The

Irishness primary group of teachers are more likely to think Catholicism

and Irishnes are associated than the rest of the teachers. Thus the two

sub-samples who are the least incorporated because off the strength of their

Irish identity are the two groups most likely to perceive a continui lng

linkage In British society between Irishness end Catholicism.

5. BF€PJ< I NG TI-€ SI LENCE: F I NAL. CONS I DERAT I ONS

The hypotheses tested in the empirical study were derived from the

long and detailed historical Investigation presented In part one of the

thesis and are, therefore, well grounded. However, the hypotheses could

only be tested on a small sample. Despite the size of the sample, the

differences that the study revealed between different groups of pupils and

teachers show the contemporary complexity of the issues of incorporation

and identity for those of Irish descent in Britain. The thesis began with

the problem of the silence of pupils of Irish descent In Catholic schools

about their Irish background and the absence of Ireland and the

contemporary irish from the school curriculum. Further it was argued that

the absence of the Irish from debates about minorities In British society

masks the presence of the Irish colTlninity. This study Is a contribution

towards breaking the silence about the Irish in Britain.

The focus has been on the role of Catholic education In rendering the

IrIsh Invisible. The origins of practices which became the hallmark of

Catholic schools were examined, for example, the early use of the term 'the

Catholic poor' to describe Irish migrants and the absence of Ireland from

the curriculum, which created a context that denied the Irish their own

history. The continuance of these practices in the 20th century was
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demonstrated by the coments of the pupils and teachers about their own

educat1or in Catholic schools. The view here Is that the English Catholic

Church has both directly and indirectly attempted to incorporate and

denationalise the Irish in Britain and has taken few steps to challenge

Irish stereotypes. The consequences for the identity of the Irish In

Britain are complex. Children of Irish descent attending Catholic schools

are, therefore, at risk and the consequence Is often a painful crisis of

identity.

Of equal interest for a study of the incorporatist forces in Britain

would be a study of the role of the British labour movement and the Labour

Party. For many IrIsh people in the 19th century their class interests

vied both with their religious convictions and their national allegiance.

A hypothesis worth investigating is that Irish involvement in labour

politics was at the cost of marginal ising Irish issues and at the cost of

weakening Irish national Identity. Furthermore research would explore the

anti-Catholic tendencies of labour politics in Britain, rooted in the

formative influence of Methodism, and the research could examine the

corrinitment of the Labour Party to British national Identity. This raises

the general Issue of the role of the Labour Party, and for that matter any

major politIcal party, in the weakening of the Identity of some migrants by

the subordination of such identities to Issues of social class.

The study of Irish ident4ty also suggests that further Investigation

of the meaning of religion for Catholics of Irish descent In Britain would

be fruitful. It Is clear from the evidence presented here that only a

minority of pupils and teachers give the doctrine and rituals of the Church

as the meaning of religion. The emphasis is placed on Catholic comTlunality

as the meaning of religion, either because of the association between

Catholicism and Irishness or because of a sense of belonging to a body of

Catholics. In other words, it is not sufficient to gauge the meaning of

religion through levels of practice alone or to assume that the processes

of secularisatlon and modernisatlon are the main factors influencing

lapsation. The evidence of the Irlshness primary group of teachers Is that

they recognise the incorporatist role of the Catholic Church and are

critical of the Church as a consequence. This suggests that future studies
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should take Into account the role of convnailty in the meaning of religion

for Catholics of Irish descent.

A number of indications have been given In pert two of the thesis of

the ways In which a larger-scale studfy could develop understanding of the

experience of the Irish In Britain.	 In particular, the impact of region

and social class on the process of incorporation and the identity of the

Irish warrant further investigation. For example, It is argued here that

the broad outlines of the thesis of Incorporation and denationel isetion

hold true for Scotland as well as for England and Wales, because the

British State has had the same general objective of actively attempting to

regulate the expression and development of the separate and distinctive

identities of potentially oppositional groups, In order to create a single

nation-state. However, specific dififerences would be expected in Scotland

because of the greater proportion the Irish formed In the population, the

differences in their role in the industrial labour force and because of the

existence of a strong Scottish national identity. The full implications of

the separate educational settlement in Scotland in 1916 have yet to be

adequately examined with respect to lirish Catholics.

The resistance to Incorporation has been shown to depend on a number

of factors, pre-emi nent amongst whi dh I s I nvol vement I n I r I sh cul tural

practices. It is Interesting to speculate that, for example, visits to

Ireland, learning Irish dancing and en interest In Irish nusic assume a

specific Importance because of the absence of language as a means of

defining national identity for the Irish In Britain.

The evidence presented in the thesis suggests that social mobility

could be a factor In the incorporatlon of the Irish In Britain. Recent

research (Hornsby-Smith and Dale 1986) ha indicated that the second-

generation Irish born of parents from the Republic of Ireland are more

sod all y mobil e upwards than the Indigenous popui at Ion. The hypothesis

suggested by this thesis Is that the effectiveness of Catholic education

may well explain the social mobitit' of Irish Catholics in the late 20th

century. The children of Irish Catholics from the Republic of Ireland

continue to be segregated and differentiated in their schooling. it could
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be that Catholic schools are the only pert of the state education system to

facilitate social mobility for a specific group of the population. The

social mobility achieved, however, is often at the cost of Irish Identity.

The argument here is that the Irish migration of the 1950s has been

given scant attention in the study of minorities in Britain because

separate institutions existed to deal with the 20th-century Irish migrants.

These institutions, for example, Catholic schools, exist because of the

social problem and political threat that the Irish were seen to pose in the

19th century.	 Any comparison between the experience of the Irish as

labour migrants and that of Asian and Afro-Caribbean migrants and their

descendants In Britain tn.st include their different educational

experiences. The three groups have In corwnon that the British State, faced

with large groups of essential labour migrants, wilt develop strategies of

incorporation. The example of the Irish has shown that incorporatist

strategies co-exist with strategies of segregation and differentiation. in

this sense the study of the history of Irish experience can stand as an

exemplar of the response of the British State to labour migrants from

Britain's ex-colonies. Clearly, all that can be done within the confines

and purposes of this thesis Is to draw attention to the importance of

comparative studies of the social basis of the strengthening and weakening

of the identities of various migrant groups in Britain.
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ADD( 1

THOO OF ANALYS ftJG EMTEFIV IEW DATA

1. SYSTEM IC l\ETWOF*< ANALYSIS

The empirical study was conducted through interviews and produced many
elaborated responses. A method of analysis was required which offered a way of
organising the data and of capturing its complexity. In addition, it was
necessary to code the data so that comparisons could be made between the
responses of the different sub-groups of the sample. Systemic Network analysis
was chosen because it was well suited to the requirements of this study. The
defining characteristic of Systemic Network Analysis is the network. A network
is rather like a map, it allows distinctions to be drawn and relationships
between co4tuent parts to be presented. The network also allows any
distinctions to be further divided into subsiduary categories.

A network is a set of binary distinctions which allows for progressively
finer distinctions or subdivisions as the distinctions proceed from left to
right. The binary distinctions to the left of the set refer to the most general
and those to the right to the most local or discreet distinction. Thus a
network is a set of binary distinctions which allows any distinction to be

further divided into subsidiary caregories.

A network is not simply derived from the information it is coding. A
network is en instrument or a device which enables information to be
transformed into data relevant to the exploration of a theory, a hypothesis or
guiding Ideas. In the case of the empirical research reported in this thesis
the theory provided initial expectations of the semantic potential of each of
the answers to the questions put to the interviewees. However, the set of

distinctions end their sub-division of a network, must be capable of describing
(coding) all the information. In the case of this research this means that any

network must, in principle, be capable of coding all the information provided by
the interviewees. Thus a network must be sensitive to fl the information and
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not simply to the date relevant to the theory. From this point of view a

network is not merely a selective device for transforming information into data

supportive of a theory in an entirely circular fashion. It is a device which

can lead to a change of the theory or guiding Ideas initially responsible for

the network. In an iportant sense there is a cant nious interact ion between

information, network and theory.

A dec is on Is always required to ha It a set of distinct ions as these

distinctions undergo further sub-divisions and to collapse finer distxxtlons

into more general categories. This decision is crucially affected by the size

of the sample and the principle used to systematise the results. In the case of

this research a statistical principle was used and as a consequence the decision

to halt or collapse d 1st lnct ions and their sub-div is ions was emt ire ly a matter

of the nuiierical size of the cells. However because some responses are

idiosyncratic it is not always the case that they are not of interest and the

network allows such responses to appear In the description of the findings.

Reliability of the coding is established by measuring the degree of

agreement between coders applying the network to the information. Coders are

required to know the defirlons regulating the allocation of information to the

various distinctions and sub-divisions and be familiar with the network

principle. A network, like any principle for coding open-ended data, is a learnt

activity. Networks have a number of advantages for the coding of such data.

The principles upon which a network rests must be explicit otherwise reliability

will be low. A network is a device for creating, operatlonalising, developing

and changing theory and a means for achieving fri principle am exhaustive

description. Network analysis has been used for coding mother-child interaction,

Bernstein and Cook-Gumpert (1973), Hasan and Cloram (1984), classroom

Interaction, Pedro (1964) children's classifications, Holland (98I), and

adolescent interviews, Holland (1986). It has its origins and development In

the work of Halliday (1973).
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2. THE METHOO OF OO1CING A PETJF*(

Networks were produced for each question in sections B, C, and 0 of the

questIorire which was used in the interviews. (Networks were not produced for

sections A and E of the questionaire, relating to personal data about the

respondents.) In order to demonstrate the method used a detailed examination

of how the network for Question 15 was produced is given below. The total set

of networks are available from the author.

Question 15: Whet do you think of Irish jokes? (See network on page 485)

Three distinct sets of responses (known as 'terms in Systemic Network

Analysis terminology) can be identified in the replies to this question. The

'terms' represent sets of responses that are theoretically coherent within

themselves and mutually exclusive. The three terms included in the network for

question 15 are:

1 Acceptance - those who consider Irish jokes to be funny, and

view them as just another kind of joke

2 ProblematIc/contingent - those who think that Irish jokes can

be a problem but that this varies

with circumstances

3 Problematic/reiection - those who think Irish Jokes are a

problem and find them offensive

Each term is sub-divided further, producing finer distinctions as the network is

extended from the left to the right. For example, respondents who gave an

answer coded as 'problematic/rejection' may have given one of three distinct

responses for their negative reaction to Irish jokes. For example, a response

may involve an Immediate emotional reaction to the jokes, for example, 'hate

them'. The response 'hate them' is located on the far right of the network as

one sub-division of 'prejudicial to the listener', which is Itself a sub-division

of the term 'problematic/rejection'. Other respondents who gave a

'problematic/rejection' response did so because of their view of the content of
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Irish jokes. Thus, those who found the jokes offensive because the content

degraded Irish people are a sub-division of 'prejudicial with reference to

content' which In turn is a sub-division of 'problematic/rejection'.

This method of developing the networks was followed for each question.

Carrying out the procedures of Systemic Network Analysis on this data was a

time consuming process. To construct each network every interview had to be

re-read to extract the information relating to each question. The next stage

was to sort all the data thus collected 1, order to arrive at the terms and

sub-divisions which reflected the differences present in each set of responses.

At that stage the network was drawn up.

In the presentation of the findings in Chapters 9, 10 and 11 the terms

of each network are replicated as the 'responses' given in the tables for each

question. In the discussion sections which follow in each chapter, excerpts

from the interviews are included. The discussion sections therefore enable the

sub-divisions of the networks to be explored through the use of quotations from

the interview data.

3. FELIABILITY

The reliability of the coding in this study was tested by asking two

research Sociologists at the Institute of Education to check the accuracy of the

categorizations made in the networks and orientating definitions. The

reliability sample consisted of 10% of the total sample. Each coder was given a

copy of the transcripts for every question for which a network was constructed.
'PS

After a training period the coders dependently allocated responses to the

choice points in the network. At the end of this exercise it was found that the

vast majority of choices made by the two researchers were in agreement with the

original coding (96 per cent of the choices of the first researcher were fri

agreement; 91 per cent of the choices made by the second researcher were in

agreement). This suggested that the networks and def init ions were reliable in

that they could be operated by Independent coders to achieve a sniIar resuit.

were an appropriate mode of analysis for this interview data and that the

coding was reliable.
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NE1WORK 15

without qualification

r[with

'What

do

you

thiak

of

Irish

jokes?

AccePtancej

LJust ajoke

[

upon content

upon the tellerProblematic/ _____
contingent	 L upon the listener

Lupon the context

don't like them
prejudicial to ____________hate them
the listener

Lreent them

r without qualification

L with qualification

stupid

go too far

degrade the Irish

racist

lush not like that

easier to laugh at
Irish than face NI

r Ignore them

counter-strategies 	 try and Invert them

L have to live with them
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APPErDIX 2

cH I -SQUAFE TEST VALIES

cHpTbR B

Tabi e 1 PIP! LS: 0-101 CE O IDENTITY

Difference between the London and Liverpool samples in selecting an Irish
identity: chi-square value 27.96, level of signIficance	 :001.

Difference between London and Liverpool samples in selecting a regional
identity: chi-squere value 18.90, level of significance = .001.

Table 6 RJP!LS. VISITS TO IFELAtD

Difference between the London and Liverpool samples visits to Ireland: chi-
square value 32.7, level of significance 	 .001.

TabI e 7 RPI LS: I NVOLVE!I€NT IN IRISH SOC I AL AW CILTURAL ACT IV! TIES

Difference between the London and Liverpool samples involvement in Irish
social end cultural activities: chi-square value 8.26, level of
significance = .01.

Tabl e 8 PUP! LS: PAFENTAL I NVOLVE!"ENT IN IRISH SOC I AL. AtID CU..TURAL

ACTIVITIES

Difference between the London and Liverpool samples for parental
I nvol vement in I ri sh social and cul tur& act lvi ties: chi -square value
12.22, level of significance = .001.

Tabl e 12 TENJ-ERS GE!ERAT I ON DISTAl BJT I ON

Difference between the first and second generation teachers end the third
end fourth generation teachers In selecting an Irish identity: chi-square
value 4.78, level of significance	 .05.

TebI e 15 TENJ-ERS VISITS TO I FELAPD BY GENERATION

Difference between the first and second generation teachers and the third
and fourth generation teachers in visiting Iret and: chi-square value 8.23,
level of significance = .01.

Tabl e 16 TEAO-1E19S I NLtENT IN IRISH SOCI AL PitD CU_TIFII4L ACT IV! TIES
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Difference between teachers who selected an Irish identity and teachers who
did not select an Irish Ideèty participating In Irish social and cultural
activities: chi-square value 18.9, level of significance	 .001.

Q-l 4PTER 9

Tab I e 2b LOMJON RPI LS. FEfrCI I ONS TO ANTI-IRISH JOKES PCCOFt) INS
TO SOCIAL CLASS

Difference between the middle class and working class pupils in London
considering Irish jokes to be problematic: chi-square value 5.36, level of
significance .05.

TebI e 3b LI VERPOOL PIP! LS: PEI9CE I VED FEPCTI ONS OF I RI SH FEOFt.E TO ANT I -
IRISH JOKES CCOFlJ1NG TO PUPILS IDENTITY

Difference between the pupils who selected Liverpudlian Identity and all
the other pupils In Liverpool in their perceptions of the reaction of Irish
people to irish jokes: chi-sqare value 9.95, level of significance. .01.

TabI e 5 TEfrCHERS: FEACT I ONS TO ANT I-IRISH JOKES

Difference between the Irish/primary identity group and the rest of the
teachers in their non-acceptance of Irish jokes. chi-square 6.3, level of'
significance = .02.

TabI e 7 P1.FILS: FECOGNITION 4FKERS OF IA! Si-lESS

Difference between the London and Liverpool pupils in their selection of
'appearance' as a recognition marker of Irlshness: chi-square value 13. 14,
level of significance = .001.

Tabl e Sc LI VEFFOOL PLPI LS: PEFLtJ-' I IONS OF TREA11€NT OF IRISH IN BR I TA! N
ACCOFOING TO PUPIL IDENTITY

Difference between pupils who selected Liverpudlian Identity and the rest
of the pupils in Liverpool in their perception that Irish people are
treated differently In Britain: chi-square value 4.54, level of
significance	 .05.

Tabl e 9c LI VEFFOOL FIPI LS OBJECT I ONS TO Ti-E TFEATtENT OF THE IRISH
IN BRITAIN aCCOFDING TO SOCIAL CLASS

Difference between the middle class pupils in Liverpool and the working
class pupils in stating they had seen or heard something 'political'
directed against the Irish: chi-square value 4.0, level of significance =
05.
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Tabi e 10 PIP I LS: PUS I TI VE I t'WES OF THE IA! SH

Difference between the London and Liverpool pupils in reporting positive
images of the Irish: chi-square value 4.16, level of significance = .05.

TebI e 11 a PUPILS: PERCEPTIONS 	 Ti-C OEGFEE TO W-tIO-I Ti-C IRISH
l-tA'vE MIXED IN

Difference between the London and Liverpool sanpies In thinking the Irish
had mixed in well: chi-square value 6.08, level of significance = .02.

Difference between the London end Liverpool sanples In thinking the degree
to which the Irish had mixed In well Is contingent on circumstances: chi-
square value 4 55, level of signifcance	 .05.

Tabi e 12 TEACHERS: FECOGNITI ON FACTORS OF [RI SI+JESS

Difference between the pupils and teachers In giving 'appearance' as a
recognition marker of Irishness: chi-square value 12.27, level of
significance = .001.

Tab I e 14 TE.ACHEI9S: OBJECT I ONS TO TFEAT?ENT OF THE IRISH IN BR I TA I N

Difference between the teachers who selected an Irish Identity and those
who did not select an Irish idenitity in having seen or heard something
derogatoiry about the Irish chi-square value 4.97, level of significance =
05.

Difference between teachers who selected an Irish identity and the
irishness/absent group in stating they had not seen or heard anything
directed against the Irish: chi-square value 6.3, level of significance =
.02.

Tabi e 15 TEACHERS: POS I TI VE I F'WES OF TI-C I RI SH

Difference between the pupils end teachers in having a positive image of
the Irish: chi-square value 14.93, level of significance = .001.

Tebl e 16 TEACIERS: PERCEPTIONS OF DEGFEE TO W-1IO- Ti-C IRISH HAVE MIXED IN

Difference between the Irishness/primary Idenitity group arid the rest of
the teachers about the Irish having mixed In well: chi-square value 4.16,
level of significance = .05.
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cH1PTER 10

Tabi e 2b L0JJ0N PUP! LS: PERSONAL NEANI NG OF CATHOLIC! SM PCCOFC) I NG
TO IDENTITY

Difference between the pupils who selected en Irish identity and those who
did not choose an Irish identity about Catholic corriTuneilty constituting
the meaning of religion: chi-square value 4.97, level of significance =
05.

Table 3 PUPILS. ASSOCIATION T'EN IA! S1+ESS , AAID CATHOLICISM

Difference between the London and Liverpool samples about whether
Catholicism and Irishness are synonomous: chi-square value 6.21, level of
significance = .02.

Difference between the London and Liverpool samples about whether Irishness
and Catholicism are associated together to any degree or not. chi-square
value 4.99, level of significance = .05.

Tabl e 4 TEACI-ERS: DISTINCTIVENESS OF CATHOLI C SCHOOLS

Difference between the teachers and pupils about the distinctiveness of
Catholic schools: chi-squere value 22.86, level of significance = .001.

Tabi e 6e TEACHERS: ASSOC I AT! ON BEThEEN I RI SHFESS MD CAT1-*JL I CI SM

Difference between the Irishness/primary group and the rest of the teachers
about irish people being assumed to be Catholic end Catholicism and
Irishness being synonomous: chi-squere value 4.16, level of significance =
05.

Difference between the Irishness/primary group end the rest of the teachers
about the association between Irishness and Catholicism being contingent:
chi-square value 8.89, level of significance 	 .01.

TabI e 6b TEACHERS: ASSOCI AT ION BEThEEN I RI SHFESS AtD CATHOLIC! SM
.ACCOFE) I NG TO SOC I AL. CLASS

Difference between teachers of a working class background compared with
teachers of a middle class background about the likelihood of Irish people
being assumed to be Catholic: chi-squere value 4.23, level of significance

= .05.
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Tab I e 13 TEAD-ERS: PFEFEFENCE FOR I NTEGRATED OR SEPARATE TEACHING
ABOUT I LAW

Difference between the Irishness/primary group and the Irishness absent
group in giving a wary reply for integrating teaching about Ireland Into
the existing curriculum: chi-square value 5.68, level of significance =
02.

Tabl e 14 TEACHERS: FESRJNSI 81 LI TV OF CATHOLIC SCHOOLS FOR TEACH! NG
ABOUT I FELND

Difference between Irishness/primary.group and Irishness absent group about
the special responsibility of Catholic schools for teaching about Ireland:
chi-square value 4.24, level of significance = .05.

CHAPTER BEVEN

Tabi e 2 PIP! LS: MAI N CAJJSES OF NORTI-ER'J I FELA1D CF3 I S

Difference between London and Liverpool samples about the main cause of the
crisis in Northern Ireland is the relationship between Britain and Ireland:
chi-square value 5.14, level of significance .05.

TabI e 3b LONDON PIP I LS: SOLUT I ONS FOR NORTI-EFfJ I lLAt'D ACCOFO I NG
TO IDENTITY

Difference between the pupils who selected an Irish identityand those who
did not select an Irish Identity in suggesting a United Ireland or
negotiations as the solution for Northern Ireland: chl-square value 3.88,
level of significance = .05.

Tabl e 5a TEACHERS; MA! N CALS OF EVENTS IN NORTHEFN I FELAPD

Difference between the Irishness/primary group end the Irlshness absent
group about the main cause of the crisis in Northern Ireland is the
relationship between Britain and Ireland: chi-squere value 5.80, level of
significance = .02.

Tabi e Sb TEACI-ERS: MAI N CAUSES OF EVENTS IN NORTI-EFIN I FELAA[) PCCOFOI NG
TO SOCIAL CLASS

Difference between teachers of a working class background and teachers from
a middle class background about the main cause of the crisis In Northern
Ireland is the relationship between Britain and Ireland: chl-square value
4.41, level of significance = .05.
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TabI e 6 TEfrJ-ERS: SOLUT I (JNS FOR NOI9TI-EFN I FELAtD

Difference between Irishness/primary group and Irishness absent group in
suggesting a United Ireland or negotiations as solutions for Northern
Ireland: chi-square value 3.95, level of significance = .05.

Tabi e Ba PIPILS; INCIDENCE OF DISCUSSING NOATIEFf'J IFELND 1TH FRIENDS

Difference between the London and Liverpool sazTçles in discussing Northern
Ireland with friends: chi-square value 8.79, level of significance	 .01.

Tabi e 8b LI VERPOOL PIFILS: INCIDENCE OF DI SCUSSENG NORTHERN 1RELAD
WITH FRIE1OS PCOF1DING TO GENDER

Difference between boys and girls In incidence of discussing Northern
Ireland with friends: chi-square value 11.22, level of significance = .001.

Tab I e 9b LI VERPOOL FtP! LS: I NC I DENCE OF DISCUSSING ABOUT NORTHEFV'J I FELAP[)
OUTS I DE OF SCHOOL ACCOFD I NG TO GENDER

Difference between boys and girls in discussing Northern Ireland outside
school: chi-square value 5.26, level of significance = .05.

TabI e 11 TEPCHERS: iNCIDENCE OF DISCUSSING NORTHEFfJ I FELAI\D IN STAFFFOOM

Difference between teachers who selected an Irish Identity and the
Irishness absent group in discussing Northern Ireland in the staffroont
chi-square value 4.5, level of significance = .05.

The direction of difference in all the above tests was predicted and
two-tail tests have been used to yield the level of significance. However,
in a small number of cases of theoretical interest a one-tail test was used
(chapter eIght, table 10; chapter nine, table 13; chapter ten, tables 4 and
6b). In these cases the concern Is to see whether such differences might
warrant further exploration In a larger sample.

All the questions In the questionnaire were tested to establish
whether generation, identity, region, social class and gender produced
statistically signifIcant differences between the sub-samples. The
presentation of the findings reports all significant differences recorded.
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